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Judge Dennis Hubel, Interview One 
2015 February 12 

 

MO: Okay. This is Michael O’Rourke. It is February— 

 

DH: Twelfth. 

 

MO: Twelfth. Two days before Valentine’s Day [MO chuckles]. We are beginning 

an oral history today with Judge Dennis Hubel. Today’s interview is taking place in 

his chambers in the U.S. Courthouse here in Portland. 

 

DH: I think it is Lincoln’s birthday, if I remember correctly. 

 

MO: Oh yeah. That sounds right too. 

Let’s just start at the beginning. When and where were you born? 

 

DH: I was born November 3, 1947, in New York City, in Manhattan. 

 

MO: Okay. Well, tell me a little bit about your parents, maybe. Starting with, if you 

want to, your father. 
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DH: My dad, he went by Dick. His name was Richard Hubel. He was born in 

February of 1921 in Flint. I had, until recently, been unsure as to how old he was 

when the family moved to Oregon. I have learned that he was not quite two when 

he moved to Oregon with his family. His dad had moved to Flint, Michigan, in the 

Buick assembly plant. He left that job, moved out West, and they settled on the 

Tualatin River, initially, actually in a location, as I understand it, sort of about where 

the Tualatin crosses I-205 now. I haven’t exactly pinned down the location, but it 

was in that general area, is what my dad told me. 

 

MO: Excuse me for just a second while I hit “record.” Okay, so, he moved out here 

with his family, to Oregon then? 

 

DH: Yes. At a very young age for him, and as I said, they settled on the Tualatin 

River initially. Early on, my grandma and grandpa Hubel had a grocery store. It 

would have been Grandma and Grandpa Hubel at Woodstock in Southeast 

Portland. It is one of the comical stories I remember of my dad telling me about. 

They lived around the corner  from the grocery store, and he and his brother, my 

Uncle Art, would deliver groceries on a bicycle all over Southeast and actually over 

on to the west side of Portland, too, by bicycle. They had a pear tree and an apple 

tree in the backyard. When the fruit got ripe on the tree and it was falling from the 

trees, they would have apple and pear fights with each other. Because, they had a 

tradition that I continued with some kids I grew up with—not in that yard, but in a 

different yard in Southeast Portland. 

Anyway, he always told a story about Grandpa Hubel, that he was kind of a 

[DH chuckles] blunt person, I guess you would say in today’s terms. In those days 

when they had the meat out in the grocery store, it was not in an enclosure—they 

did not have the meat out in Styrofoam and cellophane. It was just open. They 

would put the cuts of meat out there, and people could look at them, and pick them 

up, and do whatever they wanted with  them. There was this one lady who kind of 

irritated Grandpa, because she would always bend over and sniff the meat, 

especially the ground beef. So one day she did that and kind of piqued him 
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particularly, and he took out his little paring knife and he cut a little circle out where 

she had sniffed and pulled it out and threw it away in front of her [both laugh]. Just 

to make the point that maybe that wasn’t what she ought to be doing. 

 

MO: [indistinguishable?] about hygiene, there. 

 

DH: I don’t know if Grandpa really worried that much about hygiene, but he just 

didn’t like what she was doing. That was one way to get it across, I guess. 

Anyway, they moved in from the Tualatin River, into that house behind the 

grocery store somewhere early on. But my dad told stories about growing up on the 

Tualatin and learning to swim there and doing some fishing there. 

 

MO: Did you have a chance yourself to see this house later? 

 

DH: I did. In fact, the last time I was in that area, probably about six months ago, 

close enough to look at the place, I think that the house is still there. I know that 

the building that the grocery store was in is still there. They downsized the grocery 

store and moved into a much smaller place. When Grandma sold the building it was 

vacant for a while, then Dryer and Sons Electricians, moved in there. I can’t 

remember what it is now, but it is something different now. Dryer and Sons has 

moved.  

But they had a smaller grocery store, still on Woodstock and run by Grandma. 

When she was not feeling so well, I was probably ten, eleven, I would be there 

helping her out. My favorite job was grinding the hamburger in the meat grinder. 

 

MO: So, your father spent how long in Oregon, then? I guess he must have moved 

to New York at some point. 

 

DH: He lived in Oregon until World War II, and I don’t know exactly when during 

the war he enlisted in the Navy, but it was relatively early in the war that he enlisted 

in the navy. My Uncle Art, his younger brother, enlisted as well. It was while he was 
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in the Navy— he had trained in Pensacola, Florida and in Corpus Christi, Texas, 

and then in New York City, learning to be a radar, avionics technician, of some sort 

or another—. It was in New York City, at one of those schools, that he met my mom. 

Actually he was a very good baseball player, I am told. He didn’t talk too 

much about it, but his siblings would tell me about it from time to time; that he had 

an offer to play for somebody’s farm team from the major leagues, probably Single-

A ball, I would imagine. That didn’t work out because Grandma and Grandpa said 

that he had to have a real job that paid some money. So when he went in the navy, 

he was playing baseball in the Navy, and they had a team. As those old enough to 

recall World War II will remember, there were many, many pro baseball players who 

went into the military in World War II. Ted Williams, for instance. And my dad’s 

team in Pensacola played this team of pro ball players who were able to travel 

around playing these teams made up of guys who were in the service. That was 

one of his fond memories, was playing against Ted Williams. 

 

MO: Oh yeah [MO chuckles]. So he met your mother here in Portland, then, huh? 

 

DH: No, he met her in New York City, when he was there in radar school. She 

was living there at the time. My mom’s name was Jackie. She goes by Jackie. I 

always thought of it as Montreal, that was what she told me, but she got a little 

more specific with my sisters and told them that she was born in Queen-Anne-de-

Bellevue [Sainte-Anne-de-Bellevue], which is a neighborhood, or suburb, if you will, 

of Montreal, one of the larger ones. It was a predominantly French- Canadian 

community. 

She grew up speaking French, moved to this country with her folks to New 

York City when she was two—basically just a French speaker at that point. Then 

she started to learn English, obviously, in New York City. She had a story that she 

used to like to tell— actually her sister, Evelyn, told it more frequently than Mom 

did—about one day she was five or six or seven, and she was at school, and she 

wasn’t feeling well, and she was distressed enough about not feeling well that she 

was trying to tell the school people what was wrong with her. It was only coming 
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out in French. She wasn’t remembering the English for it. They were having a 

dickens of a time understanding what was wrong with my mom. They finally figured 

it out when they got a hold of the folks at home. 

They met in New York City. She worked as a telephone operator, initially, 

there. This was a time period you really used the operator. If you wanted to make 

a call, you called the operator and told her what number you wanted, and she would 

plug you in on the switchboard and get you hooked up. It was a very different time. 

 

MO: Yeah, definitely. 

 

DH: They got married in 1946, in June, just after the war. 

 

MO: Your dad, Richard, was a carpenter and a general contractor? 

 

DH: He was. He had thought about going to some sort of civilian electronic school 

after the navy, but he liked working with his hands, so when he came back to 

Portland his dad had a general contracting business, and he and his brother, my 

dad’s brother, Art, went to work in Grandpa’s general construction business building 

single-family residences. 

 

MO: So he wasn’t doing that in New York, then? 

 

DH: Actually, he did start to do that after the war. They got married, as I said, in 

’46. I was born in ’47, in Manhattan. They moved shortly after that to northern New 

Jersey, and I don’t remember whether it was Teaneck first and then River Edge or 

River Edge first and then Teaneck.  

But my dad wasn’t working with my uncle then; his brother. I don’t know what 

Art was doing at that point. 

But my dad had a partner named Rocky. That is all I remember, was his first 

name, Rocky. They were building homes. I think my dad was a foreman on a crew 

building homes in northern New Jersey. In fact, one of the few memories I have 
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from northern New Jersey was Dad building a house, moving us in, myself and 

Mom and he. The house wasn’t quite done yet. The front porch hadn’t been poured. 

I was fascinated by the building of the forms and the concrete truck coming, and 

the guys wheeling the concrete over and dumping it in the front porch. And I was 

watching at the front door. At one point, I fell in the wet concrete and made quite a 

mess, and I am sure I was howling at the time. But Rocky pulled me out and took 

me out back with the hose and washed me off. 

Some way or another, Rocky produced a puppy, and that is what he used to 

get me to stop hollering [MO chuckles]. He gave me a puppy. And that is one of my 

memories of northern New Jersey, that scenario. 

 

MO: Oh yeah. And a puppy that you were introduced to. 

 

DH: Exactly, exactly. But he calmed me down. 

 

MO: That ended that. Did you keep the puppy, then? 

 

DH: My understanding is that we did keep the puppy until we moved, and then I 

don’t know what happened to that puppy. He didn’t make it out West with us. I know 

that. 

Rocky may have found another home for him. I am not sure. 

 

MO: What was your mother up to in New York? Was she a homemaker, mostly? 

Or? 

 

DH: Well, early on she was still working as a telephone operator. And then, 

somewhere in the first two or three years of my life, her mother—Juliet was her 

name, Babin, B-A-B-I-N—Juliet started living with my mom, or I guess—I am not 

sure how this worked. I never really pinned down the details. I wasn’t, I suppose, 

inquisitive enough to pin them down at the time. 
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But anyway, she was essentially the caregiver for her mom, Juliet, when she 

was very ill. And when I was just about three years old, not quite three, Juliet 

passed away, and that was a pretty sad event for my mom. She ended up deciding 

that we needed a change of scenery. I am pretty confident that my dad enjoyed the 

change of scenery too, because they moved out West, then—back to Portland, 

Oregon. I don’t think my mom had ever been to Portland at that point in her life. I 

don’t know that she had probably have been west of Montreal at that point in time. 

But she made the trek out here. 

 

MO: You were about three years old then? 

 

DH: Yep. That would have been 1950. 

 

MO: Do you remember anything about the journey? 

 

DH: I don’t remember if it was the journey out or a visit relatively early on. I 

remember two trips about that point in time. One, we were on a train, and the other 

we were on a prop plane. It was an old DC-3. 

I don’t remember much about the airplane flight. What I remember about the 

train ride, it took several days, and I am pretty sure we didn’t have a sleeper. We 

just had the old Pullman-style, make-up-the-bunks-at-night situation, which I 

thought was pretty neat, to be able to sleep in those bunks. But what was really 

fascinating to me was that I had lived a pretty sheltered life up to that point, those 

first three years, but I met my first African American on that trip. And he was the 

porter, and he was just a delightful guy. I was just completely fascinated by this 

guy. I just followed him everywhere on the train that he was working. I just wanted 

to know more about him. My mom was always convinced that it was the uniqueness 

of his skin color that attracted me so much to him. I remember being fascinated by 

the way he talked, too. He had a Caribbean accent. The guy was just fascinating to 

me. I just really enjoyed that week-long trip out here on the train. 
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MO: Do you remember his name? 

 

DH: I don’t [DH chuckles]. I have asked my mom that question before. And she 

didn’t remember his name either. 

 

MO: We have got you on the train out here to Portland. And you mentioned that 

one of your early memories was the cement. Do you have any other memories of 

the time in New Jersey or New York before coming out here? 

 

DH: You know, my grandpa, my mom’s dad, he went by Frank, but his name was 

François. He was, kind of, the maintenance manager for a large apartment building 

in New York City. I have vague pictures in my mind of meeting Grandpa outside his 

building and having him show me around the building and the things that he did. I 

couldn’t really tell you much about that because I was so young. 

The other memory I have relates, as well, to my mom’s family. And that was 

when her mom was ill, she was a shorter woman, and I was just about the right 

height for her to use my head as her cane moving around the house. That is a 

memory that I have always had, is Grandma—I couldn’t tell you what her face 

looked like, I just remember her using me to get around the house. 

 

MO: [MO chuckling] So you would help keep her balanced then? 

 

DH: Yep, yep. 

 

MO: Did you ever get into the big city as a kid, or have any memories of doing 

that? 

 

 

DH: I know that we did. I have no memory of it. I have to say, I do not have a  

fondness for New York. I don’t like New York City. In fact, I haven’t been there since 

1969 and I probably will never go again. 
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MO: Oh yeah [MO chuckles]. Just too big? 

 

DH: It is just too big. Yes. I am kind of like a dog— the hackles on the back of my 

neck go up, and I am just on alert all of the time. It is an uncomfortable place for 

me. 

 

MO: Well, what do you remember after you got off of the train here in Portland? 

 

DH: I can remember the first house that we lived in. We were on 50th, just off of 

Steele in Southeast Portland, right across the street from Woodstock Park. I was 

so small that that park looked like it must have been about four miles long and six 

miles wide. It was just immense in my memory. When I go back there, I am just 

amazed at how small of a park it is, compared to what my memory was of it. 

That was my first school, Woodstock Elementary, which was ironic, because it was 

my dad’s elementary school. We lived there until I was eight. I finished second 

grade at Woodstock Elementary. 

I can remember the house had a basement. Initially I was in a first-floor 

bedroom. It was a two-bedroom house, and then my dad finished off the attic at 

some point. It must have been about 1952, when my first sister was born, because 

she ended up taking my bedroom downstairs, and they moved me up to the attic, 

which, I must have been an arachnophobe at that point in time, because I was 

scared to death the spiders were going to get me up there [MO chuckles]. I am sure 

that I drove my parent’s nuts, screaming and hollering about the spiders at night. 

 

MO: And your sister, then, was your first sibling? 

 

DH: Yep. Janice, we call her Jan. Jan was my first sister, and she was born in 

’52. Let’s see, I was eight when we moved, so that would have been ’55. When she 

was three, we moved to Mount Tabor, just off of Yamhill on 74th. 
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MO: How did you feel about having to share your parents with another child? 

 

DH: I think the trauma wasn’t so much sharing my parents with the other child; it 

was giving up my bedroom on the first floor for that [DH chuckling] attic bedroom. 

That was traumatic for me. 

 

MO: To have to go up there with the spiders. 

 

DH: Yeah, that didn’t set too well, then [MO laughs]. And I am sure somewhere 

in the back of my mind at that point in time I probably blamed it on her. Or I suppose, 

I don’t know. 

We moved over to Mount Tabor. That was a nice place for us. I have a lot of 

good memories there. I lived there from age eight to eighteen, as I graduated from 

high school. The street that we were on, my dad and uncle developed the street. 

That was when they were still doing the general contracting. The built six houses 

on that street, and it really wasn’t a street when we moved in there. They platted it 

and got it approved and built the six houses there. That was kind of the beginning 

of me working summers with my dad, learning something about carpentry, and 

framing, and foundations, and homes. 

Grandma and Grandpa lived just a block away, at 73rd and Yamhill. 

 

MO: Had you met your grandparents prior to this trip out? 

 

DH: No. I don’t recall having met Grandma and Grandpa Hubel until we moved 

out here, when I was three. 

 

MO: Let me ask you a little bit more about both your mother and father.DH:

 Sure. 

 

MO: What would you say about your dad as a person? What was his personality 

like? 
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DH: He was a pretty quiet guy. He was very self-motivated. When he passed 

away in 2009, and I was thinking about what I was going to say at his memorial, 

the word that came to mind about my dad was “responsibility.” He took that word 

and that concept very seriously. He was always trying to figure out what he was 

supposed to be doing and making sure he was doing it, in his own way. My sisters 

and I were talking to him when he was ill, and it was clear that something was 

bothering him. We asked him what was bothering him so we could make him more 

comfortable, and he said, “I am not doing what I am supposed to be doing to take 

care of your mom.” That was his concern leaving the world, was taking care of her. 

 

MO: Okay. When your mother came out, did she work in Portland? 

 

DH: She did. They both liked roller skating a lot, and Mom worked for a while as 

the cashier at the Imperial Roller Rink down at the foot of the Hawthorne Bridge, a 

roller rink. There were two roller rinks in town, the Oaks and the Imperial, and they 

always favored the Imperial for some reason. I don’t know exactly why. But she 

worked there for a number of years. 

Then there was a period of time when she was a homemaker, and I am going 

to say that was probably from about age ten to maybe thirteen or fourteen years 

old, she was pretty much a homemaker. It was during the early years at Mount 

Tabor that she was a homemaker, primarily. Then towards, probably, my junior year 

in high school, she started to work at Good Samarian Hospital as a unit secretary, 

eventually the unit secretary for the intensive care unit. She did that until she 

retired. She probably did that for twenty, twenty-two years, something like that. 

 

MO: What would you say that her personality was? What was she like? 

 

DH: She was a neat-nik, a trait [DH chuckling] that I haven’t acquired. She was 

the neat- nik. Everything had its place, and everything was supposed to be in its 

place, and if it wasn’t, somebody was going to have to explain why. 
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MO: So you had to explain now and then? 

 

DH: Yeah, yeah, I did. Mom was the neat-nik. When it came to the bulk of the 

yard work, that was dad, then later, me. But if it was puttering with the flowers, that 

was Mom. Dad would plant them, but Mom would be out tending to them and making 

sure they got fertilized and making sure they got picked at appropriate times, et 

cetera. That was one of her things, was the flowers—still is to this day. She still 

enjoys flowers. 

 

MO: Oh yeah. So she is still living? 

 

DH: She is still alive. Yes. She is ninety, working on ninety-one. And definitely 

has her struggles, but she is doing okay. 

 

MO: That’s great. 

 

DH: Yes. 

 

MO: Did your folks take any interest in politics? Or outside of work, what sort of 

things did they do? 

 

DH: Well, they were roller skaters for a while. I don’t remember my dad roller 

skating much. My mom continued to roller skate while she worked at the Imperial, 

and even a little bit after that, when she was a homemaker. She would go with my 

aunt, Jean, my dad’s sister. They would go roller skating. 

My dad, at some point, they left the general contracting world. They didn’t 

like the headaches of doing everything on the house, so he and his brother did 

framing and foundation work, and later, just framing. They both worked all day long 

at their job building, but it was in the evening that my dad would be doing the 

figuring for the building and the bids for the next job and that sort of thing. 
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His life was pretty much work. It was work during the day and in the evening 

it was do a little yard work or do the bids and paperwork for the business. He didn’t 

have a lot of outside interests until, probably, later in high school—junior year--I 

started to play a little golf [DH chuckling], not very well, either. But somewhere 

around the end of my high school, beginning of college, he and his brother 

decided—they had a couple of guys that they were working with who liked to play 

golf, and they started going out and playing golf. So that was a pastime for him. 

He also liked the dog races. He would go to the dog races on a regular basis. 

My sister Jan’s oldest, Jeremy, had a very close relationship with my dad. When 

my dad was not able to drive anymore, Jeremy would take him to the races. 

 

MO: At Portland Meadows, probably? 

 

DH: For the horse races, they were at Portland Meadows. 

 

MO: Oh, that is right. 

 

DH: Multnomah Kennel Club was where he would go to the dog races, which I 

guess doesn’t exist anymore. 

 

MO: Yeah, that is probably right. My father also liked the dogs and the horses, 

both. 

And your mother? Did she have any outside interests? 

 

DH: She and some of her friends would go to a play now and then. But she was 

kind of a homebody. Once the roller skating wrapped up, which would have been 

about the time she went to work at Good Samaritan, I would say, that was pretty 

much the end of roller skating for her. It would just be an occasional play or two 

with her lady friends. 

 

MO: Were they churchgoers at all? 
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DH: Mom was baptized and raised Catholic, and Dad was raised Presbyterian. 

What I remember when I growing up was Grandma Hubel was a pretty strong 

personality. It was definitely a matriarchal family on that side. Grandpa passed 

away when I was probably six, seven years old. Grandma Hubel pretty much had 

the family all in tow going to Mount Tabor Presbyterian Church. And my mom pretty 

much became a Presbyterian. I don’t know If she became a member of the church, 

but she was certainly there a lot. 

My dad, he was not a churchgoer. He had some experiences somewhere 

along the way that led him to the opinion—he didn’t care very much for people who 

went to church on Sunday and lived their life in some other fashion on the other six 

days a week. So, he felt it was kind of hypocritical, and he just wasn’t going to take 

part. So when Mom would go to church, he would stay home. 

 

MO: Did your mother, then, place any priority on her children going to church, 

then? 

 

DH: She did. She did. I know it continued with me and with Jan. I am pretty sure 

my younger sister, Cherie, who is eleven years younger than me; I am pretty sure 

she was going to church on a regular basis with Mom, too [DH chuckles]. 

I remember when we lived on 74th; we were just above the Ascension Church 

Catholic School that was at 76th and Yamhill. I remember one day being home sick 

from school, and I was looking out the window, watching what was going on in the 

Catholic classroom. About the time I was watching the Sister rap one of the 

students across the knuckles with the ruler; my mom walked by and saw me looking 

in the window. She assumed I was looking there kind of wistfully. She said, “You 

know, you were baptized Catholic, if you would like to go there, we could do that.” 

And I said, “Oh, no Mom! I’ll go back to school tomorrow, thank you very 

much.” [both laugh] Didn’t want that ruler across my knuckles, and I figured I would 

probably get it at some point. 
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MO: Okay. Mount Tabor and Woodstock schools. Did you like school? 

 

DH: My days at Woodstock, my kindergarten and first grade teacher was Ms. 

Frisbee, and I think there is a good reason for me to remember her name, is 

because I liked  her. Kindergarten and first grade were fun experiences for me. My 

second grade teacher, she was pretty strict and pretty stern, and pretty much about 

schoolwork. That didn’t really appeal to me much at that age. I would say, up until 

about the middle of sixth   grade, school was more about the social experiences for 

me, and a lot less about academics. I lived for recess and noontime and after school 

with my friends. The rest of it I just kind of tolerated. 

I can remember in sixth grade. We moved to Mount Tabor in second grade, 

and we finished up the year there in Woodstock. Then I went to Jim Bridger, which 

was a K through third grade school in that point in time. It was on Market Street, 

just below 76th. I don't recall too much about those years there, other than [DH 

chuckling] I guess there was one good friend of mine, Bill Pickens, who, I had 

mentioned I took up the tradition that my dad had with his brother with the rotten 

apple fight. Bill lived down by Ascension School a couple of blocks away, and his 

family had an apple tree. We would have rotten apple fights too. 

By that point in time, Jim Bridger years for me would have been third grade 

only the first time. In third grade there was [pause] kind of a jerk. His name was 

Fred. I was big for my age. Bill, my good buddy, was always short for his age and 

short as an adult. Fred used to like to pick on Bill. He was picking on Bill 

unmercifully one day, and slugged Bill in the stomach, and I stepped between them 

and took care of Fred for Bill. I forgot about this until I was having dinner with Bill 

a couple of years ago, and he brought that up. I thought [DH chuckling], “Wow, I 

don’t remember that. I’m glad I stuck up for you. You deserved it. I didn’t like Fred. 

I didn’t like the way that he was treating you.” 

Then in fourth and in fifth grade I had teachers who, to my way of thinking—

and sixth grade too—it was sure a funny coincidence. In those days we were split 

into academic groups. You would have the various level of reading groups or 

spelling groups or math groups. It sure seemed like all of the guys ended up in the 
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lowest groups and all of the girls ended up in the highest groups. I didn’t much care, 

because I wasn’t that interested in it. 

In the middle of sixth grade, Mr. Groshong came, right about the middle of 

January. He was a student teacher. He was doing his student teaching. He took an 

instant interest in a bunch of us. He had our sixth grade class, by the middle of 

February, it was completely rearranged. It was totally homogenized. The highest 

groups were about fifty- fifty male and female and all of the groups, all the way 

down. And all of the subjects were that way. That is the guy who got me interested 

in academics. He made math fun. He made reading fun. He made the whole thing 

interesting and exciting. That was kind of   the turn-around for me in school. It was 

Mr. Groshong. 

 

MO: A teacher can make a big difference. 

 

 

DH: It made a huge difference. You know, my wife was a teacher for a while. I 

would always hear her say early on in our marriage that it just takes one really good 

teacher to turn a kid on to school. She was right. That is exactly what it took for me. 

I had many good teachers after that. It was the one good one that turned me on to 

school. 

 

MO: I also have that kind of memory when I was in grade school. There was one 

teacher in particular that sort of turned me on. 

 

DH: Yep, yep. I ended up looking for him when my daughter was in fourth grade, 

and the 21st Century Schools concept went through the legislature. I think it was a 

Vera Katz idea. They set up the site councils at the schools. I got on my daughter’s 

site council at her school. I got to talking about educational concepts with the 

teacher, and I mentioned to them my experience with Mr. Groshong, and one of 

them suggested, “Have you ever looked him up?” 

And I said, “Well, no.” 
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And she said, “I think I can go to the state registry of teachers and probably 

find out where he was teaching last and see what you can find out.” And so she 

did. 

Unfortunately I got there about six months after he had passed away. I got 

to tell his wife the difference that he made in my life, but never got to share that 

with him, unfortunately. 

 

MO: After you got more serious about academic stuff, what were your strengths 

in terms of subjects? 

 

DH: Math and science. I loved math. It was such a puzzle and so much fun putting 

together the puzzle. I just loved math and the outgrowth of math into science. I 

enjoyed that too. Those were, far and away, my two strengths, particularly all 

through high school. Not surprisingly, in the early sixties, if you were male and you 

did well in math and science, I was pretty-well slated to become an engineer as I 

went to college. That is what I did. 

 

MO: You were on that path— 

 

DH: I think I started thinking about that path probably in about the seventh grade. 

 

MO: What were your high school experiences, I guess, at Marshall? 

 

DH: I spent 1961 to 1965 at John Marshall High School, which brings kind of a 

curious coincidence to mind. I said I went to Bridger in third grade, and then I had 

the switch to William Clark. That was out on 92nd, south of Yamhill. I went there 

for fourth, fifth, sixth. By that time Bridger had gone to K-8, so I went back to 

Bridger, because it was much closer, for seventh and eighth grade—then on to 

Marshall. 

So what is the coincidence there? The coincidence is, William Clark has been 

closed, Jim Bridger has been closed, John Marshall has been closed. Marshall is 
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the newest high school this city has—that is still available as a high school—and it 

is closed. I find that ironic. There were two built after it: Adams, which eventually 

got torn down, and Jackson, which got converted to a middle school. But our newest 

high school is the only high school in a long, long time that we have closed down 

other than torn down, in the case of Adams. Now I understand that it is going to, 

for a time, it will be used to  house the Franklin students while they remodel Franklin 

High School—one of the [DH chuckles] oldest high schools in Portland. Then it will 

be used to house the Grant High School students when they remodel it. I think, 

what an irony, that the newest school gets used to support the student who comes 

from, in Grant’s case, quite a distance away, while they remodel their high schools. 

Such is life. 

 

MO: It is across town, there. 

 

DH: Yes. Yeah, it is a good poke from Grant to Marshall. 

 

MO: I actually live close to Grant, and [MO chuckling] if I were going to school 

there I probably wouldn’t want to go all the way to the Southeast. 

 

DH: No. I don’t think anybody will enjoy the commute, particularly in these times. 

 

MO: Any teachers in high school that made an impression on you? 

 

DH: Yes, lots of them. In the middle of high school, at the end of our sophomore 

year, the school district decided to experiment with a new idea. They called it 

“flexible scheduling.” They split our day into twenty-minute periods. And they would 

build a schedule for you that was supposed to somewhat be like a college schedule, 

where, for instance, in your science class, you might have two sessions a week that 

would be two modules long, forty minutes long, where there was going to be a 

lecture, if you will. And then you would have one session that might be four modules 

long for a lab. So they did that with as many of the classes as they could to try to 
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build a class schedule that made more sense for learning the particular material 

but also to get you, I think, used to the  idea of a schedule like that in college, if 

you were going to head on to college. 

I think, as a result of trying that experiment, they had really assembled an 

incredibly good faculty at Marshall High School. The teachers who stand out in my 

memory were—well, David Mesirow was one. He just recently passed away this 

last December. He taught there. He graduated from Reed College and taught at 

Marshall for several years, and then he moved to Grant, then he moved to Adams. 

I guess he moved to Adams first, and he taught the Adam’s night high school, to 

keep the kids in school and get their diploma. Then he moved over to Grant and 

continued that night school thing as well—just an incredible guy. He really inspired 

people to think independently, to write creatively, to not be afraid to express their 

ideas, even if they might not be well-received by the powers that be. 

We were, as juniors, beside ourselves in my English class because the 

teacher who ran the program, Mrs. Bierman—she was a good English teacher. She 

taught me a lot of good things about English and writing, but it was painful. If you 

wanted to get— you could do the best possible job that anybody could do on the 

regular assignments, and the best that you could get was a C. If you wanted to get 

a B, you had to do some extra assignments, and if you wanted to get an A, you had 

to do two extra assignments, and do them well. She called it “required 

supplementary” work. We were really just bellyaching about that a lot, and I 

remember Mr. Mesirow pulling a couple of us aside and saying, “Are you going to 

do something about this, or are you just going to bellyache all of the time?” 

And we said, “Well, no. We want to do something about it.” 

And he said, “Well, what are you going to do?” He ended up quietly making 

available the mimeograph machine in the faculty area, and some of us started 

quoting Thoreau, “Unjust laws exist: shall we be content to obey them, or shall we 

resist?” and posting those all over the school. He was the source of the inspiration 

to do that for us. 

But that was what he did. He encouraged you to think about your problems 

and find a creative way to take it on and solve it, if you could. 
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It didn’t make a lot of difference. We still had to do the “required 

supplementary” work. But we felt better, anyway [MO chuckles]. 

I had a great college counselor, Carolyn Kirkendall [?]. She and, I think it was 

Eugene Barcheck [?], Gene Barcheck [?], taught our English class our senior year. 

Harry Richards [?] and Dean Still and Donald Turner in math. I know when I 

graduated I was, I think, the only student at Marshall who had taken five math 

classes. I took everything   that I could take. They didn’t teach calculus in high 

school then. I could have used an extra year to learn calculus. That is the hardest 

math class that I ever had, and it got easier after that, thank goodness. Those were 

the ones who stood out the most. 

A chemistry teacher too, Merrell M. Merritt [?]. He was a very good science 

teacher. I enjoyed the heck out of him. 

The other one who stands out was my French teacher. My mom was French 

Canadian, spoke French for all of her early years, and so when it got to high school 

you were advised to take a foreign language if you wanted to go on to college. And 

the choices in my school were German, French, or Spanish. Spanish wasn’t that 

interesting. At the time it wasn’t nearly the valuable language to learn as it would 

be today. German just seemed really, really hard to me. My mom’s connection 

made French the choice. My French teacher for three of the four years was Denise 

Enzler. I still remember her and her teaching and the photographs that she would 

bring back from her summers in France. As my daughter graduates from medical 

school this year in Ireland, the family took a tour, as her graduation present, 

together. We spent four lovely days in Paris, and I got to see all of the places—it 

was the first time I had been to Paris—I got to see all of the places Mrs. Enzler 

taught me about. I felt like I was going to all of the places that her slides came from. 

It was a lot of fun. 

 

MO: Did you have any French as a result of your mother being a French speaker? 

 

DH: Not before high school. Not before I started taking it there. I think she enjoyed 

me taking French. My sister, Jan, took French. I am not sure if Sherri [?] did, or if 
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she broke out of the mold and took another language. I can’t remember. I was off 

in college by then. I was amazed of how much of it came back to me this last 

summer. I hadn’t used it but once or twice since then. 

 

MO: Any classmates that were influential or good friends of yours at that time? 

 

DH: Yes. I mentioned the college counselor, Mrs. Kirkendall [?]—there was a 

huge push for geographic diversity at the time. She really pushed a lot of us to give 

some thought to going outside the state to college. There were eight of us who went 

back East to school. In my freshman year in college, one of my classmates—who 

was a fellow lawyer here in town, Bill [William A.] Gaylord, plaintiffs personal injury 

lawyer—I have known him since we were eight, nine, ten years old, somewhere in 

that time period. We played little league baseball against each other. He played for 

Bag Boy Golf Carts, and I played for Bashor’s Sporting Goods. We went to Cornell 

together. There was a third fellow, Coleman Culch [?], whose parents owned the 

Flanagan’s restaurant at, I think it was Foster and 82nd, maybe it was Powell and 

82nd. It was Powell and 82nd, because it 

was close to the high school. 

Then there was Jim Azumano, whose parents had Azumano Travel. He went 

to Williams. And Tom Madson [?] went to the University of Pennsylvania. Gary Tuck 

[?] and Roland Johnson [?] went to Harvard. [pause] I can’t remember where the 

other of the eight went. But that was our group. We had a lunch a few weeks ago 

that Gary Tuck [?], one of the fellows that went to Harvard, Bill Gaylord, myself, 

and Tom Madson [?] were all there, as well as four or five other classmates. You 

know, we are coming up to our fiftieth high school reunion this year. People are 

kind of drawn together, rekindling those ties. 

We stayed close. Those kids who went back East to school got together in 

New York City November of ’65, for Thanksgiving. We were late getting up. My dad 

had stayed in the war, [?] a time or two, at the 34th Street YMCA, and so we decided 

to stay at the 34th Street YMCA because none of us knew anything about New York 

City. Well,  that was kind of a seedy place [both chuckle] in 1965. In fact, I would 
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say that it was very seedy. We get down to the street, and we were going to go to 

the Macy’s Day Parade. We probably got down there at 9:30, way too late to go to 

the parade. There were already people a block-and-a-half deep on the entire 

parade route. Bill, I think it was, and maybe Jim Azumano in cahoots, they decided 

that the way to get to see the parade was for Bill   to pretend to have fainted and 

two of us to carry him through the crowd to the front to get some air. 

So Jim was carrying one end of him, and I can’t remember who was carrying 

the other. I was going behind, kind of breaking the crowd up and pulling the rest of 

our group together. There was somebody out in front. Well, whoever was out in 

front for us soon lost their front position to this large gentleman, who was kind of 

like parting the sea for   us to get through the crowd to the front. And the lady who 

was following him, I can remember her yelling, “Don’t you people care? Don’t you 

people care? This young man has fainted.” [both chuckle] And we walk by a 

streetlight, and the gentleman’s son was sitting up on the wait/ walk sign to watch 

the parade, and this fellow was suspicious of us and our motivations. I can 

remember as we walk by him, him saying to his son, “Watch them, son. I think they 

are faking it.” [both laugh] And we got through the crowd to the front of the parade 

and up ride two policemen on horses. 

“Well, your friend passed out? Call an ambulance, Joe!” [DH laughs] So now 

it is trying to revive Bill, but not look too fake about it. Meanwhile, people are starting 

to get the feeling that this is all unraveling. We ended up just splitting up and getting 

the heck out of there—didn’t watch the parade, just escaped with our skins while 

the large guy who parted the crowd was after us. That was our group. We are not 

above a few pranks. 

 

MO: So you got out of there before the ambulance picked up? 

 

DH: He miraculously came to before the ambulance arrived, and we melted into 

the crowd. 
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MO: [MO chuckles] Now, so this is a group that was pretty tight, then, back in high 

school? And then you all went— 

 

DH: Yeah, yeah. We all went to college together. Not all of us finished back there. 

About half of us came back to Oregon to finish college and half of us stayed back 

there and finished. 

 

MO: What would you say was the common ground that you had in high school? 

What were your interactions like, I guess, when you were just getting to know each 

other, this group of people? 

 

DH: We were not above, like I say, a lot of horseplay and pranks. I can remember 

sitting in Mr. Turner’s math class, I had him for my first three math classes: 

freshman, sophomore, and junior year. He would just get beside himself that we 

would be chatting all of the time and not paying attention to what he was teaching 

us. He went so far as, at one point, to split us up and have two of us at the front 

row on one side of the room, and two of us at the far side of the room, in the front 

row. We would still, if there is the front of the row, we would be turned, facing across 

the room to talk to our buddy, who is now twenty-five feet away. He would get 

frustrated, and he would ask us a question about, say in geometry, “What is the 

next step in proving this theorem, Mr. Haas?” 

And Randy would turn and say, “Well, it is obvious, isn’t it? It is blah, blah, 

blah.” 

So, finally, he wasn’t getting anywhere with that approach. He kicked us out 

of the class. He said, “You guys think you are so smart? You are going to go to a 

private study hall until the next exam and teach the material to yourselves, and we’ll 

see how well you do on the exam.” 

We all aced it [DH chuckling]. He was just frustrated as all get out. 

 

MO:    So this was a pretty smart group. 
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DH: It was a smart group, and we had been well-taught up to that point in time, 

and we were incorrigible. 

 

MO: [MO chuckles] Well, obviously, the teacher that you mentioned, I forget the 

name, that said, “Go back East—” 

 

DH: She won the day with a lot of us. 

 

MO: So when it came time to make your decision about college, I guess it was 

probably a given that you were going to go to college. Is that right? 

 

DH: Yeah, by the time that I was in high school, I was committed in my mind to 

going to college, for sure. Yes. I think my folks had that as a goal for me as well. 

MO: So how did you make your decision about Cornell? 

 

DH: Well, because of the college counselor, Mrs. Kirkendall’s encouragement— 

Back up one step. In seventh grade, I mentioned that I kind of got serious about 

this engineering and math, or math and science thing. And then I remember 

watching a TV show that was kind of promoting the Naval Academy. I thought “Well, 

you know, Dad was in the Navy, and Uncle Art was in the Navy. That looks pretty 

cool, what they are doing in this promo movie on TV about the Naval Academy.” 

And, “Wow, it’s free? That is incredible.” I always had that in the back of my mind. 

As college approached and senior year was approaching, I was talking to the 

college counselor about the Naval Academy and what you have to do to get there, 

and talking about these other schools that she was mentioning. I pursued and was 

lucky enough to get an appointment to the academy from Senator Maurine 

Neuberger. I had also pursued the regular R.O.T.C. scholarship, and was 

successful in getting that. Had applied to quite a few schools on the East Coast. 

Got into many of them, and I am sitting there trying to think, “Okay, what do I do? 

Which one am I going to choose, here?” And in the end I went back to a teacher 

that I had had freshman year, Charles Pulliam [?]. 
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What a guy. He spent some time on active duty in the Navy, and then he was 

in the Navy Reserves until he retired from the Navy and was teaching all of his 

reserve time. By the time I was a senior, he was at Franklin High School. I went 

over and made an appointment to see Charlie, and sat down with him and said, 

“Charlie, it has come down to, I could have the regular R.O.T.C. scholarship at 

Cornell, or I could have it at Harvard, or I could go to the Naval Academy. I am 

having trouble figuring out what I want to do, here.” 

I was really not that excited about Harvard because I was kind of on their 

waiting list. I wasn’t their first choice. It was like, “Okay, fine. I get the message.” 

So it was really, do I go to upstate New York, which at that point was kind of like, 

go back and take a look at what the homeland looked like, where I was born, in my 

mind. Or do I go to the Naval Academy? 

Charlie sat down and talked with me for a long time. And then basically he 

said, “You know, a lot of the college experience is learning to grow up and learning 

how to navigate life on your own and be responsible for yourself.” He said, based 

on his experience in the navy, you don’t get a lot of that growing up at the Naval 

Academy, because they are so regimented and so rigid that you don’t have time to 

figure out how to do it on your own and how to make the mistakes that you need to 

make in life to learn the right way to do things for you—going to a place that tells 

you how to eat your meals, for instance. 

I thought about that a lot, and I decided he was right. I rejected the Naval 

Academy and went to Cornell. I suppose a part of it could have been that the 

acceptance letters read quite a bit differently. When you get an acceptance letter 

from the Naval Academy, it is in the form of your Naval personnel “Orders to Report” 

on June 30th to the Naval Academy [MO chuckles]. And, obviously the acceptance 

at a private university, where they are expecting thousands of dollars from you, is 

a little more flowery and welcoming. That might have had something to do with it. 

 

MO: What were some of your first days at Cornell like? You mentioned the Macy’s 

parade. 
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DH: That was the Thanksgiving of freshman year. 

 

MO: It is, really, the first time that you are away from home and you are on your 

own. 

 

DH: Yes. It was. You know, 1965, in the fall, they hadn’t really gone to the stand-

by fares that a lot of us ended up using to get back and forth in college affordably 

from the East Coast to the West Coast. So, the mode of transportation of choice at 

the time was to, if you are going to the northeastern schools, was to get on a train 

up to Vancouver, B.C., get on the Canadian train across Canada, and then come 

down the East Coast into whatever town you needed to go to. So, Jim Azumano, 

Bill Gaylord, and I did that together. 

We went down to Union Station, and we had our footlocker and our one 

suitcase to get into and out of, and we locked up everything in our footlockers, and 

we put those into bond, which meant that we couldn’t touch them going through 

Canada. They stayed in the baggage car. The advantage was, when we got to New 

York, we didn’t have to go through customs to get our bags. Customs would just 

look at the one little bag that we had to live out of that had our underwear and our 

toothbrush and whatever else. 

So we get on the train, and we are going back there. It was a five-day, cross- 

country trip, as I recall. I might be wrong, but that is what it seemed like. We come 

back in the States, and we dropped Jim off in Boston so that he could go off to 

Williams, outside of Boston a ways. Bill and I continued to New York City, and we 

get off at Grand Central Station. We have got about two and a half hours to get to 

the Port Authority to   get our bus up to Ithaca, New York. If I remember right it is a 

Friday afternoon when we come in—something like that. The customs officials at 

New York’s Grand Central Station, either decided to have some fun with the two 

guys from Oregon, or they didn’t know what they were doing or what bond meant. 

Because they wouldn’t give us our   trunk until the customs inspector came, and he 

had already left for the day on a Friday afternoon and wasn’t going to be back until 

Monday. 
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We said, “We have a bus to catch in two and a half hours.” 

“Well, go ahead. Catch it. But you are not taking your footlocker with you.” 

So, we are on the phone to our parents, and “What the hell are we going to 

do—” and my mom and Bill’s mom are raising holy hell with the senators and 

anyone else they can think of to call. Knowing my mom, she probably tried to call 

the mayor of New York about this, who probably wouldn’t have given her the time 

of day. We spent all night in Grand Central Station. Bill had a guitar with him, and 

we were trying to stay awake, because we are both, kind of, half scared to death 

about what it is going to happen to us overnight in New York’s Grand Central’s 

Station. He is playing music. I am singing in my horrible monotone along with him. 

And two guys come along, who were probably homeless, and they were listening 

and telling him that we should go on whatever that old talent scout show was at the 

time on TV because boy, we’d “make a million dollars as recording artists.” I kept 

thinking, “Boy, you are crazy.” 

So, we made it through that night. The duty man knew what bond meant the 

next morning, Saturday morning. So he said, “You never should have had these 

footlockers inspected. Here they are. Get out of here.” 

So we caught a bus Saturday morning to Cornell, having slept very little in 

Grand Central Station that night, which was good, because freshman orientation 

was Saturday. We got there in time for the afternoon session. And my first and 

lasting memory of the orientation—it is not a very positive image, but it is what it 

is—New York was an eighteen-year-old drinking state at the time, and at the end 

of the first day of freshman orientation, in the freshman dorms, the university served 

us all whiskey sours. That was my introduction to alcohol, and I thought, “Wow. If 

this is what alcohol is about, I don’t need it.” That was a horrible drink [MO laughs]. 

 

MO: Didn’t like— 

 

DH: Didn’t like the taste. Didn’t like the sour or the whiskey. Put the two of them 

together and you really had a bad drink, I thought. That was my first exposure to 

Cornell. It got better. It got better. 
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MO: Of course, this whole period, from your high school years into Cornell was 

the era of the ‘60s. 

 

DH: Yes, it was. Very much so. 

 

MO: Of course, well, you probably remember where you were when Kennedy was 

assassinated. 

 

DH: I do. I was guiding the college representatives from the seven smaller, 

independent schools—the Lewis & Clarks, the Whitmans, those kinds of schools in 

the Northwest—around Marshall High School to their various meetings with 

prospective students. The principal called those of us who were guides in, because 

we had a break in our schedule, and said, “I need you to go to these various 

classrooms and tell the teacher that President Kennedy has been shot, and that he 

is probably not going to make it.” 

The first classroom I went to was Mr. Mesirow’s. He thought I was playing a 

prank on him. He did not believe it. It took quite a bit to get him to believe it. That 

was [DH exasperated sigh] a day—no, you are right. You don’t forget that day. You 

don’t forget what you were doing or anything that happened that day. I remember 

watching TV all  that weekend, seeing Jack Ruby shoot Oswald on national TV. My 

god. I was just—I was stunned. 

 

MO: Even to this day it seems very strange. 

 

DH: Yes. It is just hard to believe, very hard to believe. The whole thing. And then, 

you know, there are circles in life that come around again. My son, in high school, 

actually when he was a young man in Wilsonville, this was probably when he was 

in his third or fourth grade year, when he was playing little league ball, he got a 

coach, Coach Whey Way[?] who announced that he was the assistant varsity coach 

at the high school, and it turns out that he had clerked for one the supreme court 
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judges. He was a lawyer. But his wife had told him, as he finished his clerkship, 

“You can find another occupation besides being a lawyer, or you can be married—

and stay married, or you can be a lawyer and you won’t be married.” And so he 

chose to stay married. And went up to teach history at the high school, and he 

ended up being my son’s U.S. history teacher. 

This guy was fascinated with the whole Kennedy thing and had spent I don’t 

know how many hours and days and weeks of his life researching it. But he had 

quite a treasure trove of information, and timelines, and paraphernalia, and 

evidence was, and what was real and what wasn’t—his single-bullet theory and all 

of the proof of it. He was just fascinated by that. He got my son interested in it. He 

had them all pick a side and do a presentation on whether it was a big conspiracy 

or whether Oswald acted alone. That was one of many unbelievable things in that 

time period. 

 

MO: Oh yeah. Well, of course there were more assassinations. 

 

DH: When I was in the Navy R.O.T.C. program, every summer, if you were out on 

scholarship, they would send you off to training. After my junior year, that summer, 

I was on a submarine, stationed out at the Philippines. I remember going running 

with two of the junior officers, and they had been out of touch, for about six weeks, 

with the world news. And they came back to the news that Robert Kennedy had 

been shot, and earlier that year Martin Luther King had been shot. I mean, they 

were quizzing me. Like, “What the heck is going on at home? What is happening to 

our country?” 

And of course, this is the era of all of the protests against the Vietnam War 

and the Students for a Democratic Society, and there were starting to be Black 

students uniting on campuses. My senior year on Cornell didn’t have a moms’ 

weekend and a dads’ weekend, they had a parents’ weekend—usually the first 

Saturday and Sunday in April. On the cover of Time magazine the following week 

were pictures of eight Black students coming out of the Willard Straight, the student 

union at Cornell. They had taken it over. It was the first campus takeover of a 
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building with guns. This was the picture of them leaving the building with their 

weapons. Five of the eight on the cover of Time magazine lived in the apartment 

above me. 

The night before, my roommate and I were walking down the back alley to 

the back stairs to the apartment—it was really an old house that had been made 

into an apartments—and we are walking down the alley, it is probably nine-thirty, 

ten o’clock at night. It is dark. And a car turns down the alley at a high rate of speed 

and is careening down the alley. It was a warm night, and we could hear someone 

yelling out the window to “get whitey.” We dove into the bushes and took off running. 

I don’t know if it was the fellows upstairs, if it was somebody else. I don’t know what 

it was. I just know that we were scared to death. 

The next day we find out that our campus building has been taken over. A 

week later we find out that five of the eight people who were on the cover lived 

upstairs. It was a scary time. The university came to a grinding halt. The students, 

SDSers, the Students for a Democratic Society, tried to latch onto this episode, and 

the Black Student Union wanted nothing to do with them. They said, “Your issue is 

not our issue. Get out of here. Leave us alone.” We had forums all over campus. 

The whole university was shut down  for two weeks, having meetings about what 

to do about all of this. Everybody’s classes that spring were put on a pass/no pass 

basis. I suppose if you were really intent on graduate school and needed your 

grades, you could petition your way out of that, but ninety-eight percent of the kids 

went to pass/no pass for that semester of their existence at Cornell, as they tried 

to sort out how was this university going to function with this kind  of dysfunction 

going on. It was a very unusual time. 

 

MO: What was your own stance, then, during that period of time? How did you 

take all of this? 

 

DH: I didn’t know quite what to do with the race-relations issue. The Black 

students wanted a Black studies program and wanted a way to— They wanted their 

own living  unit that they could choose to live in or not choose to live in, if they 
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wanted to. So theirs was kind of an autonomy issue. They wanted something to 

recognize them and to give them a way to study their heritage and their history 

more accurately than they perceived it was being offered by the university. I didn’t 

know what to do with that issue. I knew  there was a problem there, but I felt 

completely inadequate to get involved in the solution to it. 

The other thing that was going on was, as I said, the Students for a Democratic 

Society had been protesting constantly throughout that school year. They wanted 

R.O.T.C. off campus, kicked out of the school. Of course, Cornell couldn’t do that. 

They were a land-grant institution. They had to have R.O.T.C. on the campus as a 

part of their rights to have the land, and they didn’t really want to get it off campus. 

I felt fairly strongly that R.O.T.C. should be on campus, and it kind of goes back to 

my conversation with that teacher in choosing the academy verses Cornell. Having 

gone through their summer training programs, I would say that my experience with 

a lot of the academy guys was, they really didn’t have a lot of independent thinking 

going on. They didn’t really have a lot of analysis about, “What is it that I am doing, 

and why am I doing it?” And, “What am I going to do if I am faced with this?” They 

were just a “follow your orders” mentality. 

And so, I got involved in the discussions about whether R.O.T.C. was going 

to remain on campus or not. My pitch was, “Do you really want to seriously kick 

R.O.T.C. off private university campuses and lose the only place you have an 

influence, a voice, in the military as to how things are run? If you do that, the only 

place officers are going to be trained for the military is in officer candidate school, 

a wholly self-contained, completely-run-by-the-military operation, or the 

academies—again, wholly self- contained, only input from the status quo in the 

military. If you want any sort of liberal thought process to be available to incoming 

officers, the only place you are going to get it is at private universities.” 

I don’t delude myself into thinking that I convinced the SDSers to back up, but  the 

middle-of-the-road students, I think, realized that that was true. They banded 

together with the kids who were in R.O.T.C. and were able to convince the 

administration, which they wanted to do anyway, to keep R.O.T.C. on campus. So 

that was my involvement in that. 
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Then, my first year in the military, Kent State, 1970. And it is like, “Wow.” We 

are still not learning very well. 

 

MO: What did you make of the Vietnam protests? Looking back on it, of course—

you know what happened. 

 

DH: Right, right. 

MO: But at that time it must have been somewhat mystifying— 

 

DH: It really was. You know, most of the guys who, like me, were going through 

R.O.T.C., or going into the National Guard, we weren’t doing it because we were 

war mongers or because we wanted to go kill somebody, we were doing it because 

we were going to get drafted if we didn’t do it. 

 

MO: Sure, sure. 

 

DH: The question was, “Do you want to be in the rice paddy, dodging bullets and 

wet and mucky all of the time, or do you want to have some control over your life?” 

We were choosing to have some control over our life. We had all of the questions 

about, “Was this really a good idea or a bad idea?” And we didn’t have any more 

information about how good or bad it was than the guy on the street did. So, it was 

mystifying about what side   do you take on this sort of thing? But you know, I really 

did think that it was important that there be people in the military who asked those 

questions, who thought about those things, because maybe they would make a 

different decision than somebody who was just following orders. 

I can’t say that I ever reached a resolution in my mind about whether it was 

a  good thing or a bad thing to be there. I think it is easy to see in hind sight it was 

a  hopeless endeavor. There was no way to win that war. There was an awful lot of 

life lost, and an awful lot of lives ruined over that war. And a horrible division in the 

country. And I guess I would just say that I am thankful that our protests about the 

more recent  conflicts have not been as divisive with respect to the military man, 
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the veteran, as that was. It was those young men who went over there and got shot 

up and got exposed to incredible stresses, stresses that were the real post-

traumatic stress disorder, as opposed to everything that gets lumped into that 

today. They came back to a country that didn’t welcome them. It scorned them. 

That is a tragedy. They didn’t choose to do that. They  had to do it. 

 

MO: Right, right. 

 

 

DH: I am glad that our protests today at least don’t take it out on the troops. I hope 

we continue to question whether our government should or shouldn’t get into these 

conflicts, and what role we should take if we get into them. That is part of what a 

democracy is about. We should continue to do that. I don’t mind the protests for the 

Vietnam War to the extent that they asked us to think critically about it, but I do 

mind to the extent that they scorned the veteran. 

 

MO: We have certainly seen polarization since then— 

 

DH: Oh! Yes. 

 

MO: —that was probably one of the most polarized. 

 

DH: It really was. And to contrast that with what I learned when I represented 

companies involved in asbestos litigation and I would go back and have to look at 

what the country was like in World War II to see how united we were in World War 

II and how polarized we were in the Vietnam War. In some respects we are maybe 

more polarized today about many different issues. That is unfortunate. It is okay to 

have different ideas, but I just wish we would listen to one another a little better 

than we do. 

 

MO: Sometimes the debate isn’t all that enlightening [MO chuckles]. 
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DH: Not at all, not at all. I mean, that is true. You have to have something worth 

listening to as well. 

 

MO: Right. Well, a little bit more about your experience at Cornell on campus and 

your studies there. 

 

DH: Well, it got off to an inauspicious start. Bill Gaylord—who I had mentioned 

was a local lawyer and the guy I had known since I was eight, nine or ten—and I 

were both accepted in the engineering college there. And I think that it is still true 

today that the universities, when they accept you, then they send out a 

representative in that time  period, in that window between acceptance and when 

you say that you are going, to try to convince you that you are going to pick them. 

The fellow that they sent out to Oregon was the dean of the engineering school. Bill 

was convinced already, before he graduated high school that he was not going to 

stay in engineering. He was going to get out and do something else. He didn’t know 

what yet, but it certainly wasn’t going to be engineering. I was beginning to have 

questions about it. So we approached this dean of the engineering school after that 

dinner where he was trying to convince us all to go to Cornell and be engineers 

with, “How do we get out of the engineering school before we start?” 

And he said, “Well, you don’t. If you are going to come to Cornell, you are 

going to be an engineer, because that is the school you were accepted to. If you 

want to leave, you are going to have to complete, successfully, your first year, and 

then you can transfer to another school in the university. 

Bill did. I would have, but I didn’t know what to go to, and I was unwilling to 

make the change just for the sake of making change without knowing what I would 

go to. So I stuck it out in engineering, became an electrical engineer. It was a very 

tough academic program. I graduated just above the middle of my class, with about 

a 2.54 or 2.58 grade point average out of a 4 point—pretty uninspiring performance. 

I will never, ever forget the first exam in college. It was physics. We would 

have prelims, they would call them, two or three per course, before the final exam. 
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It is the physics prelim, there are seven hundred engineering students that go to 

this prelim. It is at six or seven in the evening, and it lasts an hour. There were 

three problems. I worked for fifty minutes on the first problem, and I still didn’t know 

my rear end from my elbow about the problem. And I spend the last ten minutes, 

five minutes each, on the other two. The average out of a hundred on the exam 

was fifteen. The high was a thirty-three. I got a thirteen, and I was devastated. I 

had never done that poorly on anything academically in my life. As we left the exam, 

of course you didn’t know what your score was, but you knew you had done a 

terrible job, within about ten minutes of the exam being over, there were seven 

hundred voices, probably, 675 of which were male, at the time, walking down the 

hill towards the men’s dorms, some somebody wailed, “Oh shit!” [MO chuckles] And 

soon, everyone was chanting that in unison, walking down the hill—675 male 

voices, twenty-five female voices going the other way to the women’s dorms, 

chanting, “Oh shit.” 

What we came to learn was that the engineering school had a long history of 

having one course that was designed each semester to be the course that started 

weeding people out who weren’t going to make it to graduation. They had, probably, 

three weeks before that, in our introduction to engineering class, given us the, “Look 

at the guy in front of you, look at the guy behind you and on either side of you. Out 

of those four people, one of them will be at graduation with you, if you happen to 

be the one who is there too.” And that was about right. About a quarter of us 

graduated as engineers who started. It was a tough road. I didn’t like it much. I 

didn’t like it, but I had a lot of incentive to stick it out, because I had to finish in four 

years. 

In 1965, when you signed up for your regular R.O.T.C. scholarship, the first 

thing they did was swear you in as a seaman in the Navy. They said, “Now, we’ll 

swear you in as a midshipman next. Should you not graduate in four years, this 

swearing in as a  seaman will take effect, and you will be off floating around in the 

ocean, chipping paint within about two months of not being on a four-year track. 

That was incentive to finish. So I did. During that time period at Cornell, ’65 to ’69, 
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I think I was the only engineer who took a foreign language for his one elective 

class. I took French again. 

 

MO: What was your social life like on campus? You were away from home for the 

first time— 

DH: It is too bad that states had eighteen-year-old drinking ages, because I think 

it developed a lot of people into alcoholics. There was way too much alcohol flowing 

on  that campus. It was all the time. The university didn’t have an adequate 

dormitory system for at least the upper class men. They did for the upper class 

women. They could choose  to not go into a sorority or go into a sorority based on 

what their desires were. If you were a male, they had enough upper-class dorm 

space for maybe fifteen percent of the men. 

The other eighty-five percent of us had to find an apartment, or live in a 

fraternity. There were fifty-three fraternities on campus. Every single one of them 

had a full-service bar, with the hard alcohol and the tap system. Every weekend 

there was a party and way too much drinking. 

So I joined a fraternity. My fraternity brothers included Bill Gaylord, who I had 

known since eight years old, nine years old, John Reese [?], who became a very 

good friend. He graduated from Grant High School in ’65. And there was a fellow a 

couple of years ahead of us who graduated from Benson High School, Mark Kaplan 

[?]. So, we had kind of an Oregon outpost, there. There were several Californians 

in the house, too, at the time. 

 

MO: And so, I suppose the fraternity parties happening all of the time might have 

given you the opportunity to develop a taste for alcohol [chuckles], or—? 

 

DH: Certainly better than the whiskey sour [DH chuckles]. There was a lot of 

cheap, local beers with some very funny ads. One of them was, I think it was Utica 

Club, and it said, “At Utica Club we drink all we can. The rest we sell.” The beer 

was so bad that the parody that all of the students would do on it was, “At Utica 
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Club, we drink all we can, and then we throw up.” [MO chuckles] It was not good 

beer. 

The house took a strong interest in the IFC, Interfraternity Council, all-

athletics trophy. We competed in virtually every sport. There were sports that I had 

never conceived of. We played ice hockey. I had never ice skated in my life, but I 

played ice hockey for the house team. There were soccer, football, baseball, 

softball, volleyball, basketball, badminton, bowling. There was talk of swimming and 

wrestling. There was a talk about having a competition in polo, of all things. I don’t 

know how they would have found enough people for a polo team who knew what 

they were doing riding a horse. I don’t know if they ever did. 

I enjoyed that a lot. I had played a lot of baseball growing up and turned out 

for the baseball team my freshman year. The coach made the final cut, and I made 

the team. He called me in with one other guy and said, “You made the team, and 

by all rights I should start you as an outfielder for me.” But he says, “I can’t.” 

And I said, “Well, why is that, Coach?” 

And he said, “Well, you probably know the varsity coach, Ted Thorn, is the 

freshman football coach. Ted is convinced that baseball’s place at Cornell is to be 

spring training for the football team. So the football players are going to play on the 

starting unit, and you will get in the games when we are either so far ahead we 

can’t lose, or so far behind we couldn’t possibly win. And that is about it.” And he 

said, “Before you spend all of the time that you will spend with us, I thought you 

ought to know that in fairness.” He said, “You think about it,” this was a Friday 

afternoon, “and you tell me Monday whether you want to stick it out or not.” 

I decided that I had better things to do so I left the team. I just did the intramural 

sports the first two years, and then in junior year I got convinced by a fellow Navy 

R.O.T.C. fellow, Ted Hess [?], to play rugby. It was a club sport at Cornell. I turned 

out and learned how to play rugby. I had just a wonderful time playing rugby for the 

next two years, my junior and senior year. 

 

MO: Would you come back home during summer break? 
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DH: Summer break I would be home. I would spend six weeks of it with the Navy, 

and six weeks of it at home. Unfortunately the Navy cruises tended to be right in 

the middle  of the summer, so really you had about three weeks at the beginning 

and three weeks at the end at home, which made it nearly impossible to get a 

summer job, but working for Dad as a carpenter was always available, so the first 

two summers I spent doing that. The first summer I was on the [USS] Hornet, an 

aircraft carrier, World War II aircraft carrier. It turned out to be the sister ship of the 

[USS] Wasp that my dad was on, briefly, as a  radar man at the end of World War 

II. But in the three weeks before I worked with him, and the three weeks after I 

worked with him. 

Then the second year they sent us to Corpus Christi, and Little Creek, 

Virginia— three weeks in Little Creek to take a taste of Marine Corps life and what 

an amphibious landing was like. It was not any fun. Then three weeks in Corpus 

Christi, learning what it would be like to be a pilot in the Navy. It would have been 

a lot of fun, but there was no way I was going to pass the swimming test—swimming 

a mile in their survival school. And so I said, looks like I am going to have to find 

something else to do. 

So the third summer I did the submarine that was based in the Philippines, 

and I liked that. That was a good group of people. They were high-caliber people. 

The old World War II sub was definitely tight quarters. If you wanted to roll over in 

your bunk you had to get out of your bunk. If you were sleeping on your back and 

you wanted to sleep on your stomach you had to get out and get back in again on 

your stomach, and vice-versa. You couldn’t sleep on your side. There wasn’t 

enough room, enough clearance. 

But that summer, they put the cruise at the end of the summer, and I got six 

weeks at the beginning, and I got my first job as an engineer with—I don’t remember 

George’s last name. He was a gentleman who hired me. He was a consulting 

engineer, and he built electrical control panels under contract for various 

companies. That was my job. He taught me how to assemble electrical control 

panels. That is what I did for six weeks with him. Nice guy. Not a horribly mind-

challenging job. Six weeks was long enough. 
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MO: So, what, you are soldering components into circuit boards and such? 

 

DH: A little bit of that. It was mainly power control boards, where you are just 

running the wires through and getting the switches in there and the relays hooked 

up. It wasn’t so much the digital stuff at that point in time. If it would have been five 

years later, it would have been all the soldering of circuit boards, like you said. We 

were doing the soldering of circuit boards in the classes at Cornell, but not so much 

in this guy’s business, yet. 

 

MO: Did you work with your dad prior to that time? 

 

DH: I did. My memory probably exaggerates how long I worked for him and how 

young I started. But it seems like I worked with him—“worked,” I use the term 

loosely [DH chuckles]—I went to work with him pretty regularly from probably oh, 

age eight or nine during the summers. The younger I was, the fewer days of week 

I might go to work, and obviously, the less-productive I would be there. I might 

spend as much time as an eight or nine year old hitting dirt clods with a one-by-two 

as I would doing anything productive for him, but as time went on, I learned the 

trade of framing a house doing that job with him. 

 

MO: So you picked up some carpentry skills? 

 

DH: I did. I did. Some of which I have been using this week, repairing my fence. 

I did that pretty regularly from age—if I didn’t have baseball practice or a game that 

day, I would go to work with him from about age eleven all through high school and 

the summer. And, like I say, those first two summers in college as well. 

 

MO: When you got to the end of your time at Cornell, I guess you knew that you 

were headed for the Navy at that point. 
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DH: I did. 

 

MO: Did you have any ideas about further out in terms of what you might do with 

your life? 

 

DH: No. I didn’t. As I mentioned earlier, heading into school at Cornell I had some 

concerns and trepidations about whether engineering was really going to be for me 

or not. My experience at Cornell certainly hadn’t convinced me that it was going to 

be for me. It had raised more questions about it. One of the other things that they 

told us in the introduction to engineering class was that, “We don’t train people 

really to be engineers for their career. We train people to manage engineers for 

their career.” I don’t know if managing engineers would be more or less interesting 

than [DH chuckling] being an engineer for a career. I think it might be less 

interesting.  

But it just didn’t really strike me as something that I wanted to do, long term. 

I remember thinking seriously my senior year, when the job interviewers were 

coming on campus and everybody was lining up for interviews and I took a couple 

of interviews, just for the experience of it all. I didn’t really see anything in the 

interviews that looked like, “Well, that would be exciting to do.” Many of them were 

sales jobs that an engineering background would be helpful with, and I just didn’t 

see myself as a salesman at that point in my life, at all. 

So as I approached graduation and knowing that I had four years to do in the 

navy, I thought, that is probably a good thing, because I don’t really know what I 

want to do at the end of that four years now. If I had to choose it right now, I don’t 

know what I would do. I may end up going to graduate school in something that I 

have equally-low interest in as engineering, if I did it right now. 

So what I had to do was figure out what I was going to do in the navy, because 

they would give you some ability to indicate preferences, and maybe you would get 

it, maybe you wouldn’t. Having been on the submarine my junior summer, and 

having not cared much for the surface ship the first year, really didn’t want to be a 

Marine, didn’t see myself qualifying to be a pilot, at least in terms of survival school, 
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wasn’t sure how I would do with air sickness with their acrobatics, either, but I 

figured I could learn to deal with that— So, what was left in the Navy? Submarines 

at least was interesting, and I liked the people who were there, so that is what I put 

in for. And they said, “Well, if you want to be in submarines, the future of 

submarines in the Navy is nuclear submarines. 

You need to apply for this program, this nuclear submarine program with Admiral 

Rickover, Hymen [G.] Rickover, the father of the nuclear Navy.” 

I signed up for that program, and as it turns out, he went to the Academy, 

Rickover did. He was apparently a brilliant guy, but also impossible to get along 

with. And he was one of the few people there who, at least rumor has it, and I think 

it is true, that no one was willing to room with him his last two years at the Academy. 

He may have been one of the only guys who ever graduated not having had a 

roommate one or both of those years. They say his picture in the annual from his 

last year was perforated  so that they could tear it out easily [MO chuckles]. I don’t 

know if that was true or not. So I went to interview with him. 

 

MO: Well, this might be a good place to pause. 

 

DH: Okay. 

 

MO: We are a little after three. 

 

DH: Okay. 

 

MO: So, why don’t we start with nuclear Navy next time? 

 

DH: Okay, perfect. That would be a good spot to start. 

 

MO: Yes. And thanks for the interview today. 

 

DH: Thank you. 
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MO: I think we are off and running today. It was a good interview. 

 

DH: Thank you. 

 

[End of Interview 1] 
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Judge Dennis Hubel, Interview Two 
2015 March 27 

 

MO: Okay. This is Michael O’Rourke. Today is March 27, [2015]. I am with Judge 

Hubel in his chambers at the U.S. Courthouse in Portland. 

Judge Hubel, I think that we left off last time towards the end of your college 

years. Of course, you were in R.O.T.C., and so the next step was already ordained. 

 

DH: It was. 

 

MO: So, you decided to join the navy. Or maybe you had already made that 

decision? 

 

DH: I had. They had given me the R.O.T.C. scholarship to go through Cornell, 

and I may have mentioned in the last session that the first thing that they do—when 

you get there as a freshman and you are in the R.O.T.C. program, on the 

scholarship—is they swear you in as a Seaman and tell you that if you don’t get out 

of here in four years, you are going to be swabbing decks and chipping paint as a 

Seaman. It gave you a little incentive to make sure you made it through in four 

years. 

But as you approached the end of that time at Cornell and see the graduation 

ceremony coming, they have had you on these three training experiences in the 

summers—first year was on the aircraft carrier Hornet in the Pacific, second year 

was three weeks in the Marines in Little Creek, Virginia, three weeks with the 

Aviators in Corpus Christi, and then my last summer was with the submarine, U.S.S. 

Tunny [?], based at that time out of Subic Bay in the Philippians. 

I had pretty much decided that I didn’t care much for the surface navy, and I 

had thought about being a naval aviator, but my experience there told me that my 

stomach probably wasn’t going to handle it. And I also learned I wasn’t going to be 
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able to pass their survival test of swimming for a mile—that was just out of the 

question for this rock. I have always swum like a rock. I still do. 

 

MO: Yes. Me too. 

 

DH: [DH chuckling] Yes. I had had a good experience in that summer training on 

the submarine, and I thought, “Well, I think this is where I will spend my time in the 

Navy.” At that point of time, of course, the Navy was heavily into switching over 

from the conventional diesel boat submarine from World War II era to nuclear 

submarines. If you wanted to be in submarines at that point you needed to apply 

for the nuclear submarine program. And I did do that, in the fall of my senior year 

in college. At that point the applications would go from the bureau of naval 

personnel to Admiral Hyman G. Rickover. He would review all of those applications 

and decide who he would invite for interviews in Washington, D.C. at his office. 

I, along with a crew of who knows how many hundreds of officers he hauled 

in for these interviews. But I went down there on a weekday for an interview, and 

they flew us down the night before. There was another fellow from Cornell who had 

applied as well, two of us, in fact. We all gathered for dinner—one of the fellow’s 

families lived outside the D.C. area, and we had dinner with his family the night 

before and chatted about what was going to go on the next day, because there was 

all kinds of folklore about what an interview with the admiral was like. 

I am sure that the folklore was encouraged by him, because the whole 

process—as I describe it, you will see—was designed to put you under a fair degree 

of stress and see how you reacted to it. I think that he enjoyed the folklore that 

surrounded his interview process. 

So, we show up at 8:00 in the morning on the appointed day. They put you 

in a room, probably not unlike a jury assembly room in terms of size. There are 

desks lined up for you to sit in, in rows. You are sitting there, facing the front of the 

room, and a perspective commanding officer comes in, and he talks to you about 

what the process is going to be like today. He says, “Now, you are going to have 

an interview with two of my fellow perspective commanding officers who are here 
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for training as commanding officers with Admiral Rickover and his staff. We will get 

to know your background a  little bit better than we can tell just from the paper, and 

we will have some questions for you. Then at some point during the day, after you 

have finished those two interviews, you will be called in for an interview with the 

admiral. 

Then they flip down the chart and show you the diagram of the admiral’s 

office, the inter office and outer office, where his secretary sat. It got very routinized 

at that point, the description, it was, “Now initially you will be standing right here—

” and they put an “x” just outside the assistant’s door, the secretary’s door. “And 

you will be standing there with a prospective commanding officer, who is going to 

escort you  through this process. And when that door opens, the assistant will have 

opened it, and  you will notice that the inner door to the admiral’s office will be open 

as well, and you are to, as soon as the door opens for you and she motions you in, 

you are to start walking for the admiral’s desk. Do not stop on your path. There will 

be a chair, a wooden chair, seated in front of the admiral’s desk. That is the chair 

that you are to sit in. Do not stop walking to that chair until you get there and sit 

down. The admiral will not get up, he will not introduce himself. You will just keep 

walking to the chair. And you may start to hear some questions from the admiral on 

your way to the chair. Do not stop walking to the chair, but do start answering the 

questions. And whatever you do, answer the questions directly and forthrightly. Do 

not hedge. Do not beat around the bush. Listen to the question, and answer the 

question directly. And then as you get to the chair, sit down in the chair, and the 

admiral will continue with the questions.” 

“Whatever you do, do not hedge, because the admiral does not like people 

who beat around the bush or hedge on their answers. There is a simple answer to 

all of his questions. Give us a simple, straightforward answer. If you do not, the 

admiral will likely terminate the interview abruptly, and you will be sent out to 

another room where the prospective commanding officer who is with you will follow 

you out, explain what you did wrong, leave you alone to think about how you are 

going to handle this when you go back to see the admiral.” 
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MO: Oh, so you get a second chance, then? 

 

DH: Right. So they tell you this. And then they leave. And you are sitting in the 

room with maybe a hundred other young men, about to graduate from college. They 

are all there for the same purpose, and you have all decided that you want this, and 

they have heightened the anxiety of the experience by this presentation. 

You know, a half an hour goes by and they call out somebody to go and start 

their interviews. One by one somebody comes in the room and calls your name or 

the guy next to you’s name, and you are leaving the room for these other interviews. 

And you come back in between the interviews. 

Well, as it turns out, it is kind of a classic routine, one of the prospective 

commanding officers is the good cop, and he tells you how wonderful your record 

is and what a wonderful addition to the nuclear power program you will make and 

what a wonderful program it is, and how much you will enjoy it. And the other one 

basically starts off with, “How did an idiot like you end up here to be interviewed?” 

He is obviously the bad cop, and you walk out of there feeling about three inches 

tall. Every time you go back to the room, about every thirty minutes, one of these 

prospective commanding officers walks into the room and repeats those detailed 

instructions of how to handle the interview with the admiral. 

And somewhere or another they start leaking stories into the room about how 

it has gone with the admiral for some of the other fellows there. Once you have 

finished your interview with the admiral, you do not go back into the pen for an 

opportunity to share your story, but somehow or another the stories made it into 

the room. And you start hearing things about the psychology major who was being 

interviewed and the admiral, as the psychology major sits down, says, “So you are 

a psychology major. You have got thirty seconds to make me angry.” 

And the psychology major looked over at the admiral’s desk, and he saw a 

scale cut-away model of the Nautilus, and he went up and he knocked it on the 

floor [DH chuckling]. The admiral got mad. And he got mad in less than thirty 

seconds, and he kicked him the hell out, and I guessed he didn’t have to go back 

for the phase II interview. Some versions of that story had him getting in the 
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program, and some had him not getting in the program. I don’t know what the truth 

was. I don’t even know if it really happened. 

And then there were the people who would get the wooden chair that had the 

front legs that were about two inches shorter than the back legs so that you were 

constantly sliding out of the chair. You had to deal with that discomfort while the 

admiral was peppering you with questions. 

 

MO: They sort of mess with your mind a little bit? 

 

DH: They do. There was the story about the guy who he would start throwing 

pencils at. He was a pretty good shot. He would hit him in the chest with one pencil 

after another, waiting to see if the guy was ever going to do anything about it. Well, 

the admiral continued to throw pencils at him. 

But probably the worst one was the young man, who after about four or five 

questions from the admiral, he said, “Well, it says here on your folder that you were 

going to get married. Why on earth would want to get married going into the nuclear 

submarine program? You are going to be separated from your new wife, you are 

not going to be seeing her much. That is the stupidest thing I have ever heard of. 

Why would you want to get married?” 

And he lets the young man explain it, and he says, “Well, I will tell you what. 

If you want to get into my program, you call up your fiancé. Here is the phone. You 

call her up and tell her that the marriage is off.” 

 

MO: Whoa [MO chuckles]. 

 

DH: And he did. And he didn’t get in the program. 

 

MO: He didn’t! 

 

DH: He did not [both chuckle]. 
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MO: But he called. 

 

DH: He made the call. What an awful thing to do to somebody. But, that is 

reputedly what he did. Now, whether this happened, I can’t swear to it. 

I go through the day, and I have the good cop and the bad cop experience. 

It is probably two o’clock in the afternoon when they call my name, and I go to my 

interview with the admiral. And my god, I can hear my heartbeat echoing in my ears 

as I am walking down the hall, and I can feel the prospective commanding officer 

on my heels standing outside the door, and the door opens, and sure enough, that 

inner door is open, and I start walking for the desk. 

Admiral Rickover was a little man. I mean, he might have been five eight. But 

I think he was probably closer to five six. He was a slender man. He is sitting behind 

the desk, and he has got his dress blues on, but he has got the jacket off. His tie is 

a little bit askew, and he is looking through a record that is obviously my record, 

and he looks up as I am about probably five or six feet from the chair and he says, 

“Why did you get so  many C’s and D’s in college? For God’s sake!” 

And I kept walking to the chair and about the time he said “for God’s sake” I 

am to the chair, and I sit down, and I thought they said answer the question directly 

and forthrightly. So I said, “Because I deserved them.” I thought that was the best 

answer I could give. I wasn’t going to quibble with my grades. 

He looks up at me and he says, “What does that mean? Are you dumb or are 

you lazy?” And I thought for a second, and I said, “Neither.” 

And he threw his pencil down and looked to gentleman behind me and said, 

“Get him the hell out of here until he is ready to answer my questions.” So, up I go, 

out I go, and we go to this little room. And what it is is an old bullpen area where 

you might have had secretaries and various cubicles, but in each cubicle now, 

which is about five foot tall and painted the kind of pukey green that the Navy liked 

to use for their interior buildings. They are all painted the same color, and they have 

the frosted glass for the upper foot and a half of the partition. I can remember this 

like it was yesterday. Inside the cubicle is one chair and a little stand with a phone 

on it. And the commanding officer follows you in, and you get the impression, 
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because you hear them having conversations in the booths next to you, the cubicles 

next to you from time to time—he follows you in and he has a conversation with you 

that everybody else in there can hear. He explains to you, “You see, to get a C or 

a D, you either are dumb and that is the best that you could do, or you are lazy, 

and you didn’t work hard enough—you didn’t work up to your potential. So you have 

to decide by the time you go in to the see the admiral next time, whether you are 

dumb or you are lazy and answer his question. 

And I said, “But I am not dumb, and I am not lazy.” 

He said, “No, you do not get it. You are dumb or you are lazy. Pick your 

poison, and be ready to defend it.” 

I sit there and think about this, and I am stewing and fretting. And gosh, it 

seemed like a couple of days went by, but it was probably forty-five minutes to an 

hour. He comes back in and gets me and takes me out, and we go through the 

same routine, and I am making my way to the chair. Then he says, “So you are 

back now.” 

And I said, “Yes, Sir.” 

“Are you ready to tell me whether you are dumb or you are lazy?”  

I said, “Sir, I am neither dumb nor lazy.” 

“I told you to get that stupid son of a bitch out of here. I don’t want to ever 

see him again until he can answer my question!” So, I am already out of there. I 

had barely just sat down. 

I go back out there, and he is shaking his head, the officer is, when he takes 

me to the other room. He said, “Maybe you didn’t understand me. But you have to 

be dumb or lazy. That is your only way out of this predicament.” 

And I said, “But I am not, and I am not going to say that I am something that 

I am not.” 

  He said, “Then you are going to have a really tough time, young man.” 

This time I sat there for probably twice as long as I did the first time. Maybe 

  

longer. It just seemed like forever. It was getting dark outside. It is six o’clock in the 

evening. Sometime after 6:00 they come and get me again, and they take me in 
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there. As I am walking to the chair this time, the admiral looks up, and he has got 

this disgusted look on his face. And he said, “Are you ready to answer my questions 

now?” 

And I have decided by this point, I don’t care what that guy does. I am not 

coming back again. If I have to leave and not finish the interview, the hell with it. I 

am going to leave and not finish the interview. I had had enough of him. So I said, 

“Yes, Sir. I am.” And I sat down. 

He said, “What was my last question?” 

And I said, “Am I ready to answer your questions now.” He shakes his head, 

and he looks at me. He, of course, meant the last question from the last interview. 

But I took him very literally. And I wasn’t trying to be a smart ass. I was just doing 

it very literal. 

He said, “That will be all. The interview is over.” I got up and left. I never had 

to say whether I was dumb or lazy. I left, and I thought, “Great. This is perfect. I am 

done. I am never going to see that little [DH chuckling] guy again in my life.” 

And I go into that room where they debrief you and fill out your travel orders 

and send you back. They said, “Just wait over here, and you will have a decision in 

the next thirty minutes about whether you are in or out of the program.” And sure 

enough in fifteen minutes they came in and said, “Well, you have been accepted.” 

And I thought, “Holy crap! What is this about?” That was my experience with 

Admiral Rickover—three times in. 

 

MO: Well, it was a test of your willingness to stand up to him, I guess.” 

 

DH: I guess. Or, at least, “What is this kid going to do if I keep turning up the 

pressure on him? Is he going to crack? Is he going to fold up his tent and leave? 

What is he going to do?” I didn’t, so I guess I was okay. 

 

MO: Did you compare notes with any others that were in that room? 
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DH: Waiting for the decision? We all had very stressful experiences. Oh gosh, 

there was one guy that was pretty convinced he had the short-front-leg chair, and 

he said that it was short enough that it was very hard to stay in it with your wool 

pants. The chair must have had a heavy coating of wax on it, because he said, “I 

was sliding forward constantly, having to put pressure on my toes and keep myself 

in the chair and pay attention to the admiral.” 

It was quite the ordeal. I mean, you heard things during that process about 

what his experiences during the academy had been and how much he hated the 

Naval Academy and how much he preferred people from private universities 

because in his view they had some ability to have independent thought go on in 

their head, as opposed to they were just going to follow orders, which is what he 

thought that the academy instilled in folks. So it was an overwhelmingly intimidating 

experience. And it was designed to be. He did a very good job of it. He, at that point 

in time, the late ‘60s, and even on to the early ‘70s, he interviewed every officer 

who ever served on a nuclear ship, and hand-picked them for his program. About 

1968 or ’69 was when he stopped interviewing every single enlisted man who 

served on those in the engineering department as well. That is an incredible number 

of people to interview and make decisions about. 

 

MO: It would seem so. 

 

DH: Anyway, that was my Rickover experience, and so from there, as I graduated, 

it was off to nuclear power school in Mare Island, California. 

MO: Okay. Well, before we go there, let me just— You had mentioned that you 

had been out a couple of summers. You said you spend some time on an aircraft 

carrier. 

 

DH: I did. 

 

MO: I am just wondering if there are any stories from those adventures. 
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DH: Well, yes. The aircraft carrier was—gosh, those things are like floating cities, 

they used to call them. There were somewhere between two thousand and twenty-

five hundred people on board the ship. They had us all stuffed in a compartment, 

all the midshipmen— I don’t remember the number of us, but I am going to say it 

was certainly in excess of  fifty of us, and I think it was getting close to a hundred 

midshipmen on the carrier that summer. 

It was the U.S.S. Hornet, which was interesting to me from a historical 

perspective because my father, when he served in the Navy in World War II, had 

served on the Wasp, the sister ship to the Hornet, and so we were able to compare 

notes for that. He probably bunked in an area not too dissimilar from where I bunked 

on the Hornet. If the flight deck is the top deck, which it was, and then underneath 

it is the hanger deck, and right underneath the hanger deck was where, and right 

underneath where the cables were—that the planes, when they would land, would 

catch their tail hooks on these cables to break their flight and catch them [DH 

chuckling] before they flew off the end of the deck and into the ocean. Those were 

steam-powered cables, and there was a steam ram that they would have to pull 

against to stop the plane. It made a hell of a noise when those things were landing. 

And that was just a short distance away from where we slept. And there would  be 

night-carrier operations, where pilots were learning how to do their landings at night 

on the carrier. It was a very interesting six weeks on the aircraft carrier. 

One of the things that happened— This was the summer of 1966, and we 

picked it up in Long Beach, California, and we cruised over to Hawai’i, which was 

pretty neat, really, to have a little shore duty in Hawai’i. And we get over there, and 

there is a general whose name I have forgotten long ago, who was the commander 

of the forces in Vietnam. And he was flying back from Vietnam to D.C. for a 

conference, I am sure, at the Pentagon. And his plane disappeared. They never 

found it. 

So our job for the next ten days was, we went out and we were assigned a 

patch of ocean to explore for any wreckage of a plane or any sign of anything. And 

they would send up flights of these, they had sub chaser planes on them—S2Fs 

they called them. We would go up in those, and there would be the pilot and the 
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co-pilot, and then there would be a guy sitting next to me in the back seat, and I 

would be in the back seat. So the three regular flight people would be up there, and 

they are searching the ocean, and I am up there looking out my little window at a 

patch of ocean, trying to see if we see anything. It was mind-numbingly boring to 

look out the window at miles and miles of ocean hoping  to see something that 

might resemble something like flight debris. We never saw  anything. Nobody did 

in the ten days that we were doing that. 

But I am up there on that flight, and that was pretty exciting to take off on an 

aircraft carrier, and now we are coming in for a landing. And the pilots, of course, 

are interested in, “Is this somebody I can engage as an interested and able 

aviator?” And so they say, “Would you like to loosen your harness and take a look 

at what it looks like coming into the carrier?” 

“Oh, yeah, yeah!” And so I loosen my harness, and I am leaning forward, and 

I am standing up and looking up through their windows. Apparently this is an old 

game they play with young guys. They get you in that position where you are up 

and loose from your harness, [clapping sound] and then it hits the deck, and the 

cable catches you, and of course, you know what happens when a car stops 

suddenly. Well, it is ten times worse [DH chuckling] when this cable stops the plane. 

Wham! 

You get slammed into the seat behind you and all of the gear behind you 

gets bounced around while the plane is coming to a halt. You know, fortunately you 

have got a helmet on when this is happening so you don’t smack your head. At 

least you don’t hurt your head. You hit it on the helmet [DH chuckling]. But it was a 

hell of a rude awakening. They obviously set it up, because as soon as it happened 

they were just laughing and laughing and laughing. They got another one. 

That was a fun experience. I did learn a lot about what I didn’t want to do in 

the Navy and what the jobs were for the officers on the carrier who weren’t aviators. 

It just seemed horribly boring. And the quality of some of the enlisted folks who I 

would have been working with was, let’s just say it wasn’t the highest caliber of 

people. They were  not interested in doing their job. They were interested in getting 
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away with doing as little as possible. I didn’t really come away from that thinking 

that I wanted to be in the surface Navy. 

I was interested in being an aviator, though. Of course the next summer was 

when they split your time with the Marines because as a Navy R.O.T.C. candidate 

you had the option to go into the Marine Corps or the Navy. Of course, during the 

Vietnam War they would take anybody who wanted to go into the Marines from the 

R.O.T.C. program. They couldn’t get enough people to want to go into the Marines. 

Of course, one of the reasons that I chose the Navy R.O.T.C. program is I 

didn’t want to be a soldier out in the field, getting shot at. I wasn’t going down that 

road. But in that training, what they did was they gave you a bunch of training for a 

week, the second week you started to form into patrols that were going to 

participate in an amphibious landing, and you would kind of learn your role. You 

might have been assigned to an L.S.T. [Landing Ship, Tank] and be coming to shore 

in a tank or you might be assigned to a L.S.M. [Landing Ship Medium], coming to 

shore as a platoon with your pack and your guns and your ammo, and they would 

load you up with blanks, and you would be running ashore doing your amphibious 

landing or driving the tanks in or driving a truck in with some equipment, whatever 

it might be. You would be a part of this team doing this fake amphibious landing, 

planning for what might—and I am sure this is what they went through to plan for 

the invasions on D-Day, because, boy, it looked a lot like the movies you see. 

So we did that, and that was interesting. They took us to the firing range. Of 

course, as prospective naval officers, we weren’t going to be firing riffles in our 

career, but they had us learning to fire a forty-five automatic, which is not an easy 

gun to be accurate with, I learned. I could hit silhouettes okay. If you wanted to put 

a target with typical circles on it, I probably wasn’t going to hit that very often. 

[DH chuckles] I remember the guy next to me, he was scary. They would start 

you off, of course, with the gun pointing up. And they would say, “Ready on the 

right. Ready on the left. Ready on the firing line.” And then you could fire. Then you 

were supposed to bring the gun down and begin firing at your target. 

Well, Len [DH chuckles] was so nervous. When they would say, “Fire—” then 

boom! He shoots [DH laughing] with the gun pointing up, and it goes right through 
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the roof of the little shelter at the firing range. Then he gets his gun down, and he 

is shooting, and he is hitting the hose that is running the sprinkler out there to keep 

the dust down—he hit everything but the target. He never even got close to the 

silhouette. 

And then there were some people who were excellent shots. Most of them 

were like me. We could hit the silhouette okay, but good thing it was a forty-five, 

because we weren’t going to get the guy in the heart. It wasn’t going to be a head 

shot either. Then there were people like Len, who they were lucky if they didn’t 

shoot the guy next to them. 

From there we went down to Corpus Christi, Texas for flight training. That 

was another historical moment for me because my dad, being on the carrier, had 

been trained at Corpus Christi as well. So I got to kind of retrace his steps a little 

bit there. They took us up three times in prop trainers, T-34s I think they were. The 

first time up they had us take off. They had given us land-based instruction, and 

there is a guy in the front seat—actually, we are in the front seat, he is in the 

backseat. And they had us take off, and he was ready to grab the controls if need 

be. And we landed. The second time was touch and goes, and I probably did ten 

takes offs and landings in the second episode. And the third one, they started to 

introduce us to acrobatics. 

Some of us, who had expressed an interest in being a naval aviator, they 

found enough of the jet trainers that we could go up in the back seat. They put us 

in a partial G- suit for that experience, which the pilot was in a full G-suit. I didn’t 

know what a G-suit was at the time, but it constricts on your extremities to keep the 

blood from pooling in your extremities from the g-forces and conserves the blood 

in your core, hopefully, so you don’t black out. A partial G-suit just does, I think, 

your legs, if I remember correctly. And the full G-suit did more than that. I don’t 

know what all it did. 

So I am up in that. That is my story from that training. We take off and we 

climb to about ten thousand, twelve thousand feet, and the pilot says, “So would 

you like to see what a Split S is like?” And about the time I said “What is a Split S?” 

he did it. What he did is he climbs up to the top of a circle, and you are upside down 
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at the top of the circle, and then he does a dive and a roll out of that down to about 

five thousand feet. I think we pulled somewhere in the vicinity of four G’s in the 

middle of that. All I know is I could see my vision coming down to this little binocular 

tube that I could look out of. I  [muffled, as if were pulling his cheeks] could feel my 

cheeks being pulled back and spittle going down around my cheeks. I remember 

thinking to myself, “I sure hope this isn’t happening to him [both laugh] because I 

could no more fly this plane like this than a man on the moon.” I assume in the full 

G-suit, that doesn’t happen to you. 

That flight definitely got me queasy in the stomach. That, and when they 

started talking to us about having to be able to swim a mile and go through the 

jungle survival course. I said, “Mmm, I know I can’t swim a mile. I will never be able 

to swim a mile. I don’t think if you added up all of the distance I have swam in my 

life that you could get a mile.” So, that is when I decided I was going to have to find 

something else to do in the Navy. 

 

MO: You described your experience on the aircraft carrier being very boring. 

 

DH: Yes. 

 

MO: But I guess to me, anyway, having not had either experience, it would seem 

like being on a floating city would maybe more appealing to be in the much more 

cramped quarters on a submarine. 

 

DH: Clearly, if you had any kind of claustrophobia problems, you would be much 

better off on the carrier. You could get lost on the carrier, and people wouldn’t know 

where to find you. That could never happen on a submarine. They would find you 

in a few minutes. In that respect it was very different. And you know, the things that 

they had us do were boring—I mean, moving ammunition from this locker to another 

locker. 

 

MO: For no real reason. 
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DH: Or maybe there was a reason. Maybe they needed to clean out that locker. 

But it was just boring as all get out. And that is what they would have had enlisted 

men doing. The officers were supervising them doing that. Well, there is not a lot 

of heavy-duty thought going on in that process. So, the prospects of what my day-

to-day job would be were boring, unless I got involved with the flight operations. 

Now, if you were involved with the flight operations that is pretty exciting 

stuff. I mean, there was an opportunity to get involved in that, but as a junior officer, 

they certainly weren’t going to put you at the helm with all of the lieutenants and 

lieutenant commanders and commanders on board, you weren’t going to be the one 

driving the aircraft carrier into the wind at thirty knots, trying to either retrieve or 

launch planes. I didn’t know what my job would be that would be that interesting. It 

was certainly exciting watching the planes land and take off and be in there 

firsthand to see that and seeing what was involved. That part was very interesting. 

But I was pretty much just an observer for that. I was trying to think in terms of, 

“What is four years in the Navy going to be like on an aircraft carrier?” And I was 

thinking, “Mm, it is going to get old pretty quick, I think.” 

 

 

I forgot to talk about that third training experience on the submarine. That 

was the most interesting, and the most exciting. And I guess it had a lot to do with 

why I chose that route. That, and the quality of the men on the submarine was really 

quite high. 

 

MO: Well, they all had to go through that rigorous interview. 

 

DH: Well, actually the one that I was on wasn’t a nuke, it was an old diesel boat 

from World War II. You know, I said I was going to go on a submarine. I wanted to 

do that for the summer. They said, “Fine, you are going to pick it up at the Alameda 

Naval Air Station.” 
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And I thought, “Well, that is an odd place to pick up a submarine.” But I 

showed up there at the appointed hour. And you know, they said I was supposed 

to report by noon, and I showed up at 11:00 thinking, “I am an hour early. I am 

doing good.” 

And they said, “Well, where have you been? You have got to get some shots.”  

And I said, “What do I have to get some shots for?” 

And they said, “Because you are flying to Japan.” 

And I said, “I am? Well that is interesting. Okay. What shots do I need?” 

And they loaded me up with some shots and took me up to Travis Air Force 

Base along with the other two guys that were flying to the same sub I was, the 

U.S.S. Tunny, number 282 was the hull number. And they flew us to over to 

Yokosuka, Japan. Brief stop for fuel in Anchorage, and then on we went. And we 

land there probably at 10:00 at night, and we report to the duty officer there, and 

he said, “Well, your sub is not in Yokosuka right now. Why don’t you guys go over 

and get some shut eye at the bachelor officers’ quarters and come back and see 

me at eight o’clock tomorrow morning, and we will figure out where it is and what 

you are going to do in the meantime. 

We get over there, and at about two-thirty in the morning we got awakened, 

the three of us, and told to hightail it back to the airport. So we did. We get there, 

and the duty officer says, “Your sub is in the Philippines. We have got a flight going 

to the Philippines at five this morning, so you are going to be on that flight. That is 

why we got you up and got you over here.” 

So, back on the plane [DH hands clapping]. We landed in Taiwan, and we 

refueled there, and our next stop was Clark Air force Base in Manila. We get off 

there and the officer looks at our orders and says, “Oh, you guys are going over to 

Subic Bay. We will get you a ride over there. We have got some people headed 

over there.” 

And so we go over there in what they called a “jitney.” I think that is how they 

pronounced it. It was kind of like a jeep with a little shade on top to keep the sun 

off of you or the rain, if it started raining too hard. 
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And off we go. There are three of us, and the driver, and our gear in the back. 

Man, what a wild ride! It could have been a ride at Disneyland—Toad’s Wild Ride 

or something. This guy is all over the road. Going through Manila it is just crowded 

as all heck with people. You get outside Manila and start going through the 

countryside. You are going past wagons being pulled by cattle, and people walking, 

and people riding bikes, and somebody else driving, and you are just weaving 

around, and the road is heavily rutted. I’m thinking, am I going to make it? [DH 

chuckles] 

We got to the base and report in. They said, “Well, your sub is stationed here, 

but it is out at sea right now. Go over and check in at the bachelor officers’ quarters, 

and when it gets into port we will call you.” 

I mean, this is like day two, and we still don’t know when we are going to get 

to the sub. 

 

MO: And you are probably a little sleep deprived. 

 

DH: A little sleep deprived. So we sleep in the next day, and we get up and have 

lunch and called in to see if they were going to have anything for us. And they said, 

“Aw, no. I don’t think we will have anything for you today.” We went out and played 

golf and had a grand old time with that because you can’t play golf there without a 

caddy and a forecaddie to spot your ball. Because it rains so much that your ball, 

half the time, was buried that deep in the muck. And if it went in the jungle they 

didn’t want you to go find it because of the snakes; they had somebody else go find 

it for you. 

So we did that. We are there for, like, three days, living the life of Riley, 

playing golf, eating on the Navy at the bachelor officers’ quarters. “This is pretty 

nice. I wonder if we will ever have a submarine to go on this summer. This is just a 

beach vacation.” 

Well, about the fourth day they called us in and said, “Come on in. Pack up 

your gear. We found your sub.” They didn’t tell us where it was. They said, “You 

are flying into Hong Kong. Your sub is going to be in Hong Kong.” 
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“Hm. Okay. I have never seen Hong Kong. That sounds interesting.” Off we 

go. 

And we go to Hong Kong. 

 

MO: Had you had any Third World travel experiences prior to that? 

 

DH: No. In fact, thinking back, the only time I had been out of the country up to 

that point in time was that Canadian national train trip to go back my freshman year 

to Cornell. Other than that I hadn’t been out of the country anywhere. 

We fly into Hong Kong, and sure enough, the sub is there, and it is tied up 

down at the navy pier. And in 1968, in the summer, there was a pretty good 

presence of U.S. Navy ships in Hong Kong. It was still obviously a very British 

colony at the time. And gosh, we met the crew, and the first night there the captain 

took all of the officers in the wardroom out to dinner, and all of the three of us 

midshipmen. 

I couldn’t believe how cheap things were in Hong Kong. I mean, first of all, 

we weren’t sleeping on the submarine. All of the officers had hotel rooms. And they 

put us  up on the Navy at the Hong Kong Hilton. I mean, my god! Our room was 

about as big as my chambers is here. They had two king-sized beds in there for 

those three midshipmen to live in. It was like, we had never had this much space in 

college to live in, and here we are living it up in Hong Kong. We had no money to 

speak of. I mean, we might have had, if we emptied our pockets, the three of us 

might have had thirty-five dollars. But we  could have some fun in Hong Kong for 

thirty-five American dollars at that time. 

 

MO: Sure. 

 

DH: The other officers were hard to find those first few days because they were 

all at the tailors. What they were doing was spending about a hundred dollars, 

American, and coming out with five tailored suits, three sport coats, and pairs of 

slacks, and a dozen tailored shirts. And the tailor would put it all in a suitcase for 
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them too as a part of the deal. And I thought, “God, if I had some money I could do 

really well here.” But I had no money, and I had no way to get money. At this point 

in time my parents don’t even—I had been able to tell them that I am overseas, but 

they think I am in Japan. Or maybe by this time they have figured out that I am in 

the Philippines. They had no idea I was in Hong Kong. 

So we leave Hong Kong. And the folks on the sub, the officers, had never 

told us what the sub is doing. We leave Hong Kong—it is all declassified now. But 

our job—this was an old Regulus submarine, and when they first started to hatch 

the idea of putting missiles on submarines, what they did was they put a big hanger 

deck on the back hanger onto the kind of cylinder with two round ends on it behind 

the sail on this diesel boat submarine, on the deck behind the sail. And when they 

would surface, they would open the back round end of the cylinder and crank out, 

on rails, a Regulus missile. And they could fire that guided missile at a land-based 

target or another ship, I suppose. 

But by the time I would get to this submarine, they had moved on to the nukes 

with the nuclear intercontinental ballistic missiles, and they have taken the old 

Regulus missiles out of this. But there is still this big hanger-looking thing on the 

back of the sub. Well, they have welded it up and made it clearly water-tight. It 

doesn’t open anymore. And it has a hatch that comes down into the rear of the 

submarine. And they put bunks in it. They put bunks for thirty men. So who lives up 

there? A SEAL team lives up there. I didn’t know what a SEAL was at the time. And 

so I met these thirty SEALs. And what we were doing was we would cruise into 

North Vietnamese waters, underwater during  the daylight hours, and we would 

bottom-out close to shore—probably three hundred to four hundred yards offshore, 

we would bottom-out. 

 

MO: Does that mean you are sitting on the— 

 

DH: We are sitting literally on the sandy bottom. And we are at roughly periscope 

depth, so our periscope could come up and look around. But we don’t do that. As 

much as possible we stay concealed so nobody can see us. 
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At about eleven o’clock at night, out of the forward escape hatch, we would 

put two SEALs up there at a time. The escape hatches work—you have got a seal 

at the bottom that you can open up into the sub. Two men climb up in there. You 

close that down and make it water-tight, flood the compartment. They are breathing 

through a hood at the time. They flood the compartment and equalize it with the 

sea pressure outside, and they open the upper hatch, swim out to the surface. And 

then they tread water up there until their mates come up. It takes about forty 

minutes, forty-five minutes to get the whole SEAL team group up there. And then 

they would fan out and swim ashore, taking depth readings, going into the shore. 

And they would walk in about a mile onshore, mapping what they saw. They would 

come back with this data. What they were doing was developing maps of the entire 

North Vietnamese coastline in case they ever wanted to do an amphibious invasion 

of North Vietnam. 

Here I am involved in the Vietnam War, and that was the last thing that I 

expected to have happen. I indeed ended up with a Vietnamese Service Medal, and 

because the campaigns switched while we were there, I [DH chuckles] got a star 

on it for having been there during two campaigns. And I thought, “Nobody is going 

to believe this. This is ridiculous.” 

But that is what we did. When they would come back they would usually get 

back at about three in the morning. We would surface in the cover of darkness, take 

them all back on board quickly and steam out into international waters, out on the 

surface and replenish the air inside the submarine, and then do it all again. By the 

time we would be locking them out at 1eleve at night, the air was so oxygen 

depleted on the sub that basically when we bottomed out they would—this was a 

time when you could still smoke onboard ship—they would put the smoking light 

lamp out. You couldn’t smoke anymore because it used up too much oxygen in the 

closed environment. And by the time eleven, twelve o’clock rolled around, you 

couldn’t strike a match. There wasn’t enough oxygen  in the air to strike a match, 

and you were feeling kind of short of breath. 

 

MO: I bet. 
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DH: So that was my experience that summer. I would say that it was pretty 

exciting. There was only one encounter with the enemy. One night they came back 

about an hour early. And I can’t remember what their means of communication was 

with the sub, because it certainly wasn’t with us midshipmen. But they got in touch 

with the sub to let them know they were coming back under fire. And we surfaced, 

picked them up, and got the heck out of there. And we did hear a few rifle rounds 

from shore ricocheting off of the sail of the sub as we were steaming away. 

Needless to say, they didn’t put the college kids up top side during that 

encounter. They kept us down below. 

 

MO: I guess at least in that particular incident the North Vietnamese knew you 

were there. 

 

DH: They did. And I think what had happened was that the SEAL team had 

encountered a patrol as they were making their way in that mile of shore, and they 

got chased out of there. You know, there weren’t any casualties. Nobody got hit—

just a relatively close call. 

That experience was what make me decide submarines look pretty good. 

And the people that I was with, they were just good people. I enjoyed it very much. 

You mentioned the tight quarters. It was very tight quarters. They had us three 

bunked in the forward torpedo room in amongst the torpedoes. They would have 

these bunks, canvas stretched bunks, for you to sleep in and a little thin mattress 

on it. And literally you could sleep on your stomach or you could sleep on your 

back. And you couldn’t move between the two without getting out of your bunk and 

turning over, because there wasn’t enough room to rotate over and have your 

shoulders vertical. I couldn’t sleep that way today. 

 

MO: It doesn’t sound too comfortable. 
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DH: You know, it was fine then. And I guess I was young enough that I fell asleep 

when it was time to go to sleep, and I didn’t wake up until it was time to get up. But 

I don’t sleep that way anymore [DH chuckles]. None of us do, I suppose. 

 

MO: Yeah, I think that is my experience too. Well, back to Rickover for just a 

minute. 

 

DH: Sure. 

 

MO: So was that your sole experience face to face with the admiral? 

 

DH: It was. He did visit Idaho Falls when I was there, to inspect—Idaho Falls, you 

know, the training for the nuclear power program was six months in a classroom 

that was touted to be the equivalent of the classroom experience for a master’s 

degree in nuclear engineering. I think that was a little over sold. It certainly covered 

much of the same ground, but you have to think about it for a second—they are 

taking in some people who have been humanities majors. They don’t have the math 

or science background to take on that curriculum. So we had to start back much 

before a graduate program in nuclear engineering would have been starting and 

get these folks up to speed. And then we would move on into that territory. It was 

a pretty rigorous academic program. 

I know my study mate was a guy by the name of David Hanson [?], and he 

had been his dissertation away from a Ph.D. in chemistry, and his advisor died of 

a heart attack. The one who took over, he didn’t see eye to eye with, and it was 

becoming clear that David was going to have to go back to square one and start 

over with his dissertation to make it through with this guy. And he just said, “Oh, I 

am not going to do this.” He left; very bright guy. He taught me more about learning 

than probably anybody else ever did in my lifetime. 

But you spent six months there, and after you graduated from nuclear power 

school then there were multiple tests along the way. I mean, it was unlike any 

academic experience I had in college. You sat at a desk, much like you sat at while 
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you were in elementary school—a little knee hole, flat surface, a couple of little 

cubbies over here for your notebooks, and a fifty-minute lecture on electronic 

engineering, a fifty minute lecture on this. You had ten minutes of every hour during 

the day off, and all you had time to do was go upstairs and get a cup of coffee and 

come back down. And you were in class from 8:00 a.m. to noon, and 12:30 to 5:00, 

every day. And there were written tests in every subject every week. And some of 

the courses didn’t last the entire six months. There would be a final exam in each 

course, and there was an overall final exam for the whole nuclear power curriculum 

at the end of that six months. 

And if you passed all of those, off you went to the prototype training. And the 

vast majority of us at Mare Island went up to Idaho Falls, Idaho. The Naval 

Reactors, which is what Rickover headed, had a training facility out in the Idaho 

dessert. They had S1W, a Westinghouse training reactor, and S5G, a General 

Electric training reactor. And then they had A1W, which was the replica of the first 

enterprise surface reactor program. And they didn’t have as much as the reactor 

going or as big a reactor as they had had on the [USS] Enterprise, because it would 

have been way too big, but basically it was a complete set up of the engineering 

departments of the submarine. 

I was on S1W, and basically, it had the hull [?] and had all of the equipment 

laid out just like it would be on the submarine, including the control room, 

maneuvering  room, where you would be controlling the reactor. And you would 

start out with some classroom learning again to kind of refresh what you knew and 

relate it to this prototype, but then you would start standing watch. And you would 

leave Idaho Falls on a bus at, I think we left at five in the morning. You would get 

out to the site at six-thirty, it was a fifteen-hour day by the time you got back with a 

bus ride on both ends. You would stand an eight-hour watch out there on whatever 

station they had you on for that day, and you would learn what each enlisted man’s 

job was in the engineering department. You would learn where every valve was and 

where every switch was,  every breaker for every pump, what every pump did. You 

could draw every system on the submarine—the main coolant system, the 
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secondary coolant system, the electrical diagram for how all the power went in the 

plant. 

 

MO: So you had a pretty good grasp of what the nuclear submarine technology 

was all about, then. 

 

DH: You did. You did. And you got tested along the way at that, and when you 

were standing watching the control room as the engineering officer of the watch, 

the EOOW they would call it, they would put you through some drills. The senior 

navy officer who was in charge of the shift at that time would go around and say, 

“Hmm, well let’s see   how well Hubel does if his main coolant pump goes out,” and 

he would throw the breaker for the main coolant pumps. The reactor automatically 

scrams at that point. All the control rods drop down. You shut it down, if you are at 

depth, underway, now you have got no power, and you have got a limited amount 

of time to do a fast reactor recovery and get the reactor back going again. First you 

have got to figure out, why did I lose my main coolant pump? and fix your problem. 

Then you go about starting the reactor up again and getting going. Then you find 

out at the end of that drill whether you killed everybody because you didn’t do it 

quickly enough and the sub sank or if you did it in an adequate fashion. 

It was a really great training program, because by the end of it, if you passed 

it, you had had almost everything that could go wrong go wrong, and work your way 

through it. While I was at that facility was when Rickover came in to do an 

inspection. Because he would show up at his various prototypes or on board. He 

would pick a submarine, “I’m going to go visit the Will Rogers,” for the sake of 

argument “next month.” And he would go on it, and he would go out to sea on it for 

a week and put them through [rustling sound] their drill. [DH talking to himself] What 

was that board name? The ORCUS Board, I think it was called. I can’t remember 

what the acronym stood for, but it was something like O-R-C-U-S Board. And they 

would come aboard and, once in a while, he would be with them to see how the 

crew did with the tests that they put the  crew through; just like they would put them 

through at prototype, but now you are out at sea on a sub and they are doing it to 
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you. And that was part of the training. When you would get to the submarine, after 

getting through all of the nuclear training, you would have to qualify as an 

engineering officer on the watch on that submarine and show that you knew where 

everything was in the engineering department. Because you don’t know what 

compartment of the sub you are going to be in when the disaster happens and be 

marooned there and be the one that has to find the problem and fix it. 

So that was a part of qualifying in submarines was learning all of that stuff— 

where it was, how it worked, how to fix it. And as the engineering officer of the 

watch you had to be able to direct all of that from the reactor control room. And the 

men that you worked with—I mean, I had in my division, I probably had four college 

graduates as enlisted men in my division. And they were really smart guys—and 

good people, and worked hard. It was a great place to be in the military in terms of 

the quality of people you were with. 

 

MO: Do you have any folks that you remember especially as being friends? Or 

friendships that endured? 

 

DH: A few. I ended up getting out early. In 1972, the Vietnam War was winding 

down, there are a lot of junior officers that have gone into the military, and in 

particular gone into the Navy to avoid being Marines or army officers and being in 

Vietnam in the line of fire, and they had an excess of us. And so they periodically 

would make offers of early outs for people. When they made me that offer I took it, 

and I took it quickly, because I always knew I didn’t want to make a career of the 

military. I appreciated the service. I think it taught me a lot, and I think we all owe 

some obligation to our country, and I was glad to have done my service. But I was 

anxious to get out. 

There were several people that I would have like to have stayed in touch 

with, and I have lost track of them. But one I have occasional contact with. He was 

the weapons officer on the sub at the time. I remember him well because he was a 

Naval Academy graduate, and he was one of the brightest guys I have ever met. 

And probably the tragedy for me of the Naval  Academy, at least when he went, 
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was that they robbed him of his confidence by forcing him into this routine of: you 

have got to follow orders; you can’t think for yourself; you can’t think outside the 

box.” 

He had no confidence in himself. And I remember having conversations with 

Mel [?] several times about what he was going to do when he got out of the navy, 

and he said, “I can’t get out of the Navy. I’ll never survive outside of the Navy.” And 

he firmly believed that. He ended up going on to be a captain in the Navy, which 

would be the equivalent of, what the hell is that? It is a Bird Colonel, is what it is, 

in the Army or Air Force. I was on the Will Rogers on the blue crew; it was a two-

crew Polaris submarine. He was the weapons officer when I was there. He ended 

up coming back around as the captain of the Will Rogers and was there, I think, 

when it was decommissioned in the ‘90s. He is living up in the Seattle area now, 

and he did some work when he got out of the Navy as an advisor over at Hanford1 

for some of their issues, and I think he is fully retired now. 

 

MO: Of course this was during a period when the Cold War was still pretty hot. 

 

DH: Yes. 

 

MO: Not as hot as the early 1960s, maybe, but— 

 

DH: Right, right. It wasn’t the Cuban Missile Crisis, by any means, but it was still 

warm. 

 

MO: Yeah, definitely. In fact I remember we were involved in the conflict that 

essentially was a conflict with Russia— 

 

DH: Yes. 
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MO: —and China. Of course Vietnam was the focus. I read a biography of 

Rickover at one time, and if I remember correctly he was pretty hawkish in terms of 

the Cold War. 

 

DH: He was. He was. He pretty singlehandedly pushed through Congress, 

certainly with the help of senators and congressmen, but from the military side, he 

pushed the idea of nuclear submarines as a deterrent, and in particular the 

intercontinental-ballistic- missile-equipped submarines as the ultimate deterrent. 

Because they would never find us where we were. I mean, the firepower on those 

submarines was staggering. 

 

MO: Right. 

DH: Just staggering. We had sixteen missiles with multiple independent reentry 

vehicle warheads, each one of which was bigger than the bombs in Nagasaki and 

Hiroshima. It was just staggering to think about the firepower. 

It has been popularized in several books and movies. I remember very well 

the two-man team I was on. The captain had a firing key. The weapons officer had 

a firing key. To get to, I believe it was the weapons officer’s key, or something like 

it, you had to have one person from each of two two-man teams, at least, agree 

that you had a valid firing message. Because there was a safe inside a safe only 

two people knew the combination to the inner safe. A different two people knew the 

combination to the other safe. And neither one of those four people was the captain 

or the weapons officer. So you had to have somebody from each of those two-man 

teams, the weapons officer, and the captain all agree you had a valid firing message 

before you could fire. 

My compatriot, who was on my two-man team with me, was another junior 

officer, John Wald [?], and we spend many a sleepless night in the ward room 

debating what we would do if we got a valid firing message. Would we open that 

safe or wouldn’t we? 

 

MO: Oh yeah. That is an interesting conversation. 
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DH: It was a very interesting conversation. I mean, it was, “Well, did we get a 

valid firing message?” First, the whole rigmarole of: Was it really a valid message? 

Okay, it is a valid message. We agree it is a valid message. Why do we have this 

message? Are we   the aggressor? Or are we responding to an attack? And either 

way it goes, is there going  to be any world left to come back to if we do this? And 

it didn’t take long to figure out that if sixteen missiles came up from one location in 

the ocean, that the other side is   going to know where you are very quickly, and 

yeah, you might steam away from there at top speed. Let’s say you steamed away 

at top speed for two hours. All they have got to do is put a nuclear weapon 

somewhere in the water near you and you are gone. 

 

MO: Right. 

 

DH: So, the likelihood of us getting away was nil. 

 

MO: Subs aren’t necessarily [MO chuckles] too fast in the water. 

 

DH: No. No. Nobody is very fast in the water compared to a missile flying through 

the air. 

 

MO: Sure. 

 

DH: So, it wasn’t hard to see that if they wanted to, we were gone. And if we were 

the aggressor and we destroyed their half of the world, chances are they were going 

to destroy a good deal of our half of the world. And what the hell was there going 

to be to come back to? Why? Do we really want to do this? 

 

MO: So, those kinds of thoughts crossed your mind, then? 
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DH: Absolutely. And the other fellow and I had those conversations. I am not sure 

that we ever reached a resolution of what we would have done. I don’t think we 

would have known until we got the message. 

I mean, the movie that kind of typified that dilemma for me was Crimson Tide, 

with Denzel Washington and Gene Hackman and the dilemma they had about 

whether they were going to fire or not going to fire. Was this a valid message that 

got cut off in the middle, or not. That hit home. We worried about that. 

 

MO: I’m not sure I know this movie. Crimson—? 

 

DH: Crimson Tide. It is a very good movie—very suspenseful, and it was what we 

lived with. 

 

MO: Sure. We all lived through it in terms of— 

 

DH: We all did. 

 

MO: But in your case, you would have some direct responsibility for exactly what 

happened. 

 

DH: You knew that if you launched these missiles, there were hundreds of 

thousands of people who were going to die that you would never see or never know, 

but they were never going to walk again. And the earth upon which they lived was 

not going to be very habitable for quite some time. 

 

MO: I think by even by this later date in the Cold War that there were still 

strategists on our side that felt that it was inevitable. And there were some folks, 

perhaps including Rickover—I don’t remember all of the details—a lot of advocacy 

to actually make a first strike on the Soviet Union. 
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DH: That was above my pay grade, but I am confident that there were people who 

thought that way. And that there was a constant struggle between those who 

believed that the deterrent would work and those who thought that it wouldn’t. 

 

MO: Yes. And it makes it real lucky that that side prospered. 

 

DH: Yes. We are very lucky. Of my time in that capacity, probably the most—I 

don’t know what adjective to put on it—but the thing that really stands out for me. I 

mean, number one, the redundancy of systems and the care that was taken to make 

sure that everything worked correctly on the submarines, particularly after the 

Thresher and the Scorpion2 went down, they had incredible programs in place to 

make sure there was no A) nuclear accident, and B) no more accidents where we 

lost submarines. So that was really impressive to me. 

But the other thing that I will always remember is when we were on patrol, 

getting a message to come back in to Scotland, change out three of our warheads 

for test warheads and then go back out on patrol and test fire three missiles. That 

was amazing. That was utterly amazing. 

I mean, here we are, hovering at periscope depth, much like a helicopter 

would hover, only you are under water, and you are firing these missiles. I mean, 

we are talking about something that is six, eight feet around in diameter. And it is 

three decks high. And with high pressure air and water, you are expelling that out 

of the submarine to the surface, where rockets ignite, and it is flying down range a 

couple thousand miles and hitting a target, hitting a patch of ocean that they wanted 

to hit and seeing how well it does. 

And, meanwhile, while it is doing that, seawater is flooding back into replace 

that weight that you have just lost, and your system is settling out again so you can 

fire the next one. It was awe inspiring. That it worked was, to me, incredible. And it 

did work. I mean, these missiles hit what they were supposed to hit. It made me 

believe the tall tales that were told, that maybe weren’t so tall, that it wasn’t a 

question of whether we could hit the Kremlin, it was whether we would hit the brick 

that we wanted to hit in the Kremlin. 
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MO: Right, yeah. Well, in fact, I think maybe that was one of the big advantages 

that the United States had, was they had the satellites and the GPS information 

before the Soviets had, I think, as precise a system, at least. 

 

DH: Right. Right. 

 

MO: And, anyway. Yes. 

 

DH: It was fascinating. 

 

MO: I bet it was. And I imagine it was quite an experience when you would fire 

the missiles from the submarine in terms of conditions on board. You must have 

been tossed around a bit? 

 

DH: It was remarkably calm compared to what you would expect. I mean, there 

was an initial upward buoyancy because you lost the weight, and then the seawater 

comes in, and the weight is coming back. And so, it is kind of like settling down. I 

mean, you hovered about that point, and it dampened itself down fairly quickly. 

 

MO: Oh, that is interesting. 

 

DH: I mean, to the point where we could fire them in relatively short order, the 

three of them. 

 

MO: That is interesting. I would have thought the reaction of the sub would have 

been more— 

 

DH: It really wasn’t very dramatic. That was one of the things that surprised me. 

You know, I was fortunate enough to be on one of the ones on one of the firings to 

be able to look through the periscope and see it breaking out of the water. I mean, 
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it was, quote, “Just like the movies.” I mean, it was unbelievable. And here I am 

watching the real thing.  

I mean, the whole thing of that that amazed me so much was, I am twenty-

two, twenty-three, twenty-four years old, and I am in a position to do these things 

and make these decisions and control these weapons systems. Where else in the 

world was I going to get that kind of responsibility at that age? It was incredible. 

 

MO: Right. 

DH: I thought about that a little bit at the time, but I thought about it even more 

later on, when I realized how little responsibility people of that age were getting in 

the civilian life, comparatively. 

 

MO: Sure. 

 

DH: I mean, it was just, “Wow.” Then I looked back at that period at Cornell, where 

there was the effort to get R.O.T.C. off campus. And I got involved in trying to keep  

them on, because my fear was that we wouldn’t have any civilian influence on the 

military, and when I saw the responsibility that we had later on I thought, “This is 

why we have got to have some civilian influence over the military, because they 

have just way too much control over things that are unbelievable—that most people 

just don’t understand.” I mean, we can talk about the fact that there is an atomic 

arsenal, but until you have gone through some of the training, you don’t realize 

what that really means. 

I was glad I did it. And I was glad to leave it behind. 

 

MO: And then, how long—you spent the rest of the time, then, on the submarine, 

I guess? The same submarine? 

 

DH: I was on the same submarine the whole time. As I said, I did get this offer to 

get  an early out, and I took it. And it came so suddenly, and they said yes so 

suddenly that I asked for some time to put my affairs in order and figure out what 
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the heck I was going to do. I literally could have gone from being in the Navy for 

the sake of argument, in October, and being a civilian in November. It could have 

happened that quickly. They put it off for me at my request for three or four months 

while I figured out what it was I wanted to do my life. I had no idea. I mean, I thought 

I was going to be in for five years  at that point. And here I was at the two and half 

year mark, getting out. 

 

MO: So you signed up, originally, for five years? 

DH: The scholarship gave you a four-year commitment, and going to nuclear power 

school lengthened that to five. So, they got four years of active duty service after 

your one year of training with them. 

 

MO: Wow. But they didn’t hold you that long. 

 

DH: They didn’t. And like I say, there were several of us that got out early that 

way. 

 

MO: So what were your deliberations, then, in the extra time that you took? 

 

DH: You know, I had wondered whether I really wanted to be an engineer. I had 

wondered that even back at Cornell. I didn’t change majors because I couldn’t figure 

out what it would be if I had changed to something. That, and the fear of not getting 

out in five years and having to go swab decks in the Navy as a seaman. I thought 

about, did I want to go back into graduate school in something else? One of the 

fellows that was getting out early with me decided that he was going to into medical 

school, and he  needed to take some pre-med courses. While he had had some 

science background he needed some biology and chemistry that he hadn’t had. So 

he was going off to take those classes and go to medical school about a year after 

he got out. 

I thought about law school a little bit at that time, but I really didn’t think that 

was for me. I didn’t know much about it. I cast about and in the end I applied to 
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Cornell and the University of Michigan in nuclear engineering. I got into to both 

graduate programs, and I thought I would just go on and get a Ph.D. in nuclear 

engineering and work on design of reactors because that was the part of the whole 

nuclear power thing that really was interesting to me. 

As the time came near, though, I was having trouble figuring out how I was 

going to support myself in that endeavor. There was a big civilian nuclear industry 

ramping up at the time.: 1971, ’72—’72 r. Westinghouse and G.E. too, both really 

liked officers who were coming out of the nuclear navy as prospective hires. So I 

talked to them, and I  talked to combustion engineering, and I think I talked to 

Bechtel, who was building a lot of nuclear plants at the time. And, in the end, 

Westinghouse Hanford, who was running the Hanford Engineering Development 

Laboratory, H-E-D-L, I think, were the initials, they offered me a position to train 

the first crew of operators for the Fast Flux Test Facility, F-F-T-F, which was going 

to be the demonstration reactor for the country’s fast breeder reactor program, 

where we would make more fuel than we consumed, in theory—make something 

out of nothing, I guess was the way I always thought about it. 

I came in the spring of ’72 to that program in Hanford, and I also enrolled in 

some graduate engineering courses at the extension at the University of 

Washington at Richland. One of the professors there was a nuclear physicist with 

Westinghouse. I don’t remember Ron’s last name, but I remember his first name—

bright guy. And I ended up being a teaching assistant for him for a while. Took 

those classes. I got there in like, March. I was supposed to have my first class of 

operators towards the end of June, so I had a very short time to develop a 

curriculum for them, and I figured I would just develop a curriculum pretty much like 

what I had in nuclear power school in the Navy as a model. I had an additional thing 

to learn and teach them about, which was that those reactors were liquid-sodium 

cooled, and I didn’t know anything about liquid sodium when I got there. 

 

MO: As opposed to water-cooled. 
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DH: Yes. I quickly learned that that was a disaster waiting to happen. Sodium was 

so reactive with air or water. 

Anyway, I started down that path. Then probably by April it was clear that 

there wasn’t going to be a class of operators in June. We hired a nuclear 

engineering graduate, an undergraduate-degree graduate, from University of Iowa 

who came aboard to help me with the program. By the end of the summer we still 

didn’t have our first class. We weren’t even starting to ask applicants for it. The 

program had gone to Congress and asked for more money because we clearly were 

not going to make it on the budget that we were on. 

They got more money in the fall of ’72, and by January of ’73 they had asked 

for and gotten more money. And we still didn’t have a class of operators. I was 

getting pretty-well disillusioned by that time and had decided that engineering was 

just not for me. The part that I liked about nuclear engineering was the theory of 

the reactor design, and there wasn’t going to be much of that kind of work out there, 

and if there was, it was going to be done by a few people in a few remote places or 

at a few select universities, and I just didn’t think that was going to be very 

sustaining for me for a lifetime career. I got pretty disillusioned by the either 

deliberate shortsightedness of what the budget really was supposed to be for this 

breeder reactor or the inability to come to grips with how big the problem was. 

I started thinking, “Are they ever going to do this? Are they ever going to 

solve this problem in my lifetime? Or will they still be working on this problem when 

I retire? 

 

MO: This is the problem of creating fuel from— 

 

DH: The breeder idea, of creating plutonium fuel— 

 

MO: Plutonium from non-fissile […indistinguishable] essentially. 

 

DH: Right. Right. And I had a friend from my college years at Cornell who by this 

time was a Ph.D. at M.I.T., and he was working on fusion. I didn’t stay in touch with 
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him, but I would hear from others about him from time to time. It was pretty clear 

that they were really not getting very far with fusion at that point in time. So I just 

thought, “This looks like a career where I could spend the next forty years and just 

be frustrated.” We didn’t really get done what we started out to do, and that didn’t 

appeal to me much. 

About that time I had read in the local Richland newspaper about a young, 

radical legal-aid lawyer who had come to town, and he was raising all kinds of hell 

with the local landlords. He was forming tenant unions, and he was suing for the 

tenants’ rights, and the local bar was up in arms that he was suing all of their clients. 

I guess they had a local law library that the local bar association funded, and 

they wouldn’t let him in to use the library. His name was Arnie Pedowitz [Arnold H. 

Pedowitz]. And Arnie was, oh my gosh, he was probably twenty-five, twenty-six, 

twenty- seven years old at the time. Just a couple of years older than me. I thought, 

“Well, that is really not very fair that they are not letting this guy use the law library. 

That doesn’t seem like a fair way to play the game.” And, “Well, wait a minute. I 

have been over working at the A.E.C.’s library working on my graduate work, and I 

saw a law library in there.” 

With my clearance I could get into any part of the library that I needed to, 

and I just walked into the law library and kind of took stock of what was there. I 

didn’t know a Federal Reporter from a Regional Reporter from Oregon Reports or 

Washington Reports at the time, but I just kind of wrote down what the titles were 

of these volumes of books. I thought, “I have got time on my hands. I could come 

into this library after hours and nobody is going to care and nobody is ever in this 

law library. They are never using it, no matter what time of day I come in here. I 

think I am going to call this Arnie Pedowitz up and offer to do legal research for him 

if he will teach me how to do it.” I thought, “Maybe the law would be something that 

would be interesting.” 

So I started down the road of contacting Arnie Pedowitz. You have got to 

understand, this is 1972, Eastern Washington—a very conservative town. 

 

MO: Right. 
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DH: A very conservative town. And Arnie Pedowitz was on a program—I don’t 

know where he graduated from anymore. I don’t remember—but he was on a legal 

aid program sponsored by Howard University. And Arnie, in 1972, had hair down to 

his waist. I don’t think there was another person in Kennewick, or in Richland, 

Washington, even a woman who had hair as long as Arnie Pedowitz. He just stood 

out like a sore thumb in the courtroom, I am sure, over there in amongst the local 

lawyers. 

I contacted him. You know, I was a part of the conservative community, and 

he, I am sure, thought that I was a plant from the local bar organization and going 

to give away his client’s secrets and take advantage of the situation. It took several 

weeks of  persistence and contacting him and giving him ways to check out who I 

was. He finally agreed to meet me at a Shakey’s pizza parlor for a beer and a piece 

of pizza, and we talked. He said, “All right. Here is a research project. Here is how 

you go about looking this up.” 

I did a little research project for him on extraditing a woman for a bad check 

to Iowa or something like that. Was this an extraditable offense and what could she 

do to fight extradition? I figured out an answer, and I wrote it up in a couple of 

pages to him. And he said, “Well, that looks pretty darn good to me.” And it worked! 

We kept her from being extradited. 

And then he gave me another project. They were all pretty short projects. 

They had to be pretty simple if I was going to do it, because I had no legal training, 

other than what he was giving me. 

 

MO: Right. It is interesting that you even volunteered for this. 

 

DH: Yes. But it was fun. It felt like, “I am dealing with real people. I am helping 

them solve a problem. I am learning about their life. But I am not getting stuck in 

their life and existence.” And that is what was turning me off about engineering was 

the idea that I would be on this path to solve this problem, and I would be stuck 
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there for forty years and never get any traction. This was appealing because I was 

getting some traction and solving something. So I signed up to take the LSAT. 

 

MO: It would seem more worthwhile, I guess? 

 

DH: It was more worthwhile. It was definitely more satisfying. I can remember 

thinking at the time— My dad and I were both strong-willed people, and we had our 

differences from time to time, as I am sure that most sons and dads do. I remember 

him saying to me—he was a carpenter his whole life, building houses—several 

times that what he liked about carpentry was the ability to step back at the end of 

the job and see a house that wasn’t there when he started and know that he had 

built something where somebody could live, and he had made a contribution. And 

he could see it, and he could touch it. 

As I solved the person’s problem, I couldn’t see it, maybe I couldn’t touch it, 

but I felt like I had accomplished something for them. And I felt like I had a glimmer 

of understanding of what satisfaction he got from his career. It seemed like 

something tangible that I could hang onto and appreciate in a career was being 

able to provide that kind of assistance and help to people. So in that way it appealed 

to me much, much more than engineering did. 

 

MO: And so Arnie Pedowitz, then, wasn’t pursuing cases that would get him in the 

way of Hanford or the U.S. government. 

 

DH: No, no. He was very much the prototypical legal aid lawyer, handling the 

mundane, day-to-day problems of the folks who couldn’t afford counsel. The 

landlord-tenant problems—he got involved in some domestic relations work for 

some clients who couldn’t afford a lawyer in that arena. 

 

MO: Why, do you know the reason why he wasn’t welcome in the law library? 
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DH: I think the lawyers were so invested in their clients’ cases that they viewed it 

as their library and “I am not going to give—” [Recording disrupted, then resumes] 

I—the opposition access to our tools. And so we can kind of hold these people at 

bay if we don’t give them the tools to fight with us. 

 

MO: So Arnie wasn’t part of the legal establishment necessarily— 

 

DH: Definitely not. He went to school on the East Coast. He was on a program 

funded by an East Coast law school and he was very much an outsider coming into 

the community and setting up the first legal aid office in Eastern Washington. And 

he certainly didn’t look like the local lawyers looked [DH laughs]. 

I lost touch with him. I went off in June of ’73. I moved to Portland to get 

ready for law school in August, actually, at Lewis & Clark. I lost track of Arnie at 

that point. You know, I got so heavily involved in law school that I didn’t think about 

hooking up with him again. 

Early in my time on the bench full time here I would still be continuing to get 

these C.L.E. [?] solicitations from the National Bar Organization. I started to see in 

unemployment law programs in New York City that there was a lawyer who was 

speaking a lot at these seminars called “Arnold Pedowitz.” And I said, “There can’t 

be two of these in the country.” And so I started looking into how I would find this 

guy. I don’t think I was very well acquainted with Google when this came up for me 

so I just started looking at the bar association for New York and found Arnie 

Pedowitz in New York City, and— Or Arnold— [Recording ends abruptly] 

 

[End of Interview 2] 
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Judge Dennis Hubel, Interview Three 
2015 April 1 

 

MO: Okay. Let’s see. What is today’s date? 

 

DH: April Fool’s Day. 

 

MO: Oh, that’s right. It is April 1st [MO chuckles]. You probably thought I was 

fooling you in terms of the appointment today [both laugh] with all of the difficulties. 

 

DH: No, I thought somebody was fooling with you. 

 

MO: Anyway. Okay. We were talking last time we met about your time at Hanford 

with the F.F.T.F. 

 

DH: Right. 

 

MO: I am not sure I asked you exactly what your duties were in that position. 

 

DH: When I was hired, I think his name was Jay Powell [?] was my supervisor. 

Jay had been in the Naval Reactor’s program for some period of time. I don’t 

remember exactly how long. But he was running the operational standpoint, the 

operator’s program and responsible for reviewing the design of the F.F.T.F. from 

an operator’s standpoint and making suggestions for changes as it was being 

built—the “as-builts,” if you will. 

And he hired me to develop the training program for the first class of 

operators that they were going to bring in. I don’t remember whether it was March 

or April. I think it was early March of ’72 that I started at Westinghouse Hanford. 

F.F.T.F. was a hole in the ground that they were working on at the time. It had just 

started building as I recall. I can’t even remember what stage of construction it was 
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at, but it wasn’t far enough along for me to really go see anything at that point, what 

the operators would really be doing. It was much earlier in construction. 

So a part of my duties were to, along with the other folks assigned to Jay, 

review the plans and drawings and revisions to those plans and drawings from an 

operator’s standpoint—does this make sense? Is there something that we should 

be changing to make the operator’s job flow better? So that was number one—

probably my secondary duty. 

My primary duty, though, was to develop that training course for that first 

class of operators. In talking with Jay and the others on the staff—many of whom 

had been in the naval reactor’s program, not a hundred percent of us, but I would 

say a good ninety percent of us had been—it was pretty clear that we all agreed 

that the training that we had gotten from naval reactors was very good training. It 

was a good way to approach the training of operators, in that I would develop a 

program that somewhat mirrored that program in terms of getting them the 

theoretical background to, how do all of these systems work, and how do they tie 

together? And more importantly, to mirror the naval reactor’s plan of how to operate 

a plant. We are going to have a set of standard written operating procedures, and 

we are going to vet those procedures very well during the startup of the plant, and 

we will revise them as need be to make sure that they are the  right way to run this 

plant. 

And then, I mean, this was kind of a holdover from Rickover’s theory, once 

you get those written procedures, the idea was you follow those written procedures. 

And you always have the book open to the procedures so that, yes, you are relying 

on your memory, but you are double checking against the book and making sure 

you are not leaving a step out and not short-circuiting something and leading to a 

mistake. 

That is kind of an interesting concept. As my daughter several years ago was 

applying to medical school, there was a big push by a doctor, whose name I have 

forgotten, who wrote a book from his experience in the hospital in Boston about 

how to eliminate errors in the hospital setting. And the idea was, so many doctors 

had gotten in their training, and had been tested and examined on the routine steps 
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of a given surgical procedure and how to close up after surgery that they would do 

it from memory. And  they would sometimes forget a step. And hence, the sponge 

or the clamp got left inside the patient. The idea that this doctor came up with was, 

“You know what? Yes, we are very bright people, and we have had a lot of training, 

but we need to have a written procedure out there in front of us, and everybody 

needs to check that procedure as we go through it, step by step from our memory.” 

And when they did that, he wrote in his book, the experience was, the errors at the 

hospitals were reduced by seventy, eighty, ninety percent—by just having that 

check against your memory. 

And that really rang true for me back to the Rickover days. That is the way 

he said you ran a naval reactor: you trained, trained, trained and memorized, 

memorized, memorized, but you never trusted your memory. You always had the 

book open to double check yourself. 

So that was the philosophy that I was using to develop the training program. 

That was my first and primary duty was to develop that training program, 

secondarily to review the plans and designs of the plant from an operator’s 

standpoint and make suggestions for change. 

 

MO: And so the plant is under construction, then, when you started? 

 

DH: It was. And, you know, I am going to guess it was, from memory, probably 

January, late December, January, December of ’71, January of ’72 when I was 

being interviewed at Hanford and being hired. And when they were telling me that 

they were hiring me they were saying, “And our first class of operators will be here 

around the first of June of this year. So you are going to have a really tight schedule 

to develop this training program.” 

And I thought, holy cow! That is a big order. It was clear when I got there that 

they weren’t going to be there June 1. I hadn’t even interviewed anybody yet, and 

it is March. They didn’t even have an application out for people yet, and it was 

March. And as I started to get into the review of it, the designs, it became clear that 

they hired me on a schedule that had been approved with a budget that was no 
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longer real and wasn’t going  to happen. And things had been slipping for a few 

years, routinely, and they continued to slip during my fifteen months there. We 

never did have any operators hired by the time that I left. We had one person hired 

who was my primary assistant in developing the training program. And he 

eventually, I believe, took over my position when I left to go to law school. 

 

MO: Was the reactor up and running during the time that you worked there? 

 

DH: No. 

 

MO: Okay. So it was still being constructed. 

 

DH: Still being constructed. They hadn’t gotten any of the fuel elements there, 

even,  by the time I left. It was, you know, I’ll probably be way off in my recollection 

of this, but my belief is that as I graduated from law school in early June of ’76, 

F.F.T.F. still hadn’t gone critical. And it was sometime shortly after that and shortly 

prior to the presidential election in that November of ’76, when Carter was elected, 

that it achieved criticality for the first time. It wasn’t anywhere near that when I left 

in June of ’73. Like I say, we didn’t have a fuel element onsite, much less a reactor 

core to put it in. 

 

MO: Really. So, last time you told me that you had some worries, maybe, about 

the sodium cooling system. 

 

DH: Yes. 

 

MO: And what might happen in the case of an accident. 

 

DH: Right. 

 

MO: Which, of course, thank goodness, has not occurred. 
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DH: Right, right. 

 

MO: But did you have any misgivings? Or did you know already that you wouldn’t 

be employed there once it was operational? 

 

DH: At what point in time? 

 

MO: Well, I guess the question is, did you ever feel that you might be endangering 

your own self if you had to work in this sodium-cooled reactor building? 

 

DH: I definitely felt like this reactor was more dangerous than anything I had ever  

been exposed to in the Navy, and that, yes, I, like anybody else who was in the 

building, was at a greater risk of harm than anybody who was working around a 

pressurized-water reactor. I mean, we could have a catastrophic accident. 

Certainly, Three Mile Island was one, and Chernobyl was another. Fukushima was 

yet another, more recently—and all from different problems, but those kinds of 

accidents carried a risk with it that was really, very different from what I was 

concerned about with liquid sodium. The liquid sodium took those risks and just 

magnified the problem because of the fire that could result and spread the 

contamination much, much further and really prevent some of the systems from 

working, or at least interfere with some of the systems working to protect the  

reactor. That was my concern. That concern never got assuaged, if you will, by the 

time that I left. I was very concerned about that, and what it was going to be like 

running that place. 

Fortunately, as you say, those accidents did not occur, at least not on U.S. 

soil. I don’t know if there has been any liquid-sodium-cooled-reactor accidents 

around the world. I am not aware of any. 

 

MO: I am not either. 
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DH: But I also don’t believe that there are any liquid-sodium-cooled reactors 

anymore, either. 

 

MO: That is probably right as well, yeah. Well, there are a lot of issues with this 

whole idea of breeder reactors. 

 

DH: There is. And, well, with our negotiations that are going on today about Iran’s 

nuclear program—I mean, we are really talking about breeder reactors there, where 

they are wanting to create more fissile material with their reactors. They would like 

to use the non-fissile uranium in a breeder reactor to create some plutonium that 

they can use. 

 

MO: Right. But you already, I guess, decided after that assignment at Hanford, 

that nuclear engineering wasn’t the right path for you. 

 

DH: I had. The one part of it that was interesting to me was a part that led to very 

few places to work and very limited things to do, and things that I wasn’t sure I 

would see come to fruition during my career. That was pretty unsatisfying. So I was 

wanting to move on to something else. 

Incidentally, I was going through some old papers the other day, and I 

stumbled upon my notes from when I tracked down Arnie Pedowitz, the lawyer who 

had helped train me to do legal research, and was kind of my toe dip in the water 

to see if I liked the idea of practicing law. I was correct in that he became a big-

time employment lawyer in New York City. 

 

MO: Okay. So, I guess another question that I had is, what was your free time, or 

your experience living in the Tri-Cities—just living there? 

 

DH: It was an unusual place in my experience. Idaho Falls, when I was there 

training with the Navy, was somewhat of a high desert location, somewhat like 

Richland. The community was more of a typical, I think, Eastern Oregon, Idaho kind 
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of community, in that it was oriented around outdoor activities. There were a lot of 

outdoor activities going on. There was skiing relatively close by to Idaho Falls. 

There was skiing relatively close by to Hanford too, but it seemed like most 

of the people that I knew there were so wrapped up in the nuclear industry that I 

am not sure what they did with their spare time. I mean, there are a few people that 

I met who liked boating on the Columbia, but there really wasn’t a lot going on, I 

didn’t think, that I noticed in that time period in the Tri-Cities. People were pretty 

wrapped up in either their family or their work or both, but there wasn’t much to 

choose from with my spare time for outside activities—it didn’t feel like to me, which, 

you know, was part of the problem that I saw of, where would I live if I stayed in the 

nuclear industry? It was going to be places like Hanford, and I thought, this is pretty 

stifling. I think I would like a little more variety in the folks that I was around. There 

wasn’t much variety. 

 

MO: Yeah, no. Especially in Richland. 

 

DH: It was a highly-educated, scientific community with [DH chuckling] a very 

focused interest in life, it seemed like to me. 

 

MO: Well, we talked a little bit about your research for Pedowitz. What kind of 

cases was he handling that you helped out on? 

 

DH: Well, the first one is the one that I remember the best, probably. And that 

was a woman who, she was poor. That is why she was in legal aid office—she 

couldn’t afford representation. She came to see Arnie because the state of, if I 

remember correctly, I think it was Iowa—it might have been Indiana, but it was 

somewhere in that general location in the country—was wanting to extradite her on 

the tremendously offensive criminal act of writing a bad check. I don’t remember 

the amount, but it was a relatively small amount. It was either at a grocery store or 

some other business establishment. The local prosecutor had taken offense to it at 

this time, and maybe it was because of the number of bad checks she wrote. I didn’t 
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ever learn that. But in any event, she had written this bad check, and they had an 

indictment out for her arrest and prosecution in Iowa, as I recall, and they wanted 

to extradite her from Eastern Washington to Iowa to stand trial for this offense. 

Arnie’s assignment was, is this even extraditable? Can you find out if this is an 

extraditable offense and will Washington even cooperate with Iowa about this? He 

was kind of incredulous that they would be doing this. 

So my job was to do that research. And he kind of gave me some tips on 

where to look and what books to go to first, and I would come back and tell him 

what I was finding, and he would say, “Yeah, you are on the right track. Keep going.” 

And, “Look here and there.” And, “Here’s how you follow-up on that.” I learned for 

the first time about Shepard’s and about the ability to check a citation and see if 

there are any cases that dealt with a statue or dealt with cases dealing with the 

statute. 

So I wrote him what probably to me at the time seemed like a long memo—

it was probably like two, three pages long—with a conclusion that I didn’t think that 

they would get the cooperation from the State of Washington to extradite her for 

this offense. And it wasn’t entirely clear that it an extraditable offense, in any event. 

Arnie took that and negotiated with the local prosecutor, and he went away, and 

left the client alone. 

It was very satisfying. I mean, I think I mentioned last time that it kind of 

reminded me of my dad’s satisfaction of standing back and looking at the house 

that he had just framed and saying, “I did that.” 

And I felt good stepping back and saying, “I helped this person solve a 

problem.” And this woman wasn’t a bad woman. She was just somebody who, you 

know, she wrote the check, and the funds weren’t there when it got negotiated, and 

her recollection was that another emergency expense had come up, and she paid 

that too and wished she had the money to go around, but she didn’t. 

And there were some landlord-tenant issues that he had me work on. It seemed 

like there was some sort of a small, tort-related case of some kind, but I don’t 

remember the details of that. There were only about three or four or five at the most 

cases that he had me work on. 
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This was during the time period of, probably, I believe January to February 

of ’73, and I was kind of doing this to see how this occupation might feel, this 

profession might feel, and at the same time I was trundling off to Walla Walla to 

take the Law School Aptitude Test. [DH amusedly] I remember getting there, and 

they told everybody at that time, that there would be one section of the test that 

was experimental. You know, we won’t tell you which one it is, but one of the 

sections won’t be used in your score. 

Well, the first part of the test was a new language, and you had to kind of 

read several pages to explain how the language worked and what the translation 

from English to this language was, and then you had to read some questions in the 

funny, new language, and then answer some questions, and the answers were in 

the funny language. And my god, the whole time, all you could hear in the room 

was pages flipping back and forth, back and forth, back and forth with people trying 

to figure out, “What does this say? What does this say? What does that say?” 

That was so discombobulating. I am sure it did for the others just like me, it 

really set you up for doing a poor performance on the test, I felt like. And my score 

wasn’t as good as I hoped it would be on that test so I took it again. I drove to 

Portland, this time, just in case [DH chuckling] that experimental language would 

show up in Walla Walla again. To my knowledge, they never used that again. So I 

think that was the test, and they decided it just doesn’t work. 

Anyway, it was during that time that I was taking the LSAT and doing this 

work for Arnie that I reached the conclusion that the law looked like a viable 

alternative to me. 

 

MO: I sort of have forgotten the details with respect to your family. Were you 

single at this time? 

 

DH: No. I had married in the midst of nuclear power school—that was my first 

marriage. My first wife had some real difficulties with the separations of going to 

sea. That was weighing on my mind when this opportunity to get out early came up 
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too. So she was still with me in Hanford and with me through law school. We 

separated shortly after that. 

 

MO: So then, next I guess was law school, then? 

 

DH: Right. Right. I remember leaving Hanford on about, I think my last day was 

at the end of May, and we moved to Portland. I had the G.I. Bill from my service, 

and I managed to find a house, and we actually bought a house to start law school, 

because houses were relatively cheap in 1973 and with my G.I. Bill benefit and with 

my first wife working, we were able to afford a house, and we actually moved into 

a house. 

It was an odd story, to boot. To get the loan, I had to have income. And I 

didn’t get the G.I. benefits until law school started in August. But I wanted to move 

in and get settled in June. So what was I going to do? Well, I scratched my head 

and said, “P.G.E. is building the Trojan Nuclear Plant, and maybe they have a need 

for a guy with a nuclear engineering background who can help them out for the 

summer.” 

I called them up, and got on as a student engineer. They had some law 

students that they would hire for the summer, and I was already an engineer. And 

they hired me. They got a relatively large bang for their buck that they invested in 

me, and I got the income that I needed to get the loan. And we moved in in June. 

So that is what I did that summer before law school, is that I commuted out to Trojan 

every day. 

 

MO: I would love [to record here ?] what you were specifically involved in here 

with respect to Trojan? 

 

DH: Well, much the same as I was involved in at F.F.T.F. It was under 

construction, and it was actually quite a bit further along that F.F.T.F. was at the 

time. They had the containment vessel up, and they had, the cooling tower was 

completed—at least the concrete was poured, and it was all up to the top level. And 
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they were actually starting to install various parts of the machinery, the generators, 

and of course the steam generators were there. They hadn’t started loading fuel 

yet, but the reactor vessel was there, as I recall. It was really very interesting to 

me, to be able to tour the plant, number one, and see everything. The assignments 

that they had for a student engineer were pretty simplistic for me, so I would get 

through those quickly and ask them if there was anything else I could do for them. 

Usually they would want me to take a look at, kind of the same idea of, view this 

from an operator’s standpoint. Is there anything that we should be doing a little 

differently here that you can see? You know, for the most part, they were building 

a pressurized water reactor, and Westinghouse was supplying it, and it was on the 

same mold and the same pattern as everything I had seen in the Navy, just on a 

bigger scale because it, obviously, produced a lot more power than our reactor on 

board the sub tootling around the ocean, not that that was not an impressive 

reactor. It was. But this was just on a bigger scale. I did all of that, but I had a lot 

of free time on my hands to kind of explore and get a good glimpse of what was 

going on in the actual construction. That was fun. I enjoyed that. 

One sunny, I think it was a Thursday afternoon, I decided to overcome my 

fear of the tall cooling tower, and I climbed to the top of the cooling tower, [DH 

chuckles] and spent a brief—probably a minute to a minute and a half—up there 

and decided that it was time to climb down. It was an easy climb. Remember the 

shape of that thing? Kind of an hourglass. As you are climbing up and going into 

the skinnier part, it was pretty easy, because you are all facing up, and you are 

facing into the tower, and you are in an enclosed ladder. It kind of surrounds you, 

the cage around the ladder. As you get to where it starts to curve back out, you 

climb inside the ladder, and you are facing out to the open air, climbing up with the 

cooling tower at your back. That was unnerving. I wasn’t so sure this was a good 

idea at that point. And I almost turned back without getting to the top, but I decided 

I had come this far, I was going to get to the top. To heck with it. 

 

MO: Actually this was a question from back when you were living on submarines. 
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DH: Okay. 

 

MO: Were you ever concerned about an occupational exposure? You know, being 

just a few feet from the reactor in the submarine? 

 

DH: You know, I had had enough education in the Navy to know that was 

something to be concerned about. But we all had thin film badges on that were 

taken out monthly and checked, and we had a dosimeter that we were required to—

and I don’t remember the frequency, in all honesty—but we were required to check 

that on several, at least multiple times during a day, and see what we were getting 

for a dose of radiation. And that was the same thing, you know, when you go to the 

reactor plant in Idaho Falls—you had a film badge and a dosimeter, and you would 

wear those religiously, and when you left the site, you would leave it there. 

After six months in the reactor plant in Idaho and not seeing any significant 

dose come to me, and I was in as close a proximity to that reactor as I was going 

to be on the submarine, it really wasn’t much of a concern to me. Then, checking 

the dosimeter, looking at the film badge readings, you know, I never came close to 

anything like a dose of radiation that would have been a concern. I am sure, had I 

had occasion to have a significant reading, I would have been concerned. We never 

had occasion to, in my time on the submarine to, at least this submarine, I never 

had to the occasion to actually have  to go inside the reactor compartment. As you 

might imagine, it was very well shielded, and nobody worked in the reactor 

compartment. It was a compartment through which you passed to get to the 

engineering spaces behind it. You spent less than a minute traversing that 

compartment going back to the spaces, and then less than a minute getting back 

to   the living spaces of forward. And the tunnel that you went through, the 

passageway that you went through was heavily shielded with lead. There was really 

very little for you to get there. We never had a release on board when I was on 

board that would have caused any concern. 

So, the long answer was, no. I didn’t spend much time worrying about it. I 

was aware of the risk, and had I seen a significant dose happening to me I would 
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have, I am sure, been alarmed. And so would have everybody else, because they 

probably would have had it too. 

 

MO: So you are in Portland. You bought a house. 

 

DH: Bought a house. 

 

MO: And you are about to enter law school. 

 

DH: Right. 

 

MO: What were some of your first days in law school like? 

 

DH: Well, I remember vividly it was a one-day orientation at that time. And man, 

I was so glad to be there and so anxious to get started. I had worried a lot about 

whether or not I would be accepted because my undergraduate grades in 

engineering were not anything that set any world records for a high GPA, by any 

means. I was probably in the top forty percent of my class, just barely, graduating 

at Cornell. And you know, we went through the welcoming speeches, and they were 

all glad to have us at Lewis & Clark. And gosh, between the day class and the night 

class—I was in the day class—it was probably about two hundred of us that started, 

or maybe a little bit more than that. And so you get done with all of the welcoming 

remarks and then it is, you stand in line for— well, I guess they had pictures of us, 

because in those days you had to submit a picture along with your application. 

Nobody worried too much about gender or race or other discrimination in those 

days, getting into law school. So we had submitted pictures, and they had all of our 

pictures arranged in the student handbook. 

I can remember standing in line. As I got there that day I remember thinking, 

boy, this is something. It is so hard to get into law school. This is going to be the 

best experience of my life. I am going to be around the greatest group of people I 

have ever been around, and there are not going to be any jerks or idiots or 
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obnoxious people here. They are all just going to be the cream of the crop. And I 

got slowly disabused of that notion [DH chuckling] during that first day at 

orientation. By the time [clanking noise] [I was?] standing in line to get to the 

bookstore, which was kind of downstairs in the library at that time in Lewis & Clark, 

I remember thinking to myself, you know, this is about the same assortment as the 

general population. There are some people I really think that I am going to like 

knowing here, and there are some people that I probably am going to avoid like the 

plague here. And that turned out to be the case. It wasn’t any better or worse than 

the general population. 

I remember Bill Gaylord, who I went to high school with and the first couple 

of years he was there at Cornell with me too, and he was a lawyer in town—just 

starting that year, in 1973. Bill had told me, I think his comment was, “Being a 

lawyer is a lot like being a plumber. You have to learn what the tools are and how 

to use them. And you are a professional in that sense. But it is really not that much 

different than being a plumber. You are just solving a different kind of problem.” 

As I looked around I thought, that day in the line, that he’s right. There are 

some plumbers I like, and there are some plumbers I don’t like, and there are some 

lawyers I like, and some lawyers I don’t like. That is probably the way it is going to 

be in life, and it was. 

But while I was standing in that line, I was looking through that student 

handbook. And they had this page that I think all law schools probably still publish, 

this statistic, because they are so proud of it. And maybe it is because they have 

to give it to U.S. News and World Report for their rankings issue. But it said, here’s 

your entering class. Here is the median GPA, undergraduate. Here is the high GPA 

and the low GPA  for your entering class. Here is the median LSAT score, and here 

is the high and the low. My LSAT score was probably in the upper half of the class, 

but it certainly wasn’t the highest. I looked at that GPA, and I said, wait a minute. I 

think I recognize that low GPA. It was me. I had the lowest entering GPA 

undergraduate of my entire class [MO chuckles]. And I thought, holy crap! You 

better get going. You are going to have your hands full keeping up with this group. 
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So I got scared that day, sitting in the line at the bookstore and decided I was going 

to have to work my tail off to make it through law school. 

 

MO: And did that prove to be true? 

 

DH: Well, I did work my tail off. What I learned, after the first set of finals—and I 

had pretty much learned it during the first semester—was, my engineering and 

science background actually helped the method of analysis of the cases, and the 

case method in law school was really, really a familiar process to what we did in 

engineering. It was, what do you got? What is the problem you are trying to solve? 

What are the facts that you know? What are the laws that apply? I mean, that is 

really just like a science experiment. What is your hypothesis that you would like to 

find here? What are the scientific rules   and laws that you know? What are the 

facts that you have to work with for this experiment? What facts do you want to 

know to do the experiment? It was really scientific analysis applied to a human 

problem. The scientific background helped. I did it very well in law school. And the 

people in my class that came from that scientific background, I think, had an easier 

time in law school. And the political science majors, or the English majors, they 

struggled with that kind of approach to solving a problem. That wasn’t like sitting 

down and writing an essay. It was much more mechanical. And they struggled with 

legal writing, much more than I did from the science background. 

But, I was scared. And I worked hard. And it paid off. 

 

MO: And I suppose, when you first entered law school you had, well, you enjoyed 

the research you did for Arnie. 

 

DH: Right. 

 

MO: And at least had the feeling that might be a good path for you. 
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DH: I did. I did. And it gave me a little bit of a leg up on the legal research and 

writing class. And then I knew some of the tools to use. And, of course, it made that 

class much more meaningful to me, because I had actually done some of the legal 

research to understand what the person was talking about. 

 

MO: And it sounds like, given what you just said about the training that you got 

from scientific methods that applied in the law school context as well— 

 

DH: It did. 

 

MO:  I guess, were there any surprises in law school? Anything about a law career 

that you hadn’t anticipated that you figured out was going to be a part of it when 

you got into law school? 

 

DH: Well, yes, in that the surprises were really the breadth of what a legal career 

can be. I had a pretty, I think, limited view as I applied to law school and was 

accepted and started about what a lawyer is like, and what the steady diet of a 

lawyer can be. It became more and more clear to me that, my goodness, the 

waterfront was very, very wide as far as what a lawyer could do and focus on. If 

anything, that made it more interesting to me, because what I was looking for was 

something that I could keep learning and keep learning about things that people 

did. And it was really fascinating to me that somebody could actually get paid to 

learn about what somebody else is doing and what their problems are and helping 

them solve them and never get stuck in their existence but could move on to 

somebody else’s life and problems and solve that one too. 

That, to me, was the really neat thing about the law as I look back on my 

career, is that just being able to learn so much about so many different things, I 

suppose you run   the danger of being a jack of all trades and a master of none, 

but it was more interesting  to me. You know, as opposed to the narrow nuclear 

engineering idea of, I am going to be going down this ever narrowing path trying to 

solve this one problem that may never get solved in my career, now I am going to 
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be going down so many different paths and solving things along the way but never 

going to the end of the path with that person. That appealed to me. It kept the legal 

career interesting every day for me, and that was a surprise to me. I didn’t realize 

that that breadth was there as I started into law school. 

 

MO: So once you realized, I guess, how broad a law career could be, as a result 

of your classes, and what you were learning in law school during, say, the first year 

or two, were there any aspects of the law that you were being taught that appealed 

to you more so than other parts of the law? [—?] [MO chuckles]. 

 

DH: Yes, yes. In law school, and probably this occurred mostly in the second 

year, but I think it was starting to happen, even in the first year, that the courses 

that really kind of tripped my trigger were about things that I never had been 

exposed to before in any way. I mean, I sort of had the idea of, you know, if you 

were negligent and hurt somebody, maybe you would have to pay for it. I remember 

in high school being, gosh, I guess I was in the car with three or four other kids and 

one of their mothers was driving in the parking lot of Eastport Plaza, and she got in 

a minor fender bender, and I had been called in to be a witness in court about who 

is going to pay for the damage to which car. So, I was kind of aware that that sort 

of thing was out there. 

But that really wasn’t what tripped my trigger in the first year or two of law 

school. What got me was the business-related courses and the intricacies of all the 

different areas of law that applied to the different businesses that there were out 

there. I thought I was going to be a business lawyer—a lawyer in the office doing 

these transactions for people and keeping them on the straight and narrow with all 

of the various laws that were out there. That is what I thought that I wanted to do 

as I was coming towards the end of my second year. 

And that is the kinds of courses I chose my electives—the third year is pretty 

much all electives—I chose them with two things in mind. One was this interest in 

business, and two was, whatever there was, eighteen, twenty subjects that they 

tested on the bar exam? And probably sixteen of them are taught at law school. 
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You had a choice. You could not take those bar courses and try to learn them in 

the bar review course. Or you could take as many of them as you could in law 

school and try to be ready for that bar exam. And I thought, I have never been 

anywhere where I had to take an exam to have a license to practice that was so-- 

That you got excluded from your profession if you didn’t pass the test! I was pretty 

uptight about making sure I did what I needed to do to pass that bar exam. So I 

took virtually every bar course that the school offered and filled in with these 

business courses as electives on the side, because that is where I thought I was 

going to head. 

I remember my third year in school taking a course from Ed [Edward] Brunet. 

At the law school we called him “Fast Eddie.” There was “Steady Eddie” and “Fast 

Eddie.” Eddie [Edmund O.] Belsheim was Steady Eddie. He was in his seventies at 

the time. He taught Wills and Trusts—very good professor. And Fast Eddie was 

equally good. He was probably thirty at the time—pretty high strung and taught 

some Civil Procedure, but he also taught Regulated Industries. And I took that from 

him because I was really interested in this whole idea of government regulating 

certain industries—the public utilities and  that sort of thing. 

We had to write a law-review-quality paper for that class. I chose the topic of 

free licensing anti-trust review of nuclear power plants. And I did that because I had 

a smattering in his class about this whole idea of regulated industries and 

particularly when we give a monopoly of sorts to certain industries to their business, 

we want to regulate them and make sure they don’t take advantage of the 

consumer. I thought a lot about the fact that in the nuclear power business, there 

were really only two companies in America supplying the reactors and supplying 

the generators for the reactors, and those were Westinghouse and General Electric. 

And I thought, who is regulating them? And that wasn’t a regulated industry to 

supply the nuclear power plant core or to supply the generators. But they had this 

scheme where before the plant could get licensed they had to be reviewed by the 

Atomic Energy Commission from an anti-trust standpoint. And I thought that was 

fascinating that there was that kind of review. So that was my article for him in that 

class, was free licensing anti-trust review of nuclear power generating plants. 
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MO: Well, which Eddie was it? 

 

DH: That was Fast Eddie. 

 

MO: Apart from Fast Eddie, any other professors that you would call out as being 

particular favorites of yours? 

 

DH: Well, those two for sure. Doug [Douglas] Newell. He taught me Secured 

Transaction and Sales, Uniform Commercial Code courses—phenomenal teacher. 

I  mean, he could stand up there in the front of the room and take a dreadfully dry 

topic about the sale of goods and the Uniform Commercial Code sections, and he 

made it interesting. It was a fun class [DH chuckles]. I remember second semester 

in Secured Transactions, I was a second-year student when I was taking that class, 

and there was a third-year student named Steve [Steven] Hopp. He is a practicing 

lawyer up in Seattle now, married to another lawyer up there. But Steve was a really 

bright guy, and he ended up going off to tax school and got an LLM, but he—of 

course we were still taught by the Socratic method, completely then, so you had to 

come prepared to talk about these cases, and you would get called on, and you 

had to be ready to answer up. 

Steve walked in late one Friday afternoon, to Secured Transactions, and this 

particular Friday he was called on. And he had his head down on his desk trying to 

avoid being called on, but he got called on anyway. And he picked up his head, and 

he said, “Professor, I would like to answer your question, but I left my casebook at 

my grandma’s last Sunday when I was there for dinner, and I didn’t read it. So I 

cannot answer your questions today.” 

And that was kind of a non-event, and the professor said, “Well, we’ll come 

back to you next week, Mr. Hopp.” 

So the next Friday, same thing. Steve comes in late, and he is in the back of 

the classroom, and the professor calls on him, and Steve picks his head up. The 

professor looks at him and says, “Now, don’t tell me your dog ate your homework.” 
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And Steve said, “Well, no, Professor. Actually at the moment I am suffering 

from a rectal cranial inversion, and I would prefer not to answer.” [DH laughs] 

I don’t know where he came up with that. I had never heard that term before, 

and I never heard it since. But the entire class, including the professor, was 

destroyed. We couldn’t stop laughing for ten minutes. We got nothing done for the 

rest of the period. The professor was very good natured about it all. I liked him. I 

liked him a lot. 

 

MO: I was going to say. It sounds pretty good natured. 

 

DH: He was very good natured. So those three were probably tops. Gosh, and 

Bill Williamson was a character. He taught Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure, 

and he was a law review advisor when I was on law review. He was hard to keep 

up with. He wasn’t my favorite, but he was a lot of people’s favorite. 

Jim [James] Dente was an absolute wild man. He taught me Torts. He always 

dressed in a three-piece suit to come to class and teach. He was extremely 

flamboyant. He had hair down to his shoulders—bright red hair, naturally bright red 

and very curly,  down to his shoulder. And a big handlebar mustache. He had been 

a practicing tort  lawyer in Philadelphia for a number of years before he came to 

teach. He probably taught somewhere else before he came to us. He was 

interesting as all get out, but I didn’t think Torts was where I wanted to practice. It 

ended up, [DH chuckling] it was where I practiced. He was very, very interesting, 

but probably not my favorite [DH laughs]. A lot of good stories in his class. Those 

were probably the best. 

I guess the other story from that whole starting-law-school experience was I 

remember getting the acceptance letter from Lewis & Clark, and I read the letter, 

and I was just ecstatic that I had been accepted there. And I ended up being 

accepted at Willamette too. But I am reading the Lewis & Clark letter, and I get 

down to the end of it. And it is signed by the dean in a very neatly-written signature, 

“Fred D. Fagg III.” And I thought, this is the cruelest joke anybody has ever played 

on me, that they would give me this phony letter of acceptance from the dean, Fred 
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D. Fagg III. But it wasn’t fake. That was the dean’s name. And, indeed, while I was 

at school he had a son that he named the fourth. 

And he taught me Antitrust law. Interesting guy, not my favorite teacher, but 

an interesting guy. 

 

MO: Well, you already mentioned a couple of your classmates, I guess. But anyone 

else amongst your fellow law students that you were either close to, or just 

somewhat notable in terms of what their future career became? 

 

DH: Well, I mentioned Bill Gaylord, who I had gone to high school with. He ended 

up giving me a job clerking for him during law school during my first semester, and 

that is where I got into the tort practice, because that is what they did, primarily, in 

the law firm. And that was my job, was working out those tort cases—largely auto 

accidents at that point in time. 

You kind of form study groups, and I had a study group my first year. We 

kind of rearranged into different study groups the second and third year, I had a 

fairly stable study group, two of them, really. One of them was involving Jack [D.] 

Hoffman, Eric Hoffman and John Colby, and we would all kind of get together and 

study together. And the other one was Phil [Philip L.] Pillsbury [Jr.], Hank [Henry 

C.] Lorenzen—he is over  in Pendleton and practices. Pillsbury practices in a firm 

outside of San Francisco. And Elaine Hallmark, who ended up graduating first in 

our class, and Linda Triplett would occasionally be in that group too. The five of us 

in that group, let’s see—Elaine was number one in the class, I think. Linda was two 

or three. Phil was somewhere up there high like that. 

Hank and I, in the last semester, due to the dean’s antitrust course, we 

flipped from Hank being fourth and me being fifth, to me being fourth and Hank 

being fifth, and I don’t think he ever forgave me for that. But he had clerked at the 

U.S. Attorney’s office at the same time that I did during my last year in law school, 

and he ended up working there as an assistant U.S. Attorney for several years 

before he returned to Pendleton, where he came from. I think he inherited his 
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family’s wheat ranch and joined a very old line general practice in Pendleton and 

still practices there today. 

Linda practiced at Lindsay Hart [Neil Weigler ?] firm here in Portland, and 

then she retired from that practice and went to Baker, and practiced there for a 

while. It is either Baker or La Grande. I think it was Baker. She had been from 

Eastern Oregon and returned there and practiced a few years before she had 

completely retired. 

Ironically I went to work in the firm that Elaine’s husband was a partner in. 

He was the appellate lawyer in the firm that I started with. She ended up doing a 

lot of volunteer work with environmental organizations as a lawyer, and then started 

one of the first mediation practices, I think, in Oregon. And it was environmental 

mediation, largely. 

And then Phil, of course, went down to San Francisco with a firm there. And 

I started in Portland with Jones, Lang, Klein, Wolf, & Smith, at the time. John Colby 

went to work clerking in his second year, I think, at the Multnomah County’s District 

Attorney’s Office, and he had a long and distinguished career there as a prosecutor. 

When I left the Gaylord law firm and went to work at the U.S. Attorney’s Office 

as a law clerk, Eric took my place at the Gaylord firm for the last year of his law 

school, and then he worked at the prosecutor’s office at Multnomah County. And 

then moved to Schwabe Williamson, where he worked for many years before he 

went out on his own. 

And then Jack Hoffman, I can’t remember what Jack did right out of school, 

whether he went immediately to what we used to call the Morrison Dunn firm—it is 

Tom [Thomas H.] Tongue’s firm now—but I know he spent at least the last thirty 

years there, if not his entire career there as a partner. He became the mayor of 

Lake Oswego while he was working there. So it was an interesting group of guys 

[pause] and girls. 

 

MO: You mentioned the two women who were at the top of the list. 

 

DH: They were. 
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MO: Of course, not too many years prior to that time, you probably would be hard 

pressed to find a woman in law school. 

 

DH: You are right. 

 

MO: This was a time when women were starting to enter. 

 

DH: They were starting to enter in numbers, yep. You know, I don’t remember the 

exact breakdown of our class, but I think our entering class was about one-third 

women, two-thirds men. 

 

MO: Okay. So a reasonable fraction. 

 

DH: If I remember right. It was a reasonable fraction, and it was up from the years 

prior. You are correct that if you went back—that was ’73— if you went back five 

years to ’68, I doubt seriously that it was ten percent women. It probably wasn’t. 

The ultimate irony of all of that was, you know, I think I mentioned that my 

first wife and I separated. She moved out on the day I graduated from law school. 

And everybody always said, “What a horrible thing for her to do.” It was a very civil 

dissolution. We have never had cross words since then. We have always been civil 

to one another. I have often thought back to how kind it was that she moved out 

then, rather than have the strife of a dissolving marriage to deal with while I was 

studying for the bar exam, I had relative peace at home when I was trying to prepare 

for that exam. I don’t think that was her motive for moving out when she did, but I 

think it was just time for us to both get on with our lives. But, contrary to what people 

said, it was really not an  unkind thing to do at all. 

 

MO: Well, you mentioned in the last year you worked with the U.S. Attorney’s 

Office. 
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DH: I did. 

 

MO: Tell me a little bit about that. [—?] and who did you meet in that context? 

 

DH: Well, that was an extremely interesting time in the U.S. Attorney’s Office. 

The United States Attorney for Oregon at the time was Sidney Lezak. When Sid 

retired in, I am going to say ‘70— No, it was later than that. It was about 1980 when 

he retired, when Reagan came into office, very shortly thereafter is when he retired. 

 

MO: He actually served under Reagan for a brief time. 

 

DH: Right. Right. Sid had been, at that point he had been the second-longest 

serving United States Attorney in the country. I think there was somebody from the 

South that had served maybe one or two years, longer than Sid. He had served 

through Republican and Democratic administrations, remarkably. A very interesting 

man. Rarely went in the courtroom during my time there. He had good people 

working for him, and he trusted them eminently in the courtroom, and he was the 

quintessential administrator of the United States Attorney’s Office. I think that was 

his claim to fame and how he stayed in office so long, is he just really was a master 

at hiring very good people. 

His first assistant was Jack Collins when I was there. Boy, what a lawyer, 

what a civil lawyer. He was the chief of the civil division. I worked some with him 

on environmental cases. He taught me so much about being precise and about how 

to persuade a judge of your way of thinking and really got my legal writing much 

crisper than it had been before. A real gentleman. He had a fellow by the name of 

Borgeson [?] who did the condemnation work. That is who Henry, Hank Lorenzen, 

in my class, ended up working with. He was primarily a condemnation lawyer for 

his career there at the U.S. Attorney’s Office. He had hired Kris Olsen Rogers  and 

Jeff [Jeffery] Rogers. Jeff was  the son of Secretary of State [William P.] Rogers. 

And Kris—they had come along as  Yale graduates together. They had gone to 

school with Susan Graber, with, ironically, the Clintons at Yale. Nobody knew who 
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the Clintons were then—at least nobody out here knew who the Clintons were then. 

He had, Jack? [Jeffery M.] Wong worked there, in the 

criminal division. Ken Young [?] worked there. Craig Casey—Frank Noonan was 

there—he has only, not that recent anymore, but probably eight, nine years ago, 

he retired from the U.S. Attorney’s Office. He had been there pretty much the whole 

time—a brief stint in private practice. 

Jack [John S.] Ransom was there. I worked with Jack on—I watched Jack in 

trial. It was an amazing trial. The Secret Service had gone in and investigated a 

counterfeiting case against a local coin store in Portland, whose name I don’t 

remember. I kind of think I do, but I am not going to guess at it. The Secret Service 

was investigating them for counterfeiting, because they were selling this counterfeit 

money. The size of the dollar bills that they were selling was about half of the eight-

and-a-half-by-eleven paper. I  mean, it was no more ever going to pass for a dollar 

bill or a ten dollar bill or a fifty  dollar bill or a hundred as the man on the moon. It 

was a novelty item. [in a conspiratorial tone] But they had gone into the store and 

confronted the store manager, and they put him under arrest and handcuffed him 

behind his back and took him out of the store. And, of course, the prosecution of 

that case wasn’t going to go very well for the 

U.S. Attorney’s Office. But the impression I had as a law clerk in the office at the 

time was that the case probably needed to be tried rather than just outright 

dismissed by the U.S. Attorney’s Office because warming up in the bullpen was a 

1983 civil rights action against the Secret Service agents. 

And so Jack tried that criminal case. And I couldn’t see how any lawyer was 

ever going to win that case for the government. Nobody else could either. And Jack 

got a hung jury. And it was like such a relief to everybody. There was just this sigh 

of relief from everybody in the courtroom on the government’s side afterwards, 

hoping that would  make the civil case go away. It didn’t, but it helped it to resolve 

much more reasonably than it might have with a not-guilty verdict since the case 

was going to have to come   back and be tried again, they got the civil case 

resolved, and a part of the resolution was  to dismiss the criminal case too. So I 

was amazed at this guy’s ability as a trial lawyer in front of the jury to get somebody 
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on that jury who believed that he had proved the case beyond a reasonable doubt 

that this was counterfeiting. It was just—I couldn’t believe he managed to do that. 

So then I started to work with Jack when he was prosecuting a local— 

 

MO: This was Jack Cooley? 

 

DH: Ransom. 

 

MO: Oh, Ransom. 

 

DH: His first name was formally John but he went by Jack. And so Jack is now 

going to prosecute, at Sid’s request, the white collar crime of embezzlement against 

a local labor leader. It was Russell Joy, the head president of Local 701 of the 

Operating Engineers—the guys who drove the heavy equipment around. 

I spent probably six or eight months of my last year in law school going 

through all of the credit card receipts, all of the checkbook entries, all of the books 

and records of Local 701, figuring out what money Russ Joy had spent, and was it 

on personal things that he was spending the union money on, or were they 

legitimate business expenses? He went everywhere at the labor union’s expense. 

You know, there was always a function there that he could tie it to, but did he really 

need to buy five new golf shirts when he was down in Florida? Did he really need 

to buy all of those kinds of things? There were lots  of questionable purchases. 

There was also the remodeling of his house that was going on and paneling, very 

nice solid-wood paneling showing up in his house that sure looked  like it was paid 

for by the union. How do you justify that one? 

And then there were the rank-and-file union members who were coming in to 

testify before the grand jury, and I got to participate in getting them ready for the 

grand jury. I didn’t get to sit in on the grand jury, because it is a secret proceeding 

and you had to be a United States attorney to be in the room at the time, but working 

with those folks—it was just a very interesting case. 
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That case was defended by Norm [Norman] Sepenuk, a former Assistant 

United States Attorney in Lezak’s office, who has gone on to some renown. I mean, 

I didn’t see how Jack would, given his trial skills in getting that hung jury on the one 

prosecution, how he could possibly lose this case. We had it rock solid. Well, Norm 

was an equally good trial lawyer. And that case didn’t go to trial until after I left the 

office and I was in practice. And I’ll be damned if Norm didn’t get him off. I have 

had conversations with Norm about that. He didn’t realize I had been working on 

the case in the background until I was on the bench, and we had a lunch one day, 

and I brought it up. He was tickled to meet the guy who had done all of the legwork 

in the case that was, he felt, a really good case for his career. He was quite happy 

to have been able to get him acquitted of those charges. 

But those were the kinds of cases that we worked on. I remember the 

Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice was also prosecuting at the time. I 

don’t know who the local lawyers in Sid’s office were on the case because the 

lawyers for the government by and large came from San Francisco and D.C. to 

prosecute eight timber companies on an alleged antitrust violation in a bid rigging 

scheme on timber sales out of the Detroit Lake region, up in the Willamette National 

Forest. And I remember one lawyer standing out in the courtroom, and every time 

he stood up it was like he just commanded everybody’s attention in the courtroom. 

I don’t even remember who the trial judge was now, because this lawyer so got my 

attention off the judge even. 

I just kept watching him during the trial. That was one of the luxuries of being 

a clerk in the office was that you could go watch these trials. It was Norm [Norman 

J.] Wiener at the Miller Nash firm. And he was defending one of the timber 

companies up there. And as I recall, the timber companies got out of that. I might 

be wrong. But I was so impressed with Norm Wiener and the way he handled 

himself in a courtroom and how much he commanded everyone’s attention by his 

demeanor in the courtroom. The judge paid him great respect. The other lawyers 

paid him great respect—government lawyers alike. And I thought, this guy has got 

something going for him. He is doing something right in the way he practices law. I 

remember that. 
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That was a very interesting place to be, at the U.S. Attorney’s Office at that 

time. 

 

MO: Did you have much interaction with Lezak himself? 

 

DH: I did, quite a bit. Because when I was working on the Russell Joy case, Sid 

was taking a very strong interest in white-collar crime at the time, and I remember 

he had an assignment for me to write a paper on the prosecution of white-collar 

criminal cases. I don’t remember much about the paper or what the aspect was, but 

I remember being assigned that by him. And I did work with him on that project 

closely. A fascinating guy. 

When I started that summer there with him, he had, as I recall, twenty law 

clerks that he had hired for the summer. I don’t remember Tony’s last name, but 

Tony was from Yale, and he wore a bowtie all the time to work—neat guy. But 

Susan Hammer, who is a very well-respected mediator currently, she worked with 

Stoel Rives for years and then started her mediation practice—she was one of our 

group. Tony, from Yale, whose last name I don’t remember. There was a gal named 

Felicia Gniewosz [Holgate], who was with the Oregon State Bar for years, and I 

believe she went overseas for a while with ABA ROLI [American Bar Association 

Rule of Law Initiative] Rule of Law project, for a while, but I think she is back here 

now. There was another woman, Diane Depaolis who practiced in Eugene for 

years—still does. I don’t think she was there my year, but the  next year, I think, 

was when Susan Graber was a clerk in his office and went on to, eventually, the 

Oregon Supreme Court, and now the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. He just had an 

amazing crew of lawyers, law students there working in the office from schools all 

over the country. He was just a magnet for these people coming to Portland to work 

in his office. It was a fun, exciting place to be. 

He would have reunions of his law clerks every once in a while at his house, and 

he and his wife, Muriel, would host these reunions. I can remember having her as 

an expert witness against me in my civil practice years later. Thinking back to those 

times in their kitchen, when she was peeling vegetables for the relish tray and 
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waxing eloquent about her work in neuropsychology. It was just a very interesting 

place to be—a fascinating group of people. 

 

MO: Was Charlie [Charles H.] Turner in the office at that time? 

 

DH: Charlie was there. That was one of the names that I had forgotten. He was a 

hard- charging prosecutor. Boy, he was hard to beat. He and Jack Wong, the two 

of them would always go out running every day at lunch time. Seems like they would 

run up the Terwilliger hill to Hillvilla and back. It was then called Hillvilla. I can’t 

remember what it is called now. It is something different now [The Chart House.] 

Yeah, Charlie was there. He was one of the star prosecutors in the office. 

 

MO: He probably succeeded Sid. 

 

DH: He did, and then succeeded in becoming a threat to the Rajneeshees—at 

least they perceived a threat, and they decided that he needed to go. 

 

MO: Yeah, that is right. [pause] Interesting times. 

 

DH: It was an interesting time. I remember a couple of cases back from my days 

with Bill Gaylord’s office as the law clerk in the office. They got a couple of court 

appointments that stick out in my mind. Jim Luckey [?] was the senior trial lawyer 

at the time in the office, and Jim was on the court-appointment list for family court. 

He got appointed—this was a time when it was just starting to come into vogue that 

perhaps when there was a case when the state was going to try to terminate 

parental rights, maybe it was a good idea that the child would actually have their 

own lawyer, separate from the lawyer for the parent. That had not always been the 

case, and that was just starting to happen when Jim got this one appointment to 

represent a fellow whose name I have forgotten, which is probably good. 

But Jim would send me out to try to find this guy, because they were going 

to terminate his parental rights and he needed to meet the client. And the client 
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was very hard to find. He was on some sort of disability, probably social security. 

What I learned after a few weeks was you could only find him between the first and 

about the third or fourth of the month. Sometime between the first and the fourth of 

the month he would show up at the Lotus Hotel, just across the street, here. And it 

was a flophouse at the time. And he would be there spending his disability check 

at the bar and getting drunk and going upstairs with one of the ladies of the night. 

And so I had to roust him out of there. 

Before that I had tried to go to a house he supposedly lived at, at kind of the 

junction between North and Northeast Portland and try to find him. I never found 

him there. The house had had a fire. It was not occupied anymore. There was a fair 

amount of the house was still standing, but as I would go up the stairway to try to 

see if anybody was upstairs in one of the rooms up there, there would be dog poop 

on the stairs going up to the upper story. 

I finally found him over there at the Lotus one time. My experience with that 

case made me very unfond of that whole block of territory in Oregon, in Portland. I 

would love to see the Lotus and that block disappear and blot that out of my 

memory. 

That was a very sad case. I met the young boy. He did get a lawyer of his 

own appointed by the court, and the parental rights were terminated. It was sad. 

The boy didn’t want that to happen. But he was never going to get raised by his 

father. His mother had died, and his father was just incapable of paying attention 

to business and taking care of the boy. It was very sad, very sad. That experience 

convinced me that family law was not for me. I was probably never going to be able 

to divorce my emotions from the work like you needed to do to do a good job for 

those folks. 

So that was one case that sticks out from that time period. The other one 

was, I think Bill Gaylord had this case. He had gotten a civil appointment for a guy 

who claimed he had been injured by the police officers, and he wanted to bring a 

civil rights case against the police officers in the City of Portland. This guy was 

about three quarts low of enough oil to operate his brain. He was mentally ill—

seriously mentally ill, schizophrenic, a paranoid-schizophrenic. And he would come 
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into the office to see me once a week with a grocery bag or two of evidence in his 

case against the City of Portland Police. 

The stories were incredible [DH chuckles] about how he had been sitting and 

minding his own business in a friend’s car and the friend had let him drive, and he 

was sitting there in the driver’s seat, and the officer challenged him for his driver’s 

license through the window, and while he was reaching in his wallet to get his 

license out, the officer reached in with a syringe and drugged him—gave him a 

needle in the thigh and drugged him. And when he woke up the officer had taken 

his car and taken all his money, and he was homeless on the streets. 

He was pretty sure the officer had found him because he had collected 

pictures of each of the streetlights in Portland in this area of town, and there was 

this little protrusion around the streetlight. And he said, “That’s how they do it. With 

those devices, they can track us all, and they know where we all are, and when 

they decide they want you, they just figure out on this network of these devices 

where you are, and they will come and drug you too, counsel. They will take your 

things as well.” It was sad. The poor man was completely out of touch with reality. 

 

MO: Somewhat prescient— though. 

 

DH: [DH laughs heartily] Yeah, way before his time. You are right. I never thought 

of that. Good point. So Bill had his hands full with that case. 

 

MO: Sounds like it. 

 

DH: That was a tough one. 

 

MO: Another name that I might throw out from the U.S. Attorney’s Office, partly 

just because of a personal interest—was Chuck [Charles W.] Stuckey there at that 

time? 
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DH: Yes! Yeah, Chuck was there. I didn’t know him well at that point in time. I got 

to know him well when I came on the bench. He was still in the U.S. Attorney’s 

Office. Another famous character in the office was Tommy Hawk, and of course, 

the Russell Means case was coming through the office during my last year in law 

school, and I thought, what an interesting assignment of an Assistant U.S. Attorney. 

Sid assigned Tommy Hawk to prosecute Dennis Banks and Russell Means [both 

chuckle]. Boy, what a case that was! That was dynamite, no pun intended. They 

found the explosives in the car, and they were on their way back to North Dakota, 

or South Dakota. Ooh. 

 

MO: Right. And if I remember correctly, they were pulled over by an Oregon state 

trooper in Ontario or some place. 

 

DH: Right, right. It was on I-84 in far Eastern Oregon on their way through. 

 

MO: And I think the federal officials would have liked Idaho, maybe, better as a 

jurisdiction [MO chuckling] than Oregon. 

 

DH: I think you are probably right. I think you are probably right. 

 

MO: But I know that was an interesting case for sure. Well it went on, and I guess 

in some ways it is still going on, with [Leonard] Peltier still in prison. 

 

DH: Yes, in fact, that whole prosecution and that whole scenario of cases was 

the subject of one of the District Court Historical Society’s famous cases. 

 

MO: That is right. 

 

DH: That was quite something. 

Tommy was, boy, talk about somebody you can’t hold down. That guy was a bundle 

of energy as a lawyer. He would be really tough to have as an opponent. 
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MO: Now, the reason that I asked about Chuck was, I have a personal stake on 

it. He is my next-door neighbor [MO chuckles]. 

 

DH: Oh! Fantastic. Well, say hello to him! I haven’t seen him since he retired. 

 

MO: So then, any other cases that you worked on at the U.S. Attorney’s Office 

that you remember? Sounds like you mentioned— 

 

DH: Well, you know, the biggest one that I worked on, that took the most of my 

time was that embezzlement case against Russell Joy. They had just, gosh, it was 

either a year or two before I entered law school, or in my first year or two of law 

school, that they adopted the student appearance rule in Oregon—that under 

supervision a law student could appear in court and handle a case. Sid was 

experimenting with that while I was in the office on what we call today—I don’t 

remember what we called it then, or probably the same thing—the Central 

Violations Bureau. It was petty offenses, usually on Forest Service land. It could 

also be at the VA, any federal enclave where federal laws govern. Officers were 

authorized to issue essentially like a traffic ticket. You have violated this regulation, 

or this law, and here is your day in court and where you are supposed to show up, 

and here is your bail, if you will. If you want to just bail out of this, you can just pay 

this amount and not show up. 

And Sid was wanting to experiment with law students in his office handling 

those court appearances. And so he got me certified, and I got to stand up in court. 

I don’t remember—I think it might have been Judge [Robert C.] Belloni that I 

appeared in front of on the docket. Or it could have been Judge [George] Juba too. 

I am pretty sure that we already had Judge Juba as a magistrate as I graduated 

from law school. So it probably was Judge Juba that they had given that, as a 

magistrate judge, to handle, and not Judge Belloni, as I think back on it. 

Keep in mind, this was a guy who was going to be a business lawyer, an 

office lawyer. And what two clerking jobs did I have? I was with a civil tort lawyer, 
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plaintiff’s lawyer, and with the U.S. Attorney’s office. And all of the things that I was 

doing was related to appearing in court as a trial lawyer. Going through law school, 

that was the furthest thing from my mind. I didn’t want to be a trial lawyer. I thought, 

that is not for me. But here I am doing it. And here I am having Sid get me the 

opportunity to stand in the court and stand on my two feet and talk to the judge and 

handle a case. It was intimidating. But it was also exhilarating. When you do it, and 

you make your way through it and you would get a result, it was kind of like this 

emotional roller coaster. You were scared to death, but, [excitedly] I did it! I won! It 

was kind of fun. 

I started to think about that. Of course, with that experience on my resume 

coming out of school, that was something that I had to look at. So that was the 

other thing that I remember about that time in the office working on those cases. 

And then, of course, the environmental stuff with Jack Collins. You know, I never 

got to argue any of those. That was way beyond my ability at that time. And really, 

Jack was the one who handled all of the environmental cases at the time, as I recall. 

He did a very good job with them. 

That is what I remember at the U.S. Attorney’s Office at the time. I stayed in 

touch with several of those people. I am sure that I have forgotten some of the ones 

that I was in touch with there. Many of them were still at the U.S. Attorney’s Office 

when I started on the bench. I remember hiring a young woman when I was in Bend 

practicing who had worked there in the same capacity that I had, and some of the 

assistants were still assistants, and they were giving me the recommendations 

about her. And I think it was Ken Youngman [?] who told me that she was much 

better [DH chuckling] as a law clerk than I had been and that I should hire her. And 

I did. And she was very good. Tia—what was her maiden name? I can’t remember 

her maiden name. But Tia Lewis was her married name. She got married after she 

joined our firm. But Tia was very good, and she had clerked there. 

 

MO: Essentially, I guess, it sounds like this experience sort of changed your 

trajectory. 
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DH: I did. And, you know, I didn’t know— 

 

MO: Or were you still thinking you might be— 

 

DH: Well, I was still thinking that I would be a business lawyer. And you know, I 

interviewed at the Schwabes and the Stoel Rives and the Miller Nashes and—what 

were they called? Spears Lubersky was the name of the firm at the time. It is now 

Lane Powell. But, you know, I interviewed with all of those firms for a transactional-

business lawyer position and got nowhere—absolutely nowhere. I got no offers from 

any of them. I did  get interviews, but I didn’t get offered anything. 

The two offers that I had as I was approaching graduation were from a—I 

have often wondered if I have forgotten this guy’s name accurately—but I call him 

Charles McClure [?], and he had been a Stoel Rives lawyer who had left and gone 

to Tigard and opened up a general practice office, and he was a solo. He was busy 

enough that he wanted an associate. And I really liked him a lot. He lived in a house 

up on the Fairmont Loop—still up there. I remember going to his home for an 

interview. He was building an office, a new office at the time, so he invited me to 

his home for the interview. 

So I am up there on the Fairmont Loop, which I had never been on before, 

and I get to his house. As I am walking into his house, painted on the side of the 

house is an exact—it is probably eight feet tall and four feet wide—it is the Arm & 

Hammer Baking Soda box, is painted on the side of his house! And I thought, how 

unique is that? [MO laughs] I remember sitting in his house, and it is one of those 

houses that is over the cliff on stilts, and his kids were running around upstairs, and 

every time they would run across the floor the house would shake. And I am 

thinking, man, I don’t want to live in a house on stilts ever, the way this shakes. 

And he offered me a job, and I was thinking seriously about it, when this law 

firm that was relatively new—and about seventeen, eighteen lawyers at the time—

it was Jones, Lang, Klein, Wolf, & Smith. They had broken off from McMenamin, 

Jones, Joseph & Herald. And as it turns out, I learned over the years that that firm 

t at one time had Don [Donald E.] Hershiser in it, and Bill [William H.] Mitchell in it, 
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and Fred Canning, out in Oregon City and Martz Aker [?], and all of these cast of 

characters from the insurance defense bar, who had started out in that firm, and at 

one time or another had broken out and formed their own firm. And they were kind 

of the mother lode of defense lawyers in Portland. Sure, the big firms had their 

insurance defense departments. But these were the guys who did it bread and 

butter. I mean, the Chuck Smiths [?], the Bill Mitchells, the Don Hershisers, they 

would be, in their early days they were trying two and three cases a week. They 

would try a case for a day and get a verdict, and they would come back to the office 

and get a file and go talk to the client and go to trial the day after tomorrow with 

another case for a day. They were simple cases, auto—Car A, Car B, intersection, 

three witnesses, boom. On we go. It might be property damage. It might be what 

we used to call the “whippers,” the whiplash injuries. And they would just try them. 

And they would get to the end of the first year or two years of their practice, and 

they might have had seventy-five, a hundred trials. 

And so they are forming these other firms and Jones Lang was interesting to 

me because they had a business department and this insurance defense 

department. And I thought, well, I have got the litigation experience—maybe they 

will be interested in me for that. But I want to do this business stuff, and maybe I 

can work my way in there. So I get hired, offered a job by them to do half business 

and half litigation. I thought, perfect! And I was kind of intrigued by being downtown 

and closer to the courthouse than being out in Tigard. So it was hard to say no to 

Chuck McClure because he was such a nice guy, but I did, and I went to work at 

Jones Lang. 

Now, an interesting side story to that: I am still clerking at Sid Lezak’s office 

at the time, and he wants to know where his clerks are going to land, and so I am 

telling him where I am interviewing. He is pushing for me to end up at the Schwabes 

or the Miller Nashes or the wherevers, and of course it is not working out. And he 

learns that I have  got this offer from Jones Lang, and an offer from McClure out in 

Tigard. While he wasn’t thrilled with Tigard, he was really not thrilled with Jones 

Lang. And I said, “Well, why?” 
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And he said, “Well I’ll tell ya.” He said, “All they do is auto accidents to  

litigators. That is all that they do, is auto accidents.” He said, “You know, ten years 

from now nobody is going to be able to afford to take an auto accident case to court. 

It is all going to be resolved by negotiation and mediation.” He said, “They are going 

to go out of business. It will be arbitration or mediation, and they are going to go 

out of business.” And he said, “I want to tell you that I am a little worried about the 

business side of that firm.” He said, “I hear things that make me wonder if they are 

playing by the rules on the business side of that firm.” And that is all that he said. 

He wouldn’t say any more. 

And I ended up taking that job. I was supposed to work with, my fifty percent 

on the business side was supposed to be with Tom Wolf, the business partner. He 

was the only partner I hadn’t met before I was hired. 

And I worked for a couple of weeks after the bar exam to gather together 

some money to get the heck out of town because my classmates were driving me 

nuts talking about [DH chuckles] question number four on day two of the bar exam. 

“What did you do on that one?” And, “Did you get that issue?” And they were just 

driving me nuts worrying about this exam, and there wasn’t a damn thing we could 

do about it. Our answers were  in. We were going to get the grade we were going 

to get, and it was just driving me crazy. They were driving themselves crazy. 

So I had to get out of town. I worked a couple of weeks at Jones Lang, got 

some money as a clerk, left town, and went back east, and got off the train in Maine 

and went backpacking in Maine for six weeks—best thing that I could have done. I 

wasn’t around anyone that knew anything about the Oregon Bar Exam or any bar 

exam. I had a great time. 

 

MO:    You were out for six weeks? 

 

DH: I was. Well, no. I would go out for five or six days and come back and get some 

fresh supplies and [DH chuckles] take a shower, and then go back out. I was usually 

in for a couple of days and then back out for five or six. I had a great time, wonderful 

time. 
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And I am sitting in a restaurant with a small bar attached in Portland, Maine, 

at  the tail end of that time, when the bar results are supposed to be posted the 

next day. And you know, nobody had a cell phone in 1976. I certainly didn’t have a 

fax where I was. I am not even sure I knew what a fax was at that point in time. 

There is no email. I couldn’t get a copy of the Oregonian. There wasn’t an internet 

to look at the Oregonian on in  1976, when the results come out. So the only way 

that I was going to find out if I passed the day that the results came out was to call 

the Oregon Supreme Court. 

So I figured out what their number was, and I called them up long distance 

from Portland, Maine, sitting in this restaurant. And I find out that I passed the bar. 

And I turned to the bar tender, because I was using his phone, and I said, “Drinks 

are on the house. I just passed the bar exam!” [MO laughs] I said it advisedly. There 

were only ten people there in the place. 

And so, twenty minutes go by, and he is not going around and offering people 

drinks, and other five minutes goes by, and he is still not doing it. And I went up to 

the bar, and I said, “So what is the deal? I said drinks were on the house. I thought 

you would be offering drinks to everybody.” 

He said, “Oh! I thought you meant drinks for the house, meaning all the 

people who worked here, and we have all had our drink on you. Thank you very 

much. It is on your bill [DH chuckling]. There were only four of us.” 

You know, I had calmed down a little bit by that point, and I thought, well, 

you know, that worked out for the best [both laugh]. Four drinks is a lot cheaper 

than ten. So, that was my one and only experience in buying drinks for the house. 

It worked out. 

 

MO:    It certainly was an appropriate occasion. 

 

DH: It was. It was. I am glad that they all enjoyed it. I enjoyed it too. 

But that is how I found out that I had passed the bar. And I came back—

anyway, the gentleman that I was supposed to work for— During my six weeks back 

there, I didn’t shave. And my beard didn’t look as nice as yours. It wasn’t trimmed, 
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number one, and it probably was a good deal scragglier in the cheek area and not 

filled in as well as yours. But I came back with my beard, and my hair, of course, 

was longer too, and was kind of down to my collar in several places. I got my hair 

trimmed up to go to work. 

 

MO: But you kept the beard. 

 

DH: I kept the beard, but tried to trim it and make it look, at least, uniform, which 

it didn’t look when I first got back. 

I go to work that way. [pause] And I’m not very well received. It is okay with 

the litigators, but I am not getting any assignments in business. So I gradually 

trimmed more and more of the beard. And one the senior associates pulls me aside 

and says, “You know, Hubel, you are never going to get any assignments in the 

business half of the firm until you get rid of that facial hair.” 

And I said, “Well, don’t you think it would be appropriate for them to tell me 

that eyeball to eyeball?” 

He said, “They will never do that. You just won’t ever get any assignments.” 

And so I thought, hmm, okay. I was a pretty stubborn cuss at that point in my 

life, and I decided I was keeping what was left of it, and I had gotten down to the 

moustache. And I had a moustache when I interviewed with them. I thought, they 

can’t be bitching about that. I had that when they hired me. 

So I had finally cut off the beard and gotten down to the moustache. And we 

had a whole floor in the Ben Franklin building—the eighth floor. And I would be 

walking   down the hallway, and I would see Mr. Wolf at the other end of the hallway, 

walking towards me. And I’ll be damned if he didn’t turn around and walk the other 

way. And   you know, the first time I thought, well, he just forgot something at his 

desk. But that happened over, and over, and over again. He wouldn’t consent to 

pass me in the hallway. 

So finally one day, this is about the end of the first month, maybe week five, 

I decided it was time I met Mr. Wolf. His door was always closed, so I went and 

knocked on his door, and he said, “Come in.” 
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And I opened his door and came in, and I closed the door behind me. And I 

said, “Mr. Wolf, I am Dennis Hubel. I think it is time we met. I am supposed to be 

working for you. And I understand that you have got a problem with my facial hair.” 

It completely blew him away. He could hardly talk. He eventually allowed as 

how he did have a problem with my moustache. And I said, “Well, I had this 

moustache when you hired me. What is the problem? I have trimmed it. It is neatly 

trimmed at this point in time.” 

And he said, “Well, I just don’t think that our clients are going to accept that.” 

He said, “I’ll think about it, and I will get back to you.” Well, he never did. We never 

spoke again in my entire first year there. I never got an assignment. I did all litigation 

with Dick [Richard L.] Lang, and I was fine with that. I was getting along with Dick. 

I was liking the work. 

Trial work was more fun than I thought it would be. It was kind of putting  

together a puzzle, finding witnesses. I remember he sent me off to subpoena 

witnesses. You know, things were different then. You would go to sit in two or three 

depositions with the senior lawyer, and by the time I had that confrontation with 

Don Wolf, I was taking depositions of my own in cases. They had given me this big, 

long outline, and I probably asked way too many questions. But I was getting to do 

things and handle cases and get them ready. Dick gives me this one subpoena to 

serve on a witness for a trial, and it is down in what is the South Waterfront area. 

The warehouse is still there, kind of  across from the last building that has been 

built on the east side of the street that goes down past the Health and Wellness 

building for OHSU. So I am down there. I am serving this factory guy with a 

subpoena and he says, “So you are a lawyer, huh?” 

I say, “Yes sir, I am.” 

He said, “Yeah, you lawyers are all the same. You remind me of this old 

painting I saw.” 

I said, “What was that?” 

  He said, “It is a painting of a cow. There is a guy pulling for all he is worth on 

the head of the cow and another guy yanking on the hind quarters of the cow, and 
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they are arguing over whose cow it is.” And he said, “You know what else is in the 

picture?” 

I said, “No.” 

He said, “There is a lawyer sitting in the middle of the picture, milking that 

cow for all she is worth.” [both laugh] 

Well, I guess I know what he thinks of me and lawyers. But it was fun 

interacting with people and finding a way to draw the facts out of them and decide 

whether they were going to be a decent witness or not and getting them from the 

position of “I don’t want to have anything to do with your damn case” to being willing 

to come to court and testify and do it in a way that it would be convincing to the 

jury. That was really a fun part of my young lawyer training. 

I remember in one case Dick had me work on, Stoner v. Nehalem Valley 

Motor Freight. Sad case. The estate of Michael Stoner was the plaintiff, and his 

father was the personal representative of the estate. His father had abandoned 

Michael’s mother and the family when Michael was about fifteen, and Michael was 

kind of a loose cannon ever since then, and he was in trouble of one kind or another 

with the juvenile authorities constantly after his dad left. His mom moved to 

Minnesota, left Michael behind. She went off with another man. 

So Michael is kind of bumming around between a ward of the state and 

running away from foster care, and he gets drunk one day at a party—Michael is 

seventeen and a half at the time—and a couple of his friends there who know he is 

drunk decide that they are going to give him a ride back to his home rather than let 

him drive. So he doesn’t want any part of that, and they decide to take him back 

anyway. He lies to them about where he is living at the time. And they drop him off, 

and unbeknownst to them his car was just around the block. And he went to his car 

and drove. And he is weaving down the road, and the Astoria police see him, figure 

there is something wrong with this driver, and they start following him, and Michael 

takes off on a high-speed chase through downtown Astoria. 

They have got their lights and sirens on chasing him, and he is going to lose 

the cops, he figures. And the road takes a bend to the right, and there is a street 

that runs off kind of straight ahead. And he takes off on that street, figuring that he 
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is going to do it in such an abrupt way that the cops are going to go around the 

corner, and he will lose them. Well, as he goes down that street, Nehalem Valley 

Motor Freight has a semi-trailer  parked facing the wrong way, and one end of the 

trailer is about eight inches from the curb, and the other end is about fourteen or 

fifteen inches from the curb. Of course, the rule is twelve inches or less, and you 

are supposed to be parallel. So he doesn’t negotiate this at the speed he is going 

very well, and he [slapping sound] drives right into the  tongue portion of the semi-

trailer. And it destroys his car and kills him, pretty much instantly. Well, he was 

actually alive at the scene, because they took him to the hospital  to try to revive 

him, and he died at the hospital within an hour or two. 

Who shows up at the hospital? His father, who hasn’t had anything to do with 

him for three years—can’t be found. He hires a lawyer that night to sue somebody 

for the death of his son. And of course, the wife is gone, the mother is gone. So 

this is all going  to be for the benefit of him. 

And we are having a heck of a time figuring out what had happened, because 

all we know at the time that we get the case is that this young man is being chased 

by the police, and he veers off and hits our truck, our trailer. And they did do an 

alcohol draw on him before he died in the hospital, and he had like a .2 blood 

alcohol level at seventeen and a half. And then he died. 

So, where was he? Where had he been drinking? How did he get this? 

Because there is no alcohol in his car. I don’t remember how I found this, but I 

found the couple who had taken him that night, in my research. And I got them, and 

they came and  testified at the trial. I mean, that was so satisfying to track down 

the people who knew the facts and actually put together the case. 

I remember the depositions in that case were kind of heated. Dick took the 

deposition of Mr. Stoner. And Pat Lavis was the plaintiff’s lawyer in Astoria. And 

Pat asked for something out of Dick’s file, and Dick didn’t have a copy to give him, 

so in his normal, kind of, “Well, sure, I’ll give it to you.” He just hands over his whole 

file to Pat and shows him the pages that he was looking for. And Pat wants to start 

leafing through his file. And he said, “Pat, you don’t get to do that. I showed you 

the two pages that you have a right to. Give me my file back.” 
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And he said, “No. I am going to keep looking.” [DH chuckling] 

I remember Dick saying, “Do I have to come over the table and get that away 

from you?” 

And Pat keeps looking at it. And I’ll be damned, Dick got up, and he was 

starting over the table before Pat gave him back his file, and Dick said, “And the 

deposition is over, by the way.” 

And off we go. Pat is yelling at the court reporter about us ending the 

deposition prematurely. 

We get to court. This is when I learned something about voir dire. Be careful 

what you ask the jurors in voir dire. This was the days that you would ask the same 

questions to each of the twelve jurors and try to figure out who was a good juror. 

And  you would do it one at a time—plaintiff’s lawyer goes first and then the defense 

lawyer. So about juror number three, Pat decides it is time to let the cat out of the 

bag that there is going to be some evidence about alcohol in this case, and is that 

going to bother anybody on the jury? He is asking this one old guy that question. 

And the guy says, “Well, no. I don’t think that is going to be a problem.” He says, 

“To be quite honest with you, I do know something about this case. I read about it 

in the paper when it happened, and I think Nehalem Valley Motor Freight deserves 

a vote of thanks from the community for stopping this young man from killing 

anybody else besides himself that night.” 

And I thought, holy crap. Lavis didn’t know what to do. What should he have 

done? He should have just excused the whole panel and started over with a group 

who is clean. But he didn’t. And that statement, I am sure, was sitting there burning 

in the mind of every juror, as they should have been with the evidence that was 

presented in the trial. They came back with a defense verdict very quickly. But I 

thought, be careful what you ask this panel of jurors for fear of poisoning the whole 

pool in trying to find out if there a bad, a juror with some preconceived notions about 

the case. 

Anyway. It was just fun doing the litigation. It was a lot of fun putting together 

facts, and I just got more and more enthralled with it, and that became my entire 

career— trying cases and loving it. Getting them ready was fun, most of the time. 
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But actually doing the trials was the most fun—thinking on your feet, reacting to 

what is going on and trying to persuade these twelve people that your version of 

the way the law applies to these facts is the one that should be adopted. That was 

an intellectual challenge, and it was fun. 

 

MO: So you were having fun so you decided to go down that path? 

 

DH: I did. I stayed on it. As it turns out, I mentioned to you that Sid Lezak had 

kind of given me this cryptic warning about something is wrong with Mr. Wolf. 

 

MO: Right, right. 

 

DH: He didn’t even say it was Wolf. He said he was concerned about the business 

side of that firm. Well, I started there in the fall of ’76, and the relationship between 

the business side of the firm and the litigation side of the firm got kind of rough 

along about oh, 1980. I remember being at the Oregon Association of Defense 

Counsel annual meeting in Salishan in June of ’81, and Gerald [?] John Cavanaugh 

[?] was a lawyer in  the firm sitting across from me at breakfast, and I think Bruce 

Schafer was there too, as a brand-new lawyer, but I might be wrong about that. It 

might have been Bill Masters who was there as an associate, too. I remember the 

three of us talking to one another about these problems. And either John said to 

me or I said to John, this is in June of ’81, “If things don’t straighten out by 

September, let’s leave and form our own firm.” 

We came back to the office from the convention. Smith had been down there 

with us. Lang had been down there with us—probably twelve of the lawyers in the 

litigation side of the firm had been down there at this convention. And we came 

back to a pronouncement from the business partners and one or two of the litigation 

partners that we were invited to leave the law firm. The partnership was dissolving, 

and we were invited to leave, and we had so long to get our stuff packed up and 

leave. 
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And, you know, this was late June. In early July, the law firm of Lang & Smith 

was formed, and Dick Lang, Chuck [Charles T.] Smith, Jeff [Jeffrey M.] Kilmer, 

myself, Bill Masters, Thane [W.] Tienson. If that wasn’t all of us, it was almost all 

of us. I have sort of this question about Bruce Schafer. He may have been there, 

already, in the firm, and left with us too. 

But we left, and we went down to the seventh floor of the building and took 

our files, and there was a big fight over whose clients were whose. And of course, 

the way that is supposed to shake out is the client is supposed to decide who they 

want to go with, not the lawyer about who is going to take the client. So that kind 

of shook out. And Lang & Smith, probably by August, were negotiating with 

Hershiser and Mitchell, who had been their partners years before, back at the 

McMenamin, Jones, Joseph, Lang and blah blah blah law firm before Hershiser and 

Mitchell left. And I’ll be darned if by September there wasn’t a deal in the works for 

us to merge with Hershiser and Mitchell. 

And we started looking for space, and I remember I had had a construction 

background with my dad a bit, and none of the other guys knew much about that.  I 

got appointed to negotiate with the landlord about the build out of our space in this 

brand- new building that was opening soon called One Main Place. We took the top 

floor, the twentieth floor, and we took a portion of the nineteenth floor and built out 

the offices and moved in. The partnership merged on Pearl Harbor Day in 1981, 

December 7th. My  office in the building was in the corner, facing this courthouse, 

on the nineteenth floor. Of course, this courthouse didn’t exist then, it was just a 

very low-lying single-story block of kind of ramshackle businesses and whatnot. 

That is where I moved to start my new law firm with the same people I had been 

practicing with and some new partners. 

 

MO: You prefaced this story about Sid’s remark. So did you find out exactly what 

he was talking about? 

 

DH: Not exactly, then. But I certainly got a better picture of it. As it turns out, what 

the business types wanted to do was to separate themselves from the equity 
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partners of the firm. The beginning of 1981 they decided to have a new class of 

status in the firm. Before that it had been equity partners and associates. And I was 

getting to a stage in my practice where they were thinking about— typically at the 

five-year mark you became a partner— but they were starting to think, well, maybe 

we need to have this new status called a non- equity partner. You can attend 

meetings—you can’t vote, you don’t share in the profits or the losses of the firm, 

you have a fixed salary, but at least you start to get integrated into the partnership 

and understand how decisions are made at the partnership level. So that had 

started for me in, actually I think it was June of ’81. And then I left the firm within 

sixty days after that. Now, maybe I am wrong. Maybe it was March, maybe it was 

January. But it was a very short period of time that I was a non-equity partner. 

And I didn’t learn very much about how the inner-workings of the firm worked 

at that time, but I did learn that there was a fair degree of heartburn between some 

of the equity partners on the litigation side, and some of the business partners 

about who  brought in money to the firm and how much money and who was making 

what. And they were starting to be, I thought, some veiled questions about the 

appropriateness of some of the business lawyers’ conduct. So we ended up leaving 

the firm with those questions unanswered. 

And I didn’t think about it too much until, I think it was just after I got married 

in April of ’83. It was by June of ’83, I think it was, or so, that I got the privilege of 

being sued by the F.D.I.C. [Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation] They sued 

everybody who had ever been a partner or a non-equity partner or anything other 

than a pure associate at Jones, Lang, Klein, Wolf, and Smith. The only person that 

they left out was Robert P. Jones, who had become a circuit court judge. They 

decided, let’s not sue him, even though he was there. 

What they were complaining was that the business lawyers had, particularly 

Tom Wolf, and to some degree Andy Griffith [?], who was really a litigation lawyer, 

had such  a relationship with the Columbia Pacific Bank, who was a firm client, they 

had convinced the equity partners to invest heavily in the bank as shareholders. 

They were the bank’s lawyers. As it turns out, Tom Wolf was on the loan committee 

for the bank, and he was encouraging the bank’s loan committee to make loans to 
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his other clients who were constructing, well, for example, some malls that were in 

deep financial trouble and defaulting on loans to the bank, causing the bank to be 

in a financial crisis. 

And the F.D.I.C. eventually closes the bank, and now they are trying to figure 

out who caused the failure of this bank, and they decided that Tom Wolf and crew 

played a role in that by their questionable practices. Well, as they looked into it, it 

turns out that not only was Tom encouraging them to make loans to clients of his 

in the law firm, who were building these things, but some of those businesses he 

encouraged loans to were actually businesses that he was a partner in and that 

Andy Griffith [?] was a partner in as well. And so it was like he is a stockholder of 

the bank, the bank’s lawyer, on the bank’s loan committee, encouraging the bank 

to makes loans to his businesses that he was a partner of, and that were then 

building buildings that they were selling to people who were then assuming the 

loans that they had taken out, defaulting on the loans while they ran off with the 

money. 

That was leading to an F.D.I.C. lawsuit to recover this money. Well, it also 

led to some prosecutions by the federal government against Tom Wolf and Andy 

Griffith [?]. I think Andy pled out, if I recall correctly, and Tom went to trial in front 

of Judge Helen Frye on the federal court and was found guilty and sentenced to 

prison. 

Sid never told me this, but in hindsight, I think that he had already started to 

hear some concerns about things like that, and that is what he was trying to warn 

me off of. And thank god I never went to work in the business side of the firm. Thank 

God I grew a beard [MO laughs] in Maine, and he didn’t want to work with me. 

 

MO: But they did charge you anyway. 

 

DH: They sued me. Then Professional Liability Fund [P.L.F.] stepped in and 

defended—our defense lawyer was Randall Kester, from the Cosgrave Kester 

firm—and we pressed Randall hard and hard and hard every day—get us the heck 

out of this case. File [a summary judgement?]. We had no equity interest in that 
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firm. He never did file   the motion, but he got the cases settled, and it didn’t come 

out of our hide, and we had no special assessment from the P.L.F. from our 

involvement in it. But the equity partners didn’t fare so well. They got to pony up 

some of their own money, and they got to pay a special assessment for several 

years as a result of that case. Although, the ones that I went off with, Lang and 

Smith, it was very clear, they had no idea what Tom and Andy were doing. They 

were starting to see the tip of the iceberg, and they were squawking about it, and 

that is what got them and us kicked out of the firm. 

I have never been so glad to be kicked out of someplace. 

 

MO: Well, maybe this is a good place to break today. 

 

DH: I think so. A good chapter to leave behind. 

 

MO: Definitely good stories. So, thanks a lot. 

 

DH: Thank you. [Recording stops, then resumes] 

 

MO: Okay. This is an extra topic here that we are going to record now with Judge 

Hubel, today on, what did we decide? April Fool’s Day. 

 

DH: So tell me your involvement with what you were just talking about. 

 

MO: Sure. I think I had mentioned that the two equity partners that I left the firm 

with, Chuck Smith and Dick Lang had really known nothing about the details of the 

shenanigans that Tom Wolf and Andy Griffith that I just described. They had started 

to get a glimmer of that. They started asking questions about it, and that is what 

prompted the business lawyers, I think, to ask them and the rest of us to leave the 

law firm. And so we did. 

About that time, this was, like I say, June of ’81, and in the fall, I don’t 

remember whether it was in the fall of ’79 or the fall of ’80, I remember I had gotten 
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a call from the law school. I had expressed an interest in teaching part time at the 

law school to them. They called me out of the blue and said, “:Steady Eddie,” Ed 

Belsheim that I mentioned earlier, who taught Wills and Trusts, was having some 

health issues and was not going to be able to teach the second semester of Wills 

and Trusts and would I be interested in trying to fill that in for him? And I was kind 

of overwhelmed by that prospect because a) that was not the area I practiced in. 

But I looked back on it and said, you know, he was such a good professor, and I 

had probably the best outline of any course I had in law school, still tucked away. I 

looked through the outline, and I said, you know, let’s give it  a whirl. I think I can 

do it. I am sure I didn’t hold a candle to him. Nobody could. 

But that kind of led into me teaching legal ethics thereafter at the law school. 

Steve [Steven A.] Moore—we should start next session with a little excerpt about 

my career and its intertwinings with Steve Moore’s career. But anyway, Steve 

Moore had taught ethics at the law school for a while, and he was wanting a break 

from teaching ethics at the law school. He suggested to the school that maybe they 

talk to me about it, because we knew each other pretty well. When I finished up 

with Steady Eddie’s course, shortly thereafter¬—I don’t know if it was a year after 

or the same year—for the fall they had me come teach a two-hour course on legal 

ethics. And as I am getting down to doing the final exam in one of the times I taught 

that course, the details of the Tom Wolf scenario and Andy Griffith [?] scenario had 

become more and more clear in the public domain through the law suits and the 

criminal prosecution, et cetera. My final exam, at least one of the questions—maybe 

it was the only question—but at least one of the questions was to lay out the facts 

of a lawyer representing a bank, being a major shareholder in the bank, being on 

the loan committee of the bank, telling the bank to approve loans to other clients of 

the lawyer and indeed to other clients of the lawyer in whom he had an equity 

interest. At the end of laying out all of these facts, and I did it kind of in layers, as I 

recall. I would say, “Now, discuss the ethical issues that you see and the 

appropriate resolutions of those issues.” By the end I think I had pretty much all of 

the facts that the public ever learned about the Tom Wolf scenario out on the record 
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and had my students discussing the pros and cons of that for my final exam, or at 

least a significant part of it. 

Sometime in that timeframe, I think after my final exam, somewhere along in 

there, there was an ethics opinion from the bar that asked many of the same 

questions that might lead one to ask if I asked the question to the ethics committee 

to answer, but it wasn’t me. Somebody else had laid out the fact to the ethics 

section of the Oregon State Bar, and they had answered them. 

 

MO: The same questions? 

 

DH: The same questions. In much the same way that my students had decided 

that there were some significant ethical problems there, and indeed Andy Griffith 

ended up getting disbarred, and years and years later he was working for an 

insurance company,   not an as a lawyer but as an advisor in claims, and he applied 

for and managed to get readmitted back into the bar. Tom Wolf, however, after 

serving prison time, never did get back into the bar. Last that anybody heard of him 

that I know of, he was dealing in real estate in Boise, Idaho, somewhere. 

 

MO: Well, that is an interesting resolution of it all. 

 

DH: Well a little postscript. 

 

MO: Well, thanks again. 

 

[End of Interview 3] 
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Judge Dennis Hubel, Interview Four 
2015 April 9 

 

MO: Okay. This is Michael O’Rourke with the District Court Historical Society 

conducting an oral history interview today with Judge Hubel in his chambers here 

at the courthouse. 

We were just talking off recording, about the transition from the disgraced 

Wolf law firm, I guess. We talked about it last time. There was some, definitely 

some inappropriate behavior— 

 

DH: Yes. 

 

MO —on the part of some of the people, in particular Wolf, I guess. So, what 

happened then in the aftermath of that? I guess some of the partners created a new 

firm? 

 

DH: Yes. I think I related that we had some of us who were more junior had a 

conversation at the Oregon Association of Defense Counsel conference in Salishan 

in June, and we were preparing to leave if quote “things didn’t get better” in the 

next two or three months. And when we came back we, and several others, had 

been invited to leave the firm by those largely in the business department. And they 

had some of the litigations lawyers lined up with them to stay behind. 

So, what happened was, over the July-August time period, Chuck Smith, Dick 

Lang decided that they were leaving—going to form a new firm. There was a period 

of probably two or three weeks where it was kind of unclear who all was going to 

go with them, but it settled out fairly quickly to Lang, Smith, Jeff Kilmer, myself, 

Thane Tienson, Bill Masters, William Masters—and I couldn’t recall, and still don’t 

recall accurately, whether Bruce Schafer had joined us just before that and went 

with us, or joined us just after that in the fall when we were Lang and Smith, but he 

was with us fairly soon thereafter. 
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Well, then, Lang and Smith, talking to all of us who had gone with them, and 

I think there were seven of us in round figures who went with them, and they had 

started negotiations with Bill Mitchell and Don Hershiser who had been partners of 

theirs years before in with McMenamin, Jones Joseph, Harrell [?] and others. They 

made a decision by, I think, around late August, early September that it was going 

to be merger. That merger occurred on Pearl Harbor Day in ’81. And I stayed with 

that firm until early in 1987, when I went to Bend. 

It was in the early part of, probably the first half of 1982, while I was in that 

firm, that I met my wife, Marsha. 

 

MO: Okay. And the new firm, then, was comprised of some of the people from the 

previous firm. 

 

DH: Correct. 

 

MO: There were some folks that were not in the Wolf firm as well? 

 

DH: That is correct. That is correct. There were seven of us from the former—you 

know when I first joined that firm it was Jones, Lang, Klein, Wolf, & Smith. Bob 

Jones went on the bench in ‘78ish, ‘79ish in Multnomah County, and it became 

Lang, Klein, Wolf, Smith, Griffith, & Hallmark. Smith and Lang were the named 

partners who left with us. And we then merged with Hershiser Mitchell, who also 

had about seven lawyers. So we were about a fourteen-lawyer firm early December 

1981, practicing primarily insurance defense. We had one partner who came with 

us—it was after we had merged— John [A.] Wittmayer, who was actually someone 

I had known from my youth. John and I don’t really remember when we met, but we 

think it was in high school through a mutual friend, Bill Gaylord, who I had 

mentioned had employed me as a law clerk during his  first year in practice. 

And John came to work for us. He did family law work and also did estates, 

wills and trusts and estates. And Bill Masters did some estate work as well, some 

wills and trusts. But by and large we were an insurance defense law firm, which 
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was kind of the heritage of, it was the core of the business in the old firm, Jones 

Lang, and it certainly was the core of the business in the Hershiser Mitchell days 

as well. 

And that is what I did. I continued to do civil litigation in the insurance-

defense realm. We were always encouraged to, when we could take a plaintiff’s 

case without conflict of interest, to do that because we always felt you were a better 

defense lawyer if you knew what it was like to be a plaintiff’s lawyer and what was 

the hard part about being a plaintiff’s lawyer, so that you knew what the weak spots 

were for you to probe as a defense lawyer. Then likewise, I think plaintiff’s lawyers 

were probably better plaintiff’s lawyers if they did a little defense work now and 

then, too. But that was hard   to do. 

 

MO: But you were primarily doing defense work during that time? 

 

DH: Correct, correct. Yes. It was the days when—you know, I was thinking about 

that before we met today, that the people who trained me as a trial lawyer were 

people who grew up in an era when they would, as a young lawyer, try, gosh, 

anywhere from three to four cases a month, thirty-six to forty-eight cases a year in 

trial in the courtroom. In the era that I grew up in as a young trial lawyer, we were 

still able to try—I mean, I had a trial, more than one trial my first year, and very 

quickly developed into about twelve-to- fifteen trials per year. The really active trial 

lawyers of today, civilly, are lucky if they have ten trials in ten years. There are just 

not very many cases that go to trial anymore. 

So it was good to learn from people who had so much experience and good 

to have an opportunity to get experience early on because there was really no way 

that any amount of classroom work or discussions in the office could prepare you 

for what went on in the courtroom with thinking on your feet and figuring out what 

you were going to do with the situations that presented themselves on the fly. 

 

MO: Any cases that would provide examples of that that you handled? 
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DH: Well, you know, early on you handle little cases because those are the ones 

that the clients could stand to have you take, and if it didn’t go really well, it was 

okay. And so a lot of those were what we call subrogation cases, where an 

insurance company had paid a claim on behalf of their insured and now they 

thought somebody else was responsible. They paid for the property damage to your 

car and it was really the other guy’s fault, and they would sue the other guy and his 

insurance company, and you would prosecute that case as a plaintiff’s lawyer. 

I can remember one of those cases. It was probably my third or fourth trial. 

It was probably my opponent’s third or fourth trial. We were both defense lawyers, 

and we both had subrogation claims against each other out of an auto accident that 

happened somewhere out in the Milwaukie area. My opponent was Jay  Waldron, 

a senior partner—a more senior partner now—at Schwabe Williamson. He has been 

there his entire career. He had been a law clerk from Judge Otto Skopil in his court 

when I was clerking at Sid Lezak’s office. We both, I think, managed to make a 

mountain out of a molehill in this little case. But we had a lot of fun doing it. 

I think it was that case that we were both sitting in the courtroom waiting for 

the judge to finish up a criminal trial before our trial started. And I remember it was 

closing arguments in a drunk driving case, and the defense lawyer was giving his 

closing argument, and [DH chuckling] it was rather comical. He was talking about, 

how drunk could his client be if it was his client who had to give the police officer 

directions on how to get to the police station to take the breathalyzer test, because 

the police officer was a new police officer who didn’t even know where the police 

station was [MO laughs]. And that apparently won the day with the jury, because it 

was a not-guilty verdict. 

Anyway, there were little cases like that. I also remember a trial—gosh, this 

was probably ’77, early ’78, where my trial judge was one of two women judges in 

Multnomah County at the time. I believe we only had two. One was Shirley Field, a 

district court judge in Multnomah County, and the other was Jean Lewis, the first 

woman circuit court judge, who ironically, as it turns out, was my yet-to-be wife’s 

great aunt. That is another story. 
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So my trial in front of Shirley Field—this was a time when I was the call 

attorney for the firm. And what that meant is for the however many lawyers there 

were, if they had a case going to trail the next day, it would be called on the central 

docket in front of the presiding judge in Multnomah County. And one lawyer from 

the firm would go over there and answer up on all of those cases—whether they 

were ready for trial or not, how long the trial would take, et cetera, and get told 

which judge the trial lawyer would be seeing the next morning. 

One of the things that would happen in that situation was, Shirley Field was not a 

popular judge. The civil bar basically filed affidavits of prejudice against her—and 

frankly, I always thought, in many instances, without any valid basis for it. She had 

a reputation for being a bit erratic on the bench, and so they would file these 

affidavits of prejudice, meaning, I don’t think you are going to be fair to my client or 

to me because of our relationship, perhaps, the lawyer would say in an affidavit. 

And the statute allowed that to happen, and then, boom! If you stood up at call and 

said, “Well, my partner, Chuck Smith, will affidavit Shirley Field, so we won’t accept 

her as a judge tomorrow.” And then the judge would give you a different judge. 

So my case was coming up for trial, and I always wondered, well what would 

I do if I got assigned Shirley Field. And I just decided, I can’t in good faith say that 

she has prejudice against my client. My client has never appeared in front of her. I 

can’t in good faith say she is prejudiced against me—she doesn’t know me from 

Adam. I have never appeared in front of her. So, I think I am going to try a case in 

front of her and see what it is like. And if it goes well, fine, I will take her as a judge 

in the future. And if something convinces me that she is prejudiced me or my client, 

well, then I have got a basis for  filing this affidavit. 

It was a fine trial. She did nothing wrong. She was a fine judge. She made 

good rulings. If I had a complaint, it was that while the jury was out, she went 

shopping and wasn’t available when the jury came back with a verdict [MO laughs]. 

We had to wait until she finished her shopping trip, but that was the nature of those 

days. Judges didn’t have cell phones in 1977, and so you had to wait until the judge 

was finished doing what they were doing, until they got back to the courthouse. 
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And as it turns out, that was one of her very last civil trials. She may have 

had one or two more at the most when she was then diagnosed with a brain tumor 

and took a disability retirement from the bench. And I always thought it was 

unfortunate and really unfair that she got affidavited so much, when what may have 

been interpreted as erratic conduct on her part, which, of course, I didn’t see any 

of, was, perhaps a symptom of her brain tumor, which, certainly wasn’t her fault. 

Anyway, that was one of my experiences in trials early on like that. 

During the time period after we had formed a new firm—it was called Mitchell, 

Lang & Smith, following Pearl Harbor Day in ’81—one case that sticks out was a 

case on behalf of Newhouse and Hutchins Towing. I was defending them. A 

business owner who owned a big warehouse next to their lot where they would 

store the towed vehicles sued them saying that they had pushed these derelict 

vehicles that they had towed up against  his building and pushed dirt against the 

foundation of the building and up onto the siding of the building that caused dry rot 

to set in, and it damaged his warehouse to the point   that it had to be torn down 

and rebuilt. His name was Hans Hoeck, H-O-E-C-K. And I didn’t know it at the time, 

but apparently Hans was in the process of becoming a frequent client of Multnomah 

County Circuit Court with all kinds of law suits that were filed by him and against 

him. 

In this particular one, Marv [Marvin S.] Nepom, a long-time plaintiff’s lawyer 

who I had great respect for, who passed away earlier this year, was the plaintiff’s 

lawyer, and he had his son, David, on board to get some trial experience. And David 

had actually tried the case against me. I don’t remember whose idea it was, whether 

it was David’s or mine—but one of us had the bright idea that, let’s do a jury view 

of the property before the case starts. We will get the jury picked, we will do opening 

statements, let them know what we think the evidence is going to be, and then, with 

the judge’s permission, we will put them on a Tri-Met bus and take them over to 

look at the warehouse and the Newhouse and Hutchins property so that they 

understand what the testimony is about and they have physically seen the place. 

Neither one of us had ever done a jury before. I don’t remember who our trial 

judge was, but we went over there and did that. We were both, I think, nervous as 
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all get out, because the jurors would walk through parts of the warehouse inside 

and out, and they would kind of huddle together. It was okay for them to talk about 

things other than what they saw, and they would start to talk together, and we could 

never tell whether they were talking about what they weren’t supposed to talk about, 

i.e., the condition of the building, or whether they were talking about, you know, 

“How’s the weather today? How’s your son doing?” Whatever it was. But I was very 

glad in the end that we did that because the condition of the building was such that 

it played into my theory of the case, which was, this was a poorly maintained 

building for many, many years, and that my client’s activity had nothing to do with 

the dry rot. And in fact, much of the dry rot occurred in parts of the building that 

didn’t even adjoin my client’s property. So it turned out fine. But it was a tense 

moment when we had the jury over there, kind of doing their own inspection. You 

know, I don’t think they do jury reviews very much anymore. I have not heard of 

one in quite a while—years, probably thirty years that I haven’t heard of a jury 

review. 

 

MO: But in that instance, probably, it sounds like it was beneficial to your side of 

the case. 

 

DH: It was. And, I suppose, it had the potential—had the property presented itself 

better, to have been more beneficial to the other side, too. Certainly, as I said, I 

don’t remember which one of us lawyers asked for that, but whichever one of us 

asked, the other one agreed because it was not opposed. 

 

MO: Well, it sounds like, in a way, that would be a good thing in terms of jurors 

being able to see exactly— 

 

DH: I think it is. When did video cameras for the general population become 

available? You know, I think that was in the early ‘80s, if I remember right. As time 

went on in my practice, I did a variation on jury reviews in my cases. If there was 

something about the case that I thought it would help the jury to actually see, I did 
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videos of whatever that was, and had a witness there with me during the videoing, 

and that witness would then explain what the jury was seeing on the video, and that 

was kind of my controlled jury review. They didn’t get a chance to go there and 

wander around and look at everything they wanted to look at, but I got to show them 

what I wanted them to see at the scene in a video presentation. I refer to that as 

“my poor man’s jury review.” I would get them to the scene without having the 

trouble and expense of getting a bus to take  them out there and worrying about 

misconduct on the scene. 

 

MO: And I imagine it is the advance of technology that makes it less likely that the 

jury goes to— 

 

DH:    I think that is true. I think that is very true. Because most anybody today, it 

is not an uncommon thing for videos to be shown in trials and show things like that 

anymore. I don’t think I was anywhere near the first lawyer to do that and far from 

the last. 

 

MO: And then, I have a note here, too, about work on asbestos cases. 

 

DH: That started at Mitchell Lang. Because of my engineering background, there 

was a line of cases that came in, toxic exposure cases. There were two of us in the 

firm who worked on them. One was Bill Mitchell’s son–in-law, Penn Gheen, E. 

Pennock P-E-N-N- O-C-K Gheen G-H-E-E-N. He got into the paint cases, the 

isocyanate cases, where painters—particularly two-part epoxy paint cases—would 

be exposed to these aerosolized isocyanates in the paints and potentially 

developed asthma as a result of it. 

Penn kind of concentrated on those cases, and I got the formaldehyde cases 

for the manufacturers, and/or installers, and/or product sellers of particle-board 

products. So if you moved into a mobile home that particle board had been used 

extensively in the home, or in a new home it was used as underlayment, there was 

a time in the early ‘80s, when that was thought to be causing some indoor air 
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pollution and some pretty severe, again, asthmatic reactions in people. I got 

involved in those cases and worked predominately for Weyerhaeuser, for the most 

part. 

In those cases Sandy McDade was their in-house lawyer, who handled those, 

and I worked closely with him and his successor Neal Sullins. I communicated with 

Sandy   just, oh, probably six months ago now. I was approaching retirement, and 

he had risen up and had become, at one point, I believe, general counsel for 

Weyerhaeuser and had  retired himself. But that is kind of how I got into the toxic 

torts, was through formaldehyde. And when the first asbestos case got filed in 

Oregon—they weren’t filed  in Oregon for a long time because our statute of 

limitations was such that asbestos-related diseases typically didn’t manifest 

themselves until long enough after the exposure that our statute of limitations and 

statute of ultimate repose barred the cause of action from coming forward. They 

commonly had latency periods of thirty to forty years before you would develop the 

disease, and our statute of repose was ten years. So if more than ten years elapsed 

from the sale of the product that you said hurt you, and you didn’t show signs of 

the problem until more than ten years later, before you ever had a cause of action 

in the form of an injury, your cause of action died. 

Well, that got changed in about, it must have been—it was either ’81 or ’83. 

I think it was the ’83 legislature that got changed. And they put in an exception to 

the statute of repose for asbestos-related diseases. And Jeff Mutnick, a prominent 

plaintiff’s lawyer at Pozzi Wilson firm at the time, had been filing all of his asbestos 

clients’ cases  in federal court in Washington. Because most of these people who 

were filing cases at the time were shipyard workers or construction workers, 

insulation workers, who worked in both states. You know, if it was a wartime 

shipyard worker—there were shipyards in Vancouver, shipyards in Portland—and 

they probably had exposure in both places to asbestos, so they had venue to bring 

this suit in either state. Washington was way ahead  of Oregon in terms of giving 

the exception to the statute of repose, so all of those cases were going up there. 

Well, Jeff’s office was in Portland, so as soon as he could bring them here, 

in fact, I think his law firm was instrumental for lobbying the legislature to change 
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the statute of repose—put in the exception. As soon as he could do it, he started 

filing cases here. The first one he filed was Bales, B-A-L-E-S, v. Fibreboard. And 

he filed that case in Eugene, and it was assigned to then-magistrate Judge Mike 

[Michael R.] Hogan in Eugene to handle. 

And he sued, as was the routine in asbestos cases, because you could have 

been exposed to typically any one of twenty or twenty-five manufacturers’ products 

over your course of employment as a shipyard worker or an insulation worker in 

commercial buildings. And so what Jeff had managed to build up with other 

plaintiff’s lawyers is a database of—this is before any of us knew what a database 

was—but he had a database   of all these depositions of workers in the industry 

who would testify about where they worked, when they worked there, what ships 

they worked on, what buildings they worked on, what time periods they were at 

these various sites, and whose products they saw there and worked with. And so 

he had this information about who his clients may have been exposed to, and he 

would sue all of them. 

Well, we were all, in the Oregon Bar, on the defense side, new to this type 

of lawsuit. And so in that first case with twenty clients, twenty defendants, the cases 

were quickly assigned out. We did a lot of work for Fireman’s Fund, who insured 

Fibreboard, which turned out to be the target client in West Coast asbestos cases 

after Johns Manville went into bankruptcy over the asbestos litigation. So our firm 

got assigned the defense of Fibreboard in all of these cases, and that was the target 

lead defendant; they were always named first. 

And Chuck Smith was a really good friend of the claims adjuster at Fireman’s 

Fund, who had those cases, and he picked Chuck to assign them to. Chuck looked 

around the firm and said, “I have got two lawyers who do toxic tort defense. I have 

got Penn Gheen and the isocyanate cases, Hubel over here in formaldehyde. 

Gheen is up to his ears in isocyanate cases. And the formaldehyde cases seem to 

be under control. I will put Hubel on this primarily and have Penn back him up.” So 

that is what he did. I had had probably half a dozen federal court cases by that 

point in time. Well, all of a sudden, within three months I had sixty federal court 

cases—all asbestos exposure. In theory they were split up thirty to me, thirty to 
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Penn, but Penn was buried in the paint cases, so they were primarily mine to get 

going. 

As you can image, with twenty different defendants, in big-dollar-potential  

verdict cases, there was a cast of very experienced defense lawyers in the case. 

This is 1983. I am now seven years into my practice. I am not the longest-in-tooth 

lawyer on these cases. We had Malcolm Marsh, who is now a senior judge in our 

court, was one of the defense lawyers. [Garr] Mike King, another senior district 

court judge was a defense lawyer in those cases. Bob [Robert M.] Fraser in Eugene. 

The Luvaas Cobb Richards & Fraser case was another lead lawyer, Jim [James H.] 

Gidley—who at that time was in the Cosgrave Kester firm and is now in Perkins 

Coie—was another lead lawyer. Perkins Coie was a Seattle law firm, opened an 

office down here—I think largely because of the asbestos cases and sent down one 

of their lead litigators, Paul Fortino who has since retired from Perkins Coie and 

has a small boutique practice on his own now, or I think he might be with a lawyer 

from San Francisco. 

Anyway, a huge number of very experienced lawyers. And they are all looking 

at me because my client had got the biggest exposure in the cases. And I am 

looking around thinking, how do I get some help to pay these settlements and/or 

judgments from these other lawyers? You know, they are all saying, “Well, my client 

was just a small potato. We only had three percent of the market, and that plaintiff 

wasn’t exposed to any of our stuff.” And so my job was to figure out, how do I keep 

them in the game and contributing towards the resolution of these cases? 

I looked at what Mutnik did, the plaintiff’s lawyer, and he had all of these 

depositions with all of this information about whose product was where. Jeff was a 

shrewd plaintiff’s lawyer. He wasn’t going to be too much help to me because he 

enjoyed the gamesmanship of, my client’s case is worth this much money, you 

lawyers go figure out which one of you is going to pay the bulk of it and fight 

between yourselves and  make my day, if you will. I decided that I had to do what 

Jeff did. I had to develop this database, if you will—not even knowing what that 

term meant at the time. I had to develop this library of information that showed 

whose clients’ products were at what location at what time periods so that when we 
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knew the work history of the plaintiff, I could demonstrate to the other lawyers why 

they needed to contribute to the settlement. 

We had a committee of the lead, the big-target defendants, which were Eagle 

Picher—that was Gidley’s client. God, what was Fraser’s client? [pause] Maybe his 

was Eagle Picher. Anyway, Eagle Picher was one, Fibreboard was another, and 

there was a third who was really big that I am forgetting now. 

We developed a set of standard interrogatories that we would send to the 

plaintiff to fill out and standard request for reduction and we had, kind of, rotating 

responsibility for taking the lead in the depositions of witnesses and/or plaintiffs. 

Gradually I collected from my counterpart in Seattle, who had defended cases up 

there for years, I gathered a library of these old deposition transcripts. I had a 

paralegal working for me, and the two of us sat down and started to develop kind 

of an index card of who worked at what site, what page of their deposition did they 

say that they worked at this site in this time period, and whose products did they 

see there. Well, that was cumbersome as heck to search through. 

 

MO: Before computers. 

 

DH: Exactly. So about this time, IBM started selling a device called the IBM PC 

and the IBM PCjr, and I thought, this might be the answer to this problem. My wife, 

our first Christmas together, bought me an IBM PCjr, which had— [DH chuckling] I 

mean, its primary storage was a five-and-a –quarter floppy disc. 

 

MO: I remember those. 

 

DH: It had very little space on it. But it had plenty of space on it for what I wanted 

to do. And so I developed a little database of all of this information and my paralegal 

started inputting the data into it, and it got to be where we’d have these meetings 

with the  defense lawyers and somebody would say, “Well, my client wasn’t there.” 

And I’d say, “You need to look at John Smith’s deposition taken on this date, 

and on page seventy-eight through eighty-two he testifies [MO chuckles] about 
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working at the site where this plaintiff was and this client’s product was there. It 

was a dirty, nasty product to work with, he said.” 

And it was like, “Whoa, where did this come from?” It was a powerful tool. 

I started using computers with the asbestos litigation in late ’83, early ’84. 

The only case that got filed in Eugene was that first case, Bales v. Fibreboard; 

every other case got filed in Portland, and Judge [Edward] Leavy got assigned all 

of those cases, again, as a magistrate judge at the time. And so I started appearing 

in front of Judge Leavy, gosh, it seemed like probably two or three days a week 

we’d be in his courtroom having a discussion about one case or another or about 

how to manage these cases. That was the beginning of a real change in my 

practice. The asbestos work lasted until about ’85. 

In 1985, the defendants, the Eagle Pichers, the Owens Corning Fiberglasses, 

the Owens Illinoises, the Fibreboards, et cetera decided that, we are spending an 

awful lot of money collectively, each of us having a lawyer in each of these cases, 

and an awful lot of the work is redundant. You know, we had tried to address that 

as a group of defense lawyers by rotating who was the lead lawyer in each case 

and primarily responsible for it amongst the clients so that everybody didn’t invent 

the wheel in every case. But what they decided to do as a group of manufacturers 

was to form an Asbestos Claims Facility, the ACF, it was called. And they would, 

to the extent that they could do so without having conflicts of interest, hire one 

lawyer to represent all of the defendants through the discovery phase and that 

lawyer would just advise what was learned in discovery to the ACF, and the ACF, 

with a committee of representatives of all the manufacturers, would decide what 

the contribution was going to be to the defense costs and to the indemnity cost, 

paying the judgement and/or the settlement in the case. And they would dispense 

with all the rest of us lawyers. 

So there was great jockeying going on about who is going to be the lawyer 

for the Asbestos Claims Facility in each of the fifty states. I had the target 

defendant, and I thought, well, I have got a chance for this. The other likely 

candidates were probably Gidley and Fraser because their clients had the biggest 

exposure next to mine. We really didn’t do any lobbying as such to get the job, and 
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as it turns out it wouldn’t have done any good anyway because the really big players 

nationally, once Johns Manville was in bankruptcy, was Owens Illinois, and Owens 

Corning Fiberglass. As it turns out, of the fifty jurisdictions in the United States, the 

lawyer who had represented Owens Illinois, or Owens Corning, became the ACF 

lawyer in something like forty-seven of the jurisdictions, even though they were 

small players west of the Mississippi, they had such  a big share of the litigation 

back East that they called the shots on whose lawyers were going to be chosen. 

And I was, for about three weeks, horribly disappointed that I had been rejected. 

And suddenly it dawned on me in a conversation with Bob Fraser. He said, 

“This is probably the best thing that has ever happened to your career, Hubel. You 

have gotten the experience of working on these cases, and if you look at it, we only 

had one that even started trial in that two-year period. And the likelihood is that 

very few, if any, were  going to go to trial because the exposure is so clear. It was 

just an argument about how much to pay and who was going to fund it—that most 

of the cases were never going to go to trial.” He said, “You are not going to get any 

more trial experience if you keep doing this work, particularly for a combined effort 

of all the defendants. They don’t want to go to trial. You are going to get to be a 

trial lawyer again now and go back to learning how to be a trial lawyer instead of 

just a trial-preparation lawyer.” 

He was right. By the end of 1985 I was back to trying cases and getting in 

the thick of things and having a much better time. So it really was a good thing that 

I didn’t get selected. As my wife likes to say, “Things happen for a reason.” 

 

MO: Back to that first utilization that you made of the computer. 

 

DH: Yes. 

 

MO: You mentioned, I guess, your wife bought you one of the first IBM desktops. 

 

DH: Mm-hmm. The PCjr. 
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MO: I imagine that you encountered computers prior to that time with your work 

[—?] other places. Of course they were not desktop computers. 

 

DH: They weren’t. It was, you know, you were typing out the data-input cards on 

an old keypunch machine, and you were working with computers that didn’t have a 

lot more computing power than that PCjr, but they took up an entire room. I learned 

FORTRAN and I learned a little bit of COBAL and I have forgotten it all—I am 

confident of that. But probably I got to PCjr, that was a remote memory of mine, 

and certainly DOS, the disk operating system was entirely new to me. That was not 

anything that we had ever talked about in my computer days as a young engineer. 

I had encountered them, but I hadn’t used them at all in practicing law up until that 

point—except when I started at Jones Lang, it was a relatively new firm. And you 

know, a lot of law firms in 1976 were still typing things up on IBM Selectrics or 

sometimes they would have a version of the IBM typewriter that had a little bit of 

memory. 

 

MO: I remember those. 

DH: Yep. Yeah, the law firm didn’t buy those. They tried to take a leap ahead, 

and they bought—each of the secretaries had what was called a CPT. I don’t 

remember what it stands for, but it basically was a computer that had tapes that 

recorded everything that the secretary typed, and you would get a draft, and you 

could mark that draft up, and she could go in and make the corrections without 

having to retype everything. It was like an amazing advance.3 

I mean, going through law school I didn’t type anything up because I was 

such a horrible typist I would hire a typist to type it up. If she make a mistake on a 

page, she had to retype the whole page or get me to be willing to take White-Out 

and whatnot. I didn’t really want White-Out unless she was really good with it. So, 

this was a godsend to have a machine that a secretary could type as fast as she 

could go and be able to go back and make corrections—even before she gave me 

the draft—and then you could make changes in the way you wrote the document 

without having to have her start from scratch again. What a godsend! 
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I was very familiar with that by the time this litigation came along, but I had   

never done the computer stuff myself. I remember talking to the law firm about the 

idea and the office manager at the time about the idea that, you know, we need to 

start  thinking about getting the computers on some of the attorney’s desks because 

some of us are going to need these, and it would sure be better if I could do some 

of this inputting of the data during the day when I have got some slack time during 

a day, and/or work with my paralegal, and he could be inputting at work if we had 

PCs on our desk. Otherwise we are just relegated to doing this part-time at home 

or wherever we can find some computer that can run this software program. 

So about ’84 the firm sprung for two PCs—I bet it was four. One for the office 

manager, one for Penn Gheen, if I remember correctly, one for me, and one for the 

paralegal in the toxic tort area. And that was the beginning for my experience, at 

least, of having the law firms computerize the lawyers. But it changed the practice. 

You know, it was a long time before I started typing my own letters—a long, long 

time. But it certainly changed the way I approached getting ready for trial. Now, 

suddenly, I didn’t handwrite my voir dire questions and make them up out of whole 

cloth each time I went to trial. I would go to my directory of voir dire questions for 

this kind of a case, and I would pull up my questions and I would modify them for 

this case a little bit, but I had, basically, a template for what I was doing—the same 

sort of thing for the trial memos, the same sort  of thing for the jury instructions. 

Suddenly you had a template for all of that stuff that you worked from, and you got 

much more efficient. 

 

MO: It must have seemed revolutionary at the time. 

 

DH: It did! 

 

MO: But this is before the computers were online. 

 

DH: Oh yeah. That was— 
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MO: That was ten years later, probably. 

 

DH: Gosh, I don’t know when we went online. You are right, that was well into the 

mid-nineties that I started doing anything. I don’t know if I did anything meaningfully 

online until I became a part-time magistrate judge and I am in Bend, and suddenly 

I need to be able to communicate with the court, and I need to be able to read my 

court email. I learned about, there is a thing called the Internet, and I can dial up 

and get connection to that bugger, and I can get my emails at my house, or I can 

get my court emails at the law firm. Wow! This is amazing. 

 

MO: You can do legal research online, I imagine. 

 

DH: Yes. That was the next step. Certainly when I went to law school, working 

with Westlaw meant going to the digest and going to the hard books in the library 

and doing your research. There was no computer legal research when I went to law 

school. I had to learn that in practice, and as a result I was never as good as the 

kids coming out of law school were who worked with it for three years. 

 

MO: Okay. That must have revolutionized things too, because all of a sudden you 

could— 

 

DH: It did. It did, and especially when you got people who knew how to do 

computer legal research effectively. I mean, the first thing that happened was you 

would put a lawyer on there who wasn’t really good at it, and not only did the lawyer 

take quite a while to get the answer, but sometimes he didn’t get the right answer 

because he didn’t know how to do the legal research well on the computer. Worse 

than that, now there is a bill from Westlaw, and is the law firm going to eat that or 

are they going to bill the client for that? Does the client want to pay that and the 

lawyer’s time? That had its own set of problems. 

And that is why, for me, in the kind of work that I was doing, it was more 

important to have my own research that I had done and written my own memos and 
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knowing the case law in my area and having that in the can on the computer and 

able to go to that rather than having to go do computerized legal research. That 

was a more effective way for me to do that. 

 

MO: Well, nowadays, I have been in several law offices that have big 

bookshelves— 

 

DH: Full of books that never get opened. 

 

MO: Right. Exactly [both chuckle]. 

 

DH: We have them here at the courthouse. When I started fulltime in ’98, of 

course  like every new judge I got a subscription to the Federal Reporter system 

for the courts of appeals and for the Federal Supplement, the Trial Court system, 

and the Supreme Court reports. I got USCA, the multi-volumes of United States 

Code Annotated. And you  know, I still worked in books, largely, at that time. My 

law clerks, though, were of a generation that worked primarily on the computer, and 

as the budgets tightened for the judiciary, one by one the subscriptions would get 

cut off. We would decide, how long has it been since we have opened any volume 

in that series? Let’s stop paying for it. 

And by the time that I retired, I had a subscription to the Oregon Advance 

Sheets. 

I had a subscription to the Oregon Revised Statutes. I had the United States Code 

subscription. And that was about it. There were a few specialty volumes on 

evidence that I kept up, but all of the Reporter systems we stopped because we 

just didn’t use them. We didn’t need them. 

 

MO: Okay. Well, I thought that we just might pursue how computers— 

 

DH: For everybody, it changed the practice of law. 
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MO: Right. Yes. I would imagine, just by the computer search capabilities that you 

could probably not just have the books at your disposal instantly at the keyboard, 

but probably could get to the actual issues that you want to look at quicker just by 

the search capabilities. 

 

DH: Absolutely. Absolutely. And of course one of the things that everybody tried 

to do, and we did for years here at the court house, was to have a database. I 

mentioned, I would have a database of my cases as a lawyer and my trial briefs 

that I could go back and look at—and it didn’t take long to realize that the two guys 

down the hall doing the same kind of work probably had their own database. Why 

don’t we all put it together and search all of our databases in the law firm? 

And the courthouse did the same thing. They had a database where every time a 

judge wrote an opinion, the law clerk would toss the opinion in the database for the 

courthouse, and you would search that before you went to Westlaw and look for 

decisions in your own court that were on point first. 

Then there came a time when we didn’t keep that up because Westlaw 

started mining, once the opinions were all on PACER electronically, [Public Access 

to Court Electronic Records] Westlaw started mining that data, and whether it was 

published opinion or unpublished opinion, it didn’t matter—they had it in Westlaw 

electronically. And so you didn’t have to maintain your separate database in the 

courthouse, you had it all on Westlaw. You could search, not only all of the trial 

court opinions from this court, but from all of the Ninth Circuit trial courts. It really 

changed, dramatically, the way that everybody practiced law. 

 

MO: Okay. Well back to the time right before computers, you said that you met 

your wife at about the time when the firms changed. 

 

DH: Within the first six months of the Mitchell Lang & Smith firm we had met and 

had our first date. 

 

MO: How did you meet? 
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DH: It was an unusual situation. I played a lot of racquetball. I played in 

tournaments, usually a couple a month. I had a doubles partner that I ended up 

with—probably my second doubles partner—and we stayed together for years. He 

and I were at a  tournament, and one Friday night or Saturday night of the 

tournament we went to the Red Robin restaurant with a couple of his friends who 

weren’t involved in racquetball. I   didn’t really care too much for Dick’s friends. 

During dinner I cared for them even less because they hatched this plan to stiff the 

waitress. They would claim to have given her a twenty dollar when they had given 

a five dollar bill for something. Or something like  that. And I didn’t want any part of 

that. I just thought that was reprehensible. When they did that, of course, she wasn’t 

going to get in a fight with a customer. I told her I thought she was right. I told her 

supervisor—because I had been to that restaurant many times, I knew the 

bartender who supervised all of the wait staff—that “your waitress is right, and the 

customer is wrong.” He said, “Well, we are not going to have a fight with a customer 

over it.” 

And I said, “That’s fine. I’ll be back Tuesday, and we are going to make this 

right with the waitress.” 

That was my wife [MO chuckles]. And we got to know each other over the 

next few months and I invited her to a Timbers soccer game—that was our first 

date. And a little over a year later we were married. 

 

MO: And I guess at the time that you met her, at least, she was employed as a 

waitress. 

 

DH: She was teaching in one of the eastside school districts. It wasn’t the 

Portland School District. She was an early-on teacher and supplementing her 

income with the waitress work part time. Then her father and mother had formed a 

business called NESSCO Supply—something like, I can’t remember what it stood 

for. Something Engineering Survey and Supply Company. Anyway, that was their 

company. And Peter had— [indistinguishable? audio glitches] Anyway, that one 
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and instruments. He had a non-compete agreement with them when he was there 

as his top salesman—that when he left he had to stay out for two years I believe it 

was. And he and his wife Betty had opened a very small business selling 

engineering and surveying equipment in Woodburn, just into Marion County. 

Peter really wanted Marsha to come work for him. Despite her love of 

education, he felt she could make a lot more money working with him than she 

could as a teacher. Eventually he convinced her to leave both the restaurant and 

the teaching and come to work for him. And so, actually, when we got married she 

was working for him as a outside salesperson for primarily engineering and 

surveying supplies. Peter sold the equipment, which was getting pretty 

sophisticated at the time, but Marsha sold the supplies. Most of her clients were in 

Portland by the time she went to work for him and the two years was up they were 

able to start doing business in the tri-county area. So she had most of her clients 

in the tri-county area. But she also ranged down to Salem; she had most of her 

clients in Eugene occasionally. 

 

MO: Okay. Well, maybe now we should talk a little bit about— Well, actually, here 

is a note that Bill Gaylord was law clerk for Judge Leavy [?] back then, the 

asbestos? Is that right? 

 

DH: No, I clerked for Gaylord during law school. Bill was, as I am becoming a 

defense lawyer, Bill was becoming a prominent plaintiff’s lawyer. 

 

MO: I see. 

 

DH: Our paths really didn’t cross much. We would hear about each other, but our 

paths didn’t cross much. I never really had a case against Bill for many, many years. 

Certainly not while I was here in Portland. After I left the asbestos cases, there was 

one really prominent case that ate up a lot of time. It was Marinas International v. 

Baxter McCormick, the wood treating facility that was on the Willamette River. And 

they also sued my clients, American Laminators and Duco-Lam out of Eugene and 
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Drain, Oregon. Marinas International was a company that built floating docks and 

sold them to fancy yacht clubs around the world. And they wanted laminated docks 

because they thought they looked really nice, and they thought they could be 

treated and survive in the water environment with the wood treatment. And so my 

clients would laminate the product up, and Baxter McCormick would treat them and 

then they would be shipped off to these marinas and installed around the world. 

I got involved in the case after it had been going for a little while. Mike King’s 

office, one of our senior judges here, he had Baxter and McCormick; he had Dan 

Ricks working on the case. And then I was handling it for Duco-Lam and American 

Laminators. And my goodness! Mike Williams was the plaintiff’s lawyer in Art [Arthur 

C.] Johnson’s firm in Eugene at the time. Never took so many depositions in one 

case. I think there were eighty, eighty-five depositions taken regarding the various 

marinas around the world and the various people who installed them and the people 

who were complaining about them. And all the Baxter McCormick people and all 

the principals in Marinas International and all of the people at American Laminators 

and the suppliers of the pine products that got laminated at my client’s—it was a 

huge case. 

And as I said, I got into it probably about half to two-thirds of the way through 

those depositions, I got involved in the case. I starting thinking, as we were warming 

up to a trial date with Judge [Pierre L.] Van Rysselberghe in Eugene, that you know, 

nobody had ever gone and taken a look at some of the worst marinas and the 

floating docks to see if there was any rot. Because the primary complaint early on 

was that they would ooze this kind of black substance that would get on the yacht 

owner’s shoes and would make a mess on their fancy yachts. Of course, that wasn’t 

well tolerated by the people who could afford to have a fancy yacht or a fancy 

marina. But I started worrying about, were these docks rotting or not? 

I sent an expert around to several of the marinas and we took samples. This 

was probably two to three months before trial. We are in state court, where there is 

no discovery of expert witnesses in Oregon, and so I didn’t have to worry too much. 

If my expert found a problem for me, they just told me that I needed to settle this 
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case. And if they didn’t find a problem, then I have a surprise witness for them at 

trial. 

They found problems. And we settled that case. It was a case that had 

exposure way beyond the insurance limits if the plaintiff had figured out what we 

knew about the trouble with those docks. It was far more than a cosmetic problem. 

There were lots of troubles with those docks, and some of them were rotting. And 

so we settled that case and got out for the policy limits so the insurance policy in 

just very small contributions I   recall from the client. And thank god we did, because 

it was probably going to be a two- or three-month trial if we had to go to trial with 

all of the various—I mean, basically  there were eighty-some docks around the 

world that they were going to have to present testimony about, and it was a different 

set of witnesses for each dock. It was going to be a nightmare of a trial. I was glad 

to settle that case. 

 

MO: And that was still with Mitchell Lang and Smith? 

 

DH: It was. That was settled probably in the latter part of ’86, if I recall correctly. 

 

MO: And so, I guess, by the next year you were with Dennis Karnopp? 

 

DH: Right. 

 

MO: How did that transition occur? 

 

DH: Well, I have had two phone calls on my birthday in my life that were the 

beginning of transitions. One was when the Bureau of Naval Personnel called me 

and said, “We are going to give you an early out.” That was a call on my birthday. 

And on my birthday in 1986, I got a phone call and the gentleman on the 

other end of the phone identified himself as Dennis Karnopp. He said that he was 

one of the senior partners with the Marceau Karnopp law firm in Bend and had I 

heard of them? They had been called Johnson Marceau and Karnopp. 
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And I said, “Well, sure. I have heard of that firm. That is the law firm that 

Judge [Owen M.] Panner came from, wasn’t it?” 

And he said, “Yeah! Owen was our founding partner.” And I said, “Well, what 

can I do for you?” 

And he said, “Well—” This was November 3. “Chuck Johnson, our senior 

litigation partner died unexpectedly and suddenly in September, and we need to 

find someone to take over our litigation department—a trial lawyer. And we have 

done some checking around, and you come highly recommended from a number of 

places, and we were wondering if you might be interested in talking to us about 

that.” 

I was flattered. And I had been thinking about whether or not I wanted to stay 

with the firm or not. There were some issues with upward mobility in the firm in the 

middle ‘80s, so I wasn’t sure I was going to stay there for my entire career anyway. 

I went home and talked to my wife, and later that month I met Dennis in Portland. 

We were together. He seemed like a fine fellow. It was an interesting proposition 

that he had. Then one of the other partners came to town for an OADC [Oregon 

Association of Defense Counsel] meeting and I met with him for lunch. One thing 

led to another, and my wife and I drove over there and spent a weekend and met 

with all of the partners and met with the wives as well—had dinner, a nice party if 

you will. By early January, maybe by the eighth, ninth, tenth of January, they had 

made me an offer. 

I had been doing some research on the firm at that time, and I talked to the 

lawyers that I knew from the asbestos litigation, because they were kind of senior 

members of the bar in the state. The advice that I was getting from the likes of 

Malcolm Marsh and Bob Fraser was, it was a good firm. It was a very good area to 

practice in, but there is this one young trial lawyer there, who will remain nameless, 

who is about your vintage, and he has got kind of a tough reputation—not a very 

good reputation as not someone you can trust and not someone who is kind of like 

who you have grown up to be. 

And I thought, huh. I don’t know if I want to get involved in that. So Dennis 

called me up one day and said, “Have you been thinking about the offer?” 
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I said, “Yes, I have, but I have got this concern. You have a trial lawyer who has 

actually got two or three more years’ experience than I do in your firm, and I am 

just wondering what your plan is. You want me to come over and handle the 

litigation department, but he is there already.” I said, “What I am worried about is, 

is this a situation where you going to basically just watch the two of us duke it out 

and see who survives to be the leader of the litigation department? What is your 

plan? This seems odd to be calling me in to lead as a slightly more junior lawyer 

than him.” 

And he said, “Yeah, I can understand your concern. Don’t worry about that. 

I will get back to you in a couple of days with an answer.” 

Well, three days later they had booted that lawyer out of the firm. And that 

was, I guess, the plan that they had. And when they saw it as an impediment to 

getting someone in— You know, I wasn’t the only person that they had talked to. 

They had talked to several other people. And some of the ones that they had talked 

to were much more senior than either one of us had been—the other lawyer there 

or me. And they had not, apparently, wanted to move firms at that late stage in their 

career. 

So, by January 25-6-7, my wife and I had made a decision: we are moving 

to Bend. I gave the firm thirty days’ notice that I was withdrawing from the 

partnership, oh, it must have been January 28 that I gave them the notice because 

March 1 I was in Bend. And Marsha and our daughter, Kingsley, followed in June. 

 

MO: First child? 

 

DH: First child, yeah. She was not quite three when she moved over there. She 

was a few weeks short of three. 

 

MO: I guess the folks at the Carnopp firm, they recognized that there were 

problems with this other attorney. 

 

DH: They did. They did. 
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MO: What were the problems? He just wasn’t trustworthy? 

 

DH: [DH sighs] You know, I don’t think it was so much a trust issue amongst the 

partners as it was a [pause]. I will just characterize it the way I do for my 

professionalism seminar that I teach at the law school. There are good ways of 

handling things with your opponents, and there are bad ways of handling things 

with your opponents. You can be a jerk, or you can be straight up and somebody 

whose word you can count on. And this lawyer had a reputation of not being 

somebody that you could trust when you were on the opposite side of the case. He 

was somewhat deceptive and was going to go behind your back whenever he could 

as a way to win a case as opposed to coming at you straight on. I had always been 

taught that it was a tough enough job litigating cases that you don’t want to have 

the problems of having a reputation of being someone that nobody can trust 

because you won’t get any cooperation when you are that way. 

I knew that was kind of what the other fellow was like, and that wasn’t who I 

was like, and I am not going to change his stripes. So they decided that they didn’t 

want that infecting the law firm. 

 

MO: Especially if it was going to prevent you from making the move, I imagine. 

 

DH: Right. And I suspect it was probably an impediment to just about anybody 

who would do any investigation. They would have learned of his reputation and 

probably not have been interested in dealing with it. 

 

MO: Did you continue to do similar kinds of work for that firm? 

 

DH: I did. And of course they had their own insurance practice. Owen and Chuck 

Johnson had both done that kind of work. Owen, who founded the firm, he was an 

interesting, and still is, an interesting guy. He had a busy business in estate 

practice. He had a busy practice representing the Warm Springs tribes. He was 
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hired as their lawyer in ’50 or ’51. And he had a very active trial practice, and he 

did not only insurance defense, but he did a lot of plaintiff’s cases against carriers 

that he didn’t represent—or the carriers’ insured’s. 

As Owen went on the bench, the firm had hired Jim Peterson from a Portland 

firm to come over and kind of take over his estate and business practice. And Chuck 

Johnson had been in the firm, and he was going to take over the litigation practice 

and head that up. Dennis Karnopp was groomed to take over the tribal practice. So 

what Owen had headed up on his own for years was split in three parts, with a 

partner running each part of it. 

I mean, that is a tribute to what an amazing practice Owen Panner had built 

over the years with his abilities and just his way of dealing with people. When you 

talk about somebody who had opposite reputation of someone who was asked to 

leave, well Owen was just the opposite. He was the guy you could go to the bank 

on. I mean, he would be a tough opponent, but he would never tell you something 

that you couldn’t count on. As a result he [DH chuckles] had an almost cult following 

over there of lawyers who were opposite him in cases, but had a tremendous 

amount of respect for him and would do anything for the guy because he was so 

trustworthy. And he had a tremendous client base as a result. 

So, that is the firm that I joined—the litigation department in 1987. It was 

much the same kind of work. A new client there, for me, was Mt. Bachelor. That 

was really a different kind of litigation client for a defense lawyer. It was all defense 

work for them. I mean, the typical insurance defense lawyer gets an assignment 

from the insurance company after the loss has happened and after they have been 

unable to resolve it and their insurance had gotten sued. And so you see it after 

things have developed for a couple of years, usually. 

With Mt. Bachelor, if there was a serious accident at the mountain, I knew 

about  it within about thirty minutes, and I was asked to come up to the mountain 

and coordinate the investigation. I would be in close communication with the 

insurance company right from the beginning about that, developing all of the 

evidence, interviewing the witnesses to defend this case if it ever went to a case—

right from the get-go. 
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And likewise, if there was a problem with what the mountain was doing, it 

was developing a way to not have that problem repeat itself. You know, it was 

complete with training the operators. Each year they would have a new crew of 

operators—a lot of repeat people coming back, but new people. They would have 

a training program for them. I was a part of that training program to talk about: What 

do you do as a lift operator? What do you do as a ski patrolman? What do you do 

as someone who sets up and grooms the slopes? What do you do in the food-

service end of the business? There was a slew of problems that could come up. 

How are you going to handle them? That was entirely new to me. 

There was a report written about every incident up there where somebody 

got hurt and investigated. Every one of those came across my desk as a lawyer. 

Like I said, if it is a serious accident, I was up there investigating. If it was not 

serious, I would still see the report. Every week I would get the incident reports for 

the week and look at them all at the same time that the insurance company was 

getting them and looking at them all. So that was an entirely new scenario for me. 

The primary client contact was Bill Healy, who founded Mt. Bachelor. You 

know, I had mentioned before that my wife Marsha’s great aunt was Jean Lewis, 

the first woman circuit judge in Oregon. Jean was married to Hank Lewis, who, in 

World War II was in the Army 10th Mountain Division in Europe—the ski troops, as 

they called them. And Hank had been a mountaineer and a mountain climber, skier, 

et cetera before he went in the military in World War II, and then he continued that 

afterwards, as did virtually everybody in the 10th Mountain Division. Hank as the 

officer in the company that Bill Healy was an enlisted man in, in the war. He always 

told the story about when they were traveling by train back East, Healy came to him 

and said, “Hank, I want to  drive my car back there.” 

And Hank said to Bill, “You know the CO won’t let you do that.” 

And he said, “Well, Hank, I want you to cover for me. I am going to drive my car 

back there. So, cover for me on the train. I am going to drive my car back.” He just 

winked at him. 

I guess Healy drove back there. And he showed up for roll call, and there 

had been a lot of rumors about whether Healy was really on the train or not. But I 
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guess he made it all right because Hank, somehow or another, answered up for 

Healy that he was there. 

That was kind of the way that group worked. They relied on each other. And 

as it turns out, the ski industry in this country, in the United States, was largely built 

by 10th Mountain people after they got out of the war. There is just a tremendous 

history of the 10th Mountain Division in the ski industry in this country. 

Before the war, Hank was always kind of interested in first aid. He had a 

variety of jobs, and one of them was as an ambulance driver here in Portland. He 

told me lots of stories about that. But he also, as a result of his interest in skiing, 

and his interest in EMT work, if you will, he started showing up at ski accidents up 

at the mountain—helping people out. He went to the Forest Service at one point in 

the ‘30s, and said, “You know, I think you need to have a group who responds to 

people’s accidents up there and help get these injured folks off the mountain.” 

And he told me the name. I have forgotten it. The head of the Forest Service 

for that region at the time said, “I think that is a heck of an idea, and I think you 

ought to be the head of that organization. Why don’t you go form one?” 

And so Hank, and several other people, got together, and they formed the 

first ski patrol west of the Mississippi. It was the Mt. Hood Ski Patrol. And they had 

a drawing  for what your patrol badge number would be. [—?] worked with Hank to 

form it, by acclimation got number one. And Hank said he didn’t want number two. 

He would take a drawing out of the hat like everybody else for his number. So his 

ski patrol pin number was thirteen. 

When he would come over to Bend and ski, and he was well into his late  

seventies, even into his early nineties he was still skiing, some. He would stay with 

us,  and he would be up at the mountain with me, skiing on the weekend, and there 

would be an accident, and of course I would be called over to take a look at things. 

And from his ski patrol days, Hank would be quizzing me about it, and talking to 

everybody after hours up there about how they would have handled this in his days 

on the ski patrol. They would always wonder, well, what does this old guy know 

about anything? He would usually handle questions like that with, “Well, what is 

your ski patrol number?” 
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And they would say, “4,856” or something like that. “Why do you ask?” “Well, 

I was in the ski patrol.” 

“What was your number?” 

And he would say, “Thirteen.” [both chuckle] Suddenly they had a different 

level of respect for him. 

So, it was an interesting coming together of parts of my personal life and my 

professional life to be meeting Healy, who knew Hank. And Hank knew Healy. And 

here I am getting involved in the ski business, and learning it from kind of the inside. 

That was a lot of fun. 

Of course Bill was pretty ill at the time and had a heck of a time talking. He 

had lost a lot of motor control with his affliction. At one point they thought it was 

MS [Multiple sclerosis]. They never really were sure what it was. But he could hardly 

speak in an intelligible way. I could understand him a little bit if I listened very 

closely. At the end he had, to some extent like The Theory of Everything,4 he had 

developed a way to speak with a computer. He would type and the computer would 

talk for him. He also had, kind of, what I think were the early days of the speech 

boards, where he would spell out what he was going to say to you if you couldn’t 

understand him well enough. 

But he would go to the office every day the first several years I was there, 

and he would participate on the board of directors. His number one man on the 

daily operations was David Marsh, who became president after Bill just became 

chairman of the board. I continued to work with David after Bill’s death until his 

retirement, just before the mountain was sold from the closely-held group of 

shareholders—they had done a reverse-stock split and bought back a lot of the 

shares that had been sold to the public, then they sold them out into a group of 

investors from Utah. 

 

MO: That was, maybe, just a few years ago. Was it? 

 

DH: That was about ’97, ’98, ’99—right in that timeframe. 
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MO: More than a few years. 

 

DH: Yes. That is getting back there a ways. And then there was, you know, the 

Papé family was one of the big shareholders at the time. Randy and the new owners 

got involved with some litigation about that whole thing. Some of my contacts at the 

mountain kept me apprised of that while I was here on the bench, but I didn’t get 

involved in it at all. 

 

MO: I am imagining that this must have been probably the peak of the skiing part 

of your life. 

 

DH: It was, it was. I skied once in law school, over Christmas break my first year 

in law school, and hadn’t skied again since then. Well, that is not true. I guess 

probably about ’81, ’80-’81 I went up skiing at Mt. Hood—night skiing a couple of 

times. But I really didn’t do much skiing at all after ’73 until I went to Bend. Of 

course, when they wanted you to investigate an accident up there that meant 

getting up on the slope and seeing what had happened. And there was only so 

much snow mobile riding you could do for that. It became clear that first year that I 

needed to buy some skies and get some equipment and get back to skiing. Like I 

say, I was never an expert skier by any means, but I did get better in my years at 

Bachelor. Of course the equipment was a whole lot better than what I started with 

too. 

 

MO: Right [MO chuckles]. That made a lot of difference. 

 

DH: It did. It made me look good. I shouldn’t say it made me look good. It made 

me look better [both laugh]. 

 

MO: Well, you investigated, I guess, everything. 

 

DH: Yep. 
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MO: You must have been involved in some cases? 

 

DH: I was. 

 

MO: Any come to mind? 

 

DH: Well, several come to mind, really. But there were actually three that stand 

out. The first was Jessup v. Mt. Bachelor. That was a collision between two skiers, 

as I recall. I might have the facts a little bit wrong on that. But the issue was—and 

it was against a lawyer, Warren West, that I had a lot of trials with over the years. 

We should take a break now. 

 

MO: Sure. [microphone static] We are back on recording now. 

 

DH: Okay. So, in the Jessup case, the lady was his client, Mrs. Jessup, Bonnie 

Jessup was his client. As I had said, she had been involved in a collision at the 

mountain, and she had torn her knee up pretty good. I guess the interesting thing 

about that case was that   we had this ski activity statute in Oregon.5 The lawyers 

who had been defending the various mountains in Oregon up to that point in time 

had really made very little use of it. It talked about the inherent risks of the sport 

and that you assume those risks when you took part in skiing and that you really 

couldn’t expect a ski area to eliminate the inherent risks of skiing. 

And so, what did that mean? How did you use that as a lawyer representing 

a ski area in litigation? There were really, basically, two insurers of ski areas in the 

country at that point in time, in the middle ‘80s, late ‘80s. The one who insured Mt. 

Bachelor, well, both of those two had asked all of the lawyers that they hired to 

represent the ski areas to attend and be members of the American Association of 

Ski Defense Attorneys—ASDA, as we called it. Yes, American Ski Defense 

Attorneys was what it stood for. 
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I was a member of that group, and we would go to the annual meetings, and 

we would share information about how were plaintiffs’ lawyers attacking ski areas 

and ski litigation, and what were the appropriate defenses. You know, several 

states had a statute a bit like Oregon’s. They were all adopted about the same 

period of time. As I said, ours had not been litigated much at all. So I decided that 

in the Jessup case I was going to take the position that if the statute meant 

anything, it meant that if a finder of fact determined that an accident and the 

resulting injuries were a result of an inherent risk of the sport of skiing, that there 

could be no recovery against the ski operator. 

And so I tried that case, and I convinced the trial judge to have the first 

question on the verdict form, “Was Mrs. Jessup’s injuries and accident a result of 

an inherent risk of skiing?” And if you answer, “yes,” that ends the case. You don’t 

answer any more questions. 

That was the first question on the verdict form. They answered, “Yes.” That 

was it. 

  Warren West had argued that that was a violation of the comparative fault 

laws of Oregon, which basically took this inherent risk idea and elevated it above 

the comparative fault statute, and that that was erroneous. We went to the court of 

appeals. Actually that case was working its way through the court of appeals at the 

time I tried the next significant case for Mt. Bachelor, in my career, at least. And 

that was Nolan v. Mt. Bachelor. This was involving a skier, and this accident 

happened on either Christmas day or the day after Christmas. Of course, that is a 

very crowded time at the ski areas—lots of people out and skiing. But because it 

was, I think it was Christmas day, it was a little bit lesser of a crowd, but a fairly 

good crowd that day. And Mrs. Nolan was taking a private ski lesson, her husband 

was tagging along, although he was not in the lesson—from one instructor at Mt. 

Bachelor. And another instructor was giving a private lesson to another couple, 

actually, I believe, on the same general slope that they were on. Mrs. Nolan was 

learning to do tighter, smaller S turns down the slope, and this other instructor was 

trying to get this couple to let go a little bit and be able to make turns at speed, and 
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so he was encouraging them to take bigger, longer S turns and build up a little more 

speed. 

The allegations were that that second instructor with the more high-speed 

turns was not watching where he was going and he, at six foot two, one hundred 

and eighty pounds ran right over her at high speed. And there was a different 

version of the facts, which fortunately there was agreement with me on by the end 

of the Nolan case, that he had turned away from her, she had missed her turn and 

skied over the tails of his skies, and as he turned, his tails pulled her tips out from 

under her, and down she went. 

Of course, the Nolan version of the facts were that it was such a horrible, 

horrific collision that it had knocked her down, knocked her kind of senseless, and 

they had trouble getting her on her feet and responsive, if you will. But that 

nonetheless, they had skied down the rest of that slope rather than calling for a 

patrolman to come and take her down in a toboggan. They had skied down the rest 

of the slope and actually ridden up the lift for another run on this lesson, despite 

the fact that she had been hit so terribly and was so out of it when she got on her 

feet and that she, halfway up the lift ride with the instructor between her husband 

and Mrs. Nolan, she slumped over, with her head on the shoulder of the instructor, 

according to Mr. Nolan. The instructor denied that. And when they got off the top 

of the lift, according to Mr. and Mrs. Nolan, the instructor said, “Oh, look at that. 

The lesson is over. Time is up. I’ll see you later,” and left them at the top of the 

lift—right at the top of the lift with the operator there and the toboggan for the ski 

patrol right there. 

At this point Mrs. Nolan’s left side was supposedly numb and dangling, and 

she wasn’t able to move her left leg or use her left arm at all, and rather than have 

her sit down and have Mr. Nolan go over to the lift operator and have her helped 

with the patrolman that he could call, Mr. Nolan decided that the right thing to do 

was to take her left ski off and her left pole out of her hand. He would carry his two 

poles, her ski and her pole in his right hand and support, I guess it would be his left 

hand because he would use his right hand to support her left side and ski her down 

the mountain on one ski. So this is how they went down on Christmas day at about 
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eleven thirty in the morning and saw no one. And they went to the patrol room and 

they told them what had happened, and she was, according to them, non-

responsive, but they got her around and said, “You’ll be fine. Just go rest the rest 

of the day, and you’ll be fine.” 

The next morning, apparently, she was so bad off that he felt that it was 

imperative that he take her to the emergency room at St. Charles Hospital, where 

he insisted that she be admitted to the hospital. She was, and she was observed 

by the neurosurgeon. Dr. Nubie [?] didn’t see her. It was Dr. Nubie’s [?] partner, 

who I am drawing a blank on. I can see his face. At any rate, he saw her and wrote 

it up. The notes in the hospital records, by the time we got to trial— well, he actually, 

during discovery, had convinced me that the doctor believed that there was nothing 

wrong with her—that she was faking it. And he did a number of tests to determine 

that, and wrote that up in the record. 

And Mr. Nolan wasn’t very happy with her treatment at the hospital, so he 

paid for an air flight for her to go from St. Charles to OHSU. And she was seen in 

the Movement Disorder Clinic at OHSU, and they evaluated her for a couple of 

days, as I recall, and reached the same conclusion—that there was nothing wrong 

with her. That she was either faking it, or she had more of a psychiatric problem 

than anything and certainly wasn’t caused by anything that had happened on the 

mountain. 

By the time it went to trial—lasted a month—it started in early May of 1989 

in front of Judge Stephen Tiktin, and it was the most amazing trial of my entire 

career. I had two month-long trials in my career. The first one was May of 1987, 

just after I had  moved to Bend I had to come back to Portland for a trial—interesting 

case. This case was by far the most interesting case I had ever been involved in. 

The plaintiffs put on in excess of a dozen doctors as witnesses, ranging from 

chiropractors to neurologists to neurosurgeons to internists to gastroenterologists 

and in the end that the list of her injuries in the complaint [admittedly was long, ?] 

double spaced. Everything from horrific orthopedic injuries to her neck and spine 

to organic brain damage to, in the end, the issue was traumatically-induced multiple 

sclerosis. They had Dr. Swank—who had worked as the head of the multiple 
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sclerosis unit at OHSU for a number of years, he was emeritus at the time—and 

had, I learned in the course of this case, been asked to leave OHSU. He was the 

one who would testify that she had traumatically-induced MS. And the movement 

disorder folks at OHSU, who had diagnosed her much differently, obviously, in their 

evaluation, were now heading that MS unit at OHSU, and they said in no uncertain 

terms, she had absolutely nothing consistent with traumatically-induced MS. It was 

just a fascinating trial. 

In the course of the trial, Mr. and Mrs. Nolan separated, and so they had 

different lawyers at trial. Mr. Nolan had a half a million dollar claim for loss of 

consortium of his wife, Jani, because they were now going through this divorce as 

a result of these horrible injuries, and it wasn’t by [...?] He went through this divorce 

because her injuries made them so incompatible anymore. 

And you can probably see me smiling as I talk about this. One of their 

witnesses was a woman who had appeared on A.M. Northwest a number of times 

as a handwriting expert. This woman had evaluated the handwriting of John and 

Jani Nolan before the accident and after the accident, and based on her analysis 

before and after, she had determined that they were a wonderfully compatible 

couple before the accident, and completely incompatible after the accident. So their 

marital relationship had been destroyed by this accident and the changes that had 

occurred in Mrs. Nolan. 

And the plaintiff’s lawyer, Gary Rankin [?] was his name, had chosen to treat 

this handwriting expert as a medical expert, which I disagreed with, but as a result 

of his decision to call her a medical expert, he had decided that since she was 

“treating” Mrs. Nolan and evaluating her, he had to give me her records. So I saw 

all of her records, including all of the writing samples from before and after the 

accident. And there were some amazing things in there with Mrs. Nolan complaining 

about how her husband, whenever they would go out to lunch would spend all of 

his time ogling other women and never paying any attention to her. And in essence 

acknowledging how that kind of conduct had been going on before the accident 

ever occurred. I thought, this is a treasure trove of information in a loss of 

consortium claim, a loss of marital relations claim. I can’t believe they are handing 
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me this information, because had they just called it anything    but a medical 

expert—and this woman, the handwriting expert had no medical        training 

whatsoever, none, zero—she was truly just a handwriting expert. She would tell 

you what the loops on the Y’s or the circles on the dots for the I’s meant about the   

person. So, they are going to put her on the witness stand, and the judge is looking 

at me. And they have got her up on the witness stand, and they are going through 

her qualifications, and they want her to start expressing opinions. And the judge is 

looking at me like, aren’t you going to object to this? Aren’t you going to stand up 

and object so I can keep this crap out? 

 

MO: Who was the judge? 

 

DH: Steve Tiktin. I mean, that is the look on his face. I am thinking about what he 

is thinking. And I am just sitting there, letting them go on. And then they offered the 

first exhibit, and it was a piece of foam core that was about six feet wide and four 

feet tall, and on it were two blow ups of the handwriting samples of Mrs. Nolan 

before on the left side, and on the right side, her handwriting sample from after the 

accident. The one before the accident was from the summer before this Christmas 

accident. She is getting ready to testify about the loops on the Y’s and how the T’s 

don’t have a loop in them instead of being closed up and whatnot, and what this 

means and how they had changed before and after. And they offered this exhibit 

after she gives this testimony. And, of course, what you have to do is show me the 

exhibit, and I get to examine it. 

I am making a big play of looking at the exhibit. And what I am doing is, I am 

reading it, because I hadn’t seen which samples they were choosing to blow up. 

And the one that they choose for before the accident was one where she talked 

about how when you are in a bad relationship you need to face the fact that you 

are in a bad relationship, and get out. And I am reading this. And that is the before-

the-accident writing sample. I am thinking, she must just have them flipped, and 

this is the one from after the accident. No, it was the one from before the accident. 
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The expert sees me reading it, and figures that I am reading it, and she is reading 

it, and reading the content of it for the first time instead of the loops on the letters. 

And she said, “Oh, that was from a course she was taking at college in 

summer school. That was an essay she wrote. It wasn’t about her. It was about an 

essay she wrote that summer.” Well, because there was an organic brain damage 

claim in the case, I had gotten all of her school records from high school, college, 

and whatnot, and I had her transcript from that summer. I didn’t know what she took 

that summer off the top of my head, but I flipped to it. And I told the judge I had no 

objection to the exhibit, and he received it into evidence. 

And for cross-examination I had gotten to the transcript of that summer. She 

took one course that summer. It was third-year French. And this wasn’t written in 

French. It was written in English [both chuckle]. And so we had some fun on cross 

examination with that. But that was the kind of stuff that went on every day in the 

trial. 

At one point my client, whose representative at the council table with me, 

Dave Marsh, wrote on a little Post-it note, “Mabel wants a gun” and passed it to me. 

And I just said [sound of clapping hand], “We’ll talk later.” I didn’t even know what 

he was talking about. 

Mabel, as it turns out, was a retired nurse that was on the jury. And she 

eventually became the foreman of the jury. And at the recess I said, “Dave, what 

does this note mean?” 

And I don’t remember what the questioning was or what was going on at the 

time, but apparently the plaintiff’s lawyer was questioning one of my witnesses at 

the time, and it kind of blew up in his face, and Mabel, the eventual foreman of the 

jury, had turned toward the plaintiff’s lawyer and gone [sound of gun shooting, MO 

chuckles] motioning with her finger like she was shooting him. And that is what 

Dave meant, was, Mabel wants a gun [MO chuckles]. 

It was an amazing trial. Everything went unbelievably well. So why did I 

interrupt the story about Jessup with this Nolan trial? Because in the Nolan trial, 

again, I asked the first question on the verdict form to be, “Was Mrs. Nolan’s injuries 
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caused by an inherent risk of skiing?” With the result being, if it was a yes, that was 

the end of the case. And   the jury said, “Yes,” and that was the end of the case. 

About two months or so later the Jessup appeal gets decided. And it gets 

decided that no, that is not the right answer. The right answer is, you can’t recover 

for the portion of the loss that is the inherent risk of skiing, but that doesn’t mean 

that if, say, the inherent risk of skiing is determined to be ten percent of the cause 

of the accident, then ten percent of the plaintiff’s injuries are not recoverable, was 

the idea. They didn’t say it quite that explicitly, but reading between the lines, that 

seemed to be what the supreme court was saying in Oregon. 

And so, when they repealed Nolan, it went up to the court of appeals on up 

to the supreme court. I argued to the supreme court that they hadn’t gotten it quite 

right in Jessup, and here is why. Well, I lost again. But this time they made it more 

clear in Nolan when they wrote that opinion, saying that what you need to do is you 

need to take a look at what percentage of the injuries was caused by the skier’s 

negligence, what percentage was caused by the inherent risks of skiing, and what 

percentage was caused by some conduct by the ski area operator. And only if the 

ski area operator’s negligence was fifty percent or more does the plaintiff recover 

anything. 

So now we had a definitive ruling about what the ski area statute means in 

Oregon from the Oregon Supreme Court, and Nolan had to go back for a retrial with 

that defined answer. 

So a post-script to the Nolan trial is that we are coming back to a retrial. The 

case was tried in ’89, it is coming back probably in the ’93, ’94 timeframe for retrial. 

I have got a different secretary, and we are getting ready to take the plaintiff’s 

deposition to see how have you been doing since the trial in ’89; it’s now ’93. How 

have you been doing, physically? 

My new secretary comes to work Monday morning, realizing that I have got 

the plaintiff’s deposition coming up on Friday of that week or maybe the week after 

that and says, “What is Mrs. Nolan’s first name?” 

And I said, “Jani. Why do you ask?”  

And she said, “Is she quite attractive?” 
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And I said, “Well, the before and after photographs at our trial had her very 

attractive before trial and very unattractive during trial.” They had her not wearing 

any makeup, wear her hair very straight and almost unwashed during the trial. And 

sit right next to the jury. She had to wear dark glasses all during the trial because 

the skylight was much too bright for her photophobia as a result of her injuries. 

Albeit the judge wouldn’t cover the entire skylight the way they wanted to. In Central 

Oregon in May you have these hail showers and storm cells that will come over and 

it will get very dark, and then the cloud goes away from the sun and it gets very 

bright. And what you see the jury  doing at times was watching Mrs. Nolan to see 

how she dealt with these changes in light. Because she would wear her sunglasses 

until it got very dark, and then she would take them off and wait until it got very 

bright again, and then she would put her sunglasses back on for her photophobia. 

Well, a couple of times she was so enraptured with what was going on on 

the witness stand that it would get exquisitely bright in the courtroom, and she 

would forget to put her sunglasses on. And she would be staring absolutely wide-

eyed at the witness, and the jury would be elbowing one another and pointing at 

the plaintiff. So you knew that they were getting it. 

I told my secretary, “Well, she had been very good looking before the trial.” 

She said, “I think she was on Town Hall last night,” the TV show that Jack 

Faust used to host on Sunday evenings. 

And I said, “Really? What was the topic of discussion?”  

And she said, “Near-death experiences.  

"Really?” And I said, “Well, what did Mrs. Nolan have to say?” 

And she said, “Well, she was in the front row of the show, and they 

interviewed her twice, and her near-death experience was a collision with another 

skier at Mt. Bachelor [MO chuckles]. And she described how she had an out-of-

body experience in  the hospital at St. Charles, and she was floating above her 

body and looking at the doctors working over her as they resuscitated her.” Nothing 

like that in the records—that she was near-death and they were resuscitating her, 

in any record, anywhere. But this was her story. And meanwhile the studio lights, 

as you can imagine, are very bright, shining right in her face, and she has no 
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glasses on whatsoever, and she looks like a million bucks when I get a hold of the 

tape and I look at it. And I am thinking, Wow. I can’t wait for            this deposition 

to see what she looks like in the deposition and how she does with the lights. I 

decide that I would videotape the deposition. I notice the deposition for a videotape 

as well as stenography. 

We arrange the room so that the window faced the east towards Mt. Hood in 

the plaintiff’s lawyer’s office, and it was a morning deposition, so the sun was 

beating right  in the window, and she is looking right out the window and she is not 

having any trouble with the lights at all. And she is taking this deposition— oh, the 

other thing is, the second time she was interviewed, what does she say? She 

described what happened to her in the accident and what her injuries were, and her 

description of the injuries was nowhere contained in that two-page list of the injuries 

in the complaint when we went to trial— nothing like that at all was part of her 

injuries. She complained not a word about MS, not a word about organic brain 

damage, not a word about horrible orthopedic injuries— nothing like that was 

mentioned. She was clearly getting around just fine. 

So I take her deposition, and at one point the young lawyer who is a partner 

of Gary Rankin [?] is in the room with her, and she is explaining to me how her 

current chiropractor has told her that her vertebrae, as a result of this ski accident 

in 19--, probably ’87 or ’88, as I recall, her vertebrae are swelling as a result of the 

accident now, some almost eight or nine years later. And at that point her lawyer 

dropped his pen and I can hear him—and you can hear it on the video tape of the 

deposition—he is snickering under the desk at his client explanation of her 

chiropractor saying her vertebrae are swelling as a result of the accident. 

We knew that they had in excess of fifty thousand dollars in expert witness 

fees from that first trial. And we also knew that they had gotten sued by several of 

the experts to get paid, because they weren’t getting paid. The case ended up 

settling for less than a fourth of what the attorney’s fees were for the first trial, for 

us, to avoid the second trial. And less than half of what their expert fees were for 

the first trial—just because it was just going to be too expensive to go do this all 

over again. 
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And, as a result, we never got the trial court to rule on my interpretation of 

Nolan v. Mt. Bachelor and how it had to be fifty percent or more the operator’s fault 

and you added the inherent risk percentage to the plaintiff’s percentage to see if 

her recovery is barred. Later trial cases, the trial courts adopted that interpretation. 

Even though we would have had to retry Nolan, it is almost a better scenario 

because it is hard to imagine a jury deciding that between the plaintiff’s negligence 

and the inherent risk of the sport that you are ever going to get fifty percent on the 

operator, unless the operator really did something horrible. And I know Mt. 

Bachelor’s practice was, if they thought they did something wrong, ski statute or 

not, they stepped in and settled the case—and just did it, because they thought that 

was the right thing to do. But that was Nolan v. Mt. Bachelor and Jessup v. Mt. 

Bachelor. 

The third Mt. Bachelor case was Farina v. Mt. Bachelor. It is of interest only 

because of a procedural wrinkle that was odd. In that case, the skier was injured 

on a slope, and he had claimed the slope had been improperly maintained by the 

mountain. He had a season’s pass, as I recall. We moved for some rejudgment 

based on the release language on the season pass. Judge [Donald C.] Ashmanskas 

in this court, I argued the motion in the trial court because I wasn’t a magistrate 

judge yet. I argued it in the trial court, and Judge Ashmanskas awarded us summary 

judgement on the basis of the release based on a case called Mann v. Wetter.  It 

was a scuba diving case where a release was used to block a negligence lawsuit, 

the theory being that if you are engaged in a recreational activity, that sort of 

prerelease is all right because it is not an essential service. If you were providing 

medical services or something like that that would be considered an essential 

service, the court had left open in Mann v. Wetter the possibility that those releases 

would be unconscionable. 

So, we won summary [chair squeaks] judgement, the plaintiff’s lawyer and I 

and the court refused to take the appeal. The plaintiff hired a new lawyer from 

Rhode Island, who took the appeal in the Ninth Circuit. The Ninth Circuit decided 

Farina on an issue that had never been briefed in the trial court, never been briefed 
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in the Ninth Circuit, never been argued or questioned about at oral argument at the 

Ninth Circuit on an obscure point of Oregon law, and they got it wrong. 

We were sent back for trial in the trial court. And by this time I am a part-time 

magistrate judge. I can’t handle the case. Fortunately, the Oregon Court of Appeals 

at the same time as that came out, about three months later, had a release case to 

decide, and the plaintiff in that case had been thrown out of court on summary 

judgement, and the  Oregon Court of Appeals was presented by the plaintiff’s 

lawyer on that appeal with the Farina decision in the Ninth Circuit, saying that 

Oregon law says that that release is bad. The Oregon Court of Appeals said the 

Ninth Circuit screwed up. That is not what Oregon law says at all. We decide what 

Oregon law says; they don’t. And they reversed Farina. They said Farina is not the 

law of Oregon, and they upheld the release. 

My partner, I discussed that with him, and he refiled for summary judgement 

in Farina in this court, and by that time Judge Marsh had the case. And he 

convinced Judge Marsh that the Ninth Circuit was wrong, based on this Oregon 

Court of Appeals case after Farina that specifically said Farina was wrong. And it 

was the first time that I am aware of in history that the trial court in Oregon got to 

reverse the Ninth Circuit and grant summary judgement. And the case never got 

appealed again. 

So those are my three memorable Mt. Bachelor trials. 

 

MO: Wow. Sounds like they are memorable. 

 

DH: They certainly are. There is a long history of Mr. Nolan after that. That case 

was—we started on a Thursday and I came back. You know, I told you that Owen 

Panner was a legend in Central Oregon. I had always heard stories about how he 

always found a way to say good morning and good night to all of the jurors every 

day at trial. And for the life of me I couldn’t figure out how a trial lawyer could do 

that because the rules are very clear. You are not to talk to the jurors. I thought, 

How could he do this and get away with it and have this wonderful reputation? 
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So Friday in that trial the plaintiff’s lawyer had called one of my ski instructors 

as a witness, and I got to, in cross examination, put on my video tape recreation of 

what he was doing at the scene and show them the scene—my poor man’s jury 

view, as I had mentioned earlier. It was a wonderful way to send them home for the 

weekend with the defendant’s theory of the case instead of the plaintiff’s theory of 

the case. 

And I finish showing the video. The courtroom is absolutely packed. The 

judge adjourns for the day. Everybody stands up as his honor is leaving the bench, 

and he has asked me to move the video equipment out of the jury’s path so that 

they can exit the courtroom without worrying about the cords. I wheeled the 

equipment back out of the way, and I am standing behind all of the people who are 

have stood up for the judge to leave the courtroom, and the judge has just left the 

bench. And the jury is walking by, and I am looking up this aisle way, and the jury 

is walking by, and they are looking down the aisle at me. And they are all mouthing 

to me, “Have a nice weekend.” And I am saying, “Good night,” and realizing, maybe 

this is how Owen Panner did it [both chuckle]. 

That Friday night I get back to the office, and there is a phone message—an 

anonymous phone call for you to call back about your trial. I called the number at 

six o’clock that evening, and it was a woman. And she said, “Are you representing 

Mt. Bachelor in a case against the Nolan’s in trial right now?” 

I said, “Yes.” 

And she said, “Is Mrs. Nolan claiming to have wage loss from not being able 

to work in her job at the insurance agency of Mr. Nolan? 

And I said, “Well, yes she is. She is claiming to have lost about a thousand 

dollars a month for three years as a result. And she claims that she will never be 

able to work there again.” 

And she said, “She has never worked there a day in her life. You need to talk 

to these two people who ran the office because they will testify to that in court. And 

they became surprise witnesses later in the case against the Nolan’s. 

 

MO: And did you ever learn the identity of who called you? 
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DH: I did find out how it came to me. There was a lawyer in Portland who I had  

played softball with named Lee Aaronson. And Lee either knew the anonymous 

person who had called me, or knew someone who was the boyfriend of that woman, 

and this woman had been talking to either her boyfriend or to Lee about her 

concerns. She had been fired at the insurance agency, and her concerns about the 

fact that the Nolans were trumping up a claim that was phony, and that it was just 

not right and something needed to happen. And he had encouraged her to call the 

trial lawyer, and especially when he found out it was me. And he didn’t get in the 

middle. I found out about this probably five years after we tried that case. I bumped 

into Lee and he asked me if I had remembered my anonymous phone call in the 

Nolan trial. And I said, “How could I forget it?” Nothing like that ever happened. It 

has never happened before or since to me. But everything happened in that case. 

 

MO: Well, those are great stories [both laugh]. Maybe we will leave it here today. 

 

DH: Okay. Sounds good. 

 

MO: Great. 

 

[End of Interview 4] 
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Judge Dennis Hubel, Interview Five 
2015 April 30 

 

MO: Okay. This is Michael O’Rourke, and today’s date is April 30, 2015. 

Continuing the oral history, now, with Judge Hubel in his chambers here at the U.S. 

Courthouse. 

You were just telling me, before we got the recorder on, about another 

interesting case you had. Can you, first of all, tell us, what was the name of the 

case, and how it unfolded? 

 

DH: Sure. This was a case when I was still practicing in Portland. In 1982 we 

went to trial in the fall. The parties in the case were Mountain Fir Lumber Company. 

They were a timber company that owed some timberland up on Mt. Hood—

somewhat on the eastern slope of Mt. Hood. There had been a fire that had caught 

on their property, and it destroyed a bunch of their timber. And it also, then, 

happened to spread to about fifteen to twenty downwind properties. And those 

people all sued. Along with the Mountain Fir Lumber Company, there were separate 

lawsuits against my client, which was Temple Distributing Company—a gasoline 

distribution company that was headquartered in The Dalles. 

In the course of the development of the case, I had added a party to the case 

called Richmond Brother’s Service, if I remember the name correctly. Now, Tom 

Tongue, Dunn Carney, trial lawyers of some prominence in Portland, was 

representing Mountain Fir Lumber Company. Dick Lang was my senior partner at 

the time. He and I represented Temple Distributing. And Richmond Brothers was 

represented by Jim Gidley, another prominent Portland trial lawyer. 

The theory that I had in the case was—the facts of the case were fairly simple 

in what was initially said in the report, but they get a little complicated as you go to 

trial. In simplified terms, my client’s gasoline distribution truck, had engine troubles, 

and they had distributed gasoline from The Dalles out through places like Maupin 

and east-of-the- mountain locations. And then they also supplied, the Bear Springs 
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Ranger Station—the national U.S. Forest Service station on the national forest, up 

on Mt. Hood. When they needed their truck serviced, they would use Richmond 

Brothers’ service, a local service station—oddly enough, run by two brothers in 

Maupin, Oregon. And they did the engine work on this truck. 

And this truck was having problems; it would miss, and it would stall, and 

then it would have trouble getting started. And the Richmond Brothers had gotten 

it going, and it was limping along doing sort of okay, but it was still having some 

problems that they hadn’t quite solved. This one particular hot summer day, 

probably in about 1980 or ’81, the driver for Temple Distributing distributed some 

gas to Richmond Brothers in Maupin, leaves Maupin and heads up—gosh I don’t 

know, my memory said that it is Highway  216, but that is probably wrong—from 

Maupin, generally, up towards Mt. Hood to Bear Springs Ranger Station. 

And he stops along the way at the Blue Boar [?] Inn, as I recall—has lunch—

and after lunch he gets the truck started, but it is having some real problems on 

this hot day. And so he looks for a shady spot to kind of pull the truck over and see 

if he can get the engine to respond better. He pulls underneath a big pine tree—I 

don’t remember, I think   it was probably a Ponderosa Pine. And he is underneath 

that tree, and he gets out of the truck and happens to glance back at the tanks at 

the back of his truck before he opens up the hood to look at the engine [?]. And he 

notices there are flames coming out of the   vents in the back of these gas tanks. 

And, you know, we are not talking about the gas tank for the truck, we are talking 

about the delivery gas. It was holding hundreds of gallons of gasoline [MO 

chuckles]. 

He was a fairly responsible guy, so he says, well, I’ve got a fire. I’ll get my 

fire extinguisher out. And he pulls out his little fire extinguisher from back behind 

the  driver’s seat and empties that and accomplishes nothing in putting out the fire. 

And he went to grab another one and climb up on the back of the truck to put it out. 

And watching this unfold is a U.S. Forest Service truck that is off to the side of the 

road at an intersection doing some paperwork. And they notice this problem, and 

they figure, this is going to be an explosive problem here, real soon [MO chuckles]. 
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No pun intended. And so they call in their fire crews to come out and help put this 

out. 

Well, the tree that he pulled underneath to check his truck out was on 

property owned by Mountain Fir Lumber Company. And, sure enough, within a 

couple of  minutes, the lower branches of that tree, the pine needles caught, and 

up goes the tree like a torch. Earlier that summer, probably springtime, Mountain 

Fir had logged a couple hundred acres; they had not quite logged it all. And they, 

of course, they had a bunch of slash from the logging operation. And you had 

options under the state statutory scheme at the time, probably still the same 

options, I would imagine, to either treat the slash—you could remove it, you could 

grind it up and disperse it, you could pile it and burn it—or you could opt for an 

economic solution to your problem of selling it to the state for the risk of that slash 

catching fire for so many dollars per acre. 

And as it develops, it is always a lot cheaper to sell the slash to the state, 

which basically, was shifting the liability—you weren’t going to be responsible to 

the state for fire suppression costs for your slash if you paid them to take on the 

risk. So that is what Mountain Fir Lumber Company had done. And they had left 

this slash, of which by September, when this is happening, was bright red slash 

and tinder dry. I mean, it is like your Christmas tree from two years ago—it is that 

dry and brittle and ready to catch fire. And it was, by everyone’s description, piled 

somewhere between waist and chest deep throughout this couple hundred acres of 

land. 

 

MO: Whoa. 

 

DH: Very [?] situation. And this pine tree at the edge of it catches fire. And it just 

roared through that property. In a matter of minutes it crossed the two hundred 

acres; it is now going into the downwind property owner’s property, which didn’t 

have any slash on it, and burning up their property. And eventually, the Forest 

Service gets it under control. By the time it is done it has burned probably three-

four hundred acres. 
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The credible witnesses at the trial suggested that had the slash not been 

there, this fire probably would have been put out by the initial, immediate call for 

fire support, which came very quickly from the Forest Service. They probably would 

have contained this at something around a quarter to a half an acre. 

So, Mountain Fir wanted several hundred thousand dollars from Temple 

Distributing for the loss of —the remaining timber that they had that hadn’t been 

logged. And the downstream owners wanted all the damages from theirs, and that 

added up to several hundred more thousand dollars of damages. These were all 

separate lawsuits in The Dalles, and they were all in front of Judge John Jelderks, 

who normally sat in Hood River, but also went out to The Dalles. He is now a retired 

magistrate judge on our court. 

So the case goes to trial in the fall of ’82. I had hired a retired Forest Service 

employee, Wayne Maxwell was his name—a wonderful witness. He comes out of 

central casting. He is six-two, nice build, wavy white hair—looks like he probably 

knows everything there is to know about fire suppression, and how to fight fires, 

and what the fueling is. And he has done all of the calculations on what would have 

happened to this fire had it not had the slash. And, of course, we know what 

happened when the slash was there. So that is my star witness. 

We start the trial, and there are competing experts on what the cause of the 

fire was and what could have been the case. Mountain Fir is trying to prove it is our 

negligence in maintaining the truck that caused this to happen, and we are trying 

to prove it is Richmond Brothers, because they maintained the truck. It must have 

had something to do with the engine that did this. And Jim Gidley is saying, “Yeah, 

I don’t know who you guys are blaming, but it is not us. We are just two brothers in 

Maupin, Oregon trying to make a living running a service station. 

So we start to pick a jury in The Dalles. A little side story—along the way, 

interesting, we had a motion for [rustling sounds] summary judgement at the 

compound trial saying we sold our liability to the state because I had contended 

that their failure to treat their slash was a cause of the damage to their own property, 

comparative fault, and that that should bar their recovery—because it was more 

than fifty percent of the cause of their damages, since my theory was it would have 
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been a half-acre fire at most, instead of two hundred acres on their land. Tom files 

a summary judgement motion in front of Judge Jelderks saying, we sold our liability 

to the state. We cannot be at fault anymore. 

I said, “No, no, no. That is just between you and the state for the fire 

suppression cost. And when you want to sue for your own damage to somebody 

else, your negligence is still in play.” 

And we are having the oral argument in The Dalles, in front of Judge 

Jelderks, and I notice that there was a gentleman that looked kind of familiar to me 

in the back of the courtroom. And we finished the oral argument, and Judge 

Jelderks pipes up and says, “Mr. Tongue, I see your father, Tom Tongue, Sr. is in 

the back of the courtroom”—retired Supreme Court justice from Oregon. “Can I 

invite you and him back into chambers for a conversation? And would council have 

any objection to me having a ex parte contact like this—we won’t be talking about 

the case?” 

Of course, I didn’t object. But I was feeling, oh my god [DH chuckles]! here 

is a retired Supreme Court justice in the back of the courtroom, kind of in support 

of his son arguing this motion against me. I am in deep, deep trouble. [MO laughs] 

Anyway, motion was denied, and we go to trial. We are starting to pick the 

jury, and the judge calls, gosh, with the three sides in it he probably called twelve 

plus at least three each—so he called twenty-one jurors in to be questioned, voir 

dired. Three of those twenty-one were—and remember this was fall of 1982—three 

of the twenty-one are dressed in various shades of red, and it is very clear to all of 

the lawyers and the judge in the courtroom that these are Rajneeshees. And this 

was a time when they were all registering to vote so that they could kind of influence 

the local politics more. 

 

MO: Take over—right. 

 

DH: Legitimately, I suppose, in their view. And this was the first trial that any 

judge in the state of Oregon had had, according to Judge Jelderks, where 

Rajneeshees had been called in on the jury pool. And we had a couple of recesses 
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along the way during our voir dire, and there were open conversations between the 

judge and Tom Tongue and Jim Gidley and myself and Dick Lang about, what are 

we going to do? Who are they likely to be in favor of? These were professional 

people. There was an accountant, as I recall. 

 

MO: Among the Rajneeshees? 

 

DH: Among the Rajneeshees. They were all three professional people in their 

careers before they had become converts of the Bhagwan. 

 

MO: Right. 

 

DH: And so, in the end, none of us challenged them, either peremptorily or for 

cause. We couldn’t think of a cause reason that was going to work [MO laughs]. 

And in the end we decided that the likelihood of three Rajneeshees taking control 

of a twelve-person jury in The Dalles where nine of the people—you only needed 

nine people for a verdict— where nine of the people were not Rajneeshees, was 

pretty small. So we all just took a deep breath and left them on the jury. 

The jury was out for quite a while, and they had a couple of questions that made it 

look like, my expert had made a pretty good pitch and was being bought by the jury, 

but in the end I learned a harsh lesson that day—you don’t read too much into the 

jury’s questions. What looked like a sure win turned into Tom Tongue’s client got a 

verdict but his client was thirty percent at fault. We owed seventy percent of their 

damages, and I  had to eat thirty percent of them. 

Now, the good news for us was, then, Tom tried to take the position that 

didn’t mean anything for these other property owners, who were now next down the 

line, and I said, “It means one thing. It means your client is negligent, but it doesn’t 

tell us anything about the percentage in causing their damages that your client is 

responsible for. I am going to take the position,” I said, “that they’re responsible for 

one hundred percent of it because the fire would have stopped on your property 

and never gotten to theirs, but for the slash.” 
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We settled. His insurance company decided to pay thirty percent of the rest 

of the cases, and we took depositions to figure out what those were worth, and we 

ended up settling the cases for a reasonable sum. But it was an interesting case 

both from factual theories that developed and [present any ?] into the jury, but also 

from the standpoint of an interesting jury problem of, who is going to take 

Rajneeshees on the jury. And the fact that when they first came to Oregon they 

weren’t registering to vote, and so they weren’t really populating jury pools. 

 

MO: Sure. Yes. 

 

DH: Anyway. That was that case. 

 

MO: But I guess the Rajneeshees on the jury didn’t have any noticeable impact 

as a result of them being Rajneeshees? 

 

DH: No, I don’t think they did. 

 

MO: Of course, you weren’t in the jury room [MO chuckles]. 

 

DH: Yes. I wasn’t in the jury room. I don’t know how the deliberations went. There 

was a poll of the jury afterward. I wish I could tell you I remembered what the poll 

was and how they voted. But the fact is that I can’t, and that in conversations over 

the years neither Judge Jelderks, Tom Tongue, nor Jim Gidley claimed to 

remember the voting patterns either leads me to think that the three of them kind 

of followed the majority, and that if it wasn’t a unanimous verdict  it was close 

enough, and they weren’t certainly isolated as three lone souls out there. 

 

MO: Yes. It sounds like the Rajneeshee community didn’t have any particular 

stake in this case, in any case. 
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DH: They didn’t, and I think that my take-away from it was they behaved as 

rational citizens of the jury, which is all I can ask for. 

 

MO: Sure. Well, as you pointed out, these were professional people before they 

were Rajneeshees. 

 

DH: They were. And you know, that was one of the dilemmas for us, was so often 

in a case where you have got some complicated facts to present, you want some 

intelligent people on the jury who can understand and digest the facts and the 

theories and apply them to the facts. It is not always easy to get. So, while there 

was some concern about what were their biases going to be, if any, it was also 

some reluctance to discharge them in favor of people who might be less 

sophisticated and less able to digest the theories that were being presented. 

 

MO: [MO clears throat] Well, the general topic of this case brings up [MO clears 

throat]— excuse me—just gave me another question in general, and that is, when 

you were a lawyer, how do you size up the potential jury and twelve-person red 

flags that maybe would cause you to challenge a juror. 

 

DH: Well, obviously, if they were doing business with one party or another, that 

was an automatic challenge for cause, and you would want to get them out of there. 

If it was doing business with your opponent, you would surely want them out of 

there, unless they had a bad taste in their mouth from that business. If they were 

doing business with your client, the other guy would want them out of there, and 

you might too, if they had a bad experience with your client. Those kinds of obvious 

ones that were challenges for cause, you would kind of go through and try to explore 

those topics, generally speaking, with the jury. 

Obviously, if you are on the defense side of civil cases, which I was most of 

the time, particularly early on in my practice, you were concerned about what their 

experience with the legal system was, and had they had an experience with it, either 

themselves or their family members or close personal friends. If they had had an 
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experience, or any of that group had had an experience with the legal system, was 

it as a defendant, or was it as a plaintiff? And in the end of the day, how did they 

feel about the process? You didn’t ever want to probe into finding out what the 

outcome was, but you did want to know if they felt like it was a fair process, and if 

you could ask a question that got them to, even without asking it directly, but if it 

got them to volunteer information about how it came out, and then you knew how 

they felt about it, that really tells you a lot about whether you wanted this person 

on the jury or not. 

One of the things—we call it jury selection—we have called it that for 

hundreds of years. But in the end, as you have tried several cases you begin to 

realize, you are not picking the jury, you are picking who is not going to be on the 

jury. It is a deselection process, where you are picking those people who you think 

are the most-potentially problematic for your theory or your client in a case and you 

are trying to remove them from the jury pool—either for cause, and preserving your 

peremptory challenges so you don’t have to explain, or in the end, using your 

peremptory challenges to get them off. One of the things I was taught early on was, 

be careful in spending your last challenge because you don’t know who is out there 

in the pool yet to come up. And you don’t have any idea what their biases are. You 

may be excusing someone that you are, well, of the people left, this person is 

potentially problematic, but not too bad—you may be exchanging that person for 

someone who is completely biased against you and you have got nowhere to go 

now. And so you tried to not spend that last challenge unwisely. 

Those were some of the things that I looked for. You hear a lot of theories 

about, are school teachers good to have on the case or bad to have on the case if 

you are a plaintiff or defendant? A union member—good people to have on a case 

or bad people to have on a case? Those rules of thumb never seemed to work for 

me. I always felt like it was much better to hone in on that person and know more 

about them than just what their occupation was. What was their experience in life? 

Were they a person who had had six workers’ compensation claims in their career? 

And you start to get the impression that they are a little claim oriented, and maybe 
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they are not very helpful to you as a defendant—or if you are the plaintiff, that they 

might be helpful. 

I don’t care if they are the boss, if they spend all of their time suing people, I  

don’t really want them on the jury as a defendant. And likewise if they have been 

sued a bunch of times and felt like it was a bunch of baloney that they got sued, 

they might be the union member or a member of some group that historically 

lawyers thought  were going to be pro-plaintiff, but you have to get past that rule 

and look at what their personal experience was and just say, “You know, this person 

thinks that everybody should be personally responsible for themselves” and that is 

the kind of people you want as defense lawyers. 

So, those were some of the things that we looked at. As time went on, once 

you  get over the nerves of your first several trials and get into this rhythm of trying 

to find out who these people are, you start to have enough time to think about the 

other aspects of jury selection that the really good trial lawyers will talk to you about 

if you get down to   it. Things like, what is your purpose in voir dire? Is it just to find 

out about the jurors and get a fair and unbiased jury? Or is it, as some lawyers put 

it, to get as biased a jury in  your favor as you can? Or is it to start to influence their 

decision-making process? Is it to start to build a rapport with them that you are 

someone who can be trusted so that when the evidence is being presented from 

your point of view that more likely that they will be viewed in your theories than the 

other side’s theories? Is it better to set them up to teach themselves how to make 

decisions and, kind of, have them be the ones who are making the decisions? 

I remember writing an article one time, I think it was for the litigation section 

newsletter on a jury selection. And I probably called it “Jury Deselection” and I had 

been thinking about it in these terms, that I have been just describing, when I wrote 

the article. I said, “You know, think about it in a simplistic term of a slip-and-fall 

case. What is the most effective way to get the jury, if you are a defendant, to think 

about a slip-and-fall, personal-injury case from your client’s point of view in a way 

that they are the ones being the advocates in the jury room at deliberation time, 

rather than you?” Because it is always better if the jury makes the decision 

themselves. They are more likely to not to change their mind, than if you convinced 
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them to make it and told them what decision to make. I said, “Maybe in your voir 

dire method—” 

Because by this time they had shifted from the early days of my practice, 

where you would start with juror number one, the plaintiff would ask all of their 

questions, and the defendant would ask all of their questions. You would move to 

juror number two and you would repeat that process, ad nauseam through twelve 

jurors. I was writing this article, thanks to a lawyer from Wyoming—famous trial 

lawyer whose name is slipping my mind—and he had shifted to a system where you 

could inquire the whole panel at once, and you could have group questions and 

have them raise their hands in response and kind of move through many topics 

quickly. I said, maybe an example of this kind of idea of getting the jury to educate 

themselves about what your theory is in a slip-and-fall case, maybe you want to 

think about approaching voir dire like this: you ask the panel, “Can I see a show of 

hands, how many of you have ever slipped and fallen in your life?” 

Typically, you will get every hand going up. Because everyone has fallen at 

some time. 

  And, “Okay, well, how many of you who have slipped and fallen have hurt 

  

yourself to the point that you were feeling some pain and it lasted more than a day 

or two?” 

And it is not uncommon to get a vast majority of the jurors who have still in 

that situation. Maybe you will get ten of the twelve. 

“Okay, of you who have slipped and fallen and had a lingering injury, how 

many of you have filed a lawsuit against somebody for causing your injury?” 

And nobody raises their hand. Now what has just happened? You have 

learned something about them. And it seems like a reasonable line of inquiry for 

you. But you have also had them tell themselves something about themselves. They 

have all had the experience of slipping and falling. Most of them, the vast majority 

of them, have gotten hurt in that process. And not a one of them has chosen to 

point the finger at someone else for causing their own injuries. They are going to 

remember that when it gets time to deliberate [MO chuckles]. That is their common 
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experience, and that is what you are trying to sell as a defense lawyer to them; the 

idea that, we are all responsible for our own safety. And slips and falls are most 

often at least in some part caused by our own neglect. Certainly there are 

exceptions to that, but that was kind of where I got to, as my career progressed in 

thinking about my jury selections. How do I get the jury to convince themselves to 

make the decision that I want them to make? And how do I find people in voir dire 

who might be likely to be persuasive in convincing the others to my way of thinking. 

 

MO: And you, in general, has your experience with juries been that they get it 

right? Or wrong? [MO chuckles] 

 

DH: Well, most often, the vast majority of the time, even when I have lost as a 

trial lawyer, I think that the jury has gotten it pretty right. There has been a time or 

two when I have thought they have really missed the boat, and I can kind of look 

back at the trial and say, here is where I think it happened. But for the most part, 

that doesn’t happen very often. And as a judge, [pause] three times I took a verdict 

away from a party. All three of them happen to have been plaintiffs’ verdicts. The 

first one was a patent infringement case. What the plaintiff’s burden of proof in that 

case was to prove that the offending device, and I thought about this case more 

later, maybe, that the offending device did exactly the same thing that the patented 

device did in exactly the same way. And they never, ever, presented any proof 

about how their—this was a software patent—how their software accomplished this 

task. And they never presented any evidence of exactly how the offending software 

accomplished this task. They relied on advertising from the offending company 

about what their product did. And the jury gave them a big verdict. 

And there had been a motion for an essentially directed verdict in the case, 

and I denied it, figuring it was a close enough question, and I figured that the jury 

with the instructions that they were going to get would see that this was the burden 

of proof, this is what had to be proven, and they would figure out that there wasn’t 

any proof about this. 
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But they didn’t. They gave a substantial verdict to the plaintiff, and I took the 

verdict away from the plaintiff—took the verdict away from them, and they 

appealed, of course, the plaintiff did, to the federal circuit. And the defendant 

appealed on some issues as well. And then there was a squabble about which 

issues were still ripe. The federal circuit decided that I was wrong about there not 

being enough evidence for the jury to return the verdict, but they also, as I recall, 

affirmed me on several points of my construction of the claims in the patent. And 

as a result of that it was going to come back for trial with some clear guidance that 

what I had done as a trial judge initially was going to be done again. And there 

wasn’t going to be a fight again about whether my instructions were adequate or 

my construction of the claims were adequate. Then, there was also a layer of 

question there about—well, that can wait another day. The point is  that that was a 

case in which I felt strongly that the jury had gotten it wrong. 

And there was a trademark case—[questioning himself] it was a trademark 

but it was also a copyright case, primarily a copyright case. I can’t remember the 

plaintiff’s name, but the defendant was Allegro Music, here in Portland. The 

allegation was that Allegro had infringed this—the woman plaintiff’s company 

produced a lot of recordings of nature sounds and Allegro worked with her, as I 

recall, and got the rights to produce and sell some of them. But, they greatly 

exceeded that and didn’t let her know what they had done, and so she was wanting 

to reap the proceeds of what her license agreement was from these breeches of 

what the defendant had. 

In the process of closing argument in that case, her lawyer was a self-

proclaimed expert in First Amendment and copyright law from L.A.—had made an 

argument that was clearly a misstatement of the law. And he had been told that by 

me in front of the jury, and the jury, in giving their verdict, uncharacteristically, made 

notes on their verdict form. And it made it clear that they had gone down this wrong 

path that the lawyer had led them. I took that portion of the verdict away, and I said, 

“You can have the lesser verdict, without the inappropriate calculation the jury 

made, or you can have no verdict and come back and go to trial again. Your choice, 

plaintiff.” 
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And the plaintiff chose to appeal that denial of that portion of the verdict. And 

that case settled on appeal. That was, again, a case where I thought that it was 

very clear that the jury had made a mistake. Not because they didn’t follow my 

instructions, but because of some misconduct by the lawyer. 

Both of those happened in my first term as a full-time magistrate judge, and 

so when you come up for reappointment as a magistrate judge, the bar has solicited 

for comments about your appearance and impartiality. And the court by that time 

had been  on electronic filing for a number of years, and of course, lawyers had to 

register with the court to do the electronic filing. You had to have an email address. 

Well, the traditional way of soliciting comments from the public in a bar for a 

reappointment of a magistrate judge was to publish a notice in the Oregonian in the 

classified ads and to publish it in the Oregon State Bar Bulletin in the classified 

ads. And you would get a handful of comments. 

One morning, when I got to work, I got a copy of the email that the court had 

sent to every lawyer registered to practice in the district of Oregon soliciting 

comments by email about the reappointment of Judge Hubel, and I thought, holy 

moly! [both chuckle] In this day of email and people being able to respond 

instantaneously to requests and sometimes without the most forethought about 

what they are going to say. I thought, wow, this was going to be something. I wonder 

what is going to happen now. 

As it turns out, the two plaintiff’s lawyers in those two cases, they weren’t 

supposed to tell me what their comments were—I wasn’t supposed to ever see 

them. They both hard copied mailed copies of their comments to the review 

committee, and they sent me a blind copy. And they both said that they were 

probably in as good a position as anybody to be critical of Judge Hubel because he 

had taken away a hard-won plaintiff’s verdict for them, but that in hindsight, they 

thought that I had been fair and impartial and done my job well, and that they 

recommended me for reappointment. 

And I thought, that feels good. I like that. That felt like, if I was going to get 

praise from anybody I rather get it from somebody that I had to do something hard 

with than from somebody that I had been kind to, in their perception of the result. 
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And the third one that I took away was a very recent trial. It also settled on  

appeal. All three of those cases settled on appeal—one after multiple appeals, the 

patent case, which we will talk about later, had so many layers to it that it took years 

to resolve. But it eventually settled as well. Interestingly enough, it settled when a 

second jury in a second patent infringement case against a different infringing 

software company returned a verdict and said the patent was invalid. As I recall, I 

had decided that there wasn’t enough evidence to support an infringement claim 

because they hadn’t proved that the infringing devise did the exactly same thing in 

exactly the same way. This second jury said the patent itself was invalid because 

it wasn’t something new and novel. It was a science that was known and used and 

obvious to anyone skilled in the art and therefore not patentable. I felt like I was 

vindicated in the end, but for the wrong reason. I came up with the wrong reason, 

according to the federal circuit. 

So, that is my experience with juries. Other than those three times, I think 

they, in my experience, have gotten it right as a judge. There has been times when 

I might have quibbled with some of the nuances that they did, but overall I think 

that they reached a fair and just result. 

 

DH: Okay. I am going to just pause here for a second— 

 

 

[End of Interview 5] 
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Judge Dennis Hubel, Interview Six 
2015 July 8 

 

MO: Okay. Today is July 8, 2015, and continuing the oral history with Judge 

Dennis Hubel in his courtroom. I guess permanently your courtroom now, because 

I saw your name on the door. Is that right? 

 

DH: Right. Well, we moved my chambers up here when my replacement came on 

board the first of the year. 

 

MO: Mm-hmm. Okay. Well, we’re doing some make up here based on losing a 

little bit of our last interview. So, let’s talk about some of the cases that you handled 

when you were with the Karnopp firm I guess. Okay? 

 

DH: That time with that firm started in the spring of 1987 and I left for the fulltime 

appointment in, at the end of ’97. So about eleven years that I was there. I guess 

the first thing I’d say about that time was one of the things I noticed immediately 

was the, the difference in the interest in going to trial amongst the lawyers in Central 

Oregon versus in Portland. What I’d been experiencing in Portland for a number of 

years was a dwindling number of cases going to trial and all the lawyers were 

experiencing that, the civil trial lawyers. When I went to Bend it was, at least for me 

who enjoyed going to trial, it was kind of a breath of fresh air that my number of 

trials per year jumped dramatically. It went from perhaps ten or twelve a year up to 

twenty or more the first few years there. And then it started to come down as well 

as the pressure on the cost of going to trial and the ability to get time in the 

courtroom for civil cases increased. Over time, there’s just been fewer and fewer 

cases go to trial. I had the good fortune in Bend of having a lot more trials in those 

early years. A lot of the cases were mundane cases that really don’t merit a lot of 

discussion. But some of them were kind of unique. 

But before I get to those I’d say I noticed one other thing in Central Oregon 

that  in the first half of my practice as a trial lawyer, about eleven years in Portland, 
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every year the bar would come out with a questionnaire and ask you what 

committees or panels of  the bar would you like to volunteer your services for. I, 

every year, would dutifully fill that out and every year get nothing in terms of 

appointments to any committees. And my first year in Bend I dutifully filled out the, 

the list and suddenly I was on the coveted Procedure and Practice Committee for— 

actually, I guess the first committee I was on was the Civil Jury Instruction 

Committee. And that was right out of the box! I get there and I’m appointed to that 

committee and it was a three year term. I was fortunate to serve with some very 

good people. I think the chairman of the committee when I started was Anna Brown, 

civil lawyer in Portland who eventually became a circuit judge in Portland and then 

a district judge in our court shortly after I joined the court. Chris Lamar, a circuit 

judge in Portland was the secretary of the committee as I started and I moved 

through and became chair of that committee. 

And, you weren’t supposed to get another appointment to a committee once 

you got off. You were supposed to rotate those., but I went ahead and applied for 

another committee and the next thing I knew, it was right on the heels of that Jury 

Instruction Committee; I was on the Civil Procedure Committee. And that was a 

committee that everyone wants to be on. So I guess the good news for somebody 

that was outside the Portland metro area is that there were few enough lawyers 

who volunteered that, in the interest of geographic diversity, you got whatever you 

asked for in terms of bar activities from Central Oregon, which was a lot of fun. I 

met a lot of good people and had a lot of good experiences with those bar activities 

and enjoyed my six years on those two committees and my chairmanships of both 

of them. 

So, the cases while I was there, there were certainly some interesting ones. 

I want to talk a little about three cases with the Warm Springs Tribe, which was a 

long-term client of the firm. Their client relationship with the firm started with Owen 

Panner when he began his practice in the early ‘50s, and they are still a client of 

the firm today in 2015. And I, as the kind of the head of the litigation department, 

got involved in many of their situations, but three kind of stick out in my mind. They 

have an annual celebration, I think it’s in June, called Pi-Ume-Sha. And they invite 
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all the tribes of Oregon to participate. It’s really a festival and there’s a lot of tents 

and exhibits that are set up and hundreds, if not thousands, of people come to enjoy 

the festival. There’s a lot of temporary power for the festival. 

This case that I handled for them grew out of a very sad event there where 

one of the transformers got overloaded, exploded and hot oil from inside the 

transformer badly burnt a young man, who was about twelve or thirteen, as I recall, 

at the time. And as you might imagine in that situation there was a lawsuit to cover 

for his medical expenses and pain and suffering and, really, the disfigurement he 

was going to suffer throughout his  life and some permanent disability as a result. 

This lawsuit was against Pacific Power and Light, PP&L. They were represented by 

Dick Gleason, Richard Gleason at the Stoel  Rives firm. 

Stoel Rives wanted to involve the tribe in the lawsuit, but they didn’t figure 

out a way to get the tribe named as a party, as a co-defendant or as a third-party 

defendant. But they continued to insist that via their tariff, which they had a tariff 

arrangement with the tribe to supply the power on the reservation that they were 

entitled to be indemnified for whatever losses they might incur as a result of this 

lawsuit. The tribe took the position  that they were  sovereign and had sovereign 

immunity, which they had only waived to a very limited extent much like the State 

of Oregon has waived sovereign immunity to a limited extent. At the time, $100,000 

for the State and I believe a similar amount for the tribe. Stoel Rives settles the 

case for PP&L for a confidential amount of money, but it  was a very large 

settlement for the young man. And then they sued the tribe seeking indemnification 

for the entire amount. 

And tribe, the first thing the tribe did was make sure they got sued in the right 

court, which the only place they could be sued by PP&L was in Tribal court, which 

might seem like a bit of a hometown advantage and I’m sure that’s the way PP&L 

felt. And, the Tribal court didn’t want a Warm Springs tribal member making the 

decision. That was a conflict of interest obviously. And so they brought in a Tribal 

judge from the Umatilla Tribe, and he was a, he was a very good judge. Not all 

tribal judges have a law degree. In fact, not all tribal judges have any legal training 

before they become a tribal judge. But this judge from Umatilla did and he was quite 
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a good judge. And he got a substantial pile of briefs from both sides on the whole 

indemnification issue and sovereign immunity issue. And he made a summary 

judgment decision in favor of the Warm Springs and said that they were not 

obligated to indemnify PP&L at all, that they were immune, as I recall. 

And Mr. Gleason, on behalf of PP&L, of course, was not happy with that 

decision and they appealed. Well, the first level of appeal, in fact the only level of 

appeal for a decision in the Tribal trial court is to the Tribal Court of Appeals. 

Normally you think of an appellate court as being more specialized and more legally 

trained and more experienced with the appellate law issues than a trial court might 

be. But in fact, the  Tribal court, at least for the Warm Springs, –and I believe this 

is true for many of the tribes,–is more of a traditional tribal customs sort of court. 

And what you have are a panel of trial of appellate court judges who are extremely 

well versed in the history of the tribe and the customs and practices of the tribe and 

kind of the, uh, we’ll say less white man’s law, legal concepts. We both show up for 

our first argument in the Tribal Court of Appeals, and the panel has no one who has 

a college degree; no one who has a law  degree; no one who has any training in 

the traditional common law concepts that we’re  all dealing with in this case. They 

have extensive history and experience with tribal custom and practice. 

To say that the argument was a bit unusual for both sides, lawyers, would be 

an understatement. I can’t remember the question that flummoxed Mr. Gleason, 

because I’m so focused on remembering the question that flummoxed me. But out 

of the box, the question I got was, “Counsel, you represent the Warm Springs Tribe 

in this case. And the question we have for you is what on earth possessed your law 

firm representing the Warm Springs Tribe to recommend the tariff that was entered 

into in 1953 or 4 with Pacific Power & Light that is the center of this controversy? 

There is nothing in there that benefits the tribe or is consistent with Tribal law or 

custom. And why did your firm let us get into that contract?” And I’m thinking, 

where’s Owen Panner when I need him? [both laugh] 

He’s the one who represented the tribe at that time and I have no idea what 

the answer to this question is. I just tried to politely deflect the question and move 

on to the legal arguments I had in mind. But they didn’t let it go easily. And it was 
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clear that this troubled them that the tribe’s lawyers let the tribe get into this contract 

situation with the power company. And that concerned me from a lot of different 

respects. Number one, they must be thinking that that had some dire consequences 

for the tribe contained within it. But number two, they’re focused on what I think is 

the wrong issue about why did the tribe got into this deal rather than what does this 

tariff and what does the concept of sovereign immunity mean to the tribe in terms 

of this lawsuit for indemnification. 

Well, there was an equally flummoxing question for Mr. Gleason. And we 

walked out of court and we both looked at one another and, essentially, with our 

looks and eventually our words asked each other what the heck just happened? 

And within hours, we had settled the case. Both clients accepted a settlement that 

instead of PP&L getting nothing, they got something a little bit less than the limited 

waiver of sovereign immunity that the tribe had enacted: less than $100,000 but 

certainly a lot more than nothing. And I think both sides walked away thinking that 

discretion was the better part of valor in this situation and that they had reached a 

result that was probably the right result for both sides. 

The other two Warm Springs cases that I would like to talk about briefly grow 

out of one incident. We got a phone call at the firm one Monday morning and they 

were very concerned that the Tribal Community Center was in a bad situation and 

a very dangerous situation. When the folks showed up to open up the Community 

Center, which had a variety of pre-school and kind of Head Start programs that it 

ran, as well as just being an overall resource for the entire tribal community, they 

noticed the strong smell of gasoline throughout the building. And they were very 

concerned about the safety. They had the Fire Department come, the Tribal Fire 

Department come. And indeed when they checked the ambient air in the 

Community Center, it was virtually in the explosive range with gasoline vapors. 

They evacuated and shut down the Community Center. 

We got involved. Immediately, from the beginning, we had environmental 

companies hired to come in and try to determine the source of the gasoline. And 

eventually it was determined that the geography of the area is such that the 

Community Center lies at a fairly low point on the reservation. And uphill from the 
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Community Center, probably four or five hundred yards away, is a Tribal service 

station, gasoline station. It’s not on Highway 26. There’s a different station out there 

that serves the public and Tribal members. This is really intended and most people 

going through the reservation don’t even know this Tribal service station exists. 

Probably about, as I recall, eight months before this event there’d been an entire 

new set of pumps and tanks put in at the Tribal service station by an outfit called 

Petroleum Pumps. And in the process of installing that apparently a housing of one 

pipe fitting on top of another pipe had been over torqued, had started the beginnings 

of a crack in the housing and over time a leak had developed. The crack had 

enlarged and in hindsight, when you got all done doing the research into this and 

looking at the records in the service station, what you learned is: number one, the  

tribe really had no idea how much gasoline had been lost through this leak, but it 

was probably in the range of hundreds, potentially as much as a thousand or more 

gallons of gasoline had leaked from the service station. It had flowed down to the 

groundwater  level, floated along as oil does on top of the water and down 

underneath the Community Center. And as the fall rains came, the water table 

comes up and the foundation of the Community Center traps the gasoline and 

puddles of gasoline on top of the groundwater. And the vapors are coming up 

through the soil into the Community Center, a very dangerous situation. 

The environmental company hired at that point in time came up with what 

was then a very much untested and new theory of how to clean this up. The 

traditional method would have been to dig up all the dirt and get down to the ground 

water and clear out the gasoline and take the dirt off to the dump and let it aerate 

and let the microbes eventually break down the gasoline in the contaminated soil. 

Rather than do this, the new method,  the new theoretical method was to put a 

vapor barrier on top of the ground, surround the entire Community Center with this 

vapor barrier; sink several wells down to the groundwater level; suck the 

groundwater out with the contaminated gasoline; separate the two and then send 

the effluent that had very little gasoline left in it, to the water treatment plant on the 

reservation and remove the rest of the gasoline that way. So that, that method was 

put in place at the cost of several hundred thousand dollars. And the claim was  
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turned in to the property insurer for the tribe, Arkwright?. And a claim was made 

against Petroleum Pumps, the company that had over torqued the one fitting and 

the caused the leak in the first place. 

Now, the problem for the tribe was they had such poor records of what they 

did at the gasoline station and there was some concern that there had been some 

theft by employees of the gas station of gasoline over time. They didn’t really know 

how much was stolen versus had leaked. It was clear that the records showed a 

leak, but the tribe  had done such a poor job of looking at their own records that 

they didn’t even realize that they were losing this large amount of gasoline via some 

source, whether it be theft or the leak. So, why is that of concern? Well, in the claim 

against Arkwright, the property insurer, it’s not an issue at all. You buy property 

insurance and it covers you for your  own negligence as well as the negligence of 

others that damages your property. But the claim against Petroleum Pumps, your 

own negligence is a defense, in part, to the claim against them. That was a problem 

for the tribe in the Warm Springs v. Petroleum Pumps case. We decided that we 

could sue these two companies basically in a lot of different venues, but we chose 

Deschutes County because we thought it was close enough to the witnesses from 

the tribe for our convenience. But it was not going into the Portland metropolitan 

area where we might not fare so well in federal court or county circuit court. 

So we chose Deschutes County. Both cases were assigned to Circuit Judge 

Michael Sullivan. There was wrangling from the beginning and lots of motion 

practice in both cases. Miller Nash represented Petroleum Pumps. Bullivant 

Houser, and Doug Houser in particular and one of his more junior partners, 

represented Arkwright. 

Arkwright took the strong position that we don’t insure the dirt. And from the 

beginning they had a misconception and didn’t look at the discovery they got from 

us and thought that we had handled the problem and remediated the problem in 

the traditional method of hauling the dirt away and cleaning up the dirt. That wasn’t 

what we did. I tried to explain to the Bullivant lawyers from the beginning that no, 

our claim was a habitability claim: the Community Center could no longer be 

occupied. It was uninhabitable due to the gasoline vapors. And unless we removed 
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the source of the gasoline vapors, we couldn’t occupy this building and it was 

useless. It was a total loss and therefore they had to pay for the cleanup of the 

gasoline vapors. And no, we didn’t haul the dirt away and bring in new dirt. We took 

the gasoline out of the dirt and that was a different animal. Eventually, Bullivant 

tipped over to understand what our theory was. But in a series of procedural 

maneuvers, we had gotten ourselves in a position where the two law firms 

representing ur opponents had manipulated us into trying the Petroleum Pumps 

case first, where we had the deal with our own negligence as a defense. And we 

wouldn’t get to try the case against Arkwright, which was a more favorable situation 

where our negligence wasn’t an issue. And indeed, for the jurors, it would be a case 

where they would be evaluating. “Now why is it exactly that you have to sue your 

own insurance company when your building is uninhabitable?” 

So we got ready to go to trial against and I’ve still got some of the–up on the 

shelf here—some of the exhibits from the trial against Petroleum Pumps, the sliced-

in-half  pipe. That’s up there, etc. And we got ready to go to trial and in fact started 

the trial against Petroleum Pumps in Deschutes County. And it was a time when 

the jury term  was, I believe, two months in Deschutes County. And we were looking 

at a trial that was going to last about three weeks. And we were two weeks from 

the end of the jury term. And Judge Sullivan started the trial and explained that to 

the jury panel. And as we got down to the end of the day with voir dire, it became 

apparent that there were not going to be enough jurors who could go beyond the 

end of their jury term and finish the end of their trial. And so Judge Sullivan, on his 

own motion, declared a mistrial and reset the  trial further down the road. And, in 

fact, set it after the Arkwright trial was set. Arkwright went nuts. The Bullivant firm 

went nuts. They had thought they had us maneuvered into the best position for 

them having to try this other case first, which we might lose and which might give 

them an insight into all of our theories much further than they already knew. And 

now they were going to have to go to trial first. The net result being that they settled 

the case with us for nearly the full amount of the loss. And we never had to try the 

case against Petroleum Pumps. In fact, we dismissed the case because we were 
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fully compensated and left that case for Arkwright to pursue if they chose to do so 

as a subrogation case. 

So those were three of my kind of interesting cases for the Warm Springs. 

As I was leaving the firm to go full time on the bench, they had another case 

warming up that I was not going to be involved in. It was going to be in the Federal 

Court of Claims   against the Bureau of Indian Affairs for their mismanagement of 

a blow-down sale in the McQuinn strip, which had been the subject of much earlier 

litigation. I believe Owen Panner handled that one, helping the tribe reclaim for the 

reservation the McQuinn strip of old growth timber on Mt. Hood National Forest. 

 

MO: Right, with the incorrect survey in the 1800s. 

 

DH: Exactly. Exactly. And that case eventually did get resolved long after I was 

on the bench and after a Federal Court of Claims trial to the tune of several million 

dollars in favor of the tribe against the federal government. 

 

MO: Let me just— 

[recording ends abruptly, then resumes] 

 

MO: Okay, we’re back, uh, recording. 

 

DH: One of the things I noticed with the move to Central Oregon, in addition to 

more civil trials, was kind of a different spirit, if you will, amongst the clientele that 

I was asked to represent. You know, a lot of my work was, uh, at the request of 

insurance companies defending people who had been sued for them. And one of 

those cases has always stuck in my mind as kind of a good example of what kind 

of the independent streak of some of the clients in Central Oregon was like. 

I got this one call from a company I’d done a fair amount of work for, Admiralty 

Insurance. They were out of New Jersey. They were a specialty insurance company 

and they called me up and asked me to defend this Madras agricultural chemical 

distributor. And I quickly learned that the case actually had been going for some 
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time with the agricultural chemical distributor suing the farmer whose mint crop they 

had taken care of with some fertilizer and some weed killer because they weren’t 

getting paid. And, of course, when they sued to get their bill paid they drew a 

counter-claim for the alleged negligence in the chemical supplier’s application of 

the product resulting in a decreased yield of mint that year for the mint farmer out 

of Redmond. As was my habit, when I got the assignment I immediately contacted 

the insured and asked him to gather together all the documentation and any 

evidence he might have relative to the claim and set up a first meeting with him. 

And his primary office was up in The Dalles, but he did come down to Madras for 

his location there several times. And he had a home, I don’t know whether he owned 

it or rented it, in Culver south of Madras a bit. And we arranged to meet there one 

day on a hot summer afternoon in late July, as I recall, at Culver. 

I pulled up outside this kind of small, conservative house, modest house, and 

walked up and knocked on the door. And this gentleman came to the door and he 

was probably six-four or six-five and probably weighed two-forty. He wasn’t slender 

or slight by any stretch of the imagination, but he wasn’t obese either. He was a 

strong, large, well-proportioned man. He’s got cowboy boots and jeans on, and a 

short sleeve shirt. He opens the door and I introduce myself and he introduces 

himself. And the next words out of his mouth were, as he looks me up and down, 

“What the hell do you know about agricultural chemicals?” And I thought, well, this 

is getting off to an interesting start. I thought about it for a second. And it was a hot 

day and I was probably a little, uh, direct with him. And I said, “Absolutely nothing. 

What the hell do you know about trying a civil lawsuit?” And, he stepped back for a 

second and looked at me and I said, “I’m here an     d I do a very good job at 

learning your business. And you’re going to teach me all about your agricultural 

chemical business and I’m going to learn it. And I don’t know if I can teach you how 

to try a civil lawsuit or not. But I can try one for you. And I’ll get this case resolved 

for you one way or another.” 

Well, that was kind of a rocky start to the relationship, but it was kind of an 

example of the independent spirit of some of these clients in Central Oregon. They 

knew their business. They didn’t necessarily want the court system involved in their 
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business. And when it got involved it was kind of a pain in their neck and they 

weren’t afraid to tell you that. We ended up getting along well and we got the case 

resolved. At one point we had to go over to talk to an expert at Oregon State 

University about the application of chemicals to mint and how you go about verifying 

that the yield was either depressed or not depressed, and what the cause of it was 

for this particular mint farmer. And the client didn’t want to be stuck. He wanted to 

go to the meeting of course because he was heavily involved in every aspect of the 

case. But he didn’t want to drive over there and he really didn’t want—I mean it was 

almost as if he thought he was paying for my attorney’s fees whereas the insurance 

company was. He didn’t want to have anybody paying for my time driving over there 

and back either. So he said, “I’ve got a private plane. We’re going to fly over there. 

You meet me at the Madras Airport at such and such a time.” And I thought okay! 

It’s okay with me. 

And I drove up there and met him at the airport. I took a look at his plane 

sitting there on the tarmac and I thought holy crap. What did I get myself into? [DH 

laughs] I got in the—it was a two seater Cessna. I don’t know what year. I don’t 

know what model. I’m not an aviation buff. But what I did notice is when I looked 

down at the floorboards, I could see the tarmac through the floorboards in several 

places [DH laughs]. And I was looking around the inside of the cabin and I thought, 

you know, there’s a lot of holes in this fuselage. I’m not so sure I like this idea, but 

off we go. And he says, “Well, how close have you been to Mt. Jefferson?” I said, 

“Well, about— 

[recording ends abruptly, resumes next interview date] 

 

 

[End of Interview 6] 
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Judge Dennis Hubel, Interview Seven 
2015 September 2 

 

MO: Today is September 2, 2015, and I’m here with Judge Hubel in his chambers 

and continuing the oral history. You just mentioned three more interesting cases 

from your time in Bend I guess. So, maybe start with the first one. 

 

DH: Alright. Maybe the first one of the three is a case against a local optometrist 

in Bend and a local neurosurgeon and another optometrist up in Madras at St. 

Charles Hospital. It was a medical malpractice case. I was handling the Bend 

optometrist. The gist of the case was this young girl who was about six, I think, 

when she was diagnosed with a craniopharyngioma—and I wish I could spell that 

for you, but I can’t anymore [both laugh]. 

It was a brain tumor that was—it first presents itself as some visual 

symptoms. And she ends up presenting with some unusual symptoms after she had 

experienced a fall. Her dad was playing with her, swinging her around and around 

as dads will do sometimes, and lost his grip and she tumbled on the floor in their 

apartment and hit the wall. And then she had some strange symptoms so they took 

her to the hospital. And in the process they discovered this tumor. And the 

malpractice allegation was the optometrist hadn’t discovered the visual symptoms 

that should have preceded it and diagnosed this tumor earlier and, hopefully, had 

a better result. 

There was also an allegation that the neurosurgeon had performed the 

surgery improperly and exposed some brain tissue to some of the innards of the 

tumor that caused it to come back. Probably—it was a very interesting case. I 

learned a lot of medicine that I had no clue about before. And it was a cast of 

Oregon’s elite on the defense side of the medical malpractice and on the plaintiff’s 

side as well. But probably the most interesting thing about the case was the girl 

had, the girl’s family had moved up from San Diego. And they had a long— she had 

had eye issues for quite some time. Been seeing an optometrist who was, as I 

recall, a family friend and this doctor had some records that were important to the 
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case, especially since he was an optometrist. The two of us who defended the 

optometrist were very interested in knowing what this gentleman had to say about 

what her symptoms had been before she came to Oregon, in fact, just before she 

came to Oregon. She’d been a patient of first the doctor in Madras for about three 

or four months and then my optometrist in Bend. 

So we went down—and we had some suspicions. We had two versions of his 

records and we thought that was odd for starters. So we went down to take his 

deposition. And we, we started into the deposition and we got into it about twenty-

five, thirty  minutes and we’re starting to get to the point where the records diverged. 

And, um, something new to my experience happened: his— we certainly had the 

experience over the years as lawyers where a lawyer for the other side will say, 

“We’re going to take a short break and have a conference with my client.” They 

took a short break to do that and we thought, well, he’s feeling the heat of the 

difference in the records and he’s going to make sure his client knows how to handle 

this. And we decided how we would handle  that when he came back in the room. 

But the break continued and continued and continued. After an hour the lawyer 

sends in his assistant to tell us that they’re still meeting and discussing and they—

the deposition may have to be put over. So, we’ve come down from Oregon. We’ll 

wait. So after two hours the lawyer himself comes in and says, “My client is taking 

the Fifth Amendment and he’s not going to testify any further.” The problem was he 

had doctored the records so substantially and eliminated things that would have 

implicated him in potentially knowing something about her visual symptoms that he 

had committed a crime in California potentially of destroying medical records. And 

his lawyer was, was not going to let him testify about that. I’ve never had that 

happen in a case with a doctor much less others. I’ve had other people take the 

Fifth Amendment about an issue or two but never something that involved their 

liability potentially both civilly and criminally. And it was— it was a shocker to all of 

us. And it did produce settlements in the case rather quickly [DH laughs]. So that 

was, that was one interesting medical malpractice case along the way. 

The other, one of the other cases that we haven’t talked about was—and this 

was actually, I was retained on this case probably, less than three months into my 
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very part- time position as a magistrate judge. And I was contacted by the counsel 

for General Motors, first by Stoel Rives in Portland who was representing them 

locally. And then by their lawyer who was handling the case, Art Greenfield out of 

the Snell and Wilmer law firm. And his office was in Irvine, California. And they 

wanted— there was a case filed  in Deschutes County. And they wanted a more 

local counsel than Stoel Rives in Portland to kind of give them the lay of the land 

with the local juries and the judge and how should we handle these issues in this 

case. And it was— there’d been a long series of kind of the, we call it— the plaintiff’s 

bar called them the exploding pickup cases with the Chevy pickups which had the 

side-saddle gas tanks that in a collision would rupture and gas would spill out and 

ignite and severely burn people. 

 

MO: I’m going to just pause for one second. [recording ends, then resumes] Okay, 

so continue. 

 

DH: So I was contacted by Mr. Greenfield and interviewed [electronic beeps 

again] and I explained to him that as long as this case was in state court I’d be glad 

to help out. But if it was in federal court I was not going to be able to help out 

because of my part- time position as a magistrate judge. And he was fine with that 

because he wanted the case to stay in state court. So we,— I joined in with, with 

them. We had a team of probably four lawyers in his office. Art handled all of the 

trials of those cases for General Motors west of the Mississippi. And there was 

another trial lawyer that handled all of them east of the Mississippi. 

There were several interesting things that came up in that case. One was an 

issue that somehow or another escaped all of the lawyers on the defense side until 

we were preparing documents for trial. Art was asking me to look at the issues 

again, issues that other lawyers had handled. And I said I’m troubled by this one 

issue because this— the lady who was the injured plaintiff in the case, a very nice 

woman, Mrs. Kirkwood, Ann Kirkwood. A very nice woman; severely burned; worst 

injuries I’d ever had the misfortune to have to defend against. And she was 
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faultless, absolutely faultless. She was a passenger in the other vehicle. We 

couldn’t attribute any fault to her. [recording ends abruptly, then resumes] 

 

DH: —Mrs. Kirkwood is a very appealing plaintiff with a horrible injury. One of her 

claims was for witnessing the death of children that she considered her 

grandchildren, who were also passengers in the car with her, a devastating kind of 

injury that would  have a tremendous emotional appeal to the jury. But in the law in 

California and—well, I’m not so sure about the law in Washington—but the law in 

California would have allowed her to recover for that. But the law in Oregon was 

such that two things had to be present. She had to be both physically and 

consciously aware of their suffering. And she had to have an actual legal 

relationship to the children. And the odd thing about this case was that there was 

a question about whether she had the sufficient awareness of what the children 

were going through due to her own situation. That was not an easy issue to even 

think about selling to a jury. 

But the other issue was an important legal issue that could end that claim at 

the beginning. And it was these were step-children of her son that had never been 

adopted by her son and therefore had no legal relationship to her. She treated them 

as her grandchildren. They called her grandma. But the question was one purely of 

law: was she sufficiently legally related to even have the claim. That had not been 

raised by anyone in the case. And so, at my request, we raised that issue in a 

motion in limine at pre-trial, and turned it into a motion for partial summary 

judgment, which the judge eventually granted and really took a large chunk of the 

case away from the plaintiff. Still a very serious claim and it was going to be a six 

or eight-week trial. Judge Tiktin was the trial judge and he was meticulously 

thorough in preparing for the pre-trial conference. 

The other notable thing along the way in that case that I have used many 

times in the professionalism course that I teach, as an example of what not to do 

as a lawyer. Art, as I said, tried all these cases for GM, east or west of the 

Mississippi. There were many of these cases. He had a docket of probably a 

hundred cases that he was to try or settle. As you can imagine that ends up with 
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trial conflicts. And when you’re a trial lawyer you get used to the idea that judges 

aren’t very sympathetic to the fact that you’ve got two or  three other trials set that 

day. Because they know they’ve got ten or fifteen trials set that day. And both of 

you are only going to be in one place at one time and maybe the lawyer will be with 

that judge and maybe they won’t. So when you tell them, “I can’t do it that day judge 

because I’ve got another trial set;” they usually say, “Well, now you’ve got another 

one set that day and we’ll see how it shakes out, counsel.” 

So that’s kind of what happened to Art. He got to a point where he didn’t even 

bother to tell the judge he had another trial set that day. He just figured as we got 

close — two, three months away — he’d do the best he could to advise all the 

judges, “Here’s what I’ve got set.” “You tell me which one I’m going to be at and 

try,” and let the judges resolve it, which is usually what they like. So that’s what Art 

did. And it got down to  three months away from Mrs. Kirkwood’s trial and he had 

an older case in federal court  in Seattle with Judge Rothstein. He alerted the 

lawyers in both cases that he had this conflict. And the lawyers in the Kirkwood 

case went ballistic and they opposed his motion. What he did was he filed a motion 

to continue one or the other cases and let the two judges confer about it and see 

what the plaintiffs’ lawyers wanted to do about it. And the plaintiffs contested the 

motion to continue in the Kirkwood case; they wanted a live hearing. 

So their Seattle counsel and their Portland counsel came to Bend for the 

hearing and they brought their client to a motion to continue. This badly burned 

lady who had a tough time getting around, they brought her to court for this hearing. 

I’d never seen a client attend a motion to continue the trial date hearing in my career 

up to that point. And I’ve never seen one since. But they brought her! And she was 

clearly not comfortable in the courtroom. She was physically uncomfortable from 

her injuries. 

My national counsel, Art Greenfield, asked me how to proceed at the hearing. 

I said, “Well, I think you’ve laid out everything you need to say in your materials 

Art. I think you just ought to probably stand up and say, “Judge, I assume you’ve 

reviewed our motion. I don’t have anything to add. If you have any questions I’d be 

glad to answer them.” And so that’s what he did and the judge said, “No, I 
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understand your position Mr. Greenfield. We’ll hear from the plaintiffs.” They argued 

for an hour plus. They accused him of every unethical act they could think of. They 

pilloried him for an hour. About halfway through he took a little post-it pad and he 

wrote a note to me and said, “How should I respond?” was his note. I wrote him a 

one-word answer: “Don’t.” 

So it continued on for another thirty minutes. And it was just awful. It was just 

awful. I couldn’t imagine why the judge was letting this go on it was so awful. And 

at the end of the hour they said they were through. Art looked at me as if to say, 

“Any change in your advice?” I shook my head no. 

And he stood and I thought I wonder what’s going to happen now. He stood 

and he buttoned his coat. And I thought, well, this guy’s got more experience than 

I do and he’s from Southern California, which has a reputation for being kind of 

antagonistic lawyers. Art stood. He buttoned his coast. He cleared his throat. And 

he said, “Does your honor have any questions at this point of the defense?” 

And the judge said, “No.” 

Art said well, then, “I rest on my papers,” and sat down. 

And I thought that was the hardest thing that man probably ever had to do 

was to not respond to the personal attacks he had suffered for an hour. 

But it was the best thing he did because the judge said, “Gentleman, get out 

your calendars. We’re picking a new trial date.” [pause] 

Just right there on the spot. And I still don’t know why they — well, I do know 

why they brought Mrs. Kirkwood to the trial, to the hearing that day. It was for 

sympathy and effect on the judge; but it had none. And that’s the example I use in 

my professionalism class and why it just doesn’t pay to be nasty and mean to your 

opponent. It doesn’t get you anywhere with the court. And sometimes it blows up 

in your client’s face. 

That case ended up settling, as it turns out. — We had interesting settlement 

conferences in the case but we can’t talk about those because it was a confidential 

settlement. But it was an interesting case. I remembered being somewhat 

disappointed that it settled because it was going to be a very interesting trial. And 

I mentioned that to a lawyer at a meeting I was at. It was Bob Fraser from Eugene. 
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And he turned to me and said, “Denny, there’s a lot of interesting experiences 

that we’re better off not having. And getting six weeks back in your life is probably 

worth more than the interesting experience.” 

And I thought about that and I said, “You know, you’re right Bob. It really was 

better to have that case settle.” 

The third case was a will contest. I’ve had three will contests in my career. 

They all stem from a sibling trying to take advantage of the other siblings as mom 

or dad was dying. This one was no different. This one was different only in one 

respect: it was a lot more money involved in this case. It was a quite wealthy family. 

The decedent was a woman who had quite a history. She was a female pilot. Her 

name was Ladd. And she, she was quite the woman. She’s in the Aviation Museum 

up in Seattle at the Boeing Field with all of her history. Her and her husband had 

owned a fair amount of timberland in the Coast Range here and become quite 

wealthy from that timberland. 

And her two daughters were quite different. I mean one was, my client, a very 

low-key woman, married to a very low-key gentleman. They lived in Fossil, Oregon. 

They had three wonderful daughters, all of whom have gone on to have nice careers 

and interesting lives. And then, then there was the sister who, uh, kind of bounced 

around and had one problem in life after another and never quite settled in 

anywhere. The mom had had a long-standing relationship with the Stoel Rives law 

firm in Portland and had an estate plan that she had developed with her late 

husband that had remained, essentially, unchanged for thirty years. There’d be 

minor tweaks here and there but basically everything stayed the same. Most often 

the changes were to deal with some change in the tax laws. 

So out of the blue, mom is dying of cancer. And both the cancer and the 

chemotherapy is— she’s starting to have some delusions. And she’s hospitalized 

in Bend at a point in time and having these delusions. The sister who has kind of 

bounced around a bit has gone through a divorce and she contacts her divorce 

lawyer and says, “My mother would like to make a new will. And she’s in extremis 

in the hospital here. And she’d like to make a new will. Could you come to the 
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hospital and help her out?” And  that lawyer said, “Well, you know, I don’t really do 

wills but there’s a lawyer in my  office who specializes in it.” 

And that lawyer, who had never met this woman or the soon-to-be decedent 

went to the hospital to meet with her. And there were some discussions that would 

have led a reasonable person to think maybe this person lacks the testamentary 

capacity at this point in their life. Hard to tell, but maybe I should ask some medical 

people about this. But that didn’t happen. 

And so the plan, the well-laid out plan that divided everything equally 

between the two sisters, the only children of the decedent, was cast aside. The fifty 

percent that was to go to my client—she was disinherited and it all went to charity. 

And one might think, well, you know, maybe she had a falling out with my client and 

she just didn’t want to leave her anything anymore. But when you delve into the 

facts, she’d been living with my client in her illness until she had to be hospitalized. 

My client was the one who took her everywhere and she really had no visits from 

the other sister and very little to do with her. And had, in fact, discussed potentially 

putting some kind of trust limitations on that sister’s half; not taking it away from 

her but trying to protect her from spending it willy-nilly. But hadn’t gotten around to 

doing that before she had the questionable capacity. 

So, you know, that really kind of got my interest up in the case. And then the 

fact this lawyer who represents an heir is coming in to change the will got me 

interested. And I thought, but what’s in it for the sister who’s still getting half and 

only half? And then it dawned on me: by leaving the half to charity, the other sister’s 

half to charity, this estate was big enough that you had to worry about estate taxes. 

And by leaving that half to charity she got it down to where the estate taxes were 

much, much less and her actual net inheritance went up by several hundred 

thousand dollars, by having her sister disinherited. And she had a lawyer who I had 

a lot of respect for in Bend. He was a good lawyer and he was a straight shooter. 

And he represented the sister who was the proponent of the new will. And the will 

was being, was going to be probated in Multnomah County. It was where some of 

the property still was here. 
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Mr. O’Sullivan, basically had, after hearing some deposition testimony in the 

case from the medical people and from the two sisters, he had a heart-to-heart with 

his client, the sister who had concocted the new plan, and said, “You know, this is 

not going to go well for you. You’re going to lose this case and it’s going to go back 

to the old will in all likelihood.” At least, I think that’s what the conversation was. 

And he was shortly thereafter fired by the client. And she retained a new lawyer in 

Multnomah County who I had even more respect for than Mr. O’Sullivan. And she 

basically got control of the client over the next six or eight months. It got to the point 

where— this was before the scanners at the entrance to the courthouse. Only when 

a judge suspected that there could be a problem did a judge ask for security and 

scanners and then it would be at the courtroom door. The judge asked for a scanner 

in the probate court at the courtroom door for the hearing we had in Multnomah 

County because of the other client. 

In the end, that case settled as well. And because of the large charitable 

bequest in the second probably unduly influenced will, the state had to be involved 

to protect the charity aspect. And the state had to be involved in the settlement 

negotiations. The case ended up settling with, with a significant contribution to 

charity from both sisters’ shares of the estate equally, but substantially less than 

half the estate. And it was probably something that the mother would have been 

happy with because it was a charity that she liked anyway. Even though she hadn’t 

left anything to it I think she would have been fine with the settlement. And certainly 

my client believed that her mother would have been happy with the settlement as 

well. 

That was a very interesting case. I’d never seen anything quite like that in 

terms of the way the manipulation of the estate plan was gone about to try to hide 

the bad  intent. I had wonderful relationship with that client. That representation 

was twenty-five years ago and we still correspond every year at Christmas. It’s 

been a really nice relationship. One of the daughters became a lawyer and I played 

some small role in mentoring her early in her career about some issues she had at 

work. It’s just been a very nice family relationship to have with a client over the 

years. So that was, that was my last will contest. 
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So kind of moving on from there I guess we can move into the judgship end 

of this thing. 

 

MO: Okay. Maybe just a general question. 

 

DH: Sure. 

 

MO: You said— you mentioned—that one of the lawyers that was involved in this 

case was a straight-shooter, quote unquote. What happens when you’re up 

against—well, first of all, what constitutes someone who isn’t a straight shooter? 

 

DH: Well— 

 

MO: And have you had any experiences— 

 

DH: That’s a fair question. I should probably explain that term. To me what I was 

referring to with respect to that lawyer was, you know, we worry as lawyers about 

our duty to be zealous advocates for our client. And, you know, if I had my way that 

word zealous would never have appeared in the cannons of professional 

responsibility because it’s led many people to think that they needed to be zealots 

in representing their client. And that’s not what it means. What it means is you’re 

supposed to be a vigorous proponent, advocate for your client’s position, not an 

unprofessional one. And probably the hardest thing to learn as a lawyer, and what 

I was referring to with respect to the lawyer that I mentioned, was sometimes you 

have to tell your client, “No, the law doesn’t support your position.” And you have 

to be willing to stand up to them insisting—to take a position and say, “I’m not going 

to advocate for that position because it’s not what the law calls for on your facts. 

And if I do it, I’m a) violating my professional obligations and 

b) I’m really not helping you either because you’re believability, your credibility in 

this case with the judge and the jury (if a jury was involved) is going to go really 
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downhill fast when they realize how overreaching you are with this position and how 

out of line you are.” 

And that’s very hard for some lawyers to do. And when I was referring to him 

as a straight-shooter, he was a lawyer who was willing to tell the client what the law 

is that applies to her facts and take the best position he could for her, but not one 

that wasn’t merited by the facts. We wouldn’t take an unmeritorious claim and 

present it. And that to me was what caused me to call him a straight-shooter. And 

that was hard with that client. I’m sure he, in the end, was not disappointed to be 

fired by her. But that’s not easy for a lawyer to do, to stand up to a client who is a 

strong-minded individual and say, no, this doesn’t work. I’ve always thought that 

our job as a lawyer is to help the clients understand how law treats their particular 

set of facts and help them into a situation that gets them the best resolution that 

the law allows for them on their set of facts. Not to try  to get a resolution that is 

beyond what the law allows. So, that’s what I meant by a straight-shooter in that 

case. 

 

MO: And I suppose if you run up against somebody is sort of willing to go beyond 

what the law allows, don’t they understand that the other side, the lawyer on the 

other side— doesn’t that put them at an advantage to some extent? 

 

DH: I always felt like I was at an advantage with a lawyer who was not willing to 

be a straight-shooter. It’s much easier to resolve cases with the straight-shooters 

of the world and much easier to get a fair resolution in a case. But if I have to go to 

trial, I would  rather go to trial with somebody who is going to take unreasonable 

positions because it will inevitably, in my experience, inure to my clients’ benefit 

and their clients’ detriment. So, yes, but that doesn’t mean I’d rather have 

unreasonable lawyers on the other side. That just makes the expense higher for 

my client for one because you’re fighting battles you don’t need to fight. And, yeah, 

there’s only so much I can do for free. At some point I have to charge for the 

unreasonable fights the other side put us to. 
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MO: Mm-hmm. 

 

DH: You know, it’s— it’s been a pleasant place to practice in Oregon because, at 

least in my experience with lawyers from other states, I think we have a much more 

professional bar as a rule in Oregon than most other locations that I’ve come into 

contact with. That’s not to say there aren’t professional lawyers in every state who 

handle things properly. There are. But I think there’s a higher percentage of them 

here. And the public in Oregon is fortunate to have that. 

 

MO: Mm-hmm. Any particular example of, of a case when— when you did have a 

non-straight-shooter? 

 

DH: Well, we, we talked about the Nolan v. Mt. Bachelor case. 

 

MO: Right. That’s right. 

 

DH: That was a case where I am unable to say that I had what I thought were 

straight- shooters on the other side. They could not have failed to see the 

shortcomings of their clients’ case. They had to see it. They just can’t have been 

ignorant of it, and yet they forged on and cost everybody needless thousands and 

thousands of dollars in legal fees and doctors’ fees leading to an inevitable result. 

I’d like to be able to tell you and the camera this was sterling legal work on my part. 

A first year law student could have punched the holes in that case that I did. I didn’t 

punch them, they did it to themselves. They were self-inflicted wounds. And that 

was a non-straight-shooter. 

 

MO: Mm-hmm. Okay, well, you mentioned the— the transition you made to 

becoming a magistrate judge. And of course you had lots of cases that you tried 

after that as well. 

 

DH: I did. 
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MO: But maybe I’ll just ask you a little bit about your sort of first days as a 

magistrate and maybe a little bit about what you were learning about the way the 

federal court worked and the relationships between all the people here in this 

building and how was it for you. 

 

DH: Okay. Well, some of that education process actually started when I was still 

practicing. In those asbestos cases with Judge Leavy managing them, all of us 

lawyers who were involved in those cases got a really good insight into how the 

judges worked, how cases were assigned, in particular how the magistrate judges 

worked with the district judges. As I was moving to Bend, and those cases were 

over a few years before I did that, I talked to him about, “You think Judge Leavy 

that I’d be out of line someday to think about maybe pursuing a career as a 

magistrate judge?” He encouraged me to consider it, and to come back to talk to 

him when I was ready to make that attempt. 

He did have two pieces of advice: be prepared to get in line and stand in line. 

Rarely do people become a judge the first time they try. I thought that was good 

advice and he was correct. And the second thing he said is, “It never hurts to lose 

an election until you’ve won one. So don’t be discouraged by not getting it when 

you’ve ask for it and apply for it.” What he was telling me was letting people know 

who are involved in the process of selecting judges that you’re serious about it and 

that you’re willing to  come back and try again really does nothing other than 

increase the odds of you getting it the next time. So I followed that piece of advice. 

I did apply for the position more than once. I did make it to the final five the time 

that Judge Janice Stewart, was appointed to the court out of the final five. 

That happened and I believe she was appointed in either ’93 or ’94. And it 

was shortly after in early to mid ’94 that the part-time magistrate judge in Bend, Al 

Gray, retired and his position was open to be filled. I thought well, he was in Bend, 

I’m in Bend. Maybe this is a way to kind of get my foot in the door. I mentioned that 

to Judge Leavy, who by that time was on the circuit court and was not going to be 

involved in the selection process at all. He thought that might be a way in. 
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He said, “It’s been a very part-time position in Bend so it might not do you 

any good.” 

But it probably can’t hurt was kind of the way he put it. So I applied for that 

position and was fortunate enough to be selected. That was effective January 24, 

1995. And so that was my first day as a magistrate judge. 

I had had really good relationships as a lawyer with all of the judges on the 

court. I mean, my understanding of their relationships were that they were very 

collegial. That they met frequently and informally, not just at formal meetings, and 

genuinely liked each other as people and did everything they could to make the 

business of the people run smoothly in the federal court in Oregon. The judges at 

the time were Owen Panner, Helen Frye, Jim Redden, Bob Jones, Malcolm Marsh—

these were the pillars of the legal community as I was growing up as a lawyer. I’d 

had the good fortune to have some appearances in front of most all of them. They 

were wonderful judges. They handled themselves so nicely in the courtroom and 

handled the courtroom so efficiently. It was just a treat to be in their courtrooms. 

And so I thought, what better group to join in as a magistrate judge. 

The magistrate judges at the time were John Jelderks, Donald Ashmanskas, 

both fantastic state court judges. I don’t think anybody had anything but a good 

word to say about those two when they appeared in front of them in state court. 

Certainly that was my experience appearing in front of them. You couldn’t ask for 

better judges. The other magistrate judges we had at the time were Tom Coffin in 

Eugene—very senior. He was an Assitant United States Attorney before he went 

on the bench. And we had Judge [John P.] Cooney in Medford, a fulltime magistrate 

judge at the time; a long-time practicing civil lawyer in Medford who had been a 

part-time magistrate for three or four years  before he became a fulltime magistrate 

judge. I start January twenty-fifth and I think it’s early February I have my first petty 

offense docket. 

And Judge Cooney said, ”How about if I come up and just handle a few of 

the cases and let you kind of see how it goes. Because CVB court is a little [Central 

Violations Bureau court] is a little bit different than anything else you’ll do in federal 

court. It’s a little more informal. Most of the defendants are representing themselves 
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and they’ve got violations of Forest Service regulations and much of the time it’s 

because they just didn’t understand what the rules were and they violated them. So 

it’s kind of a, a public  relations project as much as it is an enforcement of the law 

project to handle that court.” 

So he came up and—boy, there couldn’t be a more gracious gentleman than 

Jack Cooney. He handled himself so well on the bench and in the courtroom. And 

he was such an example for me getting started as to how to handle that CVB court. 

Whenever I’m faced with a situation in that court today—because I still handle that 

docket. I’ll go to Bend and handle the docket next week. If I’m faced with an unusual 

situation, the first thought in my mind is well, how would Jack handle this? And, you 

know, if I go down that road, things work out. He came up and handled that docket 

and basically we handled it side by side on the bench. That’s a very strange 

experience in the courtroom for anybody. But because of who Jack was and the 

way he handled himself, the litigants  were comfortable with it, the defendants were 

comfortable, the United States Attorney was comfortable, I was comfortable. And I 

walked away from that feeling like I can do this! This is easy with a guy like that to 

help you figure it out. 

And that’s kind of the way the court was at that time. They were very 

supportive of one another, very helpful to one another. You know, other judges we 

had at the time, Judge Haggerty who is recently retired, was here. Judge Hogan in 

Eugene was a district judge at the time. I think that’s all we had at the time. Judge 

Stewart was here as a magistrate judge and she was doing a fantastic job; very 

well received by the bar. So we had three fulltime magistrate judges in Portland: 

Jelderks, Ashmanskas, and Stewart; Coffin in Eugene; Cooney in Medford. That 

was five. I was the sixth fulltime judge, but not initially. I was a part-time judge in 

Bend. And the other part-timer was Steve Bloom in Pendleton. So that kind of 

rounded out the court at the time for magistrate judges. And Judge Bloom was very 

helpful to me too, because he had a CVB, a petty offense docket, in Pendleton 

much like I had. 

Kind of the first thing out of the box that I learned after I got through that first 

CVB docket was the clerk and the then-Chief Judge Redden was going to be 
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stepping down from being chief very soon. In early March there was a ceremony in 

Eugene for the passing of the chief baton from Judge Redden to Judge Hogan. And 

they also then had an investiture for myself as a part-time magistrate judge and a 

new bankruptcy judge at the same time. And so right after that investiture in early 

March, Judge Hogan, the new chief and the clerk, Don Cinnamon met with me and 

said, “How would you feel if we  increased your position?” Which at that time was 

taking about a day a month to handle the petty offense docket.“How would you feel 

if we started assigning you civil cases to manage and try and increased your 

position to fulltime eventually in Bend?” 

And I said, “Throw me in the briar patch! That would be wonderful.” [DH 

laughs] 

And so they, they put in an application, with the court’s approval of that, to 

the administrative office. I think they put that application in for consideration in the 

June meeting of the magistrate judges committee. And it was not approved for 

fulltime, but they did increase it to half-time. That was effective in about September 

of ’95, so within the span of nine months, I went from a day a month to half-time 

and started getting a regular assignment of civil cases to manage and try. 

And also in that time period I went to—they call it new judges orientation 

officially—we all called it baby judge school. It’s in two phases, one in San Antonio 

for magistrate judges. You meet and some of it is by video and some of it is some 

experienced magistrate judges coming in and covering various aspects of the job 

for you. And then you go later in September or October, depending on when they 

set it each year, to D.C. And all the magistrates from the last live D.C. meeting, 

which would have been a year before, would come. Two sessions of this San 

Antonio training were the people would come to D.C. and they would bring in the 

best professors and judges from around the country on every subject matter and 

give you training for a week. It was incredible training. Best CLEs I’ve ever been to 

in my life were there. And you got to meet all these new magistrate judges from 

around the country who you develop a relationship with. And you rely on them. And 

you have communications with them about how do you handle  this in your district? 

And it was just a really nice system to feel like you had people you could count on 
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for help and advice from all over the country, both within your court and elsewhere. 

So it was a very nice family to join. 

I remember somewhere along the line, in-between not getting the position 

that Judge Stewart got and applying for this part-time and getting this part-time 

position, somewhere along the line I ran into Judge Jelderks, who was still a 

magistrate judge. And he had been a circuit court judge in Hood River and The 

Dalles and I had tried a case in front of him up in The Dalles years ago. He knew I 

had moved to Bend since then and was in the Bend law firm over there. And he 

said, “Gosh, why would anybody want to leave Bend who had a senior litigation 

position in the best law firm east of the   mountains? Why would anybody want to 

leave that?” 

And I said, “Judge, look at who you’re sitting with on the court. Can you name 

a law firm in the state that has better people to be colleagues with than are on the 

federal court of Oregon?” 

And he looked at me and said,” Yeah, you’re right. There really isn’t a better 

place to be.” 

And that’s why I wanted to be here and it, and it was true. It was a wonderful 

place to be. Boy, being able to go talk to people like Owen Panner, Malcolm Marsh, 

Bob Jones. If you have a question, you go talk to the guy who’s taught Evidence 

for thirty- five, forty years, Bob Jones. You’d go talk to Malcolm Marsh about how 

he handles issues in the courtroom or Owen Panner—wonderful mentors, just 

wonderful mentors. And I thank them for what they gave to this court, to the people 

and to me. They were just delightful to have as colleagues. 

 

MO: You know, I’m little bit foggy on the details now, but magistrate judges—

maybe it’s changed nationwide, I’m not sure, but Oregon was sort of a leader in, I 

guess, expanding the scope of magistrate judges 

 

DH: Absolutely true. 

 

MO: Yes. And I guess that would be something that would make it more attractive. 
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DH: Much more attractive. It, you know, when I was at baby judge school in San 

Antonio—and Judge Cooney told me this when he came up to handle that docket 

at lunch that day. 

He said, “You know,” he said, “when I went down to baby judge school as a 

part- time magistrate judge, I was there with people who were fulltime and they 

didn’t get to try civil cases. They didn’t really get to do anything but discovery 

disputes, review social security appeals, and do initial determinations on habeas 

corpus cases. And that was it. Trying a civil case? Forget it.” 

You’d never see a trial. And they were absolutely amazed, he said, that as a 

part- time magistrate judge he was trying civil cases in federal court. They just 

couldn’t   believe it from these other districts. I met some of those same people 

when I went to baby judge school. And some of them have now retired and they 

never, ever saw a trial in their district. And unless the culture in their district 

changes, the magistrate judges in some of those districts never will try a case. 

I had one young lady who was a colleague of mine in baby judge school 

who—I had two colleagues there who were, I think, both of them were thirty-four; 

they were within months of each other in age. And when we went to D.C. we’d all 

go out to dinner at night after the day of classroom work. And there was one 

gentleman who was there who was a magistrate judge in New Hampshire. And he 

was probably a new one and he was probably sixty-eight, something like that. Had 

been the senior partner in a litigation law firm for years and just decided he wanted 

to do something different. So he applied  for and got the fulltime magistrate judge 

position in New Hampshire. Here’s a sixty-eight year old sitting there talking to a 

thirty-four year old, both of whom are new magistrate judges. And [DH chuckles] it 

was an awkward conversation. At one point he said to the  young lady, “What 

experience do you have to deal with lawyers like me who are 

acting up in the courtroom? How do you know how to handle the situation? Did you 

have any trials as a lawyer?” 

“Well, no I didn’t.” 

And he said, “Well, what’s your experience to handle this?” 
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And her experience was she’d been a law clerk for a judge in the district. And 

in some of the eastern districts, that was kind of the way you became a magistrate 

judge was to be a law clerk for a district judge. And when your time as a law clerk 

ran out, the judge or judges would appoint you as a magistrate, and then you would 

continue on doing the same kind of law clerk work for them basically. 

And that was totally different than the way that Oregon was. It started with 

Judge [Robert] Belloni and Judge [Otto] Skopil looking at their docket and saying, 

“You know, why can’t we have the magistrate judges do something more than just 

law clerk kind of work?” And their first magistrate judge was George Juba, a very 

experienced prosecutor. And they had him start trying cases with consent. And the 

next magistrate judge was Judge Leavy, who is one of two people I know who’ve 

been a judge longer than they haven’t! The other one is Bob Jones. And Judge 

Leavy had started as a state district court judge in Eugene, became a circuit judge, 

then moved to become a magistrate judge. And he was very well respected when 

he came to Portland as a magistrate judge. And there was no question that people 

would consent to him to try a civil case. He’d been trying civil cases just like it in 

Eugene and was very well liked. 

And, you know, who comes next? Bill Dale, a well-respected circuit court 

judge from Multnomah County. Who’s next? John Jelderks, a well-respected circuit 

court judge from The Dalles and Hood River. Who’s next? Tom Coffin, a well-

respected prosecutor in Eugene. Who’s next? Don Ashmanskas, a well-respected 

trial judge in Washington County. Who’s next? Jack Cooney. Who’s next? Janice 

Stewart. These people were very well respected and it was expected by the bar 

that they would try civil cases from the get- go, whereas in other districts it was 

expected that you’d never see that. 

And you know, that’s changing around the country. I would say today, 2015, 

probably sixty percent, maybe sixty-six percent of the districts, maybe two-thirds, 

maybe even seventy percent of the districts have magistrate judges who are 

starting to get to regularly try some cases. Some of them have actually found 

innovative ways to get even more civil trials than we get here in Oregon. And, you 

know, I think there’ll be some looking around at maybe, ”What did you learn to make 
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this work even better?” And some sharing of ideas. But the system is changing, 

slowly. And it’s because of the pioneer work that Oregon did. 

I remember the stories that went with that were some people on the Ninth 

Circuit, would say, “Well, you can’t have a magistrate judge try a case. They don’t 

have jurisdiction to try a case.” As the story goes, Judge Belloni or Judge Skopil or 

both of them said, “Who’s going to object if both parties consent?” And they 

scratched their heads. Well, some people on the Ninth Circuit were upset enough 

that they decided early on that even if they did consent it wasn’t going to work. And 

so if there was an appeal, they actually sent the case back because the judge didn’t 

have jurisdiction, even with consent. That got fixed with legislation that, again, had 

its roots with Judge Belloni’s and Judge Skopil’s efforts. At that time, Judge Hogan 

I think was a law student and working in D.C. and helped work on the legislation 

before he became a lawyer to change the legislation to allow magistrate judges to 

have the jurisdiction, with consent, to try civil cases. 

 

MO: I imagine—I’m relatively sure it was true here in Oregon, but jurisdictions 

probably around the country found sort of overwhelming caseloads that, that sort 

of seemed to make sense that you’d spread the work out a little bit. 

 

DH: Very true. Very true. And, you know, I think the unfortunate thing is it’s much 

easier to find your way through the regulatory maze to get approval to add a 

magistrate judge position in the district [phone ringing] than it is to find your way 

through to get legislation to add a district judge position. And so [phone still ringing] 

districts have actually pursued getting more magistrate judges when they couldn’t 

get Congress to give them more district judges. 

 

MO: Well, so—you mentioned that the wonderful mentors you had all of these— 

 

DH: Yes. 
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MO: —all of these jurists. Anything really stand out in terms of what anybody 

advised you on or any particular advice that you remember as being particularly 

significant? 

 

DH: You know, it was all good advice. And, I guess in kind of a comical way, one 

piece of advice that stands out is, you know, you always wondered as a lawyer 

what authority did a magistrate judge have, or any judge have, to order the parties, 

the person who’s controlling the money, to settle a case? What authority did he 

have to order that person to fly across the country and come to a settlement 

conference? You know, the person wasn’t in that jurisdiction. It wasn’t a named 

party. I’m thinking in terms of insurance companies for example. And Judge Hogan 

was famous for doing that as a settlement judge, ordering people to come to the 

courthouse for the settlement who had the authority to say, yes, or, no, to a dollar 

amount. I remember him describing that one time. It wasn’t necessarily in response 

to a question to me. But one time he was describing how he decided he had the 

authority to do that. This was in his early days as a magistrate judge and he went 

to his then-Chief Judge Belloni and said, “Well Judge Belloni, how do I get the 

people who are making the decisions here in the room with me where I can exert 

some pressure on them to realistically evaluate the case?” 

And he said Judge Belloni told him, “Just order them to come.”  

“Well, do I have the power to do that?” 

“Just do it and you’ll see whether you have the power. Just do it.” 

And so he just did it. He entered an order requiring them to show up and 

nobody had the nerve to say you don’t have the power to say, to do this. And they 

came! 

 

MO: Wow. 

 

DH: And, you know, that was eye opening. If you think it’s right and you can’t find 

anything that says you can’t do it, just do it. And keep doing it until somebody tells 

you can’t. I guess it was kind of an extension of the old maxim: it’s better to ask for 
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forgiveness than permission [both laugh]. But that’s one that kind of stands out as 

a way to be innovative and find a way—[recording ends abruptly, then resumes]—

to solve a problem. 

 

MO: And, well, maybe we should talk about some of the first cases that you had 

then as a magistrate judge. 

 

DH: Oh gosh, there were—I guess an aspect of the job that surprised me was the 

administration part of the job in addition to the cases. Early on the court had, I think 

it   was Judge Ashmanskas, was representative of the court to the Oregon State 

Bar, Oregon Supreme Task Force on Gender Fairness. And Judge Ashmanskas’s 

case docket was getting busy enough that he asked for somebody to replace him. 

I had probably more time than others to do that so I volunteered to do that and got 

involved as the court’s representative to that task force. And then there was another 

commission that the state bar had, the Professionalism Commission, that the 

supreme court and state bar had put together. The court needed a representative 

on that. The chief was an ex officio member, but he had too many things to do to 

go to those commission meetings. I took on that position which I held as the court’s 

representative until—last December was my last meeting with that commission. I 

did it for almost twenty years. And it was a good experience. But what I learned is 

that there’s a lot of things that judges do that are trying to promote the rule of law 

and promote the development of the law and the collegiality of the bar that don’t 

always show up in the court statistics and there’s really no way to keep track of. 

I remember [pause] I had a case out of Eastern Oregon that was a land 

dispute between the BLM and a rancher who had grazing rights. I mean, this guy 

had grazing rights over thousands of acres in Eastern Oregon. And it was a tough 

job to keep his fences mended so that the cattle couldn’t get out because he had 

miles and miles and miles of remotely located fences. And the BLM had just gotten 

tired of his cattle showing up where they weren’t supposed to be and it was resulting 

in some stream pollution from the cattle. That’s what prompted them to finally file 

the lawsuit to get him to take care of this properly. 
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You know, one of the reasons I was interested in doing the job was, as you 

practice law, if you’re doing your job well your horizons narrow. You get more and 

more of the cases that you’ve done well in by reputation and less and less of things 

that you’re learning new things about. I kind of wanted to get back to learning some 

areas of the law that I hadn’t practiced in. That’s what my early experience on the 

bench taught me: boy, the horizons are really wide in the federal court. I had that 

case involving grazing on federal land. I had an early case involving sexual 

orientation discrimination. It was two ladies who moved to Christmas Valley had 

taken over a long-defunct city center kind of community center and opened it up 

and made it attractive to the city. But there were some local residents who really 

didn’t like the idea of lesbians running the community      center. And the lawyer, 

Claude Ingram, who was kind of a legend for taking on tough cases, took that case 

on for the plaintiffs and sued the husband and wife who were behind trying to run 

them out of town. I’d never handled a case like that before. It was an interesting 

case. 

There were wrongful death cases. I tried a case in Eugene in the bankruptcy 

court, because the courtrooms in the district court were full and so we tried it in the 

bankruptcy. The bankruptcy had a jury trial courtroom in case they had a jury trial 

they needed to resolve. This was a wrongful death case and it lasted about a week. 

One of the exhibits— it was case where a motorcycle rider, had bought some saddle 

bags and the saddle bags were allegedly defective in that they could come loose. 

And they did come loose, wedged between the wheel and the fender and froze the 

back wheel and stopped the motorcycle suddenly at speed on the highway and the 

young man died, leaving his wife and two children.  There were cases all over the 

map: the patent cases and copyright cases and tax refund cases, and things I 

never, ever dreamt of dealing with. And it was exciting to kind of get into new fields 

and deal with them. I was gratified that the consents were coming  in to actually be 

able to try the cases. That was fun. 

There were some funny experiences along the way. I remember, most of my 

hearings were by phone with me in Bend and the lawyers were—my civil cases 

were centered in Eugene because it was a southern division assignment to be in 
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Bend. And I would be on the phone with a court reporter and the court clerk and 

the two lawyers usually from Eugene and me in Bend. And so I had some hearings 

like that and I show up then on one of my civil cases in Eugene. And the court 

reporter, who’d apparently done a hearing the week before, was a freelance court 

reporter in private practice who’d been called in to do this hearing on contract with 

the court. As is the habit when you show up to take somebody’s deposition, the 

plaintiff wanted to perpetuate the treating doctor in  the case that I was defending. 

And so I show up at the deposition and I give the court reporter my business card 

so she knows where to send the bill and the transcript. 

And she reads my card and says, “Oh, Judge Hubel!” 

And I said, “No, not today. I’m not Judge Hubel today. It’s just attorney Hubel 

today.” 

I remember thinking what’s the poor doctor think? He’s sitting there ready to 

have his deposition taken by, now he finds out, a judge! What does this person 

think? It was very odd. You kind of met yourself coming and going. It was just an 

interesting time doing both jobs part-time. 

The court, Judge Hogan in particular, wanted to expand that Central Oregon 

position to fulltime. And one of his concerns was that there was a lot of cases that 

had not had adequate service from the Indian reservations in Central and Eastern 

Oregon. So he really wanted to launch a project to have the court have a presence 

on the Indian reservations. Ironically, I suppose, our law firm represented the Warm 

Springs Tribe. So I’m half-time judge, half-time lawyer and I’m going as a 

representative of the court with Judge Hogan to meet with the Tribal Council and 

lawyers from my firm representing the tribe in that meeting talking about “would you 

like, as a tribe, to have the federal court have a presence on the reservation?” 

The issue was that the tribe could handle in Tribal Court the prosecution of 

tribal members who violated the law. It could handle civil cases involving tribal 

members. 

They could handle some civil cases involving non-tribal members. But what 

they couldn’t do was they couldn’t prosecute a non-tribal member for a crime in 

Tribal Court. It either had to go out to state court and there was a question whether 
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state court had jurisdiction over a crime committed on the reservation by a non-

tribal member. Clearly, federal court did have jurisdiction. So that was the gray area 

the court was offering to come in and be more active in, with the tribe’s 

acquiescence and request, to prosecute those crimes in federal court. And they 

were really concerned a lot about drug use and about drug dealing starting to 

proliferate on the reservation more than they were willing to tolerate. So there was 

a lot of negotiations about that. We actually did have some court sessions on the 

reservation at the Tribal courthouse. There were traditionalists amongst the tribe—

[recording ends abruptly, then resumes] 

 

MO: Okay, we’re back on—recording here with Judge Hubel on September 2, 

2013 [sic]. 

 

DH: I think I was explaining the experiment to kind of help out the Warm Springs 

Reservation and other reservations with their problem of prosecuting non-tribal 

members for criminal conduct on the reservation. 

As I said, we had a couple of court sessions up at the Warm Springs Tribal 

Court. But there were some traditionalists within the tribe who, shall we say, 

recalled that they are a sovereign nation separate and distinct from the United 

States and that they weren’t sure they wanted another sovereign coming onto their 

reservation and trying these cases. And so there was something of a conflict within 

the tribe as to whether we should be  there or shouldn’t be there. And as a result, 

we certainly didn’t get the encouragement of the court to expand that project. And, 

in fact, we got some feelings that maybe the tribe would prefer that we just kind of 

backed off. And so we did for a number of years. Now that is starting to go the other 

direction again now. Indeed, the Umatilla Reservation has asked the court to come 

onto the reservation and actively prosecute some of those cases. And maybe the 

Warm Springs are ready for that now; maybe they’re not. We’ll see. But I think that 

we’ll start to see the court be more active on some of the reservations. That started 

back in the early days of my time as a part-time magistrate judge. The— 
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MO: —A 

 

DH: —go ahead. 

 

MO: A quick question maybe about the tribal courts. I know that a lot of the tribes 

have, you know, are pretty sophisticated and have business, you know, enterprises 

and so forth and so on. But how would you describe the differences between say 

the tribal court and the courts that we’re familiar with? 

 

DH: Well, it’s going to vary from reservation to reservation. 

 

MO: Sure, of course. 

 

DH: You know, the one I was most familiar with was the Warm Springs Tribal 

Court. And then there was a particular judge. I think his name was Johnson from 

the Umatilla Reservation, who would come over on conflict cases and try cases in 

the Warm Springs Tribal Court. You know, I guess one thing to note at the outset 

is, and this may have changed since my experience with the tribal court. There was 

not a requirement for a law degree to be a tribal judge. You certainly had to have 

some experience with the legal system on the reservation and you had to be 

competent to serve, but you didn’t have to have the undergraduate degree and then 

the law degree and then some years of practice to get there to be a tribal judge. As 

a practical matter, most of the Tribal Court judges on the Warm Springs court did 

have significant legal training and were quite good at what they did. They handled 

a variety of civil disputes on the reservation. 

They could certainly get involved in some pretty significant civil disputes. I 

handled one there that I think we may have talked about with Pacific Power & Light. 

Dick Gleason handled it for Stoel Rives for Pacific Power & Light, a claim out of an 

exploding transformer there. Quite significant claim; a quite difficult claim. But, you 

know, they really, like most state courts handle a large volume of domestic relations 
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matters: marriages, divorces—not marriages so much as divorces—and child 

custody issues and that sort of thing. Juvenile cases. 

They handle a large volume of criminal cases where it’s an Indian on the 

reservation who’s committed the law violation that they’ll handle it. And they’re very 

good at that kind of work and keeping things moving in their system. There are 

certainly some federal issues where they don’t have the experience and expertise 

and that was kind of what the court was trying to offer to them. And sometimes they 

lacked the  investigation resources to handle the really complicated and serious 

criminal acts on the reservation. And so, frequently you’d see the U.S. Attorney’s 

Office, at the request of the tribe, coming out and prosecuting homicides on the 

reservation in federal court. And some drug dealing on the reservation when an 

Indian member—if the tribe requested it. I guess I would say it’s at the court of 

appeals level I really noticed a difference in Tribal Court versus the federal court 

system or the state court system. 

The appellate court judges on the reservation had even less legal training, 

oftentimes no legal training. They were more of traditionalists, more custom and 

practice of the tribal law. And we’re talking about tribal law that would be passed 

down orally from generation to generation, not written down anywhere, and that’s 

kind of the framework from which they would make decisions in the appellate court 

oftentimes. At least that’s what it appeared to me as a lawyer. And again, I’m 

speaking only about the one appellate court that I was familiar with. I would say 

they had fewer resources and  less sophisticated legal training to handle some of 

the more complicated cases. Certainly, they would not be comfortable handling a 

patent infringement case or a tax refund case there. Those were issues that were 

just outside their expertise and they wouldn’t want to delve into that. But they are 

capable of handling a large variety of the cases that come before them and they do 

a nice job keeping the rule of law operating on tribal lands. 

 

MO: And I guess the rule of law on a sovereign Indian nation must be a little bit 

different from the— 
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DH: I think in ways that are predictable. If it’s a natural resource issue, a fishing 

or hunting situation, they’re going to have a little bit different perspective on that 

than our state courts and game violations in state court. They’re not going to worry 

so much about the tribal member who’s out fishing and whether he’s got a fishing 

license or not. They’d be very concerned about you or me not having a fishing 

license to fish on the reservation. But not so much their own members because that 

was by their very nature and history how they lived. That was how they got their 

food. And so, they are much less restrictive about that. It’s not a recreational thing 

for them. 

 

MO: Right. 

 

DH: It’s a sustenance issue for them— 

 

MO: Maybe, well, they wouldn’t use this term, but maybe even a religious— 

 

DH: —and certainly it is involved in some of their ceremonies. Absolutely. 

Absolutely. 

In ’95, I’m launched onto this part-time judge thing. And as time goes on, the 

court is increasing my civil case load. The court has in its mind developing a set of 

statistics to support the administrative office and the U.S. Judicial Conference 

approving the addition of a fulltime position, hopefully in Bend, as their goal. Now, 

there wasn’t a federal courthouse in Bend. There wasn’t even a federal courtroom 

in Bend. My predecessor Al Gray had met sometimes every other month, 

sometimes once a quarter and had a kind of a deal worked out if you will–I use deal 

in quotes–with the circuit court      in Deschutes County. He’d figure out when a 

judge was going on vacation and he’d set the petty offense docket for while that 

judge was out of town so he could use the courtroom in the Deschutes County 

Circuit Courthouse. Well, they were getting busier  and busier. And many, many 

times when a judge would go on vacation they would use that opportunity to bring 

in a visiting judge to hear a case that there was a conflict with any sitting Deschutes 
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County judge to hear. So they didn’t feel like there was room in the courthouse, so 

to speak, for us anymore. We were invited to find another place to conduct our 

hearings. 

For that first docket that Judge Cooney came up to assist me with, we were 

at the National Guard Armory in Bend, in a classroom [DH chuckles]. So the first 

time I’m there by myself, the second docket, you know, it’s a military facility and 

they take their pride in their spit and polish everywhere. The floors were always 

waxed to a sheen. I’m in an office chair that is a bench chair on the same level as 

everybody else in the courtroom, in the classroom used as a courtroom. And I walk 

out from behind the panel to take my seat at what is the effective bench and I 

touched the chair as I started to sit down. Fortunately for me I got the sense that 

the chair had floated away from me. It had gone about ten feet backwards [both 

chuckle]. Fortunately I didn’t sit down on nothing. I was able to go back and retrieve 

my chair. But it was a bit of a comical moment in the courtroom. Everybody 

understood how close it was to the judge sitting on the floor unceremoniously. We 

had some very interesting trials in that courtroom, some of which I may have related 

before. But they were all petty offenses. 

So the docket is building up and they’re assigning more and more civil cases. 

I’m handling those hearings by either traveling over to Eugene for the hearings 

when the lawyers want to be in person or on the phone. And in ’97, in about March, 

the court put in another request to the administrative office to increase my position 

in Bend from half- time to fulltime. And it was at that point that I started to learn and 

realize that what that meant was, if it was approved, that I was out of a job. They 

have to advertise that  position, take new applications. I could apply like anybody 

else, but I would have to  apply like anybody else and hope that my experience 

carried the day and that I’d get the appointment. That caused me a little bit of 

concern. But I thought, well, you’ve either done a good job or you haven’t done a 

good job. Your colleagues will either think you’ve done a good job or they won’t. 

And just keep pointing straight ahead. 

So the application went in. The result came back in about June, I believe it 

was early June, that the court could have one more fulltime position. But they didn’t 
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have a sufficient case load to have that position be in Bend. If the court wanted the 

fulltime position it would be in Portland as a fourth fulltime magistrate judge in 

Portland. And the price of that was the elimination of the position in Bend. So now, 

not only if I wanted to continue did I have to reapply but I would be moving back to 

Portland where I had started my practice. My wife and I talked about it. Both sets 

of parents were living in Portland. My sisters were in Portland. Her brothers, one of 

whom had passed away, the other one was in Seattle. Her parents were getting 

older and getting ready to retire. Mine were retired. It kind of looked like maybe it 

was a decent time to think about coming  back to Portland to be closer to the parents 

at a time when they might start to need our assistance. It was an awkward time for 

my kids. My daughter was finishing eighth grade, going to go on to high school. My 

son was finishing first grade, getting ready to go into second grade. Probably an 

okay time it looked like maybe for a move for him, but not such a great time for the 

daughter. 

But we decided to apply for the position. I, fortunately, was selected and we 

knew as of September that pending a new background investigation by the FBI that 

we’d be moving. The investigation came back around December 1st or so and 

Judge Hogan called me up as the chief and said, “Everything’s a go. You’re ready 

to be sworn in. When do you want to be sworn in?” And I was thinking in terms of, 

okay, what’s the best time to leave the law firm completely and go onto the bench 

fulltime. And it made a lot of sense, because the law firm was on a calendar tax 

year, it made a lot of sense that if that could occur on January 1, the switch over. 

I said, “Well, any chance of you swearing me in on New Year’s Day judge?” 

[chuckle in his voice] 

And he said, “Yeah! Yeah! How about I call you at halftime of the Rose Bowl?” 

[DH laughs] 

So, that’s what he did: halftime of the Rose Bowl I get a call at home in my 

house in Bend and he swears me in. He has me raise my right hand and take the 

oath and swears me in as a fulltime magistrate judge. . January 2nd or 3rd, there 

was some pretty bad weather but I made my way over the mountains to Portland. 

For the next seven or eight months I commuted. I lived in Portland with my wife’s 
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mom and dad. They had a large house and a spare bedroom and I stayed there 

during the week. And on Friday, late afternoon, I’d drive to Bend and the weekend 

at Bend. First thing Monday morning at zero dark thirty I’d drive back to Portland 

for the week and let the kids finish the school year that way. Then they came over 

in the summer of ’98 and started their new careers in school here in the metro area. 

That was an interesting transition time. I got a full case load and I got it the 

way it was traditionally done for a new judge. It was a new position. I wasn’t taking 

another judge’s position who had retired. It was a new position. And so what the 

court would do is they would say okay, a full case load for Judge Hubel we’ll say is 

a hundred and fifty cases. And we’ll say, hypothetically, there are six of you judges 

in Portland who are going to feed cases to him. So each of the six of you can – 

divide six into one hundred fifty – you each can give him this many cases. Try to 

give him cases that aren’t set for trial tomorrow so that he can work his way into 

this. But, you know, go ahead and give him that many cases. So, on one day I have 

the cases I had from Eugene, which I’ll kind of finish up. And that was running about 

fifty or sixty cases. And then the next day I had about a hundred and eighty cases. 

They came at—you know, there wasn’t an ability for Judge Marsh, for instance, to 

talk to Judge Panner about does the dates scheduled in Judge Marsh’s case conflict 

with the dates in Judge Panner’s case. The only way to get to the bottom of that 

was when it lands in my bailiwick to go through all those cases, find out what the 

schedules look like, get them all on the calendar for me, and then start moving 

dates around and make it work so that I could be there for the hearings in the cases. 

Judge Redden loaned me his long-term career clerk, Jolie Russo6, to come 

and help sort that out. And she was a godsend! She spent about four days going 

through those cases and had a list of all the conflict dates that I had to resolve and 

suggestions on how  to organize the chamber’s files. She was a great help in getting 

off to a good start. Again, an example of a colleague—Judge Redden didn’t have 

to lend me his career law clerk who had plenty of things to do for his chambers, but 

he did. And it made the new judge’s transition so much easier and so much better. 

And Judge Marsh, I remember, spent some time kind of telling me how he 

organized his cases and how he kept track of things. I got that kind of advice from 
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a lot of different places. You pick and choose what seems to fit for your style of 

doing things. As I retired, I still had in place the methods of controlling and 

organizing my caseload that my colleagues had taught me as I came on fulltime. 

Not a lot of courts have that kind of collegiality and help available to one another. 

It was very nice to walk into that. Some joked about sending me their dog cases 

that they didn’t want anymore, and I probably did get some tough cases that way. 

But, you know, so what? Somebody had to do those cases and it was a good 

learning experience for me. And so I didn’t have any problems with the way that 

worked out. It worked well. 

Early trials as a fulltime judge? The habit in those days, in ’98, was if a judge 

had two or three cases set for the same day, which was a routine, especially the 

district judges would have that with their criminal felony cases that had to take 

precedence. I think I was here about three days when Judge Marsh sent around an 

email saying guys, I’ve got a felony trial that takes precedence to start next 

Tuesday. I’ve also got a civil employment discrimination case set to go next 

Tuesday. They’ll consent to a magistrate judge trying the case. Has anybody got 

time to do it? Well, there really weren't a lot of people who had the flexibility that I 

had as a brand new guy on the block. So I said “I can do it!” My second week 

fulltime in Portland I had my first civil discrimination lawsuit as a jury trial. He loaned 

me his law clerk who had worked on it, Kelly Zusman, and off we went to trial. I had 

first civil trial as a fulltime magistrate judge in my first month on the bench. And it 

went just fine! It was a good experience and those lawyers are still practicing in 

Portland and still consenting to magistrate judges so it couldn’t have been too bad. 

 

MO: Mm-hmm. 

 

DH: And, you know, it just kind of went from there. What year was that? It was 

probably early 2000s, I had been assigned a patent infringement case off the 

random assignment of cases as they come in the door. I got full consent. And it 

was going to be a jury trial. And I started asking around, “Who’s had a patent jury 

trial? What can you tell me about patent jury trials?” Nobody could remember having 
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a patent jury trial who was sitting on the bench. I’m sure there had been one in the 

past, but nobody could remember one. So for the first time in a long, long time, 

there was a patent jury trial in the court and I got to do it. And it was an interesting 

trial. [small pause] Lots of strange things  happened in the trial, one of which was 

during jury deliberations, we actually had a juror burst out of the jury room in tears 

and start down the hall like she was leaving the courthouse. My bailiff had to go 

grab onto her and bring her back to the jury room and get her calmed down enough 

to stay there and then come get me and tell me what happened. So, we marched 

the lawyers into the courtroom and told them what happened and what did they 

want to do. In the end, we decided that case with seven jurors instead of eight 

because that juror was so upset she just wasn’t going to be able to make a decision 

or continue to participate in the deliberations. To this day I don’t know what she 

was upset about. I have a feeling she just had a pretty strong disagreement with 

the other seven and just wasn’t happy with the way the deliberations were going. 

Yes? [to an outside voice] [recording stops, then begins abruptly without 

introduction] 

 

DH: —so we got, we got a jury verdict in that case. It was a verdict in favor of the 

plaintiff. I had motions pending against them to set the verdict aside. And I was 

troubled by the verdict because I felt like it wasn’t supported by the evidence in any 

way. It was much too glib a sliding over the legal issues in the case. And so I 

granted a motion to take the verdict away from the plaintiff. And they, of course, 

appealed that and the other side appealed some things from the case too. It ended 

up being a patent case that went to the federal circuit. That same patent holder had 

two other cases filed in Oregon against other people alleged to infringe the patent, 

both of which were assigned to me. And perhaps as a result of that taking away of 

the verdict and maybe other issues the patent holder wasn’t going to consent to me 

in those following cases. 

Judge Brown was the district judge behind me in those cases. She felt like 

she wanted to have me take the first cut at the issues in those cases because of 

my experience with the patent. And so we started down that road and pretty soon 
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it became apparent that it was going to be much more efficient to have those cases 

with her. My case ends up getting partially affirmed, partially reversed in the federal 

circuit. It comes back for a re- trial of one issue that the defense wanted to try, 

which was the invalidity of the patents. They had waived that issue aside to be only 

decided if the infringement was found. So it came back with the infringement verdict 

reinstated for a trial on invalidity with me. And Judge Brown has the invalidity issue 

and infringement of other people pending in front of her. Long story short: she goes 

to trial. The patents that were supporting the infringement verdict in my case were 

found to be invalid. And now the judgment that the plaintiff has against my client, 

my case, defendants, has got nothing to stand on. The patent is invalid and so 

massive settlement negotiations start. All the cases get settled after about a year 

of negotiations and a very complex settlement. And all the cases get dismissed. 

I’ve only taken away two, no, three verdicts in my career. That was the first 

one. The second one also happened in my first term as a magistrate judge. It was 

a lawyer who had made an improper legal argument. There had been an objection 

to his improper legal argument in closing argument. I had sustained the objection, 

and I’d instructed the jury to ignore it. And they hand wrote some things on the 

verdict form as they reached their verdict that made it clear, absolutely crystal clear, 

that they had still awarded damages for that improper argument, improper theory. 

I had to take that away from the plaintiff in the case. And that case settled later as 

well. 

When I came up for reappointment for the first time in the history of the court 

— usually it was just advertised in the Bar Bulletin and the newspaper for the public 

and the bar who wanted to submit comments about the judge going up for 

reappointment could submit their comments to the court anonymously—not 

anonymously—but submit them and a committee would review them and make a 

recommendation to the court whether to reappoint the judge or not. We were now 

electronically filing. And all lawyers, who appeared in the court had an email 

address with the court. For the first time in history the request for comments about 

the judge sitting for reappointment went as an email to every lawyer who appeared 

in our court and came up on their screen. And we all know how easy it is to respond 
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to an email versus sitting down and writing something out and mailing it off. I 

thought, “Hmm, this will be interesting! I wonder how this is going to go?” 

 

MO: Ha! You’re the first one? 

 

DH: I’m the first one. As it turns out, the two plaintiffs' lawyers, for reasons I don’t 

know, who I’d taken verdicts away from chose to comment on my reappointment. 

And they chose—they weren’t supposed to do this but they did—they both sent me 

copies of their letters to the court. And their letters were essentially this: ”If anybody 

has a potential reason to have concerns about Judge Hubel being reappointed it 

might be a lawyer who’s had a verdict taken away by him that the jury had 

awarded.”I had that experience,” the letters both said, “but I have to say that I am 

wholeheartedly in support of his reappointment. He handled the case very well,” 

blah, blah, blah, blah. I was blown away. I did not expect that. It was very nice to 

receive those. So that was my first patent jury trial. 

 

MO: You were probably expecting worse from those— 

 

DH: —you know, I was. I didn’t know what to expect from the email solicitation 

because it’s so easy for people to respond to an email quickly and without thinking 

it through. 

 

MO: Right, right. 

 

DH: And I thought oh boy, what’s going to come of this? But nothing bad came of 

it. It worked out. We’ll stop there. 

 

MO: Okay, I guess we can leave it here. 

 

DH: Okay. 
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MO: And thanks a lot for a great interview. 

 

DH: Thank you. 

 

MO: We’ll continue at some future point. 

 

DH: Okay. [recording ends abruptly] 

 

[End of Interview 7] 
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Judge Dennis Hubel, Interview Eight 
2016 January 20 

 

 

MO: Okay. This Michael O’Rourke and I’m with Judge Hubel in his chambers. And 

I guess the date today must be the 20th. So, we were just talking about the Oregon 

Task Force on Gender Fairness. And that was one of your— 

 

DH: It was one of my early assignments, kind of I’ll call it an administrative 

assignment for the court. 

 

MO: Mm-hmm. 

 

DH: Several of these kinds of things have reached out to various courts and asked 

for a representative to serve on the task force or committee or whatever. And at the 

time, I think Judge Hogan was our chief judge at the time. I think Judge 

Ashmanskas had been the court’s representative on the Gender Fairness Taskforce 

and he had some big cases coming up and needed somebody to kind of take that 

job over. So Judge Hogan asked me if I would do that and I agreed. This was right 

at the tail end, I think, of my part-time position before I became a fulltime magistrate 

judge. And I went on and became the chief judge’s representative for the court on 

the Gender Fairness Taskforce. It was a joint taskforce between the Oregon State 

Bar and the Oregon Supreme Court. I think the chairs, I remember Susan Graber 

was a co-chair. And I think maybe Bob Fraser, a lawyer from Eugene, was a co-

chair with her, a former president of the Oregon State Bar. 

I ended up on that taskforce and was given the assignment of chairing the 

court administration committee and ended up being the primary author of the court 

administration chapter of that task force report. Which in essence, I think the overall 

conclusion of the task force was that while substantial strides had been made in 

getting gender equality for whether it be consumers at the court, the witnesses, 
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parties, etc., or the court employees or the judges or, in fact, the lawyers who 

appeared in court, to ensure equality of treatment of men versus women, there was 

still work to be done. And I think that probably there would be agreement that now 

some almost twenty years later than that taskforce report, we’ve continued to make 

strides but there may still be some work to be done to reach a truly equality-based 

system. That was the first of several administrative assignments that I had over the 

years for the court. 

Very briefly, I served on the education committee for the magistrate judges 

of the Ninth Circuit, eventually chairing that committee. I served on the national 

Magistrate Judges Advisory Group that the Administrative Office has. I think there 

were usually on the order of ten magistrate judges from around the country who 

would meet twice a year and address issues from a magistrate judge’s point of view 

that the Administrative Office and the U.S. Judicial Conference wanted input from 

magistrate judges on. And then, eventually, I became our district’s representative 

to the Magistrate Judges Executive Committee of the Ninth Circuit for three years 

maybe, maybe four years, towards the end of my time as a fulltime judge. And, 

again, that was a committee that would advise the Ninth Circuit Executive 

Committee on issues relating to magistrate judge utilization and magistrate judges 

in general. So those were kind of a cross-section of the administrative tasks I’ve 

had over the years for the court, including the Oregon Professionalism Commission, 

which I think we may have touched on before. 

I served on that for somewhere in the range of fourteen, fifteen years for the 

court. And Judge Acosta has taken over my position as the court representative on 

that commission. In that commission, our primary goal was trying to find a way to 

enhance what was admittedly, compared to other state bars, a very good situation 

in Oregon with respect to the professionalism of lawyers and the civility with which 

they treat one another. But we’re always trying to improve that. In the end we 

decided that the most effective way was to spend time at the law schools and have 

the law schools start to address the issue of civility and professionalism on day one 

at the law schools, all the way through their three years in school. And eventually 

it led me to work with Steve Johansen from Lewis & Clark, a professor on the 
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commission, to develop the mandatory mentoring program that all new admittees 

now must go through for their first year in practice to establish a mentor relationship 

with an experienced lawyer and learn something about the nuts and bolts of 

professionalism and civility. It also led to me developing a seminar at Lewis & Clark 

Law School on professionalism,7 a semester long course, where we examined sort 

of in the life of a civil case, from the day the client walks in the door until the case 

is over, what are the opportunities to do things the right way versus the 

opportunities to do things the wrong way. And what are those choices and why is it 

in your best interest as a lawyer and in your client’s best interest to do things the 

civil and professional way. That’s been a fun project to have worked on over the 

years. 

 

MO:    Okay, hold on for just one minute here. [recording ends abruptly, then 

resumes] I just want to make sure that we’re getting the audio and it’s fine 

otherwise. So, what’s the next case that we’d talk about? 

 

DH: Oh, I’d probably move next to along the lines of professionalism, talking 

about my baby judge school experience and also the, I think we would talk about 

Asiana Airlines, a case that’s on the list there. 

 

MO: Okay. Let me stop here and pause for just—[recording ends abruptly, then 

resumes] Okay. We’re back on tape. 

 

DH: Okay. 

 

MO: So, the next one we were going to talk to was Asiana. 

 

DH: Asiana and an experience along the lines of the professionalism issues that, 

what we call baby judge school—new judge orientation is the formal name of the 

program. But, you know, a member on the professionalism commission in my early 

years was Tom Brown, a Portland lawyer as Cosgrave Vergeer Kester. And Tom 
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always used to say to me and the other judges on the commission that the most 

important thing that a judge can do to assist in the development of professionalism 

within the Oregon State Bar is to take control of the courtroom. And when you see 

an instance of unprofessional conduct, call it out and make sure that the lawyers 

understand that that’s not acceptable conduct. And he’s right. When I look back 

over my career the judges who did that really contributed 

greatly to, I think, to everyone’s development of a professional demeanor in the 

courtroom. 

And otherwise–I remember at what we judges call baby judge school. It’s 

officially called new judge orientation. We had a segment on talking about 

professionalism in the court, controlling the professional conduct of the lawyers in 

the courtroom. And the judges there seemed to be really latching onto the idea that 

the primary thing a judge needs to do to be, to encourage professionalism, is to 

make sure there’s a level playing field and that both sides have an equal opportunity 

to present their case. It was getting to the point where I was feeling like what they 

were primarily concerned about was an inequality inability of the lawyers to present 

their case as opposed to inappropriate conduct by the lawyers in presenting their 

case. And so I offered my observation that if their focus was to insure equal 

representation by both lawyers that I didn’t necessarily agree that was the judge’s 

job in the courtroom to insure. Because if it was, I said in my own experience, the 

only way I could do that is to take off my robe and go down and sit at counsel table 

with the weaker of the two lawyers sometimes. That’s surely wasn’t my role as a 

judge. 

And then early in my fulltime position, I had a trial, the Asiana Airlines v. 

Evergreen Airlines. This was a dispute between Del Smith’s Evergreen Aviation 

Company—they had leased a plane to Asiana Airlines and there was a dispute 

about Asiana’s failure to pay under the lease. Asiana had a number of defenses. 

Both companies were represented by Los Angeles lawyers and different law firms 

that specialized in aviation cases. Very early in the case—they also both had, 

consistent with our local rules, a local lawyer assigned from the local firm to work 

with them to make sure that they did things the way Oregon lawyers do things and 
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understood the culture of the Oregon lawyers and the requirements of our court, 

particularly with respect to professionalism. And these two lawyers from California 

were the best example I’d had in my experience up to that point of the way not to 

do things. They were extremely uncooperative; nasty to one another, both in their 

writing and in their court materials. I was disturbed enough by the written briefs on 

an early motion on a discovery fight that  we were coming to court on. Both lawyers 

from California wanted to fly up to Oregon for this discovery battle. And so I ordered 

their local counsel to be present with them and to brief them on how these issues 

are handled in Oregon District Court. I’m sure they did that. But these lawyers were 

not about to be controlled by these whippersnapper Oregon lawyers. 

So they came into court loaded for bear and started in on one another in very 

nasty tones and interrupting one another and not letting them finish their sentences. 

I said, “Gentlemen, I’m going to ask you both to sit down. You apparently 

didn’t listen to the presentation I asked your local counsel to give you on how we 

handle ourselves in the Oregon courtrooms.” I basically had to take them back to 

square one about how we’re going to handle this case and how you’re going to treat 

one another. “And if you can’t make yourselves do that, then you’re not going to be 

speaking and appearing for your client in our court. Your pro hac vice admission to 

practice in our court will be revoked and your local lawyers will handle the case 

from here on for your clients. Am I clear?” 

And they looked like I wasn’t. But they did clean up their act. 

And I said, “By the way, I just want you to be aware that every court 

appearance your local counsel will be here. And if at any point in your court 

presentation you’re not handling it appropriately, that hearing will be taken over by 

your local counsel.” 

And things got better after that session. 

A number of our judges I had seen handle things like this before when I was 

practicing law with out-of-state counsel. And sometimes they would get to the point 

of—this was Judge Redden’s favorite—he would ask the lawyers to bring their client 

representative with them to the next hearing so they could see how their money 

was  being spent by their lawyers. That usually ended the problem when the client 
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got to observe the bad conduct or learned that he was going to have to fly from 

wherever to attend court with Judge Redden because his lawyer had been less than 

a professional lawyer. 

This is a big deal, professionalism. It costs the clients money when their 

lawyers are unprofessional and uncooperative. And it will be the end of civil trials 

as we know it if the trend were to continue down this unprofessional path that we 

see so much in other jurisdictions but not so much in Oregon. So we took this whole 

professionalism topic very seriously. And I know Judge Acosta has continued to 

take that issue very seriously for our court in his representation on the 

Professionalism Commission. 

 

MO: So, there’s a real different then between federal courts in different 

jurisdictions? 

 

DH: There is. There is. Lawyers behave very differently in other states and other 

jurisdictions with one another. They regularly get in screaming matches. I 

remember one settlement conference when I was down helping out in the Central 

District of California where a plaintiff’s lawyer at this settlement conference—they 

both made offers to one another before they got to the conference and it hadn’t 

settled the case. Now they’re at the conference and we’re trying to move the 

negotiations to get them to move a little closer and a little closer and see where we 

can come to agreement. Well, the plaintiff’s lawyer was busy moving further away 

from the offers that he had made before. For sake of argument, he had offered to 

settle for $100,000 and suddenly now his demand was $200,000 at the settlement 

conference. I expressed some concern about that negotiating tactic [DH chuckles] 

and invited him into chambers to talk about it privately. 

I’ll never forget the confrontation in chambers. He came up to me and, you 

know, all of us as people are used to a certain amount of physical space that is our 

space. You just don’t get inside that space when you’re talking to somebody. 

Everybody’s a little bit different on that. But I think most of us would be 

uncomfortable with somebody we had just met getting within a foot of us and 
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speaking harshly and loudly in our face. And that’s what this lawyer did. He walked 

right up to me and said, “Judge.” He got very close to me, within a foot, and said, 

“You probably think I’m an asshole for negotiating like this.” 

And I said, “Let me just stop you right there sir. I don’t make a habit of 

assuming any lawyer is an asshole. I assume that they’ll be gentlemen and 

gentlewomen and conduct themselves in a civil manner, much unlike what you’re 

doing now.” [DH chuckles] I said, “If you want to disabuse me of that idea and 

continue down this path, you can do that. But I don’t start out with that assumption.” 

This was just an example of how some lawyers relate to one another in other 

jurisdictions. To what end? How does this advance your client’s cause? I mean, I 

thought we were here to resolve our client’s problems. That kind of conduct, it’s like 

pouring gasoline on a fire. It doesn’t put the fire out [DH chuckles]. It makes it 

worse. 

 

MO: Well, I would think that the lawyers would realize once you said anything 

about it that they were compromising their chances in your court. 

 

DH: You would think. And certainly rational lawyers do in fact. Rational lawyers   

don’t behave that way in the first place. Bill Barton, a well-known plaintiff’s lawyer 

in Oregon, I’ve had him come talk to my professionalism seminars several times. 

His theme is, you know, it isn’t just about being a nice guy. You need to look at it 

in terms of what’s in your client’s best interest in getting their case resolved and 

what’s going to get you a better result. This is all about your credibility. And jurors 

don’t like it when you’re rude  to other lawyers, or rude to witnesses, or disrespectful 

to the court. They expect you to be respectful. And when you are, you’re credibility 

points go up and they start to listen to you more and they start to be more receptive 

to the message you're trying to get them to hear and adopt. And when you’re not 

respectful they stop listening to you and they don’t want to listen to you. They don’t 

want to be associated with you and your tactics. And so it’s really doing your client 

a disservice to be disrespectful and uncivil in the courtroom. He’s very effective in 

convincing law students about this. 
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It’s interesting: most law students, I hear this over and over again, their big 

worry as they’re getting into law school is—I had one put it this way to me. “Do I 

have to be a jerk to be successful as a lawyer?” 

And I said, “No. In fact, that’s the easiest way to insure a lack of success is 

to be a jerk. You can be a decent human being and get a lot further in helping your 

client solve their problems.” 

But that’s, that’s what this is about. We have too much, too much TV. and 

Hollywood impressions of what a good lawyer is. And it’s really, really not the 

picture that they paint there. That may sell seats in the movie theaters but it doesn’t 

win the hearts of the jurors that you’re trying to convince to your client’s cause. 

 

MO: Apparently it’s at least tolerated in other jurisdictions. 

 

DH: It is! It is. And it’s hard–you know, I wouldn’t say that every lawyer in other 

jurisdictions acts in this uncivil manner. Good lawyers everywhere treat each other 

civilly. One of the best examples that I give my class–and they’re always blown 

away by this example–there was a lawyer in Detroit, a big-time defense lawyer in a 

medical malpractice case. The plaintiff’s lawyer was a young lawyer, relatively 

inexperienced. He wanted to perpetuate the deposition of a doctor in a city probably 

two or three hours away from Detroit. It had taken a lot to line up a date and time 

to do this deposition. The defense lawyer got stuck in court finishing up a trial. And 

the trial took longer than he thought and he gave the plaintiff’s lawyer a heads-up 

that it might. But he had hoped that the verdict would be back first thing in the 

morning and he could get in his car and drive to the place of the deposition in the 

afternoon. Unfortunately, the verdict wasn’t ready  first thing in the morning and 

about 10:30, 11:00 in the morning it was clear that the defense lawyer couldn’t 

make the 2:00 p.m. deposition. And so he sent a message to his opposition counsel 

that he wasn’t going to be able to make the deposition. They were going to have to 

reschedule it. 

Well, the plaintiff’s lawyer was already in the other city. He’d prepared for the 

deposition. He’d driven there. He’d made arrangements for the court reporter. The 
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doctor had taken time out of his schedule to be present for the deposition. And the 

lawyer was really upset and angry, the young lawyer was. And he was in his office 

the next day  trying to figure out what he was going to do about it when a messenger 

arrived at his office with a hand-delivered envelope. And in the envelope was an 

apology letter from  the senior lawyer who had been unable to attend the deposition. 

And a check. The check was for a day’s, eight hours-worth, of the plaintiff’s lawyer’s 

time at his usual hourly rate when he took cases. And the defense lawyer’s apology 

was, “I’m sorry that I was unable to attend yesterday. I know this was a great 

inconvenience to your client and that it cost you money and your client money for 

you to get ready and go take this deposition. Please accept my apology and this 

check for your services yesterday.” So there are lawyers in other jurisdictions who 

know how to do things the right way. And, you know, I’m sure that was in the great 

scheme of that case on medical malpractice, a drop in the bucket on the expenses. 

But it certainly stopped the young lawyer in his tracks and he wasn’t any more 

worried about what he needed to do about what had happened to him the day 

before. It had been taken care of. 

So, you know, I don’t want to leave the impression that every lawyer in other 

states is unprofessional. It’s just that the problem is worse in other states. And there 

are a significant proportion of lawyers who don’t handle things well. 

 

MO: Let’s move on to, I guess the next one on the list is the Asiana v. Evergreen. 

 

DH: Well, we’ve talked about that. That was the example of the LA lawyers. 

 

MO: Oh, okay. Okay. 

 

DH: We talked about that. Talking about some interesting cases that have come 

up along the way—one month when I was on criminal duty I was advised early in 

the month that there would be an extradition case coming before me in the following 

week. The U.S. Attorney brought me three binders of information opposing 

extradition. And there was a panel lawyer appointed provisionally to represent the 
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defendant. It was Dr. Patel, who the Australian government was seeking to extradite 

to Australia to stand trial for negligent homicide and various other criminal charges 

stemming from his medical malpractice when he was there as the chief of surgery 

at a hospital in Australia. Dr. Patel had, as it turns out, a somewhat checkered 

history in his medical practice in the States. He was trained at a medical school in 

India, did his residency, – I believe I’m correct – at upstate New York, was licensed 

there in New York but had some issues about his competence raised. Moved to 

Oregon. Had practiced in a couple of locations here. Developed again a series of 

problems challenging his competency, particularly in   surgery, and voluntarily left 

a position with one medical establishment here in Portland and had his privileges 

severely cut back at another hospital here in the Portland area. And then had been 

actually interviewed to be the chief of staff of surgery at an Eastern Oregon hospital 

and hadn’t bothered to mention to them these problems that he’d had here in 

Portland. I believe they found out about it though in the midst of their interview 

process and he didn’t get that job. But very shortly thereafter he was hired by this 

hospital in Australia as their chief surgeon. Had a series of really bad results and 

doing some surgeries that it certainly—the record that was presented to me looked 

like he was not really very qualified to do. 

But that wasn’t the issue for me. The issue with me was is this man who’s   

charged with the crime in Australia and do we have a comparable crime here in the 

United States? And do we have an extradition treaty with Australia? And all of those 

T’s were crossed and I’s were dotted. And his lawyer, Marc Blackman, who has 

since passed away, wanted some time to look at the records that the Australian 

government had to support their case to decide what position he would take for the 

doctor with respect to the extradition hearing. And the U.S. Attorney’s Office, at the 

request of the U.S. Department of Justice and at the request of the Australian 

counterpart, were demanding that the doctor be held in custody until he was 

actually extradited and turned over from an in-custody position here in the States 

to the Australian government representatives to fly him back to Australia to answer 

to these charges. That seemed a bit extreme, but the law was reasonably well 

settled that it would be an extraordinary case where you wouldn’t hold someone 
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who was potentially going to be extradited in custody because of the importance 

diplomatically of honoring these treaties with the countries we have the extradition 

treaties with. 

Mr. Blackman, representing the doctor, was very concerned because the 

doctor was Hindu and had some dietary issues with the jail food. And he really 

wanted to be able to attend his religious services with his wife here in Portland 

while this matter was pending. And, of course, he couldn’t necessarily get any of 

that, or all of that, handled well in custody. In the end, the defendant agreed to be 

extradited, did not fight extradition, but did want to be released to handle these 

matters. The government was adamant that he shouldn’t be. I got very concerned 

because Australia was saying, “Well, just hang onto him. We’ll be there in sixty 

days. We’ll be there in seventy-five days to pick him up.” Finally, I got to the point 

where I was very frustrated with their approach to it. I thought to myself, if it’s so 

important you need to get here and take him, and take him now, because there was 

a large question being raised about whether he would be held in custody pre-trial 

in Australia. And was the Australian government just dragging their heels so that 

he would be in custody in the United States at our expense for a criminal charge in 

Australia? 

I entered an order after one hearing saying if the Australian government is 

not  here within two weeks, by this date, to pick him up, then I will release him to 

live at   home and be confined to home with electronic monitoring except for 

attending his church services so that he can, more easily, access his religiously 

mandated diet. And, lo and behold, they showed up within two weeks [DH laughs]. 

And picked him up! Suddenly it was more important and they were able to get their 

airfare ironed out. And you know what? He gets to Australia and within a week he’s 

released on his own recognizance, not to leave the country pending his trial. 

He eventually goes to trial down there—he was acquitted on several charges 

and convicted on a couple. And basically, I think, was sentenced to only a little bit 

more than time served given what he was in custody here in the States and in 

custody down there before he got released on his own recognizance. So it was 

really a lesson to me about how to motivate governments who want to extradite 
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people to come pick up their criminal defendants and actually get them processed 

rather than screwing around with things. 

 

MO: Did you have much interaction with Dr. Patel? 

 

DH: He was in court for probably three or four hearings. He was what you would 

expect from a physician. He was educated. He was respectful. He didn’t speak 

much because his lawyer was there to handle the case for him. Mr. Blackman was 

a very good criminal defense lawyer and very well acquainted with the case. And, 

you know, in all honesty, the government’s representative, the assistant United 

States Attorney handling the case was Dwight Holton, who later became the Acting 

U.S. Attorney, awaiting appointment of the new U.S. Attorney when President 

Obama was elected the first time. And Dwight was—let’s say he was doing what he 

was told to do by the Department of Justice, but I think his heart was not in it. He 

realized that it was kind of an overbearing position he was being expected to 

propose. He was doing it but expected that the court wasn’t going to wait forever 

for the Australian government to do what they needed to do.  

We’ve run into this a couple of other times since then. But nothing quite like 

Dr. Patel’s case. When you looked at the facts it was a pretty strong case of medical 

negligence. But it wasn’t the kind of thing that you thought here was a gentleman 

who was going to run and not face these charges. There was never a fear in my 

mind that he wasn’t going to show up for trial. I think we could have released him 

and had him pay his own way to Australia, but the Australians didn’t want to do it 

that way. So I guess they  got to pay for the round trip for their folks and a one-way 

trip for him. 

So that was a very interesting criminal duty case for me. It was the only one 

that went that far with extradition. The only other ones I had that were extradition 

cases were conceded very early on, and in fact, the whole detention issue was 

conceded. It was much more common for it to be a violent crime that they were 

trying to extradite somebody for and one in which you had serious concerns for the 
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safety of the community. It was clear he wasn’t going to be operating on anybody 

any more, so, I didn’t have a safety concern at all. 

 

MO: Well, next I guess on the list is, are some experiences you’ve had within the 

court, including playing golf with Judge Panner [MO laughs]. 

 

DH: I’ve had the honor and privilege to golf with Judge Panner several times, but 

three times stand out. He is a golf legend, both on our court and in central and 

Eastern Oregon, if not elsewhere. His undergraduate education was at University 

of Oklahoma, or maybe Oklahoma State. (I’m sorry Owen if I’ve got that wrong!) 

But he was on the golf team, and basically a scratch golfer in college. One of his 

experiences in that regard, he actually played golf with the great Ben Hogan and 

had some interesting stories about that. 

But my experience with him was—the first time I played golf with him was 

probably in early 1990s to mid ‘90s. And Owen was the Bend Golf & Country Club 

champion more times than I think anybody in the history of the club. And he was 

over to play at Bend, his old course, and invited me to come play with him. I was in 

his old law firm at the time— 

MO: —right. 

 

DH: —and practicing in Bend. So I went out to play with Owen. It was a foursome, 

and Owen’s very much of a ready-golf guy. I mean, he didn’t stand on ceremony. If 

you got to your ball first, even though technically the etiquette would say you would 

wait for the guy that was furthest from the pin to hit. If you were ready to go, you 

go because the most important thing is get done in four hours or less to keep the 

course moving. So, we’re doing that, going around the front nine. And Owen is 

really keeping us moving along. I mean, I think we finished what normally would be 

a two hour front nine, we probably finished it in an hour thirty-five, an hour forty 

minutes. And Owen is either at par or one over par at that point and the rest of us 

are struggling [both chuckle]. 
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So at the turn we’re walking from the ninth green to the tenth tee. And Owen 

sees an old friend and he stops and chats. The other three of us continue on 

because it’s ready- golf time with Owen. We get over there to the tee and he should 

be up. He had the  honors. But he’s busy talking to his friend, so consistent with 

Owen’s desires we all tee off. And the tenth tee and green is straight, a lot of pucker 

brush off to the right side. And Owen never is off the fairway to the right. If he’s off 

the fairway at all, and that’s rare,   it’d be a little to the left. He comes over and he’s 

a little bit upset with himself because he talked too long and he’s holding us up. We 

all three have hit and we’re waiting at the tee box for him. He tees up very quickly 

and no practice swings, bang hits the ball. He’s in the pucker brush to the right. 

And he’s stymied. When I say pucker brush, the tall dry grass is probably eighteen 

to twenty inches tall. And there’s a series of pine trees between him and the green. 

And they may be five, six feet apart. It’s like I’m in the middle of the fairway, 

miraculously, and Owen’s over here. I’m thinking this may be the only hole in my 

life that I score better than Owen Panner. I mean, I’ve got a short shot to the green. 

Owen’s over there and he walks up to his ball. He looks at the green, looks 

at his ball. Looks at the green, looks at his ball. [somewhat hushed and very 

rhythmic] Settles in with his feet and one more time: look at the green, look at the 

ball. And hits the ball between these two pine trees that are five feet apart. It 

bounces three times on the fairway and rolls up to about five feet from the pin. In 

two [both laugh]. I think, oh my god he willed that ball between these two pine trees 

and he birdies the hole. I parred the hole. That was my chance to beat him on a 

hole. He just had tremendous control on the golf course just like he did in the 

courtroom as a lawyer or a judge. 

The second story of playing golf with Owen, I was a little more successful. 

We were at the Ninth Circuit conference in Monterey playing on the Del Monte 

course outside the hotel. I was having a career day on the golf course. I don’t know 

where it came from. I don’t know why it happened. It’s never happened since. Owen 

was busy talking and doing pretty well, but not shooting his par golf. He was aiming 

for a score in the low to mid-eighties, which is very uncharacteristic for him. And so 

am I, which is equally uncharacteristic in the other direction for me. I’m usually 
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around ninety. I’m out of my mind shooting in the low eighties. I ended up beating 

him by a stroke. And he invited me and I think Jack Cooney and Mike King to go 

play with him at one of his favorite courses either the next day or two days down 

the road. And we did. And he said, “You know, it’s a little tougher course than we 

played today guys.” I thought, well, it doesn’t matter because this will never happen 

again in my life. 

We went to that course and it was the toughest course I think I’ve ever played 

on. Every fairway felt like it was about as wide as this table. Of course it wasn’t, but 

that’s the way  it felt to me because I was never in the fairway. I think I beat Owen 

on the Del Monte course by maybe a stroke. He beat me by twenty strokes on this 

course [both laugh]. And, and that was probably only due to some creative 

scorekeeping by Owen, keeping my score lower than it actually was. He’s just an 

amazing golfer and what a gentleman on the golf course. He always used to say, 

“Give me nine holes on the golf course with somebody and I’ll tell you what kind of 

person they are, whether you can trust them or not.” He’s quite the man on the golf 

course. He’s still probably the best golfer this court’s got. Bobby Jones could give 

him a run for his money at one point in time, but I think Owen’s probably got him 

today [MO laughs]. 

 

DH: We had moved to Portland when I took the fulltime position. In the summer 

of ’98, my young son, at that time he was going into second grade. I and the family 

went to the historical society picnic at the Leavy hop farm, just outside Aurora. And 

we’re down there at the farm and Judge Leavy is having some of his son’s 

employees who run the hop farm, give a tour of the equipment. None of the 

equipment is running because it’s not harvest time yet. It’s early August. Judge 

Leavy kind of sees my son being just fascinated by all these machines that are not 

running. He came up to him and introduced himself and he said, “Would you like to 

come back and see all these things when the machines are running?” 

And my son’s eyes just got as big as saucers. “Oh yes, I’d really like to see 

that judge.” 
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He said, “Well, you tell your dad to bring you out here Labor Day weekend. 

We’ll be in harvest by then and we’ll show you all these machines running.” 

Well, I got busy and it’s Friday of Labor Day weekend and I realize I haven’t 

called Judge Leavy to set this up. What am I going to do? I thought well, I’m not 

going to bother Judge Leavy with this. We’ll just drive out to the farm and we’ll just 

see what’s going on and what we can see and walk around and try not to be in the 

way. So I go out there on Saturday morning with my son, no prior announcement. 

We drive up to the farm and park my truck. I’m walking over to where the machinery 

is running. And here comes Judge Leavy. He’s just getting off the tractor. He’s 

driven the tractor out of the filbert field, the hazelnut field, and he’s walking over 

and says, “I was hoping you two would show up today!” And he had planned, the 

whole time, to be there Saturday morning to show my son around without any prior 

warning from his invitation three and one-half weeks before. My son just had the 

time of his life. He’s paling around with Judge Leavy like he’s his grandpa or 

something and having him show him all the equipment and what they do. He gets 

to put his hands inside the warm hops that are in the drying bin and feel the heat. 

He just had a wonderful time. He still talks about that trip today and he’s 

twenty-four today. That’s the kind of guy Judge Leavy was, or still is. We go to that 

picnic as often as we can because it’s always a fun time out there at the historical 

society picnic. 

So I guess—there’s some other kind of criminal duty things we could talk 

about that were some interesting things that happened over time. 

I’ll go back and start with where I started as a part-time magistrate judge in 

Bend on the petty offense docket. We call it the CVB docket. It stands for Central 

Violation Bureau docket. These are minor misdemeanor kinds of offenses that are 

committed on federal lands throughout the United States that either a Forest 

Service officer or a BLM law enforcement officer or a Fish & Wildlife officer – 

somebody like that – would catch somebody doing something that was a violation 

of a federal regulation and give them a notice of violation, much like a traffic ticket. 

And they are expected to show up on a certain date and time in front of the 

magistrate judge to resolve their case. 
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The docket in Central Oregon on this is somewhat unique. Each of our  petty 

offense dockets kind of develop a flavor if you will, a character over time. Some of 

that is dependent on what land is in that jurisdiction and what the people are like 

that live there. Kind of their, I’ll say reverence for, or lack of reverence for, the law 

and kind of what  they think ought to be able to be done on the federal lands and 

what they think wouldn’t maybe not be done there. Some of it’s a function of the 

kinds of law officers who patrol those areas and their attitude, if you will, about the 

law. And some of it’s, of course, probably the judge who’s handling the docket. 

Over time, there’s kind of a character that develops. I would say the Central Oregon 

docket out of Bend that I handled over the  years certainly has a different character 

and flavor than just about any of the other places. The ones probably most like it 

would be Pendleton. And probably next in line might be Medford. So, I’ll just tell 

you a couple of the cases to give you a flavor of what it’s like there. 

Early my time, my first docket in fact, I had a gentleman on the docket; his 

name is Stanley Parish. I remember his name because he’s my most frequent client, 

consumer of judicial services in the Central Oregon petty offense docket. He’s 

probably been in front of me at least ten times on at least twenty violations. And 

they’re all one flavor of theft of firewood or another. I’m convinced he makes his 

living that way, and the Forest Service and the BLM certainly are convinced he 

makes his living that way. But, he was so incorrigible that at one time he—early on 

they had to consent to all the trials, even on misdemeanors, in front of a magistrate 

judge or they would go to Eugene for a trial with the district judge. He consented to 

his first few trials with me. Usually, because of their history with Mr. Parish, they 

would give him multiple citations each time they would catch him. And some of them 

were well-supported by the facts. And sometimes they weren’t so well-supported 

by the facts. 

And Mr. Parish had been through trials often enough representing himself 

that he was getting pretty good at figuring out where the holes were in the 

government’s case. So he would win some and he would lose some each time he 

was there. You just didn’t sentence people to jail on a misdemeanor theft of 

firewood case. You’d fine them. You might say you’re done cutting wood for six 
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months. Or maybe, as it gets repetitive, maybe you’re not going to cut any more 

wood for a couple years. But after a while you realize he doesn’t really care what 

you say to him. He’s going to go back and steal some more wood! At one point I 

was getting a little unsure of what to do to kind of control the situation, and he was 

getting a little bit tired of the escalating penalties that I was giving him, so he didn’t 

consent one time. I said, “Okay, that’s fine. You’ll go see Judge Hogan in Eugene. 

We’ll get you a date and time to be there.” 

So he showed up with Judge Hogan and I guess he didn’t like the way the 

hearing started off too well because suddenly he consented to a magistrate judge 

handling the case. And Judge Hogan said, “Well that’s good because Judge Coffin 

is our magistrate judge here in Eugene. And I happen to know he’s off the bench 

right now downstairs. You just go on downstairs to see Judge Coffin and he’ll 

handle your case right today. You won’t have to come back to Eugene a second 

time.” So he did. And Judge Coffin looked at the history  of him and sentenced him 

to jail. Put him in jail for thirty days for his woodcutting violation. We thought that 

would cure him, but it didn’t [MO laughs]. He kept coming back for more. Because 

of the escalating penalties, when it got to jail time you’re entitled to a federal 

defender if you can’t afford a lawyer. And, of course, Mr. Parish claimed he couldn’t 

afford a lawyer because he lost his means of livelihood: firewood! We get him a 

federal defender and they would work out a plea deal for him each time. Each time 

it would include an exclusion for a longer time from the woods. 

I remember the last time he appeared in front of me. He said, “Judge, you’ll 

never see me again.” 

I said, “Why is that Mr. Parish? Because you’re going to go straight and not 

steal firewood anymore?” 

“No, no, I don’t need to steal firewood anymore judge because Mr. Smith has 

got five thousand acres of juniper out east of Prineville that he wants cut down.” 

And he said, “That’s enough firewood to last me the rest of my life selling firewood. 

So you’re never going to see me again. I’m just going to be cutting on Mr. Smith’s 

property.” 
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I said, “Well, that would be good Mr. Parish. It’ll be good for the BLM, good for the 

Forest Service, good for you, good for the court. But you’re still going to be on 

probation and you’re still excluded from the forest and you’re excluded from BLM 

property for the next five years. You can’t cut wood anymore. But that’s okay 

because you’re going to cut it on Mr. Smith’s property.” 

So he was on probation and he had to check in once a year with the probation 

officer to see that he was keeping his nose clean. And he’s also on state probation 

because he has a habit of petty offenses with the state system as well. I’ll be darned 

if a year and a half go by and Mr. Parish is on my docket for a probation violation. 

He hasn’t shown up and I find out that he’s on the run. They don’t know where he 

is. And they want a warrant for his arrest for his probation violation in federal court. 

He’s already got a warrant for his arrest from his violation of state probation. So to 

the best of my knowledge, my most frequent customer is running somewhere with 

two arrest warrants out for him. Maybe I’ll see him someday, maybe I won’t. 

 

MO: Still to this day then? 

 

DH: Still to this day. That was probably two years ago that we lost him. So kind 

of relevant to some current events, one of the other cases I had over there was a 

—Most of these trials, they are without a jury and they’re usually the defendant 

representing themselves. They’re usually, soaking wet, there’s two witnesses 

usually: the government officer and the defendant. Once in a while you get a friend 

who was there and observed something who will testify too. 

So one day I’m told as I’m going over there that we’re going to have a long 

trial today. It’s probably going to take most of the day. I said, “Really. What’s the 

case?” 

They said, “Well, it’s a case against a young man named Steven Hamilton. 

Or Hammond. Hammond.” 

I said, “Well, what’s the charge?” 

They said, “Well, he’s, it seems he was on BLM land and firing his rifle 

through a hunting party’s camp.” 
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“Well, that’s kind of a serious charge for a CVB docket.” 

We go over and have the trial. Mr. Hammond represented himself. It took 

most of the day. He had a number of witnesses and he testified [DH chuckles] for 

a long time himself. And he cross-examined all of the government’s witnesses and 

they had several witnesses: the guide who was conducting the hunting party and 

several of the witnesses from the hunting party. It was a long trial for the CVB 

docket. 

So here’s Mr. Hammond’s story in a nutshell. “Judge, the Hammond family 

moved to French Glen, south of Burns, about seventy-five years ago. We’ve been 

there ever since ranching in this country. And we’re one of the original families to 

ranch over here. Now—and I don’t remember the name of the guide—his family 

moved here about sixty years ago or maybe it was fifty years ago. They’re 

newcomers. They don’t appreciate the ranching culture of French Glen. They’ve 

abandoned ranching and they’ve gone into guiding out-of-state hunters to hunt the 

Hammond deer.” 

The Hammond deer? He explained what he meant by that. 

He said, “You see, there wouldn’t be any deer on the BLM land out there 

south of Burns if it wasn’t for the Hammond alfalfa fields. Our alfalfa fields draw the 

deer so  those are Hammond deer. And nobody should be allowed to hunt those 

Hammond deer except the Hammond family and our friends. And this other family, 

these upstarts who came here fifty years ago, they’re guiding California hunters to 

come up here and want to hunt our deer. And so no, we’re not very happy about 

that and we try to discourage that as much as we can.” 

“So what happened Mr. Hammond?” 

“Well, this hunting party was out there and they’d been told that that this 

wasn’t a good idea to go hunting out there because you know there’s a lot of jack 

rabbits out there. And a lot of the local folks, including the Hammonds, like to hunt 

jack rabbits. And so, you know, I’d finished my ranching chores for the day and I 

went out hunting jack rabbits. And I was shooting at the jack rabbits and I guess 

that scared these California hunters and they decided to leave. That’s all I know 

about it your honor.” 
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Well, the other side of the story was he would carefully make sure that these 

hypothetical jack rabbits—at least according to BLM they were hypothetical 

because nobody ever saw rabbits in the area that he was hunting that day-- he’d 

make sure the rabbits were between him and the guide’s camp where the California 

hunters were camped. And he would hunt at a time of day when they weren’t out 

deer hunting. They were in camp. He would take shots at what he said were jack 

rabbits and the shots would kind of ricochet around and fly through the camp and 

scare the hunters out of there. After two days of this they told their guide, “We’re 

done. We’re done with this hunting trip. We’re out of here.” 

After this happened to two or three sets of campers and the guide complained 

to the BLM because they were on BLM land when this was happening that Mr. 

Hammond was doing this, Steven Hammond. They went out and talked to him and 

he said, “Yeah, I was hunting jack rabbits. But I wasn’t shooting through their camp. 

I was hunting jack rabbits.” They issued him a citation for, I believe it was something 

like interfering with legitimate activity on the BLM property, namely the hunters 

because they had permits from the BLM to be out there hunting. [recording ends 

abruptly, then resumes] 

—and so we went through that trial and he got convicted of that offense. I 

can’t remember what the sentence was but it didn’t involve any jail time. But it did 

involve a fine and it did involve—I think I told him he probably needed to write an 

apology letter to the hunters. And some sort of an appropriate restriction on his 

activities out there— hunting jack rabbits during hunting season. 

And that’s the Hammond family. Steven and the father are now in federal 

prison in California having been—Judge Hogan who had a case just before he 

retired in which they’d been charged with starting an arson fire on BLM land. I don’t 

know the facts of that case. But I gather it was something to do with perhaps a 

backfire they set to protect their property, trying to protect their property that may 

have been unauthorized by the BLM. So they were charged with several counts of 

arson and I don’t know what else. According to the reports that I see the jury was 

ready to convict them on two counts of arson and they were hung up, or going to 

acquit on several other charges. Judge Hogan had the parties negotiate a 
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settlement of that criminal trial where the Hammonds would give up any appeal and 

accept the verdict of guilty on those two charges. 

The government argued for the mandatory minimum sentence of five years 

and Judge Hogan wouldn’t do that. He thought that was inappropriate under the 

Constitution and sentenced, I think, the young Hammond to a year and a day and 

the older, the elder Hammond to thirty days in custody. The government didn’t like 

that so they appealed in the Ninth Circuit and they got Judge Hogan reversed. And 

they were resentenced by Judge Aiken, because Judge Hogan had since retired. 

And she sentenced them to the mandatory minimum of five years each. That’s what 

they just reported to prison for less than two weeks ago now. And we’ve had the 

out-of-state militiamen, armed, take over the Malheur County, Malheur Wildlife 

Refuge. 

 

MO: The Bundys. 

 

 

DH: The Bundys, yes. Ammon being the son and Cliven I guess is still in Nevada 

somewhere maybe, or Arizona. I’m not sure which. But that docket is tied to current 

events. 

 

MO: Yes. 

 

DH: And interestingly, there was a man arrested this week –Ken Medenbach —– 

he was arrested. One of the people who’d taken over the refuge was driving a 

refuge vehicle, pickup, into town, into Burns. He got arrested for either unauthorized 

use of a motor vehicle or possibly stealing the vehicle. I’m not sure what they’re 

going to charge him with, but he was arrested. I got to looking at that name and I 

thought, you know, I think I recognize that name. 

And sure enough, the first year that I was a part-time magistrate judge there 

was a gentleman squatting on BLM land south of Bend down towards Crescent. He 

had  dragged a small, makeshift cabin on skids out onto BLM land and staked his 
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claim to his couple of acres as a U.S. citizen of the public lands. He was being 

charged in Eugene federal court with that offense and they had some concerns that 

he might be gathering together—this was shortly after the Oklahoma City bombing 

of the courthouse8—they were concerned that he was gathering fertilizer and oil 

and maybe fixing a homemade bomb. While they had him in court in Eugene the 

U.S. attorney brought a search warrant application to me to search this makeshift 

home that he dragged onto the BLM area for a bomb. I signed a search warrant for 

him, for his place, and while he was in court with Judge Hogan they were searching 

his place. Very shortly afterwards he agreed within the Judge Hogan case to 

abandon his spot on the BLM land and not to occupy any other—for a period of 

time, maybe a year or so—not any other federal lands in Oregon. And showed up 

across the Columbia River in the Gifford Pinchot National Forest and staked his 

claim up there [DH laughing]. And now here he is again, apparently involved in the 

takeover of the wildlife refuge. 

 

MO: Mm-hmm. 

 

DH: It’s just incredible how these people pop up out of the woodwork. 

 

MO: And I guess continue to put themselves in—well, to defy the law. 

 

DH: Yes. They’re not happy with the federal government having any ownership of 

any land in this country I guess. They continue to fight it. 

But there were so many weird cases over there. Bud Fitzgerald was the 

Assistant U.S. Attorney who handled the docket for most of my years over there. 

Amy Potter is handling it now. Bud took a very practical approach. I remember in 

one case where an Hispanic gentleman was cutting firewood and apparently had 

cut the wrong species of tree. It was illegal to cut a tree of this certain species if it 

was over twelve inches in diameter at breast height. And the Forest Service officer 

had given him a citation for that. The gentleman showed up in court—and this is 

when we held court in the National Guard Armory over there—he’s in court and he’s 
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in a wheelchair. This guy’s cutting firewood from a wheelchair? How’s this work? 

But, you know, his sons are there to help him. 

As his case is called, his son comes up to the counsel table with him. Of 

course, it’s a petty offense. He’s not entitled to government-appointed counsel but 

his son explains to me his father doesn’t speak any English. “Sorry, I don’t have an 

interpreter. We’ll have to set your case over and get an interpreter.” 

He says, “No, no, no. I’ll interpret for him.” 

I said, “Well, you’re not a certified interpreter. If your dad really wants to do 

that, in the interest of efficiency I will do that. But we’re going to have to put 

something on  the record that he understands he has the right to a certified 

interpreter. And I don’t have one today and I’d be happy to set his case over and 

have another day when we can have an interpreter.” 

So we did that and his father wanted to go forward today, so we did. The 

Forest Service officer testifies. Bud Fitzgerald is examining him. He gets him to 

explain how he went out to inspect this firewood cutting operation and he was 

suspicious that this one tree was too big to be cut for firewood, green. So he 

measured the piece that was just cut off and sure enough. It couldn’t be bigger than 

twelve inches and it was fourteen inches across. The government rests its case. 

I turned to the young man and asked him if his father’s ready to put on his 

case. And his father says back to him, ”Yes I am.” He calls as his first witness his 

son, who’s the interpreter. And the son said, “Judge I’ve got some evidence in the 

hallway outside. Could I be excused to bring it in.” 

And I said, “Sure.” 

And he goes out and gets a rusty, half painted Radio Flyer wagon and wheels 

it into the courtroom. Sitting in the wagon is a chunk of firewood. And so here’s the 

testimony of the son: “This chunk of firewood in this wagon, after we got the citation 

and the officer left, we preserved the evidence. Because this was the piece that 

was left stuck in the ground still attached to the tree. So we cut it off to show that it 

wasn’t over twelve inches. And here’s the piece that the officer measured and it’s 

cut on an angle through the stump, through the tree.” And he’s got now, the part 

that’s cut, parallel, or perpendicular to the growth of the tree. And he’s got the cut 
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that the officer measured that’s cut on an angle. The cut that’s perpendicular to the 

growth of the tree is about ten and one-half inches in diameter. And instead, on the 

angle, it is fourteen inches. [laughing] But it’s clearly not over twelve inches when 

it’s cut properly and measured properly. So that’s the evidence. 

Bud Fitzgerald stands up. I said, “Your witness, Mr. Fitzgerald, to cross- 

examine.” He stood up and said, “Your honor, the government moves to dismiss 

the case.” [both laugh heartily] And that was Bud’s practical approach to life. If he 

had a case, he prosecuted. If his case fell apart, he said, “I don’t have a case judge. 

Dismiss it!” I always enjoyed that approach to that docket over there with Bud. 

But, oh gosh, we had the out-of-work, disabled carpenter from Denver who 

decided to take up living on BLM land where the natural gas pipeline had gone 

through. He got fed up with the BLM coming out and telling him he had to move off. 

So he started gathering gallon cans of gasoline to surround his camp. They weren’t 

regular gasoline cans. They were gallon paint cans with the lid off, full of gasoline. 

And that’s what the BLM found the last time they went out there to tell him he had 

to move and give him his violation notice. They were so worried when they saw this 

that they left and didn’t give him a citation. They came back out with an arrest 

warrant and put him in jail overnight to have a trial with me the next day. You know 

the long and short of it? The guy just wanted somebody to listen to his plight in life. 

I listened to him prattle on for forty-five minutes   to an hour. He admitted that he 

needed to get off the land and he’d been there too long. 

Besides, it was getting too cold to camp out there anymore. He’d be leaving thank 

you. And so we found him guilty and ordered him to leave. And he said, “I’ll be out 

of there tonight.” And he was. 

And then there was the gentleman whose property butted up against the 

forest and it was a bad fire year. In the spring, he thought, I’m going to go out and 

collect all the pine needles and get myself a little firebreak from the Forest Service 

land. So he raked up all the pine needles about a hundred feet out into the woods. 

Then he got to thinking, you know, it’d be an even better firebreak if I sprinkled 

some grass seed out there and watered it and had a green grass out there. So he 

did that. And then he thought, well, that looks pretty nice out there I guess and 
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wheels out an antique wheelbarrow and puts a couple flowerpots in it. The Forest 

Service comes along and sees this and figures hey,  this guy’s trying to appropriate 

government property to his yard. They give him a ticket. 

So the issue is what am I going to do with the guy who wants to alleviate the 

fire hazard of the government land that’s next to his that’s piled six inches deep in 

pine needles that go up in a flash? And I said to the government, “Can’t you guys 

work this out somehow or another?” And they went off and tried to work it out. I 

came back two months later for the next docket and they still didn’t have it quite 

worked out. So we had to have a trial. And I had to find him guilty because he had 

done things on the federal land without a permit. His sentence was the awesome 

responsibility to take his antique wheelbarrow and flower pots off and stop watering 

the lawn [both chuckle]. I guess the Forest Service was happy with that. I don’t 

know. They didn’t cite him anymore anyway. Those are just some of the fun cases 

over the years over there. 

 

MO: Mm-hmm. Okay, well, maybe I’ll just take us off here for a minute. [recording 

ends] 

 

[End of Interview 8] 
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Judge Dennis Hubel, Interview Nine 
2016 January 27 

 

MO: Well, this is Michael O’Rourke and the date today is the 27th. I guess of 

January, 2016. I’m here with Judge Hubel in his chambers. I don’t know where we 

want to start. You looked up something about a recent news event. 

 

DH: Well, I did. I think we’d maybe talked a bit about the recent news out of the 

Malheur Wildlife Refuge and the takeover there by folks who were unhappy with 

the federal management of the lands in certainly the western states, but in Oregon 

in particular. And there was a gentleman I think I mentioned last time that I had had 

some experience with who early in my career on the bench. Kenneth Medenbach, 

M-E-D-E-N- B-A-C-H I believe it is. When I encountered him he had been squatting 

on BLM land and pulled kind of a makeshift shed onto the land to claim his share 

of the federal government’s holdings throughout the country. And that prompted all 

sorts of cases against him in the southern division of the court in Eugene. I was a 

part-time magistrate at the time in Bend, which is part of the southern division. In 

that capacity, during one of   his hearings in Eugene, the government approached 

me for a search warrant for his makeshift home, in quotes if you will, on the BLM 

property to look for the—what they were concerned about was he had been 

gathering bags of fertilizer and diesel oil. This was not long after the Oklahoma City 

courthouse bombing. They were concerned that he    was getting ready to do 

something like that. So they had me sign a search warrant. They went in while he 

was out of town at Eugene in court, and searched his property and gathered that 

stuff up. 

It concerned the marshals enough that they were giving me photos of him to 

post around my law office, because I was only a part-time magistrate, and 

suggested that we lock the door to the office and not allow him in case he was 

upset with me having signed the search warrant. It turns out that he has been part 

of the Malheur occupation of the wildlife refuge. On Monday last week I think it was, 

he got arrested when he drove a wildlife refuge pickup truck from the refuge building 
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that was occupied into Burns. He was arrested on suspicion of stealing the vehicle 

or, at a minimum, unauthorized use of a motor vehicle. 

His name rang a bell with me. I did look it up and sure enough, it is the same 

fella who was squatting on the BLM land in 1995. When he left that situation he 

went up to   the Gifford Pinchot National Forest in Washington and squatted there 

for a while. I don’t know what happened with that though. It was interesting, 

particularly in light of the events last evening where the federal government 

intercepted some of them on the road to a meeting in John Day and arrested several 

of their leaders. 

 

MO: Right, right. Quite a saga. It’s still going on. 

 

DH: It’s still going on. From the paper this morning, it sounded like there’s still a 

cadre occupying the wildlife refuge and nobody was quite sure how that’s all going 

to play out now. But I’m sure it will be coming to a head here soon. 

 

MO: Yes, probably another case in Oregon federal court [MO chuckles]. 

 

DH: No doubt. It was the federal government who arrested these folks so I’m 

sure— and given where it occurred, I’m pretty sure that’s going to come to the court 

here in Portland. 

 

MH: Yeah, yeah. Well, when that case comes on I’ll be interested in it. 

 

DH: It will be. 

 

MO: But today we have a list of some of your other cases. 

 

DH: Yes. We’ve talked about a few of my civil cases along the way of note. There 

were a couple that I thought would be good for us to talk about in this oral history 

because they’re a bit out of the norm of our diet of cases. 
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One was, went to trial in my court. It was a non-jury case because the federal 

government was the defendant. Under the Tort Claims Act, when you sue the 

federal government in federal court you don’t get a jury. It’s always a trial to the 

court. So this case, Akers was the lead plaintiff. There were a number of plaintiffs. 

Mr. Akers was a construction worker who was working at the Umatilla Chemical 

Weapons Depot outside of Hermiston, Oregon helping to build an incinerator that 

was going to be used to burn all of the chemical weapons that had been stored 

there for years and years. Indeed, it’s kind of an unusual plant that was being built 

because in the end it would not only consume the chemical weapon but consume 

the container that the chemical weapon was in, metal and all. Then in the end they 

would dismantle the building and the incinerator, piece by piece and incinerate that 

as well. So it kind of consumed itself at the end of its life. 

So they’re in the process of building this plant. I don’t remember the exact 

date of the event, but several of the construction workers were suddenly quite ill 

and had a variety of respiratory symptoms. Given the nature of what was stored out 

there they were very concerned that they might have been exposed to a leaking 

chemical weapon. It wasn’t everybody on site who was affected, but it was a number 

of people. I’m going to say it was thirty to fifty people were affected by this event. 

Not all of them were affected enough that they chose to sue over it, but these 

fellows did. They were represented by Oregon counsel, whose name is slipping my 

mind at the moment. There were two  lawyers who tried the case. The federal 

government had an Army lawyer from back east in the Washington, D.C. area who 

came out and tried the case for the Army. We had a whole variety of pre-trial 

motions trying to eliminate claims and pare the thing down  from the government’s 

point of view. In the end there were questions of facts that just  had to be presented 

to me as the finder of fact and the judge in the case for decision. 

The trial was to be done in two phases. The first was a liability phase because  

both sides agreed that there were significant liability questions that needed to be 

answered before we got into all the detailed medical evidence. The tough issue for 

the plaintiffs in the case wasn’t so much whether they had had some sort of 

exposure to something that had given them medical symptoms. Clearly, I think the 
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evidence all pointed in that direction. I don’t think the government seriously 

contested that at all.  What was the issue was whether or not this was a chemical 

weapons exposure or whether it was some industrial exposure to something that 

was part of the construction project, which would be covered by their worker’s 

compensation situation. versus a third-party liability of the government for having 

exposed these workers to the chemical weapons that they were building the facility 

to incinerate. 

In the end, the case boiled down to one of trying to prove the causation from 

igloos of chemical weapons, which there was some evidence that the weapons 

themselves were leaking but not much in the way of any evidence to substantiate 

that the igloos themselves were leaking. We had a lot of weather-related testimony 

about the prevailing winds and that sort of thing. And where these leaking weapons 

were and where the igloos were that contained them. And the tough issue was this 

was a construction site that had several hundred people out there at any one time 

during the work day. There were many workers between the igloos with the leaky 

weapons and the location where the stricken workers were located. It was very 

difficult to understand why nobody in the path from that igloo to the construction 

site where the bulk of the workers were who had an exposure had their problems 

was affected? And there was a substantial number of folks who would be working 

in that path where you would expect the materials to come and where the evidence 

suggested if it was going to come at all from the chemical weapons, it had to come 

from here. That was the only theory presented. We just couldn’t explain how all 

these other people in-between the two points didn’t have any impact at all. In the 

end, that was the basis of my decision that the government did not have liability 

established against it by the plaintiffs because they just could not explain how the 

chemicals leapfrogged the large number of people in-between the suspect leaking 

weapons and the plant that they [the plaintiffs] were actually in when they were 

exposed and had their problem. 

So that ended up being a case of no liability on the part of the defendants 

and the case was dismissed. It was not appealed. And that case consumed a lot of 

court time and a lot of court time preparing for it with the pre-trial motions from the 
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government. But it was a well-tried case. Interesting theories medically and 

otherwise that were presented in the case. 

 

MO:    Were you on scene at all? 

 

DH: I was asked to go out and view the area. And there were specific things that 

both sides wanted me to see. I did go out there. As in a typical, quote, jury view, I 

was not supposed to ask questions of people and gather evidence when I was out 

there. I was just supposed to physically look at this building and where it was and 

look at where these igloos were and what was in-between and the distances and 

kind of understand the orientation of the area. I did do that. Both sides’ lawyers had 

the opportunity to be there with me to be sure that, you know, there wasn’t any 

untoward attempts to influence me by the Army personnel that were there or any 

other personnel that were there, or any untoward investigation on my part as the 

finder of fact. But they chose not to. They decided they could trust each other and 

trust me. That was a very interesting case. 

Thinking of other topics we should cover, I’m kind of going through them 

chronologically to kind of clean up some loose ends here. That trial happened in 

2004. It was pending probably from about 2002 to 2004. The trial was early ’04. 

In the middle of that time period that that case was alive, there was an opening on 

our court for a district judge position. I indicated my interest in that to our two 

senators who, at the time, were Gordon Smith and Ron Wyden. President George 

W. Bush was in the White House at the time. A committee was formed by the 

senators and they interviewed the people who were interested, at least who they 

deemed of sufficient interest to the senators to interview. Out of that, there were 

three of us who were selected to have our names put forward to the White House. 

They invited all three of back for interviews in  the West Wing. That was, I think it 

was February of ’03 that I went back for that interview. A very senior Portland 

attorney who I’d actually had a trial against as a  lawyer, Tom Tongue, Jr. His father 

was the Oregon Supreme Court Tom Tongue. He went for an interview. I was asked 

back for an interview. And our then-sitting United States Attorney, Michael 
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Mossman was invited back for an interview. It was one of those things where they 

called us I think on, I’m going to say a Wednesday or a Thursday and said, “We 

want you to be here on Monday first thing in the morning for an interview. We’re 

going to interview all three of you that Monday.” So, you know, you don’t question 

that. You rearrange your calendar and you get on a plane and you go back there 

and do it. 

 

MO: Kind of short notice. 

 

DH: It was very short notice. I think I had to move a couple of hearings to 

accommodate that, but that was not that difficult to do. As it turns out, Judge 

Mossman, who ultimately was the one who got the appointment, was then the U.S. 

Attorney, he had been in Washington on other business on Thursday or Friday at 

the Department of Justice. He actually was interviewed on either Thursday or Friday 

before Tom Tongue and I showed up on Monday. Tom and I both knew we were 

going on the same day. We didn’t know what time each other’s interviews were. We 

both showed up early. It turns out my interview was before his. He showed up about 

the same time I did. He was quite early. 

They come out to the lobby in the West Wing and pick you up and take you 

back for an interview with two attorneys from the White House Counsel’s Office. 

You know, you do your homework for these kinds of things. You kind of think of 

well, what kinds of questions are they going to ask you. There’s all this folklore 

about the kinds of things  they would ask and are there litmus-test questions that 

they ask – “What are you going to do if you get an abortion case?” – That sort of 

thing. They didn’t ask any of those kinds  of questions. I thought, from that 

standpoint, well-handled in that they weren’t trying to figure out what your rulings 

were going to be down the road. Maybe they were doing  their homework too in 

reading all the opinions that you’d written to try to get a sense of who you were and 

how you handled things judicially. But that’s part of what they should be doing I 

think. 
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The interesting thing to me was when they told me who would be interviewing  

me. It was David Leitch (L-E-I-T-C-H) I think was how he pronounced his name, 

and Kyle Sampson, D. Kyle Sampson. I looked up who these folks were. Mr. Leitch 

had quite an impressive work record at the time and experience level. He had gone 

to a very good law school; graduated number one; clerked for Chief Justice 

Rehnquist; had been on George W. Bush’s staff working in the Commerce 

Department. I think when 9/11 happened, he had made his way from there to a 

position inside the White House Counsel’s Office. He had not practiced law much 

at that point in time. He obviously had quite a bit of exposure to administrative law 

in his positions in the Commerce Department, etc. But I didn’t know quite what to 

expect from him. But he obviously was well qualified (and probably in his early 

forties I think at the time) to be interviewing folks like me and Mr. Tongue. The other 

fellow, Kyle Sampson, was kind of an enigma to me. He had probably only been in 

practice, or been out of law school a few years at the time. He had made his way 

from a variety of connections into a position in   the White House Counsel’s Office. 

He was the one who did the interviewing. So, here I am. What am I at that time? 

I’m probably in my mid-fifties and being interviewed by a guy who’s in his late 

twenties, early thirties, about my qualifications to be a judge. I’m sitting there 

thinking about the oddness of that dynamic [DH chuckles]. You know, it was a 

polite, perfunctory interview. It was pretty clear that he, at the end of it that it wasn’t 

going to happen. And I, as I came out, I said hello to Tom Tongue who was going 

to be called in next. He contacted me after the interview and said, “It kind of looks 

like we were window dressing Denny, don’t you think?” 

I said, “Yeah, Tom, I kind of think you’re right. I don’t think we’re going to get 

this.” 

  And sure enough, within oh like—well, I don’t even think I was home yet when 

I got the phone call from White House Counsel’s Office saying they had selected 

Mike Mossman to be the appointee. I called him up and congratulated him at the 

time. I knew he would be a very good—I was well acquainted with him from his work 

at the U.S. Attorney’s Office. In fact, my firm, as I was going on the bench, had tried 
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to entice him to come to work at the firm to take over the head litigation position 

because he was known and well thought of in the Oregon legal community. 

So, that was my first experience. And then, you know, you kind of remember 

that experience because it’s not something you do every day [DH chuckles]. So 

down the road, we had this little episode where the Bush White House and White 

House Counsel’s Office kind of got embroiled in this decision to let go of eight or 

nine or twelve U.S. Attorneys around the country. And it wasn’t at a time when you’d 

expect that would happen, like with a change in administration. There were some 

concerns about some interactions between Alberto Gonzalez, who was the Chief 

White House Counsel, and Attorney General Ashcroft.  

Anyway, in the investigation, Sampson gets subpoenaed to come testify in 

front of Congress, in front of the Senate about this whole thing. Before he shows 

up to testify, he resigns his position in the White House Counsel’s Office. You know, 

not long after he testifies, Gonzalez resigns his position as White House Counsel. 

Of course, there had been a flap about him as a potential appointee to the Supreme 

Court too. And then, you know, Sampson has some ties with Harriet Miers, who you 

may remember was kind of, “Who is this woman who’s being suggested to be on 

the Supreme Court?” She had no significant legal experience whatsoever. Anyway, 

it was all very interesting to me about who had been chosen to interview me and 

what happened to them. You know, some of the associates that were tightly 

connected with Mr. Sampson—there was one woman in the Department of Justice 

whose name I cannot remember, I didn’t meet her, but she had a reputation for 

being the one who picked many of the appointees who didn’t necessarily need 

Senate approval or confirmation. She had a remarkable record of appointing people 

who had graduated from law schools that were affiliated with the born-again 

Christian movement. And that’s kind of where Harriet Miers came from as well. It’s 

like, what’s happening to our government here, I was thinking at the time? Anyway, 

that was an interesting interlude. 

So, then there’s the Akers trial. A couple years go by and Judge King is going 

to take senior status and there’s another opening on the court. I said well, you 

know, I made it to the White House last time. I’ll try it once more and see what 
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happens. I expressed  my interest again. I went through the interview process. 

Three names got put before the White House and they invited us all back for 

interviews. A little more lead time this time. Not much, but a little bit. I did my 

homework again to figure out who am I going to be interviewed by. This time it was 

going to be four people. There were going to be two from—oh that’s the other thing! 

That first [indistinguishable—?] interview lasted maybe ten, twelve minutes? It was 

very short, which is kind of why you felt like it was a perfunctory, let’s make sure 

we interview three people kind of thing. 

So the next time it’s going to be four people. By this time Ashcroft is no longer 

Attorney General. Retired Federal District Judge Michael Mukasey was now the 

Attorney General. White House Counsel was now no longer Mr. Gonzalez, but it 

was Fred Fielding. The interviewers from Mr. Fielding’s staff were going to be a J. 

Michael Farren and a Ken Lee. Farren was the one with experience this time, and 

Lee was kind of the young guy who didn’t have much experience. Then from the 

Department of Justice Office of Legal Policy, they sent over two people as well, 

which had been a mystery why they hadn’t been involved the first time back there. 

But this time they were and it was a more, I’ll say traditional approach to who’s 

present in interviewing you and which offices are represented. There were two 

people from there: Elizabeth Collins Cook and a Patrick Bumatay. Elizabeth Collins 

Cook being the one with experience; Bumatay being the kind of the new kid on the 

block. 

This interview was substantially longer. I’d say this was getting close to half 

an hour, forty, forty-five minutes. It felt like a legitimate interview this time around. 

I thought well maybe this time it will happen; maybe not; who knows. You know, it’s 

always reputed to be luck and the stars lining up and getting there at the right time 

to make this happen. I think Marco Hernandez, who’s now a district judge, was one 

of the interviewees. Bob Barton, a lawyer in town from Cosgrave Kester, was the 

other interviewee on that occasion. In the end, none of us got the appointment that 

time. This was close to the end of W’s second term. The appointment process got 

shut down and nobody filled the vacancy. It ended up being an Obama appointment 

later on. By that time I’d had my fill and I didn’t even apply. 
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MO: Oh yeah. 

 

DH: Like I said, it felt like a pretty good interview but based on my last experience, 

I thought well, you know, I’ll just keep my eye on these people who interviewed me 

and where kind of where they go and what they do kind of a thing. I’ll be darned. 

You know, the primary questioner that time was the senior attorney from the White 

House Counsel’s Office, Michael Farren. 2008, Obama takes over the White House, 

whole changeover in staff naturally, and he goes off. In 2010, this guy is arrested 

in Connecticut for attempting to murder his wife. And he is convicted of it! 

[incredulous] He’s sentenced to fifteen years in prison. Apparently, she filed for 

divorce. He wasn’t happy and he came after her with some instrument and was 

beating her up with it. She was a quite accomplished lawyer herself. But he ends 

up convicted and serving a fifteen-year term to this day in prison. And his wife sued 

him and got a several million dollar verdict against him. He’s been disbarred by 

everybody he’d been—for obvious reasons he’s been disbarred. I thought what is 

going on here? [DH incredulous chuckle] This is weird! Anyway, that was my story 

about interviews at the White House. 

 

MO: Well, I guess as much as I was able to follow these kinds of events, the Bush 

administration did have kind of a sketchy record on appointees in terms of their 

backgrounds. 

 

DH: It was unusual. Like I say, the two who got appointed here, President Obama 

ended up appointing one of the three of us who were there, Marco Hernandez. He’s 

doing a great job. Michael Mossman, who’s our new chief first of the month, he’s 

been a great judge. Everybody knew he’d be a great judge from his time as U.S. 

Attorney. So, you know, the appointments here really didn’t turn out bad at all. It 

was just odd, the  interview process I thought. When you find out what happens to 

these folks afterwards, it’s like, “You talked to who?” 
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MO: [MO laughs] Okay. And then we’ve got the search warrant issues. And this 

is kind of a hot topic still. 

 

DH: This is very much of a hot and unsettled topic. Sooner or later I think it’s 

going to boil up to the Supreme Court to get resolved. In about 2008, I’m on criminal 

duty as the magistrate judge here in Portland. I get presented with a warrant. The 

warrant pretty clearly establishes probable cause that a crime has been committed. 

What they want to look at is, they want to read the contents of the suspected 

defendant’s email. They’ve pretty well established to me that a) a crime has 

probably been committed and there’s probably evidence of the crime in these 

emails. This warrant is presented to me both under the Federal Criminal Rules and 

the Constitution, but also under the whole  electronic surveillance statutes that we 

have, 18 U.S.C. §2703 and the statutes that surround it. You know, there’s one 

process you go through if you want to find out who has been emailed, but you’re 

not going to read the contents. And there’s another process that you go through if 

you want to read the contents. They differentiate for reasons that are hard to 

explain. I’ve never heard an explanation that made much sense when you  think 

about it long and hard. They differentiate between emails in the last one hundred 

and eighty days and emails that are older than a hundred and eighty days. There 

are two different processes to go through. They wanted to read emails that were 

both within and beyond one hundred and eighty days. So they came under the 

greatest scrutiny and had to satisfy the requirements for a full blown search warrant 

to get the content of these emails. The government didn’t quibble with that. 

Where the issue came is, they indicated in their application that they would, 

of course tell—and this wasn’t a search warrant to, for instance they were going to 

want Michael O’Rourke’s emails. This wasn’t a search warrant they were going to 

serve on Michael O’Rourke and come to your house and look at your emails. 

 

MO: Thank goodness! 
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DH: This was a search warrant that they were going to go to your internet service 

provider and get the contents of your emails from them. Now, I don’t know how 

many people know that when you get an email your internet service provider keeps 

a copy of that. Almost all of them do and that stays there. Some of them, if you 

delete the email from your inbox and discard it, some of them discard it but most of 

them do not. As time has gone on, I’m not aware of any of them who today delete 

those even when you delete them. They’re still sitting in the internet service 

provider’s server somewhere. 

So they want to be able to get those from those folks. What they said they 

would do is, you know, when they come and search your house under a federal 

search warrant, they have to leave a copy of the warrant and a list of whatever it is 

they took with you so you know a) the government has been here and b) this is 

what they took. So I said, “You’ll be telling this defendant that you read his emails, 

right?” 

“Oh no. No, we don’t have to tell him.”  

“Oh really? Why is that?” 

Well, they had an interpretation of the §2703 that suggested to them that 

they only had to tell the person that they got the email from which was the internet 

service provider. So I said, “Let me get this straight: you’re going to go to the 

internet service provider and you’re going to tell them you want to read Mr. Smith’s 

emails and give me a copy of all of them. When you’re done you’re going to give 

them a copy of the warrant and say, ‘By the way, I read your customer’s emails and 

these are the ones I read.’ Don’t they already know that? What’s the purpose of 

leaving that with them? They had to go find them for you.” 

Well, that’s their interpretation of what it was. I said, “That’s not the way I 

read this statute. The way I read this statute is you’re going to have to tell the 

person whose email you read that you read their email. Now, there is a provision 

for you to delay notice to them if you think it’s going to impede your investigation; 

if you think they’ll start destroying evidence; if you think they’ll run. And you can, 

based on what you’ve shown me, you can probably establish the bases to delay 

notice to that person whose email you read until you’ve finished your work and 
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decided whether you’re going to indict him or not. But I don’t think you can never 

tell them.” I said, “What happens if you decide at the end of the day not to indict 

the hypothetical Mr. Smith? Are you going to tell him then?” 

“Oh no, we’re not going to ever tell him we read his email. We’ll just tell his 

internet service provider.” 

I said, “No, I don’t think so. I think you’re going to have to tell Mr. Smith. But 

if you want to make a showing, I will give you twenty-four hours to make a showing 

why you should be able to delay notice to him.” 

And they did make that showing and it was clear they had good grounds to 

delay notice and I delayed notice. The government was not happy with that ruling. 

So they took it up to, you know, the next level from a magistrate judge on an issue 

like that is go to a district judge. So the duty district judge was Judge Mossman. 

And he read that over and he agreed with me to a certain point. But in the end he 

said, “I don’t agree that they have to ever tell the person whose email they read. 

It’s sufficient to tell the internet service provider.” 

Well, you know, this was a novel issue at the time when it got presented to 

me. I had done my research, made my decision. I chatted with some of the other 

magistrate judges about it to just see if they thought I was really going down the 

wrong road here. And they all seemed to agree with the interpretation that I had 

arrived at. At that point we had a decision to make. We have this ruling from a 

district judge saying no, you don’t have to require them to tell the gentleman or 

woman whose emails they read that they ever read them. And I thought about it for 

a while and I decided, you know, it’s my name on the search warrant. I either think 

that’s the right decision or I don’t. And I don’t. So I refused to sign search warrants 

for reading the contents of emails unless the government was going to eventually 

tell the person whose emails they read that they read them. I would delay notice 

when they established the grounds under the statute to delay notice. But someday 

they were going to have to tell them. 

That went on for a number of years that way. All of the magistrate judges in 

Portland at least adopted that procedure. The government, the U.S. Attorney’s 

Office basically said, “Well, in their applications, we don’t think we ever have to tell 
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this person. But we can establish grounds to delay notice to them and we’re 

comfortable with just delaying notice for now. So would you just give us the warrant 

so we can read them and we’ll agree to tell them someday?” As time has gone on, 

as it turns out over the last year, year and a half, the U.S. Attorney’s Office has 

decided that they’re not going to do that anymore. They’re going to take the position 

that we don’t have to tell them. And someday it’s going to come to a warrant either 

being denied by a magistrate judge because they won’t agree to give notice. Then 

they’ll have to take it up to a district judge and it’ll be the duty district judge, 

whoever’s sitting that month. Maybe that issue is going to percolate up to the Court 

of Appeals. 

It hasn’t been in the Ninth Circuit yet. It has in a couple of other circuits. 

They, so far, have decided to the best of my knowledge, no circuit has decided that 

they have to  tell them, the person whose emails they read. But there have been 

some district court opinions where they’ve said, “yes, you do.” I think eventually 

this difference of opinion  is going to make its way to the Supreme Court and we’ll 

see whether you have a right of privacy in your mail or not—your email that is. 

That’s a very much of a hot topic. You see magistrate judges writing about it all 

over the country. There’s a law professor in D.C. who has a pretty strong opinion. 

Not hard to figure out where his opinion comes from. He’s a former U.S Attorney 

[DH laughs]. 

So, it’s very much of an interesting issue and one that I would hope that 

Congress would address. Because the whole statutory scheme—2701, 2 and 3 and 

the other statutes related to it—those were written in the early 1980s. Nobody had 

email in the early 1980s. So they weren’t thinking about these issues then in terms 

of where this is going today. But it’s very difficult to read those statutes and not see 

an obligation to tell somebody besides the person who’s got the email, i.e. the 

internet service provider. The internet service providers are starting to get nervous 

about it too. I think you’re going to see some pressure from them on Congress to 

do something to straighten this out at some point. So that’s that issue. I suspect it’s 

going to come to a head in this district probably over the next three or four years 

somewhere along the line. 
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So, you know, other significant events going on at that time. 2009: I’d 

watched  the Portland Marathon, volunteered at the Portland Marathon a number 

of times. I  decided I was going to do the Portland Marathon. I wasn’t going to run 

it because I’m not that much of a runner, but I was going to kind of a combination 

run/walk it. And I did. I completed it in October of 2009. My plan was run a mile, 

walk a mile. Adrenaline got the better of me. I ran the first fourteen miles and my 

left knee said I quit! [DH laughing] I’m not running any more. By that time, you’re 

almost as far away as you get. I thought, well, I got to get back somehow. I might 

as well walk. I could still walk. I walked a lot of miles. I walked up over the St. Johns 

Bridge. I was coming down past the University of Portland and, you know, every 

once in a while I’d try to run a few steps, but it just wasn’t  working. I just said I’ll 

walk it out. I got down to the Steel Bridge, Broadway Bridge we went back over. 

Gosh, you know, the adrenaline started to pump again. You’re getting close to the 

finish line and I started—I’ll try it one more time. Well, you know, it doesn’t feel so 

bad. I think I’ll just keep going. I ran it out across the Broadway Bridge and finished 

it up in my best time. It will be my only time. I was only going to do this once in my 

life. But I did finish. And it was very, very slow. [laughs] We’ll just leave it at that. 

 

MO: But your knee survived? 

 

DH: My knee survived. It came back. I laid off for probably four to six weeks and 

just walked after that. I started to run again a little bit. The knee was fine for the 

first six months and then it started to act up. I went to the orthopedist and he said, 

“Well, I don’t tell patients what they can do and what they can’t do. I tell them what 

the consequences of what they do will be.” He said, “Looking at your knee and the 

exam and the x-rays, you can run if you want to. But you’re going to help fund my 

children’s education with a knee replacement if you do.” 

And I said, “Well, I don’t need to help out with your children’s college 

education. I think I’ll just keep walking thank you. I said:  Can I walk?”  

He said, “Yes.” 

I said, “Can I walk as fast as want?” 
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He said, “Absolutely. It’s a different mechanics. The mechanics are entirely 

different, walking and running.  Running, at some point, both feet are off the ground. 

Walking, one foot is always on the ground and that makes a world of difference in 

what’s happening to your knee.” 

And so I’ve walked. 

 

MO: So you had been a regular runner up until that time? 

 

DH: Yes. My son would say [DH laughing] it wasn’t much better than fast walking. 

He was a good cross-country runner. And he’s right: it wasn’t much faster than fast 

walking. Whenever I’d start thinking I was pretty good I’d remember the Paul Simon 

song where one of the lyrics was, “I can’t run, but I can walk much faster than this.” 

[DH laughs] That’s the kind of running I did. It was slow at best. 

 

MO: Well, you completed— 

 

DH: —I did. I did. I did what I wanted to do: I completed a marathon. And, uh, it 

was the last one and the first one I’ll ever do. 

So, I guess kind of moving along, there was kind of a lot of mundane things 

that go with the job that I did. But then there’s something called International 

Prisoner Transfers that I’d never been aware of as a lawyer in practice. But from 

time-to-time, the head of the magistrate judges division in the Administrative Office 

would come. He would always come to our annual trainings. But from time-to-time 

he would mention the prisoner transfer program. “If you guys are interested in doing 

an International Prisoner Transfer, let Catherine in my office know.” 

So, at one point I finally was curious enough about that I did let her know. In 

probably late July 2011, I got a call. They had a prisoner transfer to do in Hong 

Kong. Was I interested? I said, “Well, tell me what I do there.” 

They said, “Basically, you go over. We fly you over and we fly a federal 

defender over. We have a hearing. The defender meets with the U.S. citizen who 

is in jail in a foreign country who happens to be a signatory to this treaty with the 
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United States to exchange prisoners. There are certain requirements for the treaty 

to apply. There has to be a conviction in the foreign country, a crime that would be 

a crime if committed in the U.S, and there has to be somewhat comparable 

treatment of that crime sentencing-wise available under the statute. Not necessarily 

[as] applied, but available. And the prisoner has to want to transfer and the foreign 

government has to be willing to let them transfer. The 

U.S. government has to be willing to accept them as a prisoner because, basically, 

our government would be taking over the costs of supporting this person in prison 

when it was really the obligation of the foreign country.” 

So here was a man who had flown into Hong Kong. He got intercepted at the 

airport and he was carrying some drugs, and in a quantity that clearly was not a 

user quantity. It was a distribution quantity. He’d gotten arrested and convicted. He 

was given a pretty—I don’t know if it was a stiff or a lenient sentence by Hong Kong 

standards— but he was given a sentence of twenty-some years. So he wanted to 

transfer to the United States. I agreed I would go over there and do that. My job 

would be basically to tell him what his rights were; make sure he understood his 

rights; make sure he was voluntarily consenting to this transfer and it wasn’t being 

forced upon him by the foreign  government. I was all ready to come do that. Then 

I got a call, probably two weeks before I was to leave and there was another 

prisoner in Hong Kong who wanted to transfer to the 

U.S. Would I be willing to do two of them while I was there. I said sure, it was not 

a problem. This seemed pretty simple. 

Who was this second one? Well, this second one was an American woman 

named Nancy Kissel. That name didn’t ring any bells to me but I mentioned that to 

someone I was having dinner with. They said, “Nancy Kissel! I think that’s the 

milkshake murderer.” 

I said, “What? You know about her? What do you know about her?”  

He said, “Oh, she murdered her husband in Hong Kong.” 

And it turns out she had been the subject of a Dateline story and that’s how 

this person knew of her. 
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So that got my curiosity up. I kind of looked up some details of it. Her husband 

had been working for Goldman Sachs; gets transferred overseas to Hong Kong. His 

line of work was buying up distressed companies and parting out their assets. This 

company is going to go into bankruptcy, or going to go out of business. What can 

we buy for pennies on the dollar and make a lot of money on as Goldman Sachs 

for our investors? So he gets transferred over there to do that and is living high on 

the hog in Hong Kong. He’s married to Nancy. Her maiden name was Keeshin, I 

think, and her married name was Kissel. She goes over there. They have a couple 

of kids. They’re living over there and doing pretty well. 

He gets offered to come over to Merrill Lynch and do the same sort of thing 

with Merrill Lynch and so he does. And he’s apparently doing quite well. He travels 

a lot throughout Asia from Hong Kong to do this. The SARS epidemic starts in Hong 

Kong. [recording ends abruptly, then resumes] —the area at the time. He’s a little 

concerned about his wife and kids. He’s from the New England area, Connecticut I 

think was where his family was from. Maybe Connecticut/Greenwich area, maybe 

a little bit northern New Jersey. A quite well-to-do family. He’s got a brother who’s 

successful. His father was  very successful. The family liked to ski and he had a 

place in the Vermont ski areas. So  he sent his wife and kids over there while the 

SARS epidemic is brewing in Hong Kong. They’re doing quite well financially and 

she starts doing a major remodel on the family home in Vermont. 

As the story goes, somewhere along the line she’s kind of doing the movie 

theater in the house. This guy is coming in to do the wiring and set that all up. And 

she kind of takes a liking to him and they start having an affair, and it gets pretty 

serious. Her husband wants her and the kids to come back to Hong Kong because 

SARS is under control. She comes back but she’s continuing to correspond with 

this [pauses] installer, I guess, of equipment. She wanted him to come over to Hong 

Kong. 

The next thing you know, my god, she’s complained about a variety of 

ailments to a variety of doctors in Hong Kong and gathered prescriptions for some 

pretty strong narcotics from several different doctors and gotten them filled. One 

Sunday, on Halloween, her two kids go off on play dates with other expat kids in 
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Hong Kong. She mixes up a milkshake for her husband. When her one child comes 

back, she’s got a friend with her. Maybe it was her son. The father of that child is 

there to pick up the playmate. She has her child take the milkshake to daddy that’s 

laced with these drugs. It would look kind of rude and out of sorts to do it one way, 

so she has a milkshake to take to her father, too, and it’s the same mix. So that guy 

drinks his milkshake and goes home and passes  out and eventually wakes up. Her 

husband passes out. She sends both kids off to bed and says, “Now, daddy’s not 

feeling well. You just stay in your rooms tonight while I take care of daddy.” 

Well, she bashes his head in with a metal candlestick and kills him. Now it’s 

what am I going to do with the body? She wraps him up in an Asian rug. She 

wrapped that up in plastic and then some sheets and then some more plastic and 

it stays in her bedroom. The body stays in her bedroom. It’s Hong Kong. It’s hot. 

And it’s humid. And it’s  starting to smell. “I’ve got to get this body out of here. She’s 

living in these like $20,000 a month apartments. She calls the management and 

says, “I need some more storage area. I need some workman come help me take 

something down to the storage area.” So these workmen show up and they almost 

can’t stand the smell. They’re just overcome by the smell. But they carry this heavy 

roll of something down to the storage area and put it away. 

Well, the husband hasn’t been heard of for several days. A week. And people 

are starting to try to find him. And the whole thing starts to come unraveled. She 

ends up cooking up a tale of him beating her and forcing her to have rough sex. 

And she finally had enough so she, in self-defense, had to defend herself and kill 

him. The details just didn’t work well at all. All of this stuff gets uncovered. 

She goes to trial and she gets convicted and she appeals. When I get this 

notice that she wants to transfer, she has lost her first appeal. So now she wants 

to bail out of the women’s prison in Hong Kong and come to the States. She doesn’t 

speak Chinese and all of the inmates and staff speak Chinese and not much English 

is spoken. She wants out of there. 

I agree to go over and I’m going to do these two prisoner transfers. I get 

there. As I’m landing I getting the word that the Hong Kong government is no longer 

interested in transferring Ms. Kissel. Her husband’s father [pausing] is an unusual 
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person, the way he’s portrayed in the Dateline series and in a book I eventually 

read. The book is called Never Enough. It’s about this whole saga. I didn’t know 

about the book before I went over there. I get the word as I land that Hong Kong is 

not going to transfer her. At least we don’t think they’re going to. I said, “That’s fine. 

I’ll just do this other one and go home.” 

I had a fraternity brother who spent years and years overseas working in the 

oil industry. Now he was living in Hong Kong and was out of the oil industry. But he 

had a business importing U.S. wines and European wines into Asia and selling it. 

So I’m getting together with Toby, my fraternity brother. And I tell him what I’m there 

for. 

He said, “Well, you are aren’t going to transfer Kissel the milk shake murderer 

are you?” 

I said, “Well, oddly enough that was on tap to do but it looks like the Hong 

Kong government is not going to go through with it.” 

He said, “Well, we probably shouldn’t talk about it too much more,” because 

he said, “my tennis partner is the judge who convicted her.” [DH laughing] 

And he said, “He’s got some pretty strong feelings about the case.” 

I said, “Well, you’re right. We probably shouldn’t talk about it anymore.” 

But he was the one who told me about the book I eventually got and read; a 

fascinating story where I got all these details. Hong Kong never did reapprove her 

while I was there for transfer. Later, in November, I get a phone call from 

Washington, D.C. saying, “It looks like the Kissel transfer is back on. You’ve started 

it, why don’t you go finish it?” 

I said, “Okay, I will.” 

I get set up to go over right after the first of the year. And all off a sudden 

and I’m set to go and now she pulls the plug. I’m like days away from getting on the 

plane and she pulls the plug. “No, I’m not going to transfer.” She’s talked to some 

other lawyers and wants to do another level of appeal in Hong Kong. Long story 

short: late 2014 she loses her last appeal and it doesn’t look like she’s ever going 

to try to transfer back here now. 
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Part of the saga of Mr. Kissel, well the father of the two Kissel boys 

apparently, the way he’s portrayed in the book was not, shall we’d say, what you’d 

like to have as a father. He kind of always pitted one boy against the other. “You’re 

not as good as Joe.” “You’re not as good as Bob.” And it was back and forth and 

goading them all the time and trying to get them to outdo one another. He really 

took a disliking to Nancy Kissel even before she murdered his son. He just went off 

the deep end at that point. He did everything possible to make sure she stayed in 

prison forever, and complete with trying to get the kids to live with the brother. But 

the brother ends up being killed too., and they’ve never solved that murder. He was 

involved in all kinds of shady deals. He was running a couple of condo associations 

in New York City and was kind of in charge of the money and the money kind of 

disappeared. And pretty much probably went with him somewhere. He kind of 

escaped that with some sort of compromise. It’s unclear as to where the money 

came from to pay things back. He was involved in another real estate development 

thing going on in Connecticut or Massachusetts. I can’t remember which, that’s kind 

of turning south with some suggestion of fraud. He ends up dead. The kids end up, 

I guess with the brother’s wife at some point. Now I gather they may be living with 

somebody else in the Seattle area. But what a bizarre story! That’s the prisoner I 

was supposed to transfer. 

 

MO: [almost inaudible] And she’s still there? 

 

DH: She’s still there in prison in Hong Kong, not sure she wants to come back 

now. Last I heard she’s getting advice. She thought, I gather, she thought that she 

would be eligible for parole if she came back to the States. But she’s since gotten 

some advice that her chances of parole probably wouldn’t be very good at all in the 

U.S. So she thinks she may do better, may get out sooner over there even though 

she’s got a life sentence. Apparently, at some point, the life sentence turns into 

something that might turn into parole for her in Hong Kong. So maybe she’s going 

to hold out for that. I don’t know. That was my experience with prisoner transfers. 

Unusual to say the least. 
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MO: Yes, indeed. It sounds interesting— 

 

DH: —soap opera! Well it has been! And it’s, I’m told, that somebody is out there 

trying to make a movie out of the whole affair now. So maybe we’ll see it. 

 

MO: Somebody wrote a book— 

 

DH: —somebody wrote a book. I wish I could remember the author’s name, I’d 

tell you. But I don’t remember it. 

So one other significant civil trial—a couple more to talk about. One is Arch 

Chemical v. Radiator Specialty Company. There’s a couple—when there’s more 

than one person responsible for somebody’s injury, we have concepts in the law 

called indemnity and contribution. If you get, as a defendant, nailed for more than 

your fair share of the loss, you can go after the other person responsible for it as 

well and get them to kick in. This case was about a family who lived kind of on the 

road to the coast near where the casino is on the way to the coast. 

MO: Sure. 

 

DH: They, just an average American family. They had kind of an above-ground 

swimming pool on their property. They, like a lot of families, would occasionally 

stop and shop at Costco for things in bulk. One of the things they would shop for 

were pool chemicals. So one day they’re in Costco and they load up with some pool 

chemicals and other things and go on down the road. One way or another, the pool 

chemicals get left in the back end of their vehicle. They’re at Costco another time 

and they buy a product for degreasing an engine, of one of their vehicles. That’s 

made by Radiator Specialty Company and they throw it in the back end of the 

vehicle, the SUV, as well. 

Somewhere between Costco and their home on the way to the coast a fire 

starts in the back end of their SUV. It’s a horrific fire. The kids get badly burned. 

The adults get badly burned. But, you know, they get out of the car and the car gets 
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really almost completely consumed by this fire. They end up tracking it down to an 

interaction between the pool chemicals and the engine degreaser. The pool 

chemicals are powerful oxidizers. When they come into contact with something like 

engine degreaser [sound suddenly goes very low], it’s just a whoosh [says with 

sound effect] kind of a fire that comes up. That’s what they think happened with this 

SUV. In fact, there’s really no other way to explain it. 

There were some theories about—well, long story short. Lawyers 

representing the family sue Costco and Arch Chemicals, the manufacture of the 

pool chemicals. Costco settles out and somewhere down the road before it goes 

very far. I don’t think they started the trial but before trial they settle with Arch 

Chemicals too. We’re talking about a huge settlement. Many millions of dollars were 

paid in settlement. Arch Chemicals is concerned that they had some exposure, 

obviously, or they wouldn’t have paid that much. They also think that this Radiator 

Specialty Company's engine degreaser container wasn’t a proper container and it 

leaked. But for it leaking there wouldn’t have been anything for their pool chemical 

to come in contact with. They sued, for either indemnity or contribution, Radiator 

Specialty in our court and I got assigned the case. 

I mentioned in one of our sessions the problem with some out-of-state 

lawyers and how they relate to one another. 

 

MO: Yes. We talked about that. 

 

DH: This case had that problem in spades. The local counsel were doing fine. But 

the Seattle lawyer representing Radiator Specialty Company and the Atlanta, 

Georgia lawyers representing Arch Chemicals were at each other’s throats 

constantly and accusing one another of all kinds of things. At one point I tried Judge 

Reddens technique. I said, “Okay. Things are not going well. You guys are having 

these discovery wars,   trying to run each other out of money about getting 

discovery about things that are never going to be evidence for trial. They couldn’t 

possibly be. You’re just wasting your client’s money.” And they wouldn’t stop. So, I 

said, “Okay, here’s my ruling. The next time you have a fight like this about an issue 
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that is so irrelevant as this, your clients are going to have to come and listen to the 

arguments about the motion.” 

So I did that and the clients came. They seemed to like what their lawyers 

were doing. They seemed to like the way that they were spending their money. So 

that didn’t work. That didn’t reign them in at all. I just had to keep after them and 

keep them focused on this is about what caused the fire. This isn’t about seventy-

five other things that these folks might do about other products that don’t have 

anything to do with this case. We’re not going there. You’ve got enough work to do 

on this case. 

So we finally get down to a trial in December of 2011. It was a two-week trial. 

I think it was in December. Anyway, it was 2011. We go to trial, a two-week trial. I 

was pretty convinced myself listening to all the evidence, expert and otherwise that 

probably the containers for both products had problems and didn’t contain their 

product. Otherwise, how did they come into contact with one another to have this 

fire happen? If they stayed within their packaging, this never would have happened. 

But they didn’t. I also wondered why did the family leave pool chemicals in the back 

of their car for a couple of weeks driving around? This doesn’t make a lot of sense 

to me. I mean, the packages have got a lot of warnings about keeping it away from 

this and keeping it away from that. Why would you leave that in the back of your 

car in the summertime exposed to all the heat? That didn’t make any sense to me. 

I thought that maybe there was some responsibility on this family but they had 

settled for millions of dollars. 

The case goes to the jury. And [pauses] Arch wanted a pretty big contribution 

to resolve the case. They weren’t getting any offers out of Radiator Specialty. After 

a two- week trial and a long deliberation by the jury, the jury said no. Radiator 

Specialty has no responsibility here whatsoever. It’s all Arch Chemicals. 

My habit in cases was to always kind of go back in after the jury had finished 

and the lawyers had left the courtroom and see if they had any questions about the 

process that they wanted to talk about. I never delved into why they made their 

decision or what their deliberations were about. But in the process of talking to 

them, one of them out of the blue said to me, “I couldn’t understand why the parents 
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left the chemicals in the car. That’s what caused all of this. If they had taken those 

pool chemicals out when they got home like any responsible parent would do, this 

never would have happened. I think it was all their fault. That’s why I said it couldn’t 

be Radiator Specialty’s fault.” 

Well, I knew the plaintiffs’ lawyer who had settled for millions well. I had 

occasion to talk to him a year or two after that. The parties ended up settling on 

appeal. They had me make so many rulings pre-trial. I mean I think they had me 

make two hundred pre-trial rulings on what was coming in and what wasn’t. If I 

made every one of those correctly, it’s a miracle. But everybody had something 

they could argue about if they appealed. They ended up settling. The settlement 

was this: Arch Chemicals will drop its appeal if Radiator Specialty will drop their 

claim for their cost bill. The biggest cost  bill I’d ever seen for a prevailing party. 

Usually you’re talking about—in federal court they get bigger because you can get 

costs of deposition as a prevailing party. You might see four or five thousand, six 

thousand, seven thousand dollars as prevailing party costs. This was two hundred 

thousand dollars for prevailing party costs that they wanted out of Arch Chemicals! 

You give up your two hundred thousand dollars, we’ll give up our appeal. We’ll both 

get this bad episode behind us. That was their settlement. 

I talked to the plaintiffs’ lawyer who got the millions and millions for the family. 

I told him, “You know, an interesting comment was made by one of the jurors. He 

said he didn’t think that the family had deserved anything. That he thought it was 

all the father’s fault for leaving those chemicals in the car.” I said, “Did you ever 

think about that? Was that ever raised in your case?” 

He said, “Nope, they didn’t have the nerve to raise that in the case as a 

defense because the family was so sympathetic. It would have come back to haunt 

them.” But he said, “I did have a little worry about whether the jury might go off on 

that. I had a plan for how to deal with it.” (But he didn’t share what his plan was.) 

[DH chuckles] But that was a strange trial. 

The last civil case that I’ll talk about was Flir v. Fluke. That was my last really  

big trial. It was a late 2012 trial between local company Flir. They make infrared 

cameras and Fluke, their primary competitor in that market in the United States and 
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the world for that matter. Those are like one and two for that infrared thermography 

product in the world. Fluke makes a lot of other things; Flir, that’s it. That’s their 

line of business. They don’t like each other much. At all. 

 

MO: No friendly competition? 

 

DH: No friendly competition at all. It’s go for the juggler, rip their throat out type 

of competition. So, at some point [pause] —how did this whole thing get started? 

Fluke starts making some ads, some video ads that showed thermal cameras 

dropping from two meters up onto hard surface and what happens to them. They 

do it in slow motion. You could watch the pieces flying off of your expensive camera. 

Theirs didn’t. They survived and still worked. So that was their pitch. Of course, I 

think three of the four cameras they showed busting into a lot of pieces were Flir 

cameras. 

Flir thought this was a bogus test so they were upset about false advertising. 

Fluke had some complaints about some of the advertising that Flir did as well. So 

they start into one another with threats about this and that. Then Flir starts getting 

letters from Fluke about, “Hey, you’re infringing some of our material, both 

copyrights and otherwise. And you better cease and desist.” Flir sends them back 

a letter saying, “You don’t even have a valid copyright here (a). And (b) we’re not 

infringing. And (c) we’re going to keep doing what we’re doing.” 

So it was shortly after that cease-and-desist letter response that Fluke makes 

this advertisement about the destructibility of everybody else’s cameras and the 

indestructibility of theirs. Long story short: Flir decides to sue first. They sue. They 

draw counterclaims from Fluke. Again, we’ve got lawyers from out of state who 

don’t play well in the sand box, trying to get their case ready for trial. And clients 

who really don’t want to play. It’s pretty clear. In fact one of the themes that in the 

end both sides had about the other was you use litigation as a competitive tool. 

You try to drain your competitor’s resources with litigation and drive them out of 

business. That was a theme they wanted to play out at trial. 
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This was the ugliest trial I’ve ever seen for that kind of stuff going on. Texas 

lawyers versus Washington, D.C. lawyers. And local counsel is trying to control 

them to keep the judge who’s on both of these out-of-state lawyers backs all the 

time – me – to do things the right way. In the end, they get verdicts against each 

other. Fluke has a much larger verdict against Flir. But Fluke’s verdict has some 

real problems with it. I ended up taking away a big portion of their verdict. I said, 

“You can either live with what I’m doing or I’m going to take away the whole thing.” 

Well, they didn’t want to live with what I was doing so I took away the whole thing 

and said, “You guys can come back and have another trial.” 

They cross-appealed. Judge Hogan had retired by that time from the bench. 

He was out in a private mediation practice and they went to see him. They had tried 

to see him. They’d gone to two settlement conferences with him before trial when 

he was still  on the bench. He’d got them close, but he couldn’t get them to cross 

the finish line and settle the case. He finally did when it was on appeal. They settled 

on appeal and basically agreed to disagree and both eat their losses and go away. 

So that was my last big trial as a civil case. Kind of in-between there, I think 

it was 2010, my daughter started medical school at University College Dublin in 

Dublin, Ireland. My son and I—my wife went over with her when she went over there 

initially and helped her get settled. I think my mother-in-law went over too. It was 

kind of the ladies got her set up in Ireland and they did a little touring and she starts 

into medical school. My son and I go over at the end of her first year to help her 

move out of the dorms and get her stuff stored for an apartment the next year. 

While I was there, before we toured Ireland (the three of us), I was getting 

ready to teach my professionalism seminar. I thought I wonder what the Irish do 

about professionalism? So I set up an appointment to talk to the dean of the law 

school at University College Dublin. He brought along a professor who kind of 

focused a bit in the area of professionalism. But she also happened to run the 

extern program for the law students the University College Dublin Law School. In 

the end, they gave me some good information about how they do things. They don’t 

have near the problem we do because they have the old barrister and solicitor 
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model and they very much learn from the older generation how to do things the 

right way. They still follow that model. 

As we were parting, the woman professor said, “Judge, do you ever tak 

externs in your chambers?” 

I said, “Yes, from time to time.” 

She said, “Well, have you ever had an extern from a foreign law school?”  

I said, “Well, no I haven’t.” 

She said, “Could I interest you in considering one of our students as an 

extern?”  

I said, “That’s an interesting idea. How would that work?” 

We then corresponded over the next several months about that. She kind of 

filled me in. I ended up with—they send people out as externs after they’ve actually 

graduated from law school. Their law schools are undergraduate programs. They 

come right out of high school into a law school program, a four-year program. So 

at twenty-two they’re graduating and have a law degree. Then they start down the 

barrister or solicitor road in doing their, I guess you would call it articling if you were 

in Canada, or getting ready to be a full-fledged lawyer. So she sends me — I said, 

“We’ve got it set up. We’ve got room for one. I’m going to leave it to your university 

to pick the one by a method that you  think is appropriate.” 

They had a bit of a competition for it. I get a phone call from her and she 

says, “We’ve selected Kevin Regan. He’s a very good student. He comes from 

Western Ireland. He’s spent the year studying in a Canadian law school. Now he’s 

back here. He’s actually graduated but before he starts his—he was going to go 

down the barrister path at that time before he starts into that program he wants to 

come and be an extern in your chambers for the summer.” 

I had an Irish student, Keven Regan, come and spend the summer with me. 

He actually lived with Judge Stewart whose kids were out of the house. She likes 

to entertain kids like that. He lived there with her. Came into work every day and 

worked in my chambers. Actually, he handled a lot of different things, one of which 

was a motion for summary judgement in a weird case, a civil rights case. A police 

officer on the Portland Police force who lived in Vancouver was upset and sued the 
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City of Portland because his superiors — one of the wives of one of his co-officers 

was at a function with his wife. His wife made a comment about how he was kind 

of losing his temper a bit. She was worried about her friend’s safety with her 

husband losing his temper. So she kind of told her husband and he kind of put it up 

the chain of command. The next thing you know, there’s Portland Police officers 

showing up, when he’s on duty, at his home to talk to his wife in Vancouver about 

is he committing any crimes? Is there any domestic violence going on here? In the 

end they get invited in. They invite themselves in and she okays it to search the 

house. The find some prescription bottles for pain killers. They start asking 

questions about whether he’s taking her prescriptions or not. Long story short, they 

end up putting him on some disciplinary program. He said, “Hey wait a minute: you 

had no business being in my house and searching.” 

I ended up dismissing the case because there wasn’t, on the issue of 

whatever went on, the wife lived there and she could consent to them coming into 

the house. And she did. But I had these questions in my mind. If you’re worried 

about crimes in Vancouver, a different state and a different city, what are you doing 

investigating that as the City of Portland? It wasn’t anything happening illegally 

here, ever. I never got a good answer to that. 

So anyway, he helped me work up the summary judgement and wrote the 

bench memos for me to handle that summary judgement motion. He did a 

phenomenal job! Here’s a twenty-two and one-half year old who has graduated law 

school, yes. But compare that to our kids who go to a full four year undergraduate 

program and then three years of law school and come out at 25. He was every bit 

as good as they were. Wrote very well. Did a great job. And when the case got 

appealed, they basically adopted everything Kevin had written for me in a bench 

memo. They said this case goes nowhere: affirmed! 

I got back together when my daughter graduated from medical school over 

there I got back together with Kevin. He had decided to abandon the barrister route 

and go the solicitor route. He was working in the largest firm in Dublin and doing 

quite well. But it was fun to see him again. 
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MO: Oh yeah. 

 

DH: So, after I— you know, when you came in I was trying to look up some things 

[sound of papers rustling]. There was one detail: when I had decided to retire. It 

turns out it was in 2012 in the late summer. In either August or September I made 

my decision I was going to pull the plug at the end of that year, which was the end 

of my term. I was going to pull it at the end of my term, but anyway. I wrote a letter 

to the chief and advised her I was going to be retiring and they should start looking, 

start the process to fill my vacancy. Well, sure enough, two months later a case 

that had been languishing for years in the Federal Court of Claims had made its 

way to the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals and had actually gone to the Supreme 

Court. They had sent it back to the trial court, or to the Court of Claims. Excuse me, 

to the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals to decide an  issue that they had taken a 

pass on. This is the case of Beer v. the United States. I don’t know if you’ve heard 

anything about that. It’s not a well-publicized case but it’s basically a number of 

judges who have sued the United States saying you have inappropriately 

diminished our compensation, which Article III of the Constitution says you cannot 

do. These are district judges and circuit judges who brought the case. 

The basis of their claim—I’ll abbreviate this long history—was in 1989 

Congress passed the Ethics Reform Act. In that they gave the judges a substantial 

raise and they agreed that every year, when the rank and file federal employees 

got a raise, judges would get a raise. As a part of that Act, they also restricted the 

amount of income that judges could earn outside of their job as a judge. Some 

judges taught. Some judges wrote books. Some judges did a variety of things. Of 

course, you couldn’t practice law any more, but a number of judges were doing 

other things outside the practice that they could do and making substantial sums of 

money. They said, “we’re going to fix the fact that you’re underpaid and we have 

sat on you for a long time as Congress by giving you this big raise and agreeing 

that you’re going to go up and with the rank and file employees every year. But 

you’re going to give up this—you’re going to have a limit, a severe limit, on your 

outside income.” 
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So that happens. ’91 I guess by the time they got around to it, ’91 was the 

first annual raise. And it happened. And ’92 happened. ’93 happened. ’94 

happened. ’95, coincidentally the first year I become a judge, “We’re not going to 

give you a raise. We as Congress have to approve the raise annually. And we’re 

not going to approve a raise for you judges this year.” 

'96 they didn’t. ’97 they didn’t. ’98 they did give us a raise. So, it was a spotty 

history going forward where there were many years where they didn’t give the 

judges this raise that had been promised in the ’89 Ethics Reform Act. 

So some judges had sued around 2000 and had lost, saying this wasn’t a 

promise that you could count on judges. This wasn’t a contractual right yet. It was 

just if we agree we’ll give it to you. And we don’t agree. So this other group of 

judges filed suit in about ’05, ’06 and had a little different take on their theory of 

recovery. But basically still a Constitutional claim. What had happened was they 

had prevailed at the Court of Claims. The Court of Appeals reversed, saying no you 

don’t have any contractual claim here. That got appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court 

on two issues, or on one issue. They had had two issues they argued in the Court 

of Appeals. The Court of Appeals ignored one issue and decided against the judges 

on the other and that was the end of the case. The Supreme Court said, “Before 

we take this all up we want to have all the issues on the table. Court of Appeals, 

make a decision on the one you didn’t make a decision on.” 

They went back and looked at that and said, “Well, if that was the only issue 

the judges would win. This earlier lawsuit doesn’t preclude this one because that 

earlier lawsuit was different judges. And different judges can’t raise a claim that 

bars these judges from bringing a claim. So no, that didn’t bar this case but the 

decision, the logic of the decision in that case we agree with. They do still lose.” 

So now it’s back to the Supreme Court. Judges around the country—this 

happens in early October of the year that I gave my resignation letter. My salary, 

by statute, is set at ninety-two present of the district judges’ salary. The district 

judge was underpaid, I guess I was underpaid I’m thinking. And that’s what all the 

other magistrate judges and bankruptcy judges around the country are thinking. But 

those judges have to win before we get anything. 
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The first case where the judges lost in the 2000 or so litigation, the makeup 

of the Supreme Court was a different nine than it was in this case that’s coming up 

now. And three of the judges—the decision against the judges in the 2000 case at 

the Supreme Court level was something like a six to three or five to four decision 

against the judges. Three of the judges who wrote a very loud dissent were still on 

the court. Three of the judges in the majority were no longer on the court. Nobody 

knew what the new justices would do. So, it’s like wow, do I retire? Or do I not? Am 

I going to have to be an active judge when this comes to rest to get the raise or 

not? So I said to the Chief, “Based on this case, I’m withdrawing my resignation. 

I’m going to serve to the end of my term,” which would have been the end of, let’s 

see: ’98 plus eight, 2006, plus another eight, 2014. The end of my term would have 

been the end of 2014. “I’m going to serve to the end of 2014.  I’m going to serve to 

the end of my term.” 

The case never got re-decided by Supreme Court because the government 

ended up settling with the Article 3 judges in December of ’13, or late November of 

’13. In early December of ’13, the Administrative Office said, “Well if the district 

judges’ salary is now fixed, we now know that we have not been paying magistrate 

judges and bankruptcy judges correctly.” We jumped up. So I thought well, I can 

wait until—by this time, bankruptcy judges have filed their own lawsuit, magistrate 

judges have filed their own lawsuit. Retired Article 3 judges have filed their own 

lawsuit. Court of Claims judges filed their own lawsuit. All of these lawsuits are 

swirling around in the Court of Claims and waiting for the outcome of the main case. 

The main case has now settled. All the pieces start falling into place after that. 

I thought to myself I could wait until all the dust absolutely settles out. But 

I’m looking at this now and I’ve got the salary. It’s going to take a bad decision to 

take it away from me. And whether I’m active or not if that’s what the decision is 

I’m going to lose it. I might as well go now. So that’s when I sent my letter in in 

January of 2014 that I was going to retire as soon as possible, which was April. But 

I would stay on until my replacement was on board. So that’s kind of how retirement 

ended up playing out for me. 
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It had some parallels to Judge Ashmanskas. We thought in the time period 

that he was retiring that there was going to be Congressional action to restore all 

of this back pay that we should have had. Indeed, there’s rumors that there were 

deals between certain people in the Senate and the House and the Chief Justice 

that, “Just hold still. We’ve just about got this fixed. We’re going to pass legislation 

that’s going to give the judges the raises that they’ve deserved and solve this 

problem going forward.” That fell apart. It didn’t happen. Then this lawsuit started 

marching forward on a more accelerated basis. 

At that point Judge Ash hoping for that fix had extended his time on the bench 

by two or three months hoping that it would come into effect. Judge Acosta, his  

replacement, graciously agreed to wait a couple months to come on board hoping 

that fix would come. Judge Ash realized it wasn’t going to happen in a timely matter 

and just ended up retiring. I was kind of in the same boat but fortunately managed 

to get the raise before I went out the door. Anyway. 

 

MO: It must have been a short time after that the Judge Ashmanskas passed 

away. 

 

DH: It wasn’t long afterwards. I think he’d been retired just over a year as I recall, 

two at the most, that he passed away. 

 

MO: Yes. I was in communication with him because I’d been assigned to do his 

oral history. But it didn’t happen. 

 

DH: Oh, that’s—what a shame. That would have been a very rich oral history. 

That was an amazing man, one of my favorite colleagues of all time. [emotion in 

his voice] He knew so much. He read so much. You know, he would come to our 

magistrate judges meetings and somebody would say, “You know, so and so used 

this word in argument. I never heard that word before.” 

He said, “Oh, well that means blah, blah, blah, blah, blah.” 
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And if he didn’t know he’d go look it up and he’d give you the whole 

lexicography of  that word or a saying. If I couldn’t remember where an old saying 

came from I’d say, “Ash, where’d this come from?” I’d get an email with four or five 

attachments to it, PDF attachments, on the origins of this arcane saying. He was 

incredible [word emphasized]. He read four or five newspapers every day. He 

always had three or four books going. He was a steady customer at the public 

library; just an amazing man; a delightful colleague. I miss him a lot. 

So, one of the things I was going to talk about, there were a couple of lawyers 

whose careers had some interesting parallels to mine. 

When I was clerking at Sid Lezak’s office as a law student, there was a young 

lawyer, Steven Moore, who was a law clerk to Judge Burns. I applied to replace 

him when he was going to go out into private practice. I was unsuccessful. That 

was the first time I tried for a job that he had and didn’t get it. He went to work at 

Bullivant Houser. It wasn’t Bullivant Houser then. It was Bullivant something else. 

Anyway, he applied, he went to work there for a while. As I was graduating from 

law school I applied with a lot  of firms and that was one of them. I didn’t get that 

job either. I did get a job at Jones, Lane, Klein, Wolf, Smith at the time. It turns out 

he had applied to that firm but didn’t get it. So this was the first example of him 

applying for a job that I got as opposed to the two that I applied for and didn’t get 

that he got. 

And that kind of kept happening back-and-forth for us for a number of years. 

Then we ended up teaching ethics together at the law school. He had a class in the 

day class and I taught a section of it at night. So we were then, for once, doing the 

same thing. We just kept track of one another throughout our careers. That was an 

interesting hopscotch that we did back-and-forth tracking each other. 

There was another lawyer, I wouldn’t say we had that same experience that 

Steve and I did, but Steve Pratt was his name. I knew Steve when I was at Jones 

Lang, I was the call attorney at daily call in Multnomah County Circuit Court. Every 

day the cases that were going to go out to trial the next day, the judge would call 

the case and assign you a trial judge. You had to have somebody there to take the 

assignment. The big firms always sent one young lawyer over to handle it for 
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everybody. Steve was the call attorney for Schwabe Williamson, the Souther 

Spaulding firm at that time. We got to know each other from that daily call 

assignment. I remember—I can’t remember what the occasion was, but we were 

having lunch one day. He was telling me that he had been approached by a law 

firm in Medford, the Frohnmayer Deatherage Law Firm in Medford. He was 

agonizing with the decision, but he and his wife both thought that they wanted to 

live in a smaller town and they were going to move to Medford. And then probably 

he’d been  there probably five years when I got a call out of the blue from Dennis 

Karnopp at Karnopp Petersen, who’s then Marceau Karnopp Petersen. Was I 

interested in coming over and joining their firm in Bend? My immediate thought was 

one person I want to talk to about this is Steve Pratt. How did it go with your move 

to Medford? 

So we talked. It was a very good move for him. His practice blossomed. He 

got to do a lot more trial work. It was a much nicer environment in the smaller 

community amongst the lawyers. Largely on his advice I ended up moving to Bend. 

I ended up moving back to Portland to the bench at one point. He ended up retiring 

from Frohnmayer Deatherage and lives on a farm in either Iowa or Nebraska. He’s 

retired back to where his family had a place. But it’s just kind of interesting those 

parallels that  happen sometimes within your career. 

 

MO: And then what about work since retirement? 

 

DH: So, yeah, when a district judge takes retirement, usually the go into what’s 

called senior status. They kind of pare back their caseload and do the kinds of 

cases they would like to do. They don’t get to pick each case, but they get to say, 

“I don’t want to do any more social security appeals.” Or, “I don’t want to do any 

more cases with pro se litigants.” (They tend to be a lot more difficult to handle the 

cases and do them well.) So you get to kind of pick the kinds of cases you do and 

how much of a workload you want to have as a senior district judge. Most of them 

keep a full load until their replacement is on board to help out their colleagues. 

Then they start to pare back. 
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Well, a magistrate judge doesn’t have that same kind of senior status, but 

they have what’s called recall status where you can say, “I’m willing to come back 

and do some work.” But it isn’t an automatic thing. You have to be approved to 

continue on a recall status first by your court, next by the circuit, that there’s actually 

a need for it. As time went on and the budgets got tighter and tighter, then the 

National Magistrate Judges Committee of the National U.S. Judicial Conference 

would look at it and say, “How  much money is this costing the judiciary to have 

you sticking around?” You know, our pension would be paid anyway. We don’t get 

extra pay for sticking around. We just get our pension. They realized though that if 

you keep a full staff, you may have law clerks who are quite expensive for the 

government in terms of salary. You may have a courtroom deputy in the clerk’s 

office who’s costing the government some money too. So             they started to 

say, “You know, if your staff costs are going to exceed $10,000 a year” (which 

basically meant if you had any fulltime employees) “we’re going to—“ 

 

[recording ends abruptly, then resumes] 

 

DH: —have to look at whether the court justifies both replacing you with a new 

judge and having you on board with an expensive staff to do more work”. 

Basically the equation has to be: does the workload in the district justify 

having a new position? Because if you’re going to be fulltime with full staff, 

essentially if we fill your position and we let you stay fulltime with full staff, the court 

has effectively gotten an entirely new position. So you’re going to have to justify 

that workload wise. So there’s an approval process that goes on to do recall. 

I decided that looking at things I really didn’t need to do civil cases any more, 

civil trial work. There are so few civil trials today and everybody wants to do them 

as the judges do. I thought one more civil trial isn’t going to make my life richer, 

fuller. But it’s going to help the young judges get the experience as a trial judge. 

So let’s just get rid of the civil docket and give it to the other judges. I will stick 

around and help them out with the criminal docket, which doesn’t take a staff for 

me to do. I can do that on my own so it doesn’t cost the government money for me 
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to do that. It does help the magistrate judges for me to occasionally take the criminal 

docket for them to free them up to do civil trials or do a hearing and get them off 

that criminal duty for a day or two. So that’s what I do. 

I also continue to handle the petty offense docket over in Bend that had some 

of those unusual cases we talked about one of these sessions. So I do that. I do 

help out with the criminal docket here in Portland. I try to keep it at no more than 

sixty work days a year at this point, just because I’ve got other things I want to do. 

One of those things is something I tried to do for a number of years: getting 

involved with the American Bar Association Rule of Law Initiative. Rule of Law 

Initiative gets reduced into an acronym called ROLI. So I’ve been trying to break 

into being a volunteer judge to go to a developing country and help the ABA 

program to establish their Rule of Law Initiative in whatever country it might be. I 

got encouraged more with that when someone who was associated with Lewis & 

Clark Law School, Lisa LaSage, left the law school and went to work fulltime for 

ABA ROLI in Turkey, in Istanbul. I contacted her and she was trying to help me 

make connections with the right people to get involved with that. But it’s a slow 

process. I wasn’t getting anywhere very quickly with that over the last three or four 

years. Then in June of ’15, we got an email, all the magistrate judges did from the 

Magistrate Judges Association saying, “Hey, two of  our members, Karen Klein and 

Celeste Bremmer, have been over to Egypt with the ABA ROLI project teaching the 

Egyptian judges a couple of courses. They may have a need. If any of you are 

interested, contact these two people at the ABA.”  And so I did! 

I contacted Lisa in Istanbul at the same time and she said, “That sounds like 

a great opportunity.” And she kind of weighed in on my behalf with those folks as 

well. It kind of got quiet again after two or three months of a little bit of activity. And 

then in late October they called me up and said, “Would you like to go to Cairo, 

Egypt in December and teach some courses on mediation and ethics, judicial 

ethics?” I said, “Let me check the calendar and talk to my wife.” It ended up working 

out. 

December 1st I flew to Cairo. I taught two sessions of mediation and one 

session of judicial ethics. My co-presenter was Judge Ahmed, who was on the Court 
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of Cassation, which is their equivalent of our U.S. Supreme Court. He’s a very 

brilliant young man. I would say he’s in his mid-forties would be my guess; mid to 

late forties at the most. He speaks very good English. He has a couple of LLMs 

from U.S. law schools in addition to his Egyptian law degree. He’s very interested 

in getting mediation started   in Egypt. It doesn’t exist today. They tried arbitration 

to deal with their case backlog  there. But that didn’t work out so well for a lot of 

cultural reasons. It hasn’t help alleviate their backlog. They have a tremendous 

backlog. The judges I spoke to there described to me—and I gathered they’d be 

the rough equivalent of me sitting on our federal trial court, sitting in their court. 

Primarily it’s a business dispute related court. They said that the average judge in 

those courts gets two hundred and fifty new cases a month. 

 

MO: Whoa. 

 

DH:  That’s more cases than we have on our docket altogether. At the high point 

when our court was the busiest in my tenure, I probably had two hundred, maybe 

two hundred and ten cases. As I retired it was in the one forties, one fifty. More 

judges and a drop off of filings explain that. 

 

MO: This is annually? 

 

DH: On an any-given-moment basis. Every month there might be ten or fifteen 

more and I might finish up fifteen. But the rough level at any time you looked at my 

caseload would be about one forty to one fifty as I retired. These Egyptian judges 

are getting two hundred and fifty new cases each month. And if you stop and think 

that there’s maybe twenty, twenty-two work days a month, unless they’re turning 

out decisions in ten cases a day, their backlog just keeps growing. There’s no way 

a judge can decide ten cases a day and do them any kind of justice. So they’re 

under a tremendous pressure to get cases resolved. 

But they don’t have any alternative dispute resolution mechanism like we do 

in the States with mediation, arbitration, a number of things that we could do here. 
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They tried arbitration and it didn’t work for a number of cultural reasons. So we 

were trying to get them introduced to the idea of mediation, a very foreign concept 

to them. 

But it was a, it was a worthwhile two weeks I spent over there. It’s hard to 

imagine seeing a crushing workload grow exponentially on you every year and 

having as optimistic an attitude as the Egyptian judges had. They are really firmly 

committed to making a difference for their society and their government. It’s a 

tough, tough position for them. A lot of things we don’t realize in this country exist 

there. They had their Arab Spring revolution. It was January of ’11 that they had 

that. This year—in fact it’s yesterday was the anniversary of that. They haven’t had 

a parliament meet since that uprising. They haven’t had one elected since that 

uprising. They’ve had elections but none of them have ever been certified. No 

parliament has ever sat. They’re hopeful that the elections that they were holding, 

the tail end of which were while I was there, they’re hoping that those will result in 

a parliament meeting in 2016 sometime. But imagine if— we talk a lot about in this 

country how our Congress has been ineffective at getting anything done because 

of their divisiveness. [sotto voce for emphasis] They don’t even meet! They don’t 

even have people filling the positions in one-third of their government. Mubarak 

was ousted and then their executive became Morsi. And then he gets ousted. 

 

MO: Who was, I guess elected. Maybe not— 

 

DH: —maybe not the best way. Now they’ve— 

 

MO: [inaudible] 

 

DH: Yeah, and now they’ve got, their new leader in. Maybe it will work, maybe it 

won’t. So, they’ve got a government that’s not functioning very well. It’s kind of 

limping along. The three-legged stool has two legs. And the judiciary is struggling 

mightily to be independent of the executive, which I gather they kind of weren’t 

under Mubarak. The suggestion was when they had an issue that the executive felt 
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strongly about, he would appoint a special court to deal with it and take it away 

from the judiciary into this other court that he would appoint to handle it. They’re 

trying to do away with all of that. That’s kind of where the economic courts, they 

call them, that these judges I was training come from. But it’s just, it was inspiring 

to see judges so committed to the welfare of their country under the conditions they 

have to work with. [sound fades dramatically 10:00] 

 

MO: [inaudible] 

 

DH: In theory they’re supposed to get you away from political cases. They’re 

trying to get—they really want to get to a situation where you don’t have political 

cases but where you have legitimate legal issues to be decided by the courts. You 

know, if you’ve got a political issue, that’s what you have a parliament for. [sound 

goes very low again] They haven’t had that parliament to decide those issues so 

they just sit there and fester. Interestingly, there were a number of people who had 

been convicted during Mubarak’s successor’s short reign, from the Muslim 

Brotherhood. Their convictions were getting thrown out by the Court of Cassation 

while I was there for not having observed the appropriate procedural safeguards. 

They were going to have to go back to trial. 

You know, here they are! No parliament; strong executive and the judiciary 

is asserting itself. No, we are going to give the people these protections, even if it 

means we have to do something politically unpopular in overturning these 

convictions. Like I said, it was just inspiring to see them willing to do that and willing 

to take on the incredible workload they have with a smile on their face. Wanting 

desperately to see the Rule of Law observed in Eygpt.  

I suspect that it did involve some personal risk for them. I did certainly wonder 

about that. I know when I was invited to go over there the Marshall's office was 

concerned. I said, “Well, what does the state department say? Is the embassy still 

open for business? If the embassy is willing to take responsibility for me being 

there, I’ll go. If they’re not, that tells me a lot about how safe it is and I won’t.” 
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And two days before I was scheduled to leave, they took responsibility. I will 

say I never felt threatened while I was there. I did do some walking around on my 

own, unescorted. I never felt threatened.  

There were a lot—the hotel— this is kind of a crazy example. The hotel had—

if you were going to drive up to this hotel you had to go through the gate. And at 

the gate they had bomb sniffing dogs that would walk around your vehicle. They 

would make you open your trunk. If something about your appearance troubled the 

guards in some way, they’d have you get out and they’d wand you with a metal 

detector and see if there was anything they were concerned about. And then as 

you go into the hotel, everybody goes through a metal detector and their bags go 

through a conveyor belt just like coming into the federal courthouse here. So I 

thought, you know, that’s pretty safe. After two or three days there I realized that 

people walk through that metal detector all the time and it’s going beep, beep, beep, 

beep, beep, beep. The people who are watching are saying, “Hi! Come on through!” 

[DH laughing] There’s really no follow up on it. 

A funny episode at the airport going out: it’s a 4:00 a.m. flight so I’m there at   

1:00 a.m. for an international flight. You can’t get in the airport unless you have 

some proof that you have a ticket to fly out. They won’t let somebody come in to 

see you off. So the ABA driver who took me to the airport had to leave me at the 

door. At the door there’s again a metal detector and a conveyor belt to put your 

bags through. I’m used to the U.S. system where you take your coat off and you 

take your shoes off. TSA pre-check doesn’t mean anything to the Egyptians. So I 

figure, just give it all to them. So I’ve  loaded up all my gear that might set it off into 

my coat pockets because I know I’m going to take my coat off. Nobody’s taking 

their coat off. Nobody’s taking their shoes off. And there’s a crowd coming behind 

me even at 1:00 a.m. So I end up going through with my jacket on. Beep beep beep 

beep beep beep. [DH chuckling] And this guard comes up to me  and he grabs me 

and starts frisking me. I had, under my shirt an over-the-shoulder wallet, under my 

shirt. He grabs that and says, “What’s that? Is that a gun?” 

I said, “No, that’s my wallet.” 

“How much money do you have in it?” [DH laughs] 
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“I don’t know, a couple hundred dollars.” 

He never figured out what was beeping on me. He never tried to. He never 

went after the cell phone. Never went after any of the things that would cause it to 

beep. He’s worried about my wallet and how much money I’ve got in it and he waves 

me through. And I thought: is this really security? What is this? 

 

MO: —Who else is on the plane? 

 

DH: Yeah! Yeah! And then you—well, anyway. You end up in a waiting room and 

much like Dulles Airport in D.C. you have to then get screened again and you go 

out onto a bus that takes you out to the plane on the tarmac and you get off this—

they pull up  three or four busses to take you out to this big plane, two or three 

hundred passengers. All of a sudden everybody’s getting off the busses at once 

and trying to go up this ramp in the middle of this tarmac. It’s wide enough for two 

rows of people to go up. People are crowding and pushing and shoving trying to 

get on the plane. It’s nothing like orderly loading an American plane at the airport. 

It’s like ramming up this crowd [—?]. 

Gosh, there was this one woman she had two wheel-aboards and a big bag 

over her shoulder. She’s trying to make her way up this stairway. I’m thinking this 

is crazy. This is just crazy. You couldn’t possibly load a plane slower than this. 

But that was Egypt. 

 

MO: So that was Egypt. 

 

DH: So maybe I’ll be going back to another country; maybe not. I guess, in the 

end, this kind of feels like—when I got the appointment, at my investiture I 

remembered something a judge in Deschutes County had said at his swearing in 

on the circuit bench in Deschutes County. He quoted Yogi Berra. He said, “You 

know, when you come to a fork in the road, take it.” At the time of my investiture as 

a part-time judge that made a lot of sense to me because I really had come to a 

fork in the road and I really did have to take both forks. I was still a lawyer practicing 
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and I was a part-time judge. And then, of   course, as I became a fulltime judge I 

had to abandon one side of the fork and just stay on the judicial side. And now I’ve 

come to another fork in the road and I’m taking it. I’m doing some things outside 

the judiciary and outside the practice of law now. I’m just getting on with life and 

doing all those projects at home that have laid fallow for years. 

I remembered as I was thinking about today and talking to you, I remembered 

another old Yogi saying. This was one when he was at a ceremony in his honor, I 

think it was in St. Louis. They were honoring Yogi Berra on his retirement. He said 

over the loudspeaker to the whole stands, he said, “I want to thank everybody who 

made this day possible.” You know, it was kind of a funny way for him to say it. I 

don’t remember his exact words, but it was basically thanking all the people who 

had contributed to his career. I guess that’s kind of what’s on my mind is all the 

people who—I think what he said was, “I want to thank all the people who made 

today necessary.” 

I guess that’s my parting thought. I’d like to thank all the people who made 

today necessary for me and you to talk, first and foremost being my wife Marcia 

who has facilitated my career in every possible way. She’s just been a wonderful 

partner to have and I thank her very much for that support over the years. I thank 

my children: Kinsley who’s in her residency in Hawai’i and Grayson, my son, who’s 

in Tucson and is just starting on his career as an EMT. I thank my parents, Dick 

and Jackie Hubel. I thank my in-laws, Peter and Bettie Maring who’s not with us 

any more, passed away, and Bettie Maring, for all they’ve done for me over the 

years. 

I’d like to thank my wife’s great aunt and uncle, both of whom have passed 

on now, Jean Lewis and Hank Lewis. Jean was the first woman circuit judge in 

Oregon appointed by Governor Hatfield. Hank was a—he’d gone to one year of law 

school and he founded the ski patrol in Oregon. When I represented Mt. Bachelor, 

he was a wealth  of information and a very interested participant in that process 

with me. I never got to thank him personally after I left sixth grade, but Mr. Groshong 

who was a student teacher in my sixth grade class. I always give him credit for 

taking a young man who was completely uninterested in academics and turning him 
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into somebody had some interest  in academics. I thank Mr. Groshong. I had a 

wonderful set of teachers in John Marshall High School from ‘61 to ’65. I’ve thought 

many times about them and thanked several of them, including my baseball coach, 

Vince Pesky, brother to Johnny Pesky of the Boston Red Sox fame. I had an 

interesting set of professors at Cornell and I thank them. As I left Cornell, in the 

Navy ROTC I had my interesting experiences with Admiral Rickover. He certainly 

contributed to who I am and why I’m here in ways I probably will never completely 

understand. My captain on the submarine, Robert Malloy, I thank him. [He was] a 

very compassionate man and a great captain. —Arnie Pedowitz the young, Legal 

Aid lawyer in Eastern Washington who gave me my first taste, real taste, of 

practicing law and what it was about. I had some great law school professors. Ed 

Burnett: we called him Fast Eddie. Ed Belsheim: we called him Steady Eddie. He 

was in his eighties when he was teaching us and just a wonderful man. Doug 

Newell, contracts and commercial transactions: an incredible professor. 

High school classmate and an acquaintance since I was probably eight or 

nine years old: Bill Gaylord, prominent Portland lawyer, plaintiff’s lawyer. He hired 

me as a law clerk in my first year in law school. Bill and I went to Cornell together. 

He ended up finishing up at Oregon State and graduated law school a year before 

I started. Sid Lezak, the long-serving U.S. Attorney in Oregon gave me a job 

clerking at his office that exposed me to federal court litigation and a great set of 

prosecutors in that office and got to see some fantastic trials in that courthouse in 

the time there.  

Which reminds me of one of Yogi’s other sayings. Young lawyers today, 

there’s so much pressure on them to produce for their law firms in terms of income 

that they don’t get the chance that I was given by lawyers in my practice to learn 

by watching. [recording ends abruptly, then resumes] 

 

MO: Okay, we’re back on tape here. 

 

DH: Okay. I think I was starting to refer to another Yogi saying and how young 

lawyers today don’t oftentimes get the opportunities I had as a young lawyer to 
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observe good lawyers practicing law and learn from observing. Yogi’s saying was, 

“You can observe a lot just by watching.” And you really can. You can learn a lot 

by watching good lawyers practice their profession. You know, in that regard the 

mentors in my first law firm were Chuck Smith and Dick Lang. Thank you. You gave 

me an opportunity to observe the two of you at work and I learned a lot from that. 

I had a series of cases, asbestos cases that I learned a lot from the lawyers  

involved with those cases. The plaintiffs’ lawyer was pretty much always Jeff  

Mutnick. But the co-defense lawyers with me: Bob Fraser, Malcolm Marsh, Mike 

King, Jim Gidley, Paul Fortino and many, many others. I learned a lot from you folks 

and appreciated the opportunity to work with you at that point in my career. It 

developed me a lot. 

Dennis Karnopp, a partner who invited me to Bend to join that firm. I 

appreciate that opportunity. Ron Rome [?], my right-hand person there and partner, 

he’s moved on into a mediation practice and Dennis is, I believe, of counsel now 

and still does some work for the Warm Spring Tribe for the firm but is pretty much 

of counsel now. Many, many great judges in the courts of Oregon, the state circuit 

court and the federal court that I had the opportunity to practice in front of. I learned 

a lot from you all and I appreciate the opportunity. The judges of our court who 

welcomed me in ’95 as a part- time magistrate judge and again in ’98 as a fulltime 

magistrate judge. They are a large part of why I’m sitting here today with you talking 

about my career and getting a chance to think about it and how it’s developed over 

time. I thank all of them, in particular the great chief judges that I worked with 

beginning with Jim Redden, Mike Hogan, Ancer Haggerty, all good leaders of our 

court. 

My colleague magistrate judges— my first colleagues were Don 

Ashmanskas, who we talked about a little bit ago. John Jelderks; Jan Stewart who’s 

retiring next month; Tom Coffin, who’s retiring next month in Eugene; Jack Cooney, 

who previously retired from Medford, and all of my magistrate colleagues who 

followed after them. Many great colleagues to work with over the years. I want to 

acknowledge Tom Hnatowski, the head of the Magistrate Judges Division in the 

Administrative Office. He was a great friend and a good guy to work with over the 
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years and a great champion of the magistrate judge position throughout the country. 

I thank him for all he’s done for me and for magistrate judges everywhere. And all 

of those others on his staff in the Administrative Office who continue to look out for 

us in Tom’s retirement. 

But in the end, it comes back to I really need to thank my wife the most for 

all she’s done for me being here today talking to you about a career that I hope isn’t 

ending with a whimper but a bang, referring back to the T.S. Elliot poem, The Hollow 

Men. His other poem that comes to mind is the one of the four quartets that talks 

about getting to the end and realizing you’re at the beginning and knowing it for the 

first time. It’s been fun working with you and reflecting back over the career. Thank 

you. 

 

MO: Okay, well, thank you for a great history I think. I mean you’ve, you know, 

given a lot of thought about the topics that we’ve talked about and maybe the most 

candid or detailed description of example cases I think. It’s been really great. 

 

DH: Thank you. 

 

MO: Thank you. 

 

 

[End of Interview 9] 
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Judge Dennis Hubel, Interview Ten 
2016 September 20 

 

MO: Okay. We are on tape. Today's date, I guess, is September 20, and I am in 

Judge Hubel's chambers here at the U.S. Courthouse. We are doing a make-up 

interview that is related to the Nolan case. We discussed that and all of that is in 

the record, but the part that didn't work out very well was the aftermath, after the 

trial with Mrs. Nolan and the things that transpired after that. 

So, I guess the Nolans were not very pleased with the final outcome? 

 

DH: They did not go quietly in the night [DH chuckles]. 

 

MO: So, what was the noise that they were making in the night? [MO chuckles] 

 

DH: Well, the first trial happened in May of 1989. It was an appeal. Eventually the 

case got resolved. I am going to say that it was around 1993, 1994, possibly even 

early '95 when the case was finally resolved, and I think that it is finally in 

everybody's rear view mirror. 

In 1995, I was appointed as a part-time magistrate judge in Bend, and nothing 

really happened with the Nolans in that time period. In 1997, the court got authority 

to take the position in Bend that was part time, and move it to Portland. They had 

to go through a new appointment process. In that appointment process I applied, 

as did others, and was ultimately selected and began on January 1, 1998, here in 

the Portland courthouse. 

I don't remember the exact timing, but it was somewhere in that first year as 

a full-time judge. My wife and family are still living in Bend, the kids are going to 

finish the school year, and sometime in the summer of '98 they are going to move 

to Portland, and we are going to relocate into a house here. Our house is on the 

market in Bend, but the market is pretty slow at that particular time, and nothing 

was happening. 
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I am going to say that it was about March or April of '98- 1 come into work in 

the morning, I look at the new cases that were assigned to me overnight that were 

filed yesterday, and there is one that immediately catches my eye. It is a life 

insurance company versus John Nolan. And that name just leapt off the page at 

me. And I said if this is the same John Nolan-and it probably is-I cannot sit on this 

case. I know way too much about this gentleman and about his veracity, and I am 

just not going to sit on this case. 

In the meantime, he had gotten notice. Within less than twenty-four hours, 

before I could even get myself off the case after being put on it, he had gotten 

notice that I was the judge assigned to the case. And here is where the flap started 

with Mr. Nolan again. 

I may get the order of things that he did out of whack a bit, but- the first thing 

I became aware of was he called the clerk's office and complained about me being 

on this case because I had conducted all kinds of shenanigans in the trial against 

him, he claimed. And why was I even a judge? And how could they possibly have 

appointed me, blah blah blah. 

And so the clerk's office let me know about that, but they also let the marshal 

service know about it because they felt that it was something of a threat, potentially, 

from somebody who was a little unbalanced-the way that he had carried on. So the 

marshals had started to look into it, and the clerk's office, when they told me that, 

I said, "Well, I have already filled out the paperwork to take myself off of the case. 

I shouldn't be on this case for this gentleman because of my involvement with him 

in litigation with him for several years in the past, and I just know too much about 

him from that work." 

So they took me off the case. And then they told me a couple of days later 

that he didn't stop there. He was now asking for my entire application file and all of 

my personnel records from the clerk's office. The clerk's office's response to him 

was that a) they don't keep the application file, and b) all of those personnel records 

that he would want are in Washington, D.C. at the Administrative Office of the 

United States Courts.  
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Well, that is where he went next and made a request for all of those records 

there. And they turned him down and said that he had no business to get into my 

personnel file, number one, and if he wanted my application he could make a 

Freedom of Information Act request. He never went so far as to do that. 

So this is all, kind of, going on, and as I said, my wife is still living in Bend. 

Then the next thing that happens is that I get a phone call from, not my old law firm, 

but a law firm that I had a fair amount of work against over the years. And one of 

the lawyers there called me up and said, "Do you know some guy named ... " and I 

don't remember what name Mr. Nolan was using at the time. But he was claiming 

to be an old friend of mine, and he knew that I had been appointed to the bench, 

and he didn't know if I was still living in Bend, but he really wanted to make contact 

with me- could this guy tell him what my wife's name and address and phone 

number was so that he could reach out to me. And this lawyer was smart enough 

to smell a rat and didn't do it. So, I alerted the marshal that Mr. Nolan was not only 

trying to get information about me in D.C. and in the clerk's office here, but now he 

was expanding into Bend, where my family was living without me there during the 

week. I said, "This is getting a little bit over the top. It is no longer just enough that 

I have gotten off the case, we need to do something to calm this situation down, or 

at least monitor it." 

So they started investigating and determined that it was Mr. Nolan who was 

doing that. There was an odd coincidence at the same time that happened that 

caused the marshal and my wife a little bit of consternation. My wife called me on, 

it would have been a Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday, Thursday evening, or late 

afternoon, to say, did I have any reason to think that we had loaned a gas can to 

somebody who might be returning it? 

I said, "No, why?" 

She said, "Well, I came home and on the front porch, front deck, was a one-

gallon gas can sitting there." 

I said, "Leave the house. Take the kids. Leave the house. Lock it up, and just 

go to a friend's house while we have the marshal take a look at this." Because this 
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was right in the middle of Nolan making his inquiries around Bend and everything 

else going on, and I said, "This is too much." 

So they investigated, and it was an empty gas can. And as it turns out, a 

week later, a friend who apparently years before had borrowed a gas can had 

decided to return it. No one was home, and he just left it on the front porch. It scared 

the bejesus out of my wife and me for a period of time. 

At this point Mr. Nolan was pretty high up on the marshal's radar, looking for 

him and what he was doing. Now, the case that had been assigned to me was 

reassigned to Judge Robert E. Jones, a district judge. It was a strange case, to say 

the least. I think I had mentioned, when I was describing the case that I defended 

against for Mt. Bachelor, that Mr. and Mrs. Nolan sued them for-that one of the 

things that came out of that was he was claiming and she was claiming a 

tremendous amount of lost income in his 

insurance agency. 

As it turned out, the truth was his insurance agency was in a lot of trouble 

because he was completely inept at running the insurance agency that his father 

had left to him. The case that had been filed by, I don't remember it well enough to 

name the life insurance company to tell you, but I think that it was Jackson Life 

Insurance, or something like that. In any event, their allegations against him, one 

of them, was that he was trying to defraud them out of a large sum of money on a 

life insurance policy. 

And the background facts went something like this. His agency got in deeper 

and deeper financial difficulties. He started losing insurance company accounts, to 

even be an agent for. One of the ones that he still had was this life insurance 

company, and he was starting to contact older folks that he knew somebody who 

was in that family who was older and in very poor health, and he would convince 

them to buy a very large, face-value of life insurance on this older person who had 

no real need for life insurance-because they had raised all of their children, they 

had grandchildren who their children were taking care of, they had amassed an 

estate that they were leaving to those kids. They didn't need life insurance. But he 

was convincing them that they did. In this one instance, when the gentleman called 
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in his kids to help him deal with Mr. Nolan being so pushy, the kids had told him in 

no uncertain terms, "We are not going to do this." 

So Mr. Nolan turns to the older gentleman, apparently, and says, "You are 

going to regret this. I know you are going to regret this, so, this is what I am going 

to do. I am going to issue the policy on your life, but I will pay the premiums. And I 

will be the owner of the policy. Six months from now, when you realize what a 

mistake you have made and you want this policy, all you have to do is call up good 

old John Nolan and reimburse me for the premiums on the policy, and I will sign 

the policy over to you." 

Well, what happens, of course, is that three months later the gentleman died. 

And Mr. Nolan has this policy that he has purported to issue with himself as the 

owner and paying the premiums on the policy. He has no insurable interest in this 

man's life, but he has done this-and to the tune of a million bucks. Now he tries to 

collect from Jackson Life Insurance, if that was the name of the company, and they 

said [DH chuckling], "What is going on here? You had no way to issue this policy. 

We would have never issued this policy. We are not going to pay. This was a fraud-

an out and out fraud." 

Mr. Nolan wasn't very happy with that so he had, because of his financial 

dealings with them; he knew the account numbers for their various bank accounts. 

And he had some friends who were kind of caught up in the common law courts 

movement, the Freemen movement, and he started issuing judgments and liens 

from the common law courts against this life insurance company. And he actually 

had tried to collect, and had collected, some amount of money from them on his 

phony judgement against them for the million dollar life insurance policy, and the 

lawsuit that had been filed in federal court was the insurance company saying this 

guy is committing fraud, and we want all of our losses back, and we want it awarded 

from the court, and we want him to stop all of these shenanigans. 

Well, ultimately, that case, as I said, was assigned to Judge Jones. I kind of 

kept an eye on it because at one point when Mr. Nolan got caught up in that 

litigation, hot and heavy, with Judge Jones, he kind of seemed to be losing interest 

in me. And the marshal's approach to life in those situations was, if this guy is as 
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crazy as he looks to be, let's just let him stay focused on his latest interest, and 

hopefully you will fade away and become a non-interest to him again. 

That is pretty much what happened. As it turns out, he got focused on Judge 

Jones, and he had some of his common law courts folks give him legal advice. All 

of a sudden the case had turned into not just this civil lawsuit, but a criminal case 

was filed against him by the United States government. 

Why, you would ask? Well, because along the way, to raise money, he and 

his common law courts buddies decided that they would start issuing notes, 

financial documents, that purported to be a tender for Mr. Nolan to pay his back 

taxes that he hadn't paid for years. He submitted, as I recall, a note with a picture 

of Queen Elizabeth on it, and right next to her picture, a picture of John Nolan [DH 

chuckles]. And it was in the sum of one hundred thousand dollars, and he used that 

to try to pay a part of his tax liability. And the government didn't get the joke [MO 

chuckles] and decided to prosecute him at this point for tax evasion and this 

attempted fraud. And he ended up convicted, and he was completely unrepentant, 

even after conviction. He served time at Sheridan Federal Penitentiary for that 

whole event. 

After he came out, apparently he had some health problems while he was 

there, because the marshal kept tabs on him, in case he, with all of the time he had 

on his hands at the federal penitentiary, in case he started thinking about Judge 

Hubel again. They satisfied themselves that he was thinking about Judge Jones by 

this point in time, and pretty much had forgotten about me. In any event, when he 

got out, he lived in Vancouver and was on probation. As best I know, today, is living 

somewhere in Vancouver, Washington—somehow or another kicking along. 

His wife—when the case got settled on appeal—she continued to play the 

charade they were playing in their claims for personal injuries, basically got a 

settlement that, let's just say, all I am at liberty to say is the amount paid to settle 

the case was well less than one-tenth of what it would have cost to go back to trial 

and try the case again. I don't know how they paid their bills, because the rumor 

mill was that they had something like twenty doctors testify in the first trial, medical 

doctors. Then they had some chiropractors testify, too. And they had all kinds of 
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other people testify, experts, who they had to pay. The rumor was that they were in 

debt well over a hundred thousand dollars in fees, just from the experts from their 

first trial. And the amount that they got in the settlement would never come close 

to touching their bills. 

That was the Mr. Nolan epilogue. That was really quite surprising. I never 

would expect to run into him again, much less to have him start investigating me. 

And fortunately he had so much other shenanigans going on in his life that the focus 

turned back on him, and he forgot about me. We hope. I haven't heard anything 

thing from him for many years now. 

 

MO: Oh yeah. Well, that is quite the story [MO chuckles]. 

 

DH: It is stranger than fiction. 

 

MO: Yeah, no kidding. Obviously he must have been a little unhinged to send that 

fake currency to the government. 

 

DH: It was ludicrous. I mean, Judge Jones couldn't believe his eyes when those 

allegations showed up in a criminal complaint. I think he questioned the government 

a few times about what the heck they were doing and was very surprised to find out 

that everything that they said was true. 

The whole involvement with Mr. Nolan, from the day that the lawsuit started 

in probably in the spring or fall of 1987 was when the lawsuit, I believe, got filed. 

Up to the last contact that I had when there were concerns about him, which would 

have been in the early 2000s. You know, we are talking about almost twenty years 

of involvement over time with him. It was all strange, from day one. 

One of the stranger things was how he roped in his brother. I can't remember 

if I talked about this in the discussion of the lawsuit or not. But his brother was a 

doctor in town-a plastic surgeon, as I recall. Somehow or another, John convinced 

his brother, Doctor Nolan, to refer his wife to every credible neurological or 

neurosurgical expert in the city of Portland before it was done. And every single 
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one of them said the same thing as her treating doctor said: There is nothing 

physically wrong with this woman. She is either faking it, or she had a delusional, 

psychiatric situation going on that has more to do with her relationship with her 

husband than it does with anything that happened in any accident. It was mind-

boggling to me that he could get his credible, successful plastic surgeon brother to 

introduce him to all of these high-power doctors in Portland and try to get them co-

opted into his scam. But the good news is, none of them bit [MO chuckles]. 

 

MO: Well, it is quite a story. 

 

DH: It was amazing. I still occasionally will run into the trial judge from that trial, 

and he still shakes his head about the things that happened in the trial. I remember 

many times in the trial him looking down from the bench at me wondering, "What 

the hell are you doing? Why aren't you objecting to this?" And what he didn't know 

was coming next was, "Yeah, I could have kept that evidence out, but it helped me 

more than it hurt me." [MO chuckles] And it was that way, day after day, for a month-

long trial. It was as if he was his own worst enemy. 

 

MO: It sounds like he was pretty involved with the drama part of things. 

 

DH: He was very involved with the drama of the whole thing. And he thought, from 

his exposure to insurance, that he knew the litigation game well and he could play 

it better than anybody else. 

Oh, there were just so many things. I mean, the day in May, the weather in 

Bend, as you probably know, can be very spotty. And it can change very quickly. 

Spring in not the best of seasons in Central Oregon. And we might start the day 

with a horrible rain storm, and then it would clear off and be bright sun. And then 

the afternoon heating would bring up the thunder clouds, and we would have a 

thunder storm at 2:30 or 3:00 in the afternoon. And [DH chuckles] we're rehashing 

his whole trial, but his wife, they would purposely have her sitting right next to the 

jury. And normally that is the seat that I would like to have at a council table, but in 
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this case, she was so unbelievable, that I wanted her to sit next to the jury so that 

they would be forced to look at her day after day after day and watch all of her 

shenanigans. She had tried to convince the trial judge that her photophobia from 

her MS and the organic brain damage, both of which were caused traumatically by 

the collision at Mt. Bachelor, allegedly, had caused her to need to wear dark glasses 

all of the time. The courtroom had this large skylight, probably fifteen feet across, 

circular, right in the center of the well in the courtroom. And she wanted the judge 

to put a tarp over that so that it wouldn't cause her to have photophobic headaches. 

The best that he would do for her, because that would have darkened the courtroom 

beyond anybody's ability to conduct a trial, he let it cover the half of that skylight 

towards her and left the other half open. 

So one day she is in the middle of trial, and it is one of my witnesses who is 

testifying and kind of taking her medical scenario and processing it, and explaining 

why none of it makes any sense whatsoever--couldn't possibly be physically 

verifiable, and look at all of this. None of these doctors said it was. In the midst of 

that, she is very intently watching. And it had been cloudy and dark in the 

courtroom, so she had taken her glasses off. And all of a sudden some bright 

sunlight flooded the courtroom. And I mean it just flooded the courtroom. And she 

just kept watching the testimony intently and never reached for her glasses. And I 

am looking over at the jurors and watching them. And one of them is elbowing the 

one next to them and saying, "Look at this. Look at this. Skylight." And now they 

are done listening to the testimony for five minutes, and figuring out that she doesn't 

need these sunglasses at all [MO chuckles]. 

And stuff like that just happened all of the time. It was like too good to be 

true. You kept worrying about the bottom falling out at some point, but it never did, 

fortunately. 

Anyway, that was the closing saga of the Nolan chapter, and until he or I 

pass away for fear of resurrecting in his mind his plight in life, and whether it was 

caused by me, I would just as soon keep this part sealed to be reopened on my 

death or his, whichever comes first. 
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MO: Sure. Okay. Yes. We already talked about that. I think that you told me that 

the marshals here, after you discussed Nolan and what to do, that they were 

concerned as well and felt that you needed to be careful. Is that right? 

 

DH: Yes. Yes. They wanted me to not do anything to draw his attention to me. I 

don't think he would necessarily wake up one day and think to go to the [Oregon] 

Historical Society and ask to see the oral history of Judge Hubel, but you never 

know with this guy. 

 

MO: Yeah, sure. Sure [MO chuckling]. He puts a lot of effort into his various 

schemes. 

 

DH: Okay. 

 

MO: Yes. Let's see. There was something else. Oh! One other question. So, he 

wound up in Judge Jones' courtroom for some time too? 

 

DH: Yes. He was litigating there both civilly and criminally convicted there. As I 

said, Judge Jones sentenced him to that prison term, which I believe he either 

served all of it or he may have had a small reduction for his health problems. He 

was on, then, probation with Judge Jones for some period of time thereafter. I am 

going to say eighteen months to maybe longer. But I am not aware of any further 

problems after his prison term. 

 

MO: I was going to ask if you had discussed it at all with Judge Jones, and if any 

of the same kind of things happened in his courtroom. 

 

DH: I didn't want to disqualify Judge Jones by filling him in with everything that I 

knew about the guy. 

 

MO: Yeah, sure. 
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DH: What I did do was let him know that I had recused myself and why, and what 

John Nolan had been doing that had caused some concerns. And Judge Jones did 

keep me apprised with what was going on in the case as time went on, so that I 

knew what was going on. And it was kind of through that and through Judge Jones' 

keeping me apprized but also just keeping my eye on the new cases coming in, that 

I realized that there was a United States v. John Nolan case that came along that 

was assigned to Judge Jones as well. 

That was a surprise. I figured the guy would just give up and let the insurance 

company get their declaration and then jump to relief to get him to stop doing things, 

but it was never enough for him. And you know, I guess I had never realized how 

bad his financial fortunes had shifted. He had stopped paying his taxes and then 

started using these phony notes to pay them. I believe he had a co-defendant who 

got convicted as well from the common law court movement, about those notes too. 

But I know a lot less about that with any confidence. 

 

MO: Okay, well. I think that we probably made up some of what we lost and 

covered it fairly well. So, I guess, unless you have anything else to say about that, 

we can call it a day. 

 

DH: Sounds good. 

 

[End of Interview 10] 
 

 

 
 

1 During World War II, the War Department [now the Department of Defense] decided to locate portions of the 
Manhattan Project in this part of Washington, and that work to develop atomic weapons had to be done in secret. 
Subsequently, in early 1943, all of the residents of White Bluffs and Hanford were told to evacuate their homes 
and abandon their farms, and were given just 30 days and a small amount of money to do so. Beginning in 1943, 
the site was used to produce plutonium for the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japan in 
August 1945. After a short lull, production was ramped up in 1947 to meet the challenges of the “Cold War” and 
continued until 1987 when the last reactor ceased operation. 
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Weapons production processes left solid and liquid wastes that posed a risk to the local environment 

including the Columbia River. In 1989, the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE), Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA), and Washington State Department of Ecology entered into a legally binding accord, the Tri-Party Agreement 
(TPA), to clean up the Hanford Site. Accessed January 20, 2016:  www.hanford.gov/page.cfm/HanfordHistory. 
2 The USS Scorpion left Norfolk, Virginia, on February 15, 1968, for exercises in the Mediterranean. 
On May 21 all was well, but by the next day, May 22 it lay in pieces beneath 10,000 feet (3,048 meters) of water 
south of the Azores, each section resting in the crater of its own impact. All 99 men aboard were lost. Nobody 
knows for sure what happened, at least nobody who has spoken publicly. Potential explanations range from the 
mechanical to the clandestine. 

The second USS Thresher (SSN-593) was the lead boat of her class of nuclear-powered attack submarines 
in the United States Navy. She was the U.S. Navy's second submarine to be named after the thresher shark. The 
submarine imploded during deep-diving tests approximately 220 miles (350 km) east of Boston, Massachusetts, on 
10 April 1963. 129 crew and shipyard personnel were lost in the accident. This event led the U.S. Navy to 
implement a rigorous submarine safety program known as SUBSAFE. Thresher was the world's first nuclear 
submarine lost at sea. Accessed on July 20, 2016:  www.nationalgeographic.com/k19/disasters_detail1.html, 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_Thresher_(SSN-593) 
3 CPT Corporation was founded in 1971 by Dean Scheff in Minneapolis, Minnesota, with co-founders James 
Wienhold and Richard Eichhorn. CPT first designed, manufactured, and marketed the CPT 4200, a dual-cassette-
tape machine that controlled a modified IBM Selectric typewriter to support text editing and word processing. The 
CPT logo—originally three letters chosen to sound well together—began to be taken as an acronym for "cassette 
powered typewriting," and subsequently for "computer processed text," and numerous other variants. Accessed 
January 3, 2017 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CPT_Corporation. 
4 This references the 2015 movie based on the lives of the renowned astrophysicist Stephen Hawking and 
his first wife Jane Wilde. Hawking received an earth-shattering diagnosis at 21 years of age that he had motor 
neuron disease which would eventually rob him of speech and most physical movement. Together, they broke new 
ground in medicine and the use of computer technology to replicate speech, allowing Stephen to conduct his 
ambitious scientific work and to live and thrive long after the two-year life expectancy doctors predicted for him. 
5 Oregon Skier Statute, ORS 30.970 TO 30.990. Full text of the statute can be found at  
https://www.oregonlaws.org/ors/30.985 
6 As of February 25, 2016 she is Magistrate Judge Jolie Russo. 
7 The current Lewis & Clark Law School course catalog lists the seminar as: “Developing a Practice Professionally 
Seminar” and more details can be accessed at  https://law.lclark.edu/courses/catalog/law_339.php 
8 On April 19, 1995, an anti-government terrorist Timothy McVeigh set off a truck-bomb explosion outside the 
Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. The explosion left 168 people dead, 19 of them 
children,  left 500 people injured. McVeigh was executed for his crimes in 2001. His co- 
conspirator Terry Nichols received life in prison. Until September 11, 2001, the Oklahoma City bombing was the 
worst terrorist attack to take place on U.S. soil. 

http://www.hanford.gov/page.cfm/HanfordHistory
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